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Abstract 

 

In this dissertation I analyze the relations between mathematics, music theory, and 

experimental sciences from the scientific revolution through the Enlightenment. Music in 

the early modern period was seen as a mathematical science. More so than other branches 

of mathematics, music also had a direct connection to human sensory perception. I show 

that music, interpreted as a kind of “sensible mathematics,” played a crucial though 

largely underappreciated role in uniting mathematical and empirical European scientific 

traditions. I describe the upheavals that saw music theory become unmoored and drift 

away from what came to be known as modern science. During the Enlightenment it 

landed in the domain of fine arts and aesthetics, a separation we typically see as self-

evident today. By elucidating the role of music in the scientific revolution and its 

aftermath, while emphasizing the shift from premodern musical science to modern 

physico-mathematical acoustics, I reveal the profound—even paradoxical—tensions 

between science and the practical arts. 
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I. Introduction: What Exactly Was the Early Modern “Science of Music”? 

 

The musicians of antiquity were poets, philosophers, and orators of the highest 

order. Their ranks included Orpheus, Terpander, Stesichorus, etc. Boethius 

refused to honor with the name “musician” those who merely practiced music by 

the servile usage of their fingers and voice, but only those who possessed this 

science by reason and speculation. 

–Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Dictionnaire de musique, 17681 

 

1. Historiography 

This dissertation explores a rich yet largely uncharted historical terrain: musica scientia, 

or the early modern science of music. Music occupies a peculiar place in the history of 

science. Though historians are generally aware that music played an important role in 

premodern sciences and natural philosophy, what this connection was, why music was 

important, and what happened to the connection between music and science following 

the tectonic intellectual shifts of the seventeenth-century scientific revolution have 

proven difficult to pin down. This is partly because the subject itself is historiographically 

 
1 “Les anciens Musiciens étoient des Poétes, des Philosophes, des Orateurs du premier ordre. Tels 
étoient Orphée, Terpandre, Stésichore, etc. Aussi Boéce ne veut-il pas honorer du nom de 
Musicien celui qui pratique seulement la Musique par le ministère servile des doigts & de la voix; 
mais celui qui possede cette science par le raisonnement & la spéculation”; Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau, Dictionnaire de Musique (Paris: La Veuve Duchesne, 1768), 305; Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes de Jean-Jacques Rousseau, ed. Raymond Trousson and Frédéric S. 
Eigeldinger, Thématique du Tricentenaire (Geneva; Paris: Slatkine, 2012), 13:517. 
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elusive. Defining parameters is often a tricky business in the history of science—a field 

demarcated by modern notions of “science” that scarcely existed for most of the history it 

purports to study. The history of musical sciences, however, is doubly problematic, for 

our modern understanding of “music” is a similarly recent invention and equally 

anachronistic when projected back onto its past. Even basic terminology presents a 

challenge, as musicologist Thomas Christensen has noted. Comparing the esoteric 

musical mathematics of the scholastic quadrivium to modern compositional methods and 

techniques, Christensen has described music theory as “a subject that notoriously resists 

its own history” and pondered how to historicize a field “whose subject matter has shifted 

so dramatically over time.”2 Historians of science, who know well the jarring dissonance 

produced when the myriad premodern meanings of scientia are set against modern 

definitions, will sympathize with Christensen’s plight. Musical science in early modern 

Europe encompassed a plethora of audible and non-audible phenomena, from rules of 

composition and physical models of sound production to abstract mathematical theory 

and fantastical visions of cosmic harmony. The myriad and fluid meanings of musical 

science, and music’s pertinence to other sciences and to natural philosophy, evade easy 

categorization and seem to slip out of one’s hands as soon as they are grasped. 

Demarcating a cogent problem area for a historical study of musical science has proven 

difficult, to say the least. 

 
2 In this quandary Christensen cited renowned musicologist Carl Dahlhaus. See Thomas 
Christensen, The Cambridge History of Western Music Theory (Cambridge; New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2002), 1. 
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 Canonical accounts of the scientific revolution have treated the subject 

inconsistently, if at all. Herbert Butterfield touched upon Pythagorean notions of 

universal harmony insofar as it catalyzed Johannes Kepler’s pathbreaking studies of 

planetary motion.3 Music went unmentioned in classic works like Alexandre Koyré’s 

From the Closed World to the Infinite Universe (1957), Thomas Kuhn’s Structure of 

Scientific Revolutions (1962), and Steven Shapin’s The Scientific Revolution (1996). 

Stephen Gaukroger’s still-unfinished, multi-volume epic of the evolution of science since 

1210, though a predominantly synthetic and derivative project, makes nary a mention of 

music beyond a few cursory references to corpuscular models of sound propagation.4 

Kuhn’s take on the topic appeared in a hefty footnote to his 1973 article on mathematical 

and experimental traditions in early modern science, in which he recounted how the 

science of “harmonics” shifted from an abstract mathematical discipline to the physico-

mathematical science of acoustics.5 By far the most detailed account of music in the 

scientific revolution has been H. Floris Cohen’s Quantifying Music. The Science of Music 

at the First Stage of Scientific Revolution 1580–1650, published in 1984.6 Cohen divided 

musical science—understood in terms of audible sound rather than abstract theory—into 

mathematical, experimental, and mechanical programs, each fitted within an established 

narrative of seventeenth-century scientific progress. Cohen’s interest in the topic 

 
3 Herbert Butterfield, The Origins of Modern Science, Revised (New York: Free Press, 1965), 77. 
4 Stephen Gaukroger, The Emergence of a Scientific Culture: Science and the Shaping of 
Modernity 1210-1685 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 277. 
5 Thomas S. Kuhn, “Mathematical vs. Experimental Traditions in the Development of Physical 
Science,” The Journal of Interdisciplinary History 7, no. 1 (1976): 9. 
6 H. Floris Cohen, Quantifying Music: The Science of Music at the First Stage of the Scientific 
Revolution, 1580–1650 (Dordrecht; Boston: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1984). 
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resurfaced in How Modern Science Came into the World (2013). Like Gaukroger, Cohen 

offered music as an “explanatory example” of corpuscular matter theory. Cohen also 

presented Vincenzo Galilei’s experiments with instruments (conducted c. 1581) as an 

example of the “naturally fallible, incipient emergence” of a “coercive empiricist” mode 

of knowledge-making.7 

As Cohen’s works exemplify, historians of early modern science who have 

addressed music have rendered it as either a minor causal factor in the birth of the new 

natural philosophy or a side project of philosophers that rode the coattails of far greater 

advances. Apart from neutralizing possible connections to contemporary musical arts and 

practices, these portrayals neglected musical science’s unique and striking characteristics 

while reducing it to a hodgepodge of discrete research activities with little internal 

coherence. 

 For more comprehensive accounts, one must venture beyond the disciplinary 

confines of the history of science. Many scholars from diverse intellectual backgrounds 

have investigated the musical sciences, often adopting divergent understandings of the 

subject. The founding fathers of the history of musical science were Renaissance 

historian Daniel P. Walker and musicologist Claude V. Palisca. Walker first defined 

“music as a science” rather mysteriously as “the ideal of a mathematical universe.”8 

 
7 H. Floris Cohen, How Modern Science Came into the World: Four Civilizations, One 17th-
Century Breakthrough (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2011), 146, 375. 
8 Walker first broached the topic of musical science in D. P. Walker, “Musical Humanism in the 
Sixteenth and Early Seventeenth Centuries,” Music Review 2 (1941): 1–14, 111–21, 220–7, 288–
308; he also wrote the canonical interpretation of Kepler’s music of the spheres in D. P. Walker, 
“Kepler’s Celestial Music,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 30 (1967): 228–50; 
the above quote is from D. P. Walker, Studies in Musical Science in the Late Renaissance 
(London; Leiden: Warburg Institute; Brill, 1978), 1. 
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Treating musical science as a philosophical phenomenon, Walker highlighted Neo-

Pythagorean and Neo-Platonic sensibilities in the formation of sixteenth- and 

seventeenth-century natural sciences. These philosophical lineages deployed the 

harmonious proportions of quadrivial music towards understanding and organizing a vast 

array of natural phenomena, from sound to the human body and the heavens. Walker’s 

methodology was as Platonic as his subject matter: though he acknowledged the 

importance of empirical and practical strands of musical thought, he was reluctant to 

label such traditions as science. Walker reserved that honorific for philosophical inquiries 

into the nature and purpose of harmony. Walker’s intellectual-historical account captured 

the philosophical contours and depth of early modern music but overlooked more 

concrete elements, such as the influence of practical knowledge and experience on 

philosophy or music’s prominence in early experimental sciences. Sound was marginal in 

Walker’s account, while the musical arts and sciences remained worlds apart. 

 Palisca, from his seminal 1961 article to his final, posthumous publication in 

2006, explored the broad nexus of Renaissance and Baroque “musical thought.” This 

category encompassed philosophical, mathematical, artistic, experimental, mythical, 

theological, and literary strands of European intellectual culture that touched upon 

musical concepts in some form.9 Palisca understood “science” to include various natural 

philosophical traditions such as Aristotelianism, Platonism and Neo-Platonism, magical 

and astrological schools, as well as the mechanical and experimental philosophies of the 

 
9 Claude V. Palisca, “Scientific Empiricism in Musical Thought,” in Seventeenth Century Science 
and the Arts, ed. Hedley Howell Rhys (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1961), 91–137; 
Claude V. Palisca, Music and Ideas in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, ed. Thomas J. 
Mathiesen (Urbana; Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2006). 
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scientific revolution. Musical science was, to him, any empirical or rational school of 

thought that employed musical ideas in the formation of natural knowledge. Contra 

Walker, Palisca identified a turn towards empiricism as the crucial link between 

seventeenth-century music and the scientific revolution, with both music theory and 

natural philosophy of the era incorporating practical and experimental knowledge like 

never before. But in stressing the broad, multifarious meanings of Renaissance musical 

and scientific thought, Palisca avoided discussing changes in musical science across time. 

Beyond a general turn towards empiricism, he offered no cohesive argument concerning 

music’s place within the scientific revolution. With these contrasting perspectives, 

Walker and Palisca set the terms of the discourse on early modern musical science. The 

former envisioned a Pythagorean mathematical-philosophical tradition far removed from 

musical practice, whereas the latter focused on broad swaths of musical thought and their 

relationships to Renaissance arts, science, and culture. 

Scholars following Walker and Palisca have split along this rationalist/empiricist 

fault line. Cohen emulated Walker’s internalist approach and portrayed musical science 

as a branch of mathematical natural philosophy. He defined the “science of music” as the 

subset of musical thought that “aims at reducing the musical experience to scientific as 

distinguished from aesthetic principles.”10 This research tradition was a sonorous 

equivalent of early modern optics. It centered on what Cohen termed the “problem of 

consonance”: the mathematical and physical study of why certain sounds please human 

ears more than others. Musical science sought the “natural regularity” undergirding 

 
10 Cohen, Quantifying Music, xiv. 
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musical experience.11 This definition was premised upon Cohen’s assumption of 

transcultural musical universals that could be isolated from artistic and aesthetic factors. 

“Given a modicum of musical sensitivity,” he insisted, “virtually no one disagrees as to 

the order of consonances, when listened to out of musical context.”12 Jamie C. Kassler has 

pointed out that, whether or not this questionable claim is true, Cohen imposed an 

anachronistic dichotomy between scientific and aesthetic criteria of knowledge that 

would not emerge until the Enlightenment at the earliest.13 Penelope Gouk has added that 

Cohen’s internalist methodology compartmentalized music and science into “self-evident 

categories of knowledge and practice” and “flattens the contours of seventeenth-century 

intellectual life and culture.”14 Kassler and Gouk stressed how Cohen’s science-or-

aesthetics perspective overlooked key elements of musical thought that, while perhaps 

seen as artistic or subjective today, were not treated as such in the early modern era.15 By 

defining music as the audible manifestation of some natural mathematical principle 

untethered to contemporary aesthetics and culture, Cohen, like Walker, enforced an 

intrinsically Pythagorean perspective upon the history of musical science.16 

 
11 Cohen, 82. 
12 Emphasis in original. Cohen, 169–70. 
13 Jamie C. Kassler, review of Quantifying Music: The Science of Music at the First Stage of the 
Scientific Revolution, 1580-1650, by H. Floris Cohen, Journal of Music Theory 29, no. 2 (1985): 
328–35. 
14 Penelope Gouk, Music, Science, and Natural Magic in Seventeenth-Century England (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), 4–5. 
15 I would add that Cohen, in analyzing an era of existential transformation in both musical and 
scientific thought, bizarrely presupposed a singular “science of music” whose aims and scope 
remained essentially stable throughout the entire period. He also ignored an entire scholarly 
tradition of musical science—the Aristoxenian school—that favored empiricism over 
mathematical theory 
16 Cohen made a brief paean to the influence of practice in his conclusion, but his book as a whole 
ignored this issue. Cohen, Quantifying Music, 250. 
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Gouk and Kassler have offered more nuanced views in their studies of 

seventeenth-century English musical culture. Gouk especially took after Palisca and 

remained wary of the institutional and disciplinary constraints ensnaring the history of 

musical sciences. Opening her 1999 book with a survey of “disciplinary geographies” of 

early modern musical and scientific knowledge, she defined “musical thought” as the 

way “educated people thought about what music is, how it is made, what its purpose is or 

ought to be, and how it affects people.”17 Gouk structured her book as a multi-

dimensional concept map of musical, scientific, and magical schools of thought, one that 

bridged previously secluded domains of knowledge and filled the blank edges of the 

historical record left unexplored by musicologists and historians of science. She 

highlighted the influence of natural magical traditions, Baconian empiricism, and 

material culture (especially the epistemological functions of instruments) in English 

musical knowledge, while critiquing the Whig narratives that (allegedly) pervaded the 

history of science and circumscribed the field’s potential for interdisciplinary research. 

Insofar as Gouk sought to challenge disciplinary boundaries and problematize the 

interrelated histories of music, science, and natural magic, she did so masterfully. 

However, her experimental and non-linear methodology rendered many of her claims 

more impressionistic and suggestive than rigorous arguments. Like Palisca, Gouk’s broad 

cultural and intellectual sweep diluted her analysis of change over time and obscured the 

common themes and internal coherency that, I argue, unified musical science towards a 

common goal. 

 
17 Gouk, Music, Science, and Natural Magic in Seventeenth-Century England, 3. 
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Kassler has offered yet another interpretation, drawing from both rationalist and 

empiricist historiographical lineages mentioned above. Her work, like Gouk’s, engaged 

with multiple musical and scientific topics throughout early modern England.18 Most 

important for present purposes is her study of a 1677 essay on music, by the gentleman 

philosopher Francis North (1637–85). This, Kassler claimed, birthed the modern 

“philosophy of music” in England. He category “philosophy of music” was more 

expansive than Walker’s and Cohen’s “science of music” but more coherent than 

Palisca’s and Gouk’s “musical thought.” According to Kassler, it aimed to provide 

“explanations concerning three kinds of temporal processes: the production, transmission 

and reception of acoustic signals, the action of the attention in listening to music, and the 

unfolding of music itself as it moves through time.”19 Like Cohen, Kassler concentrated 

on the sonic aspects of music over abstractly mathematical or magical concerns. But in 

rebuking Cohen’s science/aesthetics dichotomy, Kassler situated her problem area at the 

intersection of practical music theory, the yet-unnamed science of acoustics, and various 

sciences dealing with human physiology, perception, and cognition. The philosophy of 

music encompassed not just tones in isolation but the larger structures of tonality (how 

tones relate to each other within chords, keys, and pieces of music), and inquired into 

 
18 See Jamie C. Kassler, Inner Music: Hobbes, Hooke, and North on Internal Character 
(Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1995); Jamie C. Kassler, Newton’s Sensorium: Anatomy of 
a Concept (Springer, 2018). 
19 Jamie C. Kassler, The Beginnings of the Modern Philosophy of Music in England: Francis 
North’s A Philosophical Essay of Musick (1677) with Comments of Isaac Newton, Roger North 
and in the Philosophical Transactions (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2004), 1; as a brief aside, it is 
odd that Kassler referred to “tonality” several decades before Jean-Phillipe Rameau’s Traité de 
l’harmonie (the accepted origin of tonality amongst musicologists). Assuming a musical concept 
before it emerged as an actor’s category would seem to reinforce the very notions of “musical 
universals” Kassler accused Cohen of invoking. 
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how the mind interpreted sounds as musical experiences. While Kassler’s subject matter 

mirrored Cohen’s, her methodology heeded Palisca by considering empirical aspects of 

musical science and its dependence on cultural aesthetic norms for its matter and 

meaning. 

The two major strands of scholarship on early modern musical science have 

offered divergent, often contradictory, accounts. The subject has been portrayed as occult 

philosophy, abstruse mathematics, physical and experimental science, or some 

unclassifiable mixture of all three. Walker and his school anachronistically curtailed and 

‘flattened’ musical science by treating it as a philosophical enterprise sequestered from 

other domains of musical thought. Cohen in particular treated principles of music as 

natural, absolute, and independent of cultural context. Palisca and his followers cultivated 

more nuanced notions of musical thought that accentuated the shades of meaning and 

cultural contours of musical thought while revealing its connections to less-recognizably 

scientific domains of early modern culture. But this strand of research did little to 

recombining these many meanings into a coherent narrative of historical change that 

reveals how early modern musical science transformed into familiar modern categories. 

Kassler’s work suggests a way to reconcile these approaches, but her temporal scope has 

been insufficient to explore music’s larger role in sciences and natural philosophy. 

2. Sensible Mathematics 

This dissertation aims to cut through this confusion. Seeking to synthesize Walker’s 

rationalist and Palisca’s empiricist methodologies while accounting for crucial turning 

points in musical and scientific thought, I identify an early modern musical scientific 
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tradition that straddled the boundaries between philosophy and art, theory and practice, 

and mathematics and empiricism. I focus on the scientific study of sound (as opposed to 

abstract, speculative, or magical facets of musical thought) and reject anachronistic 

divisions between science and practice that have plagued previous studies of this subject. 

I examine musical science during the confluence of three transformative eras in early 

modern European history: the scientific revolution (ca. 1543–1700), the Enlightenment 

(1700–1789), and the Baroque era of art and music history (ca. 1600–1750). Through 

case studies spanning from the late sixteenth to the mid-eighteenth centuries, I consider 

how musical science informed and adapted to shifting conceptions of scientific reasoning, 

evidence, and method that defined the scientific revolution. In parallel, I investigate how 

developments of the Baroque era—from specific styles and techniques of composition to 

broader cultural shifts regarding music’s nature and purpose as an art form—weighed on 

musical science and solidified its place within the new sciences. Both “science” and 

“music” transformed radically during this period, and the “science of music” offers an 

invaluable vantage point from which to examine the evolving relationships between 

intellectual and artistic facets of early modern culture. 

The science of music, as understood here, designates mathematical, philosophical, 

empirical, experimental, and artistic investigations of sounds that were considered—in 

particular times and contexts—musical. This definition is formulated to eschew 

transcultural musical universals such as those invoked by Cohen. It is a fascinating 

feature of musical science throughout history that its object was rarely observed in nature. 

Rather, musical sounds were produced by practitioners within aesthetic contexts that 
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recognized those sounds, out of all possible sounds, as “music.” All scientific activities 

arise within particular cultural milieus and are indebted to that culture’s assumptions 

about what object or phenomena should be open to scientific investigation. But musical 

science’s reliance on aesthetic sensibilities and norms offers an instructive case of this 

cultural embeddedness. As Christensen put it in his intellectual biography of Rameau, 

A music theory, like any kind of theory, is a construction not an induction. It 

represents an interpretative grid superimposed upon musical material that 

determines the analytic questions to be posed, and the language and arguments 

deemed sufficient to answer them. And this interpretative grid is necessarily one 

built from plans and materials indigenous to its author’s historical-cultural 

location.20 

Any theory of “musical” sound presupposes a “musical material” that, whether the 

theorist admits it or not, arises within a contingent historical context. The context of early 

modern musical science was inseparable from the conventions, needs, and aims of 

practitioners. Indeed, as I argue in Chapter 2, certain strands of musical science might be 

better construed as “artisanal epistemology” for the vital role musicians and composers 

played in deriving knowledge about music’s nature.21 

Terms like “music” and “science” should not be understood in any absolute or 

modernist sense, but in the way actors used those terms. Peter Dear, in reassessing 

 
20 Thomas Christensen, Rameau and Musical Thought in the Enlightenment, ed. Ian Bent 
(Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 305. 
21 I use “artisanal epistemology” as Smith does in Pamela H. Smith, The Body of the Artisan: Art 
and Experience in the Scientific Revolution (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 8. For 
more details, see chapter 2. 
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Galileo’s empirical sciences, avoided absolute definitions of “experiment” and 

emphasized how Galileo himself described his experimental science. Dear reasoned that 

“what [historical figures] did can only be characterized and understood through their 

forms of speech about it.”22 I expand upon Dear’s approach by considering the rhetoric 

surrounding musical science, musical practice, and the many areas of intersection 

between them. My definition of musical science captures its full early modern meanings 

and implications while underscoring its links to contemporary practice and aesthetic 

sensibilities. 

This dissertation is limited to the scientific study of music as sound. The myriad 

non-sonic meanings of music—and the fascinating question of why music came to refer 

to sound after a millennium of bearing little or no connection to it—are beyond the scope 

of my study.23 I will consider these concepts, such as Kepler’s music of the spheres, 

insofar as they informed speculation on the nature of sound and its interpretation by the 

mind. Of the historians surveyed above, my problem area most closely matches Cohen’s 

science of music and Kassler’s philosophy of music. Unlike Cohen, I treat the aesthetic 

and scientific facets of musical sound as intertwined. I do not draw a significant 

distinction between musical theories formulated for their philosophical value (as Cohen 

 
22 Dear shunned “epistemologically or sociologically well-defined” senses of “experiment” in 
Peter Dear, Discipline and Experience: The Mathematical Way in the Scientific Revolution 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), 5. The most in-depth study of Galileo’s esperienza 
is Gabriele Baroncini, “Sulla Galileiana ‘Esperienza Sensata,’” Studi Secenteschi 25 (1984): 147–
72. See also Peter Dear, “Narratives, Anecdotes, and Experiments: Turning Experience into 
Science in the Seventeenth Century,” in The Literary Structure of Scientific Argument: Historical 
Studies, ed. Peter Dear (University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015), 135–63. 
23 In the ancient and medieval eras, “music” typically referred to mathematical theory with no 
necessary connection to audible sound. 
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stressed) and those designed to aid in practice and composition.24 Unlike Kassler, I do not 

tether musical science to any particular concept of tonality. In fact, the emergence of 

tonality in the eighteenth century and its formalization as a science of musical 

composition (under the guise of Rameau’s “harmony”) is a pivotal development within 

my larger narrative. There were many ways of contemplating musical sound in the early 

modern world and many opinions on what musical sound entailed. My definition of 

musical science acknowledges this fact. I also explore how, at the height of the Baroque 

era, it surrendered the title of “science of sound” to acoustics. It would be reborn in the 

Enlightenment as a fine art—the polar opposite of science. This period is the timeframe 

of this dissertation. 

A key theme of this dissertation is how and why early modern music ceded its 

once undisputed scientific status. This question has been little studied, in part because of 

persistent confusion over what musical science actually was. Many commentators on the 

topic have noticed the absence of a modern counterpart. Kuhn asserted that musical 

science “declined greatly from the late fifteenth to the early eighteenth century” and was 

“divorced from the classical sciences” but offered no causal explanation.25 Palisca 

discerned an analogous “separation of musical art from science,” which he attributed to 

the seventeenth-century supplanting of numerology and magical philosophy by empirical 

 
24 It was not until Baumgarten’s work that “aesthetics” acquired something like its modern 
meaning as a specific kind of sensation of beauty. See Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten, 
Aesthetica (Berlin: Kleyb, 1750). Shortly thereafter, Kant declared aesthetics impervious to 
reason in the Critique of Pure Reason. See Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, trans. Paul 
Guyer and Allan W. Wood (Cambridge University Press, 1998), 173. Kant’s “transcendental 
aesthetic” dealt with space and time, explicitly not “aesthetics” Baumgarten’s sense. 
25 Kuhn, “Mathematical vs. Experimental Traditions in the Development of Physical Science,” 9. 
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and experimental acoustics. The new physics, Palisca claimed, had little use for music 

theory, by then subordinated to the needs of practicing composers. “Unlike the old 

metaphysics, this new science recognized the musician's prerogative” by respecting 

artists’ opinions about what true music should be.26 Cohen observed that music 

“gradually dropped out” of mainstream science sometime in the eighteenth century. 

Contra Palisca, he portrayed this as an artistic movement unrelated to contemporaneous 

scientific developments. Cohen conjectured that, “whatever the original reasons of this 

moving out, it was greatly enhanced by the 19th century Romantic movement, with its 

one-sided emphasis on the autonomy of the artistic inspiration.”27 Gouk has noted that 

“music and natural philosophy seemed more remote from each other around 1750 than 

they had been in 1600.” She identified three causes: (1) the supplanting of Neo-Platonic 

philosophy by Newtonian rational mechanics, undercutting music’s role as an intellectual 

model, (2) the decline of natural magic in favor of experimental philosophy in the mode 

of Robert Boyle, and (3) a concerted effort by musicians to direct their music towards 

affecting passions and emotions, concepts quite remote from science by the 

Enlightenment.28 Kassler placed the climax of the philosophy of music at the nineteenth 

century work of Hermann von Helmholtz, who pushed the scientific study of human 

auditory perception to its limit and left little for successive scientists to do.29 

 
26 Palisca, “Scientific Empiricism,” 92, 137. 
27 Cohen, Quantifying Music, xiii; at other points, Cohen insisted that musical science maintained 
its credibility up to the present day, even if relegated to relatively obscure corners of modern 
science such as tone psychology. 
28 Penelope Gouk, “The Role of Harmonics in the Scientific Revolution,” in The Cambridge 
History of Western Music Theory, ed. Thomas Christensen (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2002), 241–3. 
29 Kassler, The Beginnings of the Modern Philosophy of Music, 4. 
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These accounts do not paint a unified picture. They agree that music was 

somehow closer to the sciences in the seventeenth century than today, but none have 

explored in depth what pushed music out of the larger cluster of Western sciences. Music 

theory has, of course, endured from antiquity to modernity and is still taught much like a 

mathematical science. But music theory today is geared towards practitioners. It is rarely 

treated as a natural science or viewed as a valuable source of knowledge in and of itself. 

Musical composition today is classified as a fine art, only the most rudimentary principles 

of which can be derived scientifically. As the twentieth-century music theorist Heinrich 

Schenker mused when contemplating the acoustical basis of consonance, “nature’s help 

to music consisted of nothing but a hint, a counsel forever mute, whose perception and 

interpretation were fraught with the gravest difficulties.”30 Nature, Schenker concluded, 

produced the major triad, but the rest was the work of man. 

Today “music” refers unambiguously to the audible art form. Music’s 

mathematical and scientific dimensions are either subordinated to practice or 

reformulated as discrete scientific subfields such as psychoacoustics or biomusicology. 

Why and how did music shed its identity as a mathematical science with profound 

philosophical implications and reemerge as a fine art steeped in aesthetic sensibility and 

estranged from scientific research? How did the moniker of “musician,” which according 

to Rousseau once belonged to “poets, philosophers, and orators of the highest order,” 

 
30 Heinrich Schenker, Harmony, ed. Oswald Jonas, trans. Elizabeth Mann Borgese (University of 
Chicago Press, 1954), 20–28. 
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come to designate singers, instrumentalists, and composers, most of whom “will hardly 

be offended when we do not count them among the great philosophers”?31 

Here I offer an answer to this question. Advancing a historical-analytical 

comparison of musical science at pivotal moments in the scientific revolution and 

Baroque period, I trace music’s ever-shifting mediating role between mathematics, 

natural philosophy, and practiced arts. This is not intended as a longue durée history of 

early modern musical science. Rather, it is a study of key intersection points of 

theoretical/philosophical and practical/artistic traditions, through the lens of music. I 

address central questions in the histories of science and music, focusing on the relation of 

mathematics and theoretical physics to the evidence of the senses. How was mathematics 

made tangible though musical sound during the seventeenth century? How did 

philosophers and artists alike bridge the chasm between abstract theory and concrete 

experience? How did the new sciences of the scientific revolution and the new musical 

styles of the Baroque period carve out their respective domains? In this dissertation I 

reexamine music’s role in the scientific revolution while disrupting disciplinary 

boundaries that have stymied a full study of music and science’s interlocking histories. I 

explore music’s liminal status between mathematical theory and sense experience to shed 

new light on the scientific revolution and its relation to the Baroque period, reinterpret 

the dynamics between early modern sciences and arts, and reveal how music made its 

great leap from the exact sciences to the fine arts. In short, I treat the science of music as 

a uniquely premodern kind of “sensible mathematics.” 

 
31 Rousseau, Dictionnaire, 305; Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes, 13:517. 
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In 1722, the composer and theorist Jean-Philippe Rameau (1683–1764) proposed 

a “science of music.” Believing that prior musicians had relied on arbitrary rules and 

judgments of the ear over sound reasoning, Rameau opened his Traité de l’harmonie by 

declaring that “music is a science which should have definite rules; these rules should be 

drawn from an evident principle; and this principle cannot really be known to us without 

the aid of mathematics.” By “science” he did not mean the musical mathematics of the 

quadrivium, the musical natural philosophy of the Neo-Pythagoreans, or the recently 

founded physical science of acoustics. Rameau envisioned a science of musical 

composition, one that would simplify the slew of contrapuntal and thoroughbass rules 

employed by contemporary musicians to a fixed set of mathematical principles. This 

system, centered on the harmonic relations within chords and chord progressions rather 

than the largely linear and melodic approaches of earlier composers, came to be known as 

Rameau’s science of harmony. As he would claim, these laws of harmony originated 

from the physico-mathematical properties of vibrating bodies and were every bit as 

natural as Newton’s laws of motion and universal gravitation. Rameau proselytized 

harmony as a burst of light in the darkness, one that would replace the haphazard rules 

and tacit knowledge that previously governed musical practice with “definite rules … 

drawn from an evident principle.”32 

In 1733, Rameau put his new science to the test. His first opera, Hippolyte et 

Aricie, opened at the Opéra de Paris that October, a week after Rameau’s 50th birthday. It 

told the classical myth of two star-crossed lovers: Hippolytus, son of Theseus, and Aricia, 

 
32 Jean-Philippe Rameau, Treatise on Harmony, trans. Phillip Gossett (New York: Dover, 1971), 
xxxv. 
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daughter of Theseus’s enemy, Pallas. Though traditional in structure, this opera flouted 

conventions by incorporating greater instrumentation and dissonance, more complex 

chord progressions, more difficult scales and modes, and more elaborate counterpoint 

than any previous works. This was no accident. Rameau envisioned Hippolyte et Aricie 

as a demonstration of his science of harmony—a kind of Enlightenment-era scientific 

spectacle in which every principle, theory, and technique he devised would be unveiled to 

the world. The passions that engulfed the audience during its performance, from dread to 

delight to exaltation in the finale, were to vindicate Rameau’s science and its power to 

penetrate and organize musical experience in rational terms. Imagine Rameau’s horror, 

then, when an anonymous letter published the following year described his opera as 

“constrained … devoid of nature and feeling” and rife with “much noise, force, and 

drone.” The writer recoiled at the heavy dissonances, abrupt tempo changes, and 

excruciatingly small melodic movements that pervaded Rameau’s piece, many of which 

were unheard-of in Western music beforehand. Hippolyte et Aricie, this nameless critic 

concluded, was “a singular object of the baroque, of furor and cacophony.”33 

 I have chosen “age of the Baroque” as the timeframe of this dissertation (rather 

than “scientific revolution” or “early modern era”) to underscore the anxieties and 

tensions that permeated musical science during the period from 1600 to 1750. The 

venomous reaction to Rameau’s opera was the first instance of “baroque” as an art-

critical term.34 No matter how Rameau insisted that his music was composed via natural 

 
33 Anonymous, “Lettre de M.*** à Mlle*** Sur l’origine de La Musique,” Mercure de France, 
1734, 868–9. 
34 “Baroque” as an actors’ category appeared relatively late in what is now recognized as the 
“Baroque” era of music. While actors’ and historians’ senses of “baroque” are similar in certain 
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principles and grounded in physico-mathematical laws of vibration, the critic heard in 

Hippolyte et Aricie only a malformation of music’s nature, an audible equivalent of the 

oddly shaped baroque pearls used in jewelry or displayed in cabinets of curiosity. It is a 

staggering irony overlooked by musicologists that the greatest champion of musical 

science in the Enlightenment and advocate of music’s indelible place in nature also 

crafted a work of art so harsh, bizarre, and unnatural that it forced this pejorative meaning 

of “baroque” into existence. This episode exemplified fundamental challenges that 

animated musical science since the sixteenth century and ultimately, pushed music away 

from the sciences altogether. What was music’s place in nature? How could the feelings 

and passions engendered by Baroque music be understood rationally? Could musical 

science reach that zenith of perfection, prophesized by Rameau, wherein “reason and 

feeling” were placed “absolutely in agreement”?35 Musical science in the age of the 

Baroque orbited around these questions. 

“Baroque” has another meaning relevant to this dissertation, inspired by what 

Ofer Gal and Raz Chen-Morris have deemed the “Baroque history of science.” This 

historiographical project began with the presumption that the temporal kinship of the 

scientific revolution and the Baroque period was no coincidence. Gal and Chen-Morris 

embraced the “troubled resonance” and “tensions, anxieties, and paradoxes” associated 

with Baroque culture to reinterpret the scientific revolution as a period of equal parts 

 
respects, the latter has far broader scope. Both senses of the word will be important in this 
dissertation. For more details on the origins of this term, see Claude V. Palisca, “‘Baroque’ as a 
Music-Critical Term,” in French Musical Thought, 1600-1800, ed. Georgia Cowart (University of 
Rochester Press, 1989), 7–21. 
35 Jean-Philippe Rameau, Nouvelles Réflexions Sur Sa Démonstration Du Principe de l’harmonie 
(Paris, 1752), 70–71. 
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discovery and mystery, certitude and doubt, rational conviction and epistemological 

anxiety.36 As they declared, 

This use of “Baroque” to designate loci of cultural discontent allows the phrase 

“Baroque Science” to serve as a reminder of the simple but always-neglected fact 

that the works of Kepler and Galileo, Descartes and Huygens, Hooke and 

Newton, are cultural products of the very same times and places as those of 

Rubens and Shakespeare, Rembrandt and Milton, Vermeer and Dryden. The 

phrase should bring to attention the fact that though some of these works came to 

be regarded as harbingers of modern science and others as works of art, their 

makers shared backgrounds and milieus, drew on similar resources, and 

confronted similar challenges.37 

Gal ad Chen-Morris invoked these tensions interlacing science and art to portray Kepler’s 

optics as a process of representation akin to Vermeer’s paintings, or Newton’s inverse 

square law of gravitation as a mechanical tool designed to approximate celestial order. 

They asserted that “the coupling of ‘Baroque’ and ‘Science’ thus has a liberating effect: it 

allows looking at both on their own terms, without the ahistorical burden of comparison 

and adjudication of ‘taste’ and ‘rigor.’”38 The Baroque history of science seeks to disrupt 

disciplinary boundaries, and entrenched presentist theses within disciplines, by portraying 

 
36 Ofer Gal and Raz Chen-Morris, Baroque Science (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
2012), 10. 
37 Gal and Chen-Morris, 10. 
38 Gal and Chen-Morris, 10. 
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the early modern sciences and arts as two sides of the same coin, fellow travelers in a 

seventeenth century age of anxiety. 

Musical science, in all its interdisciplinary messiness, is ripe for its own Baroque 

history of science. Nowhere were science and Baroque aesthetics more entangled than in 

René Descartes’s youthful speculations on music’s effects on the soul, Marin Mersenne’s 

efforts to calculate the perfect natural melody, or Rameau’s physico-mathematical theory 

of the “arts of taste.” Presentist narratives and anachronistic dichotomies between arts 

and sciences have blunted these meanings of musical science while obscuring how it 

became music as we recognize it today. Most scholars have simply assumed that, 

sometime between the early modern and modern eras, musical science was distilled, 

reformulated, and transferred to a handful of discrete subdisciplines within the modern 

categories of fine arts and exact sciences. But early modern musical science was a 

“Baroque science” in every sense of the word. It was a paradigmatic example of how the 

sciences partook in the same cultural milieu and felt the same tensions, anxieties, and 

paradoxes as Baroque arts. Musical scientists dreamed of establishing a genuine sensible 

mathematics. They strove to make some sense of the vast pleasures and passions Baroque 

music invoked in their souls. Their successes and failures in this endeavor revealed how 

science and music changed throughout the age of the Baroque, with music eventually 

being pushed out of science altogether. By treating music as a form of such a Baroque 

science, whose practical-aesthetic and theoretical-scientific facets were never neatly 

divided, we may begin to apprehend early modern musical science in its proper historical 

context. 
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3. Structure and Themes 

This dissertation proceeds from the earliest scientific discussions of musical composition 

in the late sixteenth century, to scientific-revolution-era controversies on mathematical 

theories and sense perception, to the parting of music and the sciences in the 

Enlightenment. My argument advances from local micro-studies to a broader institutional 

and intellectual evaluation of music’s relationships to sciences and arts. 

In Chapter 2 I consider Vincenzo Galilei, the Renaissance composer, lutenist, and 

father of Galileo. In 1581, Vincenzo launched into a heated argument with his mentor and 

(former) friend, the music theorist Gioseffo Zarlino. Feeling that modern composers had 

come to rely on mathematical rules at the expense of beauty and expression, Vincenzo 

told Zarlino something that was as groundbreaking and controversial in the sixteenth 

century as it is self-evident today: “the purpose of music is to be heard.”39 I begin with 

the Vincenzo–Zarlino dispute for three reasons. First, they lived through the transitional 

phase from Renaissance to Baroque, during which music theory, practice, and the relative 

epistemological statuses of each were reconfigured. Second, Vincenzo offered many 

cogent critiques of contemporary musical practice and Pythagorean musical science that 

would resonate in the following century. Third, Vincenzo was perhaps the first musical 

scientist to treat the audible dimension of music—not abstract theory or cosmic 

harmony—as the chief focus of his science. He advocated for a balancing of mathematics 

 
39 Vincenzo Galilei, Discorso Intorno All’opere Di Messer Gioseffo Zarlino (Florence: Giorgio 
Marescotti, 1589). Hereafter I will refer to this text as Discorso. 
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with real experiences of sounds that would become a driving force in musical science 

going forward. 

In a 1589 treatise directed at Zarlino, Vincenzo attacked one of the foundational 

tenets of Pythagorean music theory. Recounting various observations taken from musical 

instruments that seemed to disprove classical laws of harmony, Vincenzo declared that 

musical intervals were not fixed by simple number proportions (as Pythagorean dogma 

dictated) but varied based on the particular object sounding them. He claimed to have 

obtained his observations from “the teacher of all things”: esperienza delle cose 

maestra.40 Because of this, Vincenzo is sometimes considered the first mathematical-

experimental scientist. Whereas past historical accounts have tended to focus on the 

disputed veracity of Vincenzo’s experiments, I reframe Vincenzo’s experimentalism as a 

dual scientific/artistic research program that laid the groundwork for future developments 

in musical science. Beyond concrete experimental trials, Vincenzo’s notion of esperienza 

entailed a balancing of mathematical reasoning, sense experience, and instrumental 

practice. He proclaimed that instruments allowed a rational observer to transcend base 

sensation and uncover hidden facets of music and nature more broadly. Vincenzo’s 

esperienza was less of a precursor to modern experimental science and more of a polemic 

on musical science and composition. He implored musicians to merge mathematical 

reasoning with sense perception (the true meaning of early modern experimentalism) and 

 
40 Galilei, 104; this translation originates in Palisca, “Scientific Empiricism,” 128; A. C. Crombie 
renders this phrase literally as “experience, mistress of things” in A. C. Crombie, Styles of 
Scientific Thinking in the European Tradition: The History of Argument and Explanation 
Especially in the Mathematical and Biomedical Sciences and Arts (London: Duckworth, 1994), 
2:793–6. 
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become, in effect, both scientists and artists. By problematizing conventional narratives 

of music and science at the dawn of the scientific revolution and baroque eras, I highlight 

the synthesis of reason and sense experience, and of theory and practice, that would 

characterize musical science in the early modern era. 

In chapter 3 I investigate how subsequent scientists took up Vincenzo’s mantle 

but struggled to reconcile their theories with real musical experiences. Whereas Vincenzo 

demonstrated the role of musical instruments in the production of music, natural 

philosophers of the seventeenth century envisioned the human ear itself as a kind of 

instrument—typically a drum—and developed mechanical theories of the reception and 

interpretation of musical sound. This seemed, at first, to open up the possibility of 

unifying the mathematical theories of sound with human experiences of music. Descartes 

hoped as much in his first philosophical treatise, the Compendium musicae of 1618, 

where he declared that “the object of music is sound” and embarked on a physico-

mathematical study of sound and its effects on human listeners.41 In the scientific 

revolution, music became a test case for mechanical and experimental philosophers to 

attempt to merge the mathematical and sensible dimensions of their sciences. However, 

in a series of letters dating from 1629, Descartes and Mersenne pondered whether their 

new methods were even up to such a task. Where Descartes came to dismiss music as a 

matter of subjective tastes and aesthetic conventions, Mersenne insisted that music 

existed absolutely in nature and was thus discoverable through philosophy. This debate 

continued in Mersenne’s Harmonie universelle (1638), in which he struggled to explain 

 
41 René Descartes, Compendium of Music (“Compendium Musicae”), ed. Charles Kent, trans. 
Walter Robert (Rome: American institute of musicology, 1961), 11. 
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musical pleasure through physico-mathematical theories of sound, and in Christiaan 

Huygens’s scattered yet brilliant writings on music, in which he reconceptualized musical 

science and its relationship to practice and experience. In an era in which natural 

philosophers strove to infuse their speculations with mathematical reasoning backed by 

concrete experiments, music dealt in such personal and subjective intangibles as 

aesthetics, pleasures, tastes, and passions. The epistemological chasm philosophers 

encountered between physics and aesthetic sensibilities—the “acoustical paradox,” as I 

call it—signaled that music had, in some key sense, been unmoored and set adrift from 

the sciences during the seventeenth century. 

In the second half of this dissertation, I consider musical science in the 

Enlightenment. My principal claim is that, while music helped engender the 

mathematization of natural philosophy, it was this very process that stripped music of 

much of its former scientific credibility. 

In chapter 4 I juxtapose two new sciences that emerged in the early 

Enlightenment: acoustics, founded by the mathematician and engineer Joseph Sauveur, 

and harmony, as proposed by Rameau. The core question guiding both sciences remained 

unchanged since Vincenzo’s time: how could matters of musical beauty and pleasure be 

linked to mathematical natural philosophy? Unsurprisingly, the mathematician and the 

musician formulated very different answers. Sauveur declared acoustics to be “a science 

superior to music … that has for its object sound in general, whereas music has for its 
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object sound insofar as it is agreeable to the ear.”42 He defined acoustics as a science of 

sound regardless of how musical that sound might be. Building on Descartes, Mersenne, 

and especially Huygens, Sauveur separated sound from music, treating the former as a 

natural phenomenon obeying physico-mathematical principles and the latter as a 

subjective and unquantifiable perception—a matter of taste judgment that mathematicians 

and natural philosophers had no business discussing. 

Rameau, by contrast, strove to reconcile physical and mathematical theory with 

aesthetic musical experience. Lauded in his lifetime as a “philosopher-artist” and the 

“Newton of harmony,” Rameau envisioned something that seems to have been entirely 

unique in the history of science: a physico-mathematical theory of aesthetic beauty.43 He 

based his theory of harmony on the mechanical principles of vibrating bodies, or corps 

sonores, as formalized by Sauveur. Rameau’s ambitions, however, extended far beyond 

mere rules of composition. Regarding harmony as an illustrious science that fused reason 

with passion and invoked a principle unmatched “in its evidence, riches, and superiority 

which it draws from nature itself,” Rameau believed analogous laws existed in all fine 

arts. While Sauveur thought acoustics was “superior to music,” Rameau accorded 

“superiority” to harmony. Rameau asserted, contra Sauveur, that artistic beauty was 

intrinsic within mathematical nature and knowable through Newtonian natural 

philosophy. As he announced, “the arts, which have been called the arts of taste, are less 

 
42 Joseph Sauveur, “Système général des intervalles des sons & son application à tous les 
systèmes & à tous les instrumens de musique,” in Collected Writings on Musical Acoustics: 
(Paris 1700-1713), ed. Rudolf Rasch (The Diapason Press, 1984), 99. 
43 The withering criticism of his first opera notwithstanding. 
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arbitrary than this title has made us suppose up to now.”44 The principle of the corps 

sonore enabled the possibility of unifying science and aesthetics and, Rameau hoped, 

revitalizing a musical science that had gone astray during the scientific revolution. By 

comparing and contrasting Sauveur’s acoustics and Rameau’s harmony, I explore how 

the new sciences and the fine arts were defined and demarcated in relation to each other 

while considering what musical science entailed in the Enlightenment. 

In chapter 5 I track the ultimate reorientation of music away from science and 

toward the domain of fine arts and aesthetics. It centers on the late Baroque era, when art 

and music were derided as outlandish, malformed, and unnatural. As I argue, the history 

of “baroque” as an art-critical term was inseparable from the history of the musical 

sciences. I explore how Rameau’s Hippolyte et Aricie was received, what “baroque” 

music meant in relation to traditional forms, and how Rameau’s opera became the 

flashpoint of a debate in which the philosophes struggled to determine whether music 

could be considered a physico-mathematical science. I then investigate a debate that 

raged between Rameau and Rousseau in the latter half of the century over the aesthetic 

and scientific dimensions of music. Viewing music as a fine art drawn from the 

inspirations of genius artists, Rousseau declared in his Essai sur l’origine de langues that 

“the dominion music has over our souls is not at all the work of sounds.”45 “As long as 

one wants to consider sounds only in terms of the disturbance they excite in our nerves,” 

Rousseau added, “one will not have the true principles of music and its power over our 

 
44 Rameau, Nouvelles Réflexions, 64–66. 
45 “Essay on the Origin of Languages,” in Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Essay on the Origin of 
Languages and Writings Related to Music, trans. John T. Scott (Hanover, NH: University Press 
of New England, 1998), 319. 
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hearts.”46 The results of Rameau’s and Rousseau’s arguments was made clear in 1795—

in the wake of the French Revolution—when music was assigned to the class of 

Littérature et beaux-arts at the Institut national des sciences et des arts rather than its 

previous home, the class of Sciences physique et mathématiques.47 This reorganization 

defined music as a fine art that drew its affective power from the skills of ingenious 

artists and not from a rigorous application of physico-mathematical principles. Scientists 

and musicians agreed that the complexity, depth, and tastes of contemporary music could 

never be reduced to scientific laws. This marked the final demise of the traditional 

musical science of sound. 

In this dissertation I explore the unique role of music within the history of science 

while depicting it as one of modern science’s first casualties, somewhat reminiscent of 

alchemy or astrology. I address key questions, unanswered by the literature, on the 

dynamics between empirical and mathematical sciences and, more broadly, between 

scientific and artistic schools of thought in early modern Europe. I examine the influence 

of musical practice, such as Vincenzo’s lute skills or Rameau’s groundbreaking operas, in 

the development of theories of sound perception and interpretation. These composers—

who understood better than any other artists of their day how to balance abstract theory 

with concrete sense perception—were at the forefront of efforts to reconcile physico-

mathematical sciences with real human experiences. The fundamental problem, which 

ultimately estranged music from science, was to determine proper standards of 

 
46 Rousseau, 323. 
47 Albert Cohen, Music in the French Royal Academy of Sciences: A Study in the Evolution of 
Musical Thought (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981), 112. 
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intelligibility in the new sciences. Knowledge that failed to meet those standards, 

including musical knowledge, fell to artists and practitioners to sort out. It is my hope 

that this study will advance a new understanding of the relation between mathematical 

and empirical science, highlight the profound yet productive tensions between science 

and art, and demonstrate the foundational role of music in the birth of the modern 

physical and mathematical sciences. 

4. Note on Terminology 

The nebulous and fluctuating meanings of music, science, and musical science 

throughout history necessitate an explication of terminology. In the early modern era, 

music was viewed as mathematical and sensible, scientific and artistic. It combined 

vestiges of older traditions with new contemporary insights. The Latin musica could 

designate the audible art form as well as the mathematical liberal art of the quadrivium. A 

musicus could be a practitioner, mathematician, or philosopher speculating on music’s 

underlying nature. For the purposes of this dissertation, the early modern science of 

music denotes the mathematical, philosophical, experimental, etc. investigation of 

musical sound. This includes the study of individual consonances as well as larger 

systems of tuning and composition. Its goal was to acquire knowledge of musical sound 

and its relationship to nature. This science wore many guises throughout the early modern 

era—musica scientia, acoustics, harmony, etc.—with each identity reflecting how 

musicians and scientists alike viewed music as an object of scientific inquiry. As 

previously noted, determining which sounds should be considered “musical” was not a 

simple problem, and shifting meanings of musical sound informed shifting 
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understandings of musical science. I use the phrase “musical experience” to refer to how 

musical sound effected human listeners. This encompasses sensations of tones in 

isolation as well as broader classes of sensations now considered aesthetic or subjective: 

the experience of melodies, harmonies, chord progressions, or entire pieces of music. 

Musical experience, better than “consonance,” articulates the empirical phenomena that 

the various permutations of musical science sought to understand. 

Ignoring early modern conceptions of a ‘music of the spheres’ may seem, to 

some, a startling oversight. I do so to focus on the particular ideas and rhetoric of musical 

scientists in their inquiries into the nature of sound. With a few exceptions, such as 

Kepler, by the seventeenth century notions of cosmic harmony ceased to factor 

prominently in scientific discussions about music. Even before then, cosmic harmony 

was by no means a universally held ethos. Jacomien Prins has claimed that a conception 

of cosmic harmony was “central to all Western musical thought until well into the 

seventeenth century.” However, as I will demonstrate in chapter 2, Prins’s claim is 

simply not supported by the historical evidence. There were many different ways of 

thinking about music throughout Western history. In this dissertation I focus on the 

musical science of sound, whether construed in Pythagorean or some other terms.48 

Those who studied musical science I call musical scientists. The reader should 

understand that no such term ever existed as an actors’ category, for music had fallen out 

of mainstream scientific research long before William Whewell coined the word 

 
48 Jacomien Prins, “Music, Science, and Philosophy,” in The Cambridge History of Sixteenth-
Century Music, ed. Iain Fenlon and Richard Wistreich (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2019), 442. 
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“scientist” in 1833. I deploy this term because analogous actors’ categories were either 

ambiguous or limited in scope. The most common early modern label for a musical 

theorist or scientist was simply “musician.” In the middle ages, the Latin musicus was 

restricted to those studying the mathematical musica of the quadrivium. The sixth-century 

Roman philosopher Boethius, who codified much of musical terminology while laying 

down a Pythagorean orthodoxy that endured until the seventeenth century, refused to 

even honor musical practitioners with the title musicus. He instead granted them the 

lesser title of cantor, or “singer.” By the Renaissance, musicus had gained practical in 

addition to theoretical implications, and by the seventeenth century it referred chiefly to 

practitioners rather than philosophers or mathematicians.49 Other labels cropped up 

throughout the following centuries. Mersenne, for example, called those who studied 

musical science “harmonic philosophers,” but this term appeared infrequently even in his 

voluminous writings.50 Jean le Rond d’Alembert deemed Rameau a “philosopher-artist” 

for his success in explaining musical composition in terms of Newtonian physics, though 

this term drew from d’Alembert’s conception of music as a practical endeavor that had 

only recently been instilled with philosophical exactitude.51 The changing meanings of 

music and science, plus the wide variety of practitioners, mathematicians, and 

philosophers addressing the topic, render a single actors’ category unfeasible. Therefore, 

 
49 For an overview of this etymology, see Christensen, The Cambridge History of Western Music 
Theory, 2. 
50 Marin Mersenne, Harmonie universelle, contenant la théorie et la pratique de la musique, 
Reprint edition with introduction by François Lesure (Paris: CNRS, 1963), “Preface generale au 
lecteur.” 
51 See the “Discours préliminaire,” in Denis Diderot and Jean le Rond D’Alembert, eds., 
Encyclopédie, Ou Dictionnaire Raisonné Des Sciences, Des Arts et Des Métiers (Paris: Breton, 
David, Durand, Briasson, 1751), xxxiii. 
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I cite actors’ categories on a case-by-case basis and use “musical science” and “musical 

scientist” in more general contexts. 

I define science to encompass mathematics, natural philosophy, empiricism, and 

experimentalism. Science refers to knowledge about the natural world, as opposed to 

practical applied knowledge, or techne, that made no claims to natural truth. I invoke this 

understanding of science—in its modern, portentous singular—to refer to my subject 

matter and argument in their broadest terms; it should not be confused with specific early 

modern meanings of scientia, which could describe many different mathematical, 

empirical, and even artisanal disciplines. Scholastic philosophers construed scientia in 

opposition to ars and techne, letting it refer to theory, speculation, or mathematical 

reasoning that achieved a higher degree of certainty and rigor than mere arts and 

practices. In other contexts, however, scientia and ars were deployed interchangeably, 

and practical disciplines such as cartography or architecture were sometimes deemed 

scientiae.52 Hence, I employ scientia and musica scientia insofar as they designate actors’ 

categories within the broader historians’ categories of science and musical science.53 I 

resist imposing any fixed or absolute definition of “science” or “musical science” upon 

premodern sensibilities, and am much more concerned with studies of music that were, in 

their own times, seen as scientific. Natural philosophy I use in its early modern sense: the 

speculation on cause in the natural world, whether Aristotelian, Platonic, alchemical, 

 
52 For an example of this interchangeability, see the “groundplat” from John Dee, The 
Mathematical Praeface to the Elements of Geometrie of Euclid of Megara (London, 1570). 
53 The reader should be aware that musical science was rarely an actor’s category in early modern 
times. Though the terms musica scientia and musica theorica did exist, writings on the topic were 
typically labeled “musical” treatises without specifying their scientific or theoretical content. 
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mechanical, etc. This meaning of natural philosophy is not interchangeable with science 

or scientia. I use the concept of the scientific revolution with caution, to designate the 

dramatic (and not necessarily related) changes in scientific thought and practice 

throughout the late-sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. It should not be imbued with any 

modernist or presentist connotations, nor should its developments be seen as essential, 

overdetermined, or inevitable. 

Previous scholars have referred to musical science as speculative music or music 

theory. I avoid these terms because they portray the subject as strictly theoretical and 

sequestered from musical and scientific practices. The science of music, as outlined 

above, includes theorizing, speculation, and practices aimed at producing knowledge of 

musical sound. While valued for philosophical reasons, this knowledge could also pertain 

to composition. My definition, though sometimes contradicting how actors envisioned 

musica scientia, frames musical science as a way of doing as well as knowing, with 

theory and philosophy forming part of the larger musical scientific enterprise. (This is 

also why I prefer “musical scientist” over the familiar modern designation “music 

theorist.”) Here speculative music and music theory will refer to theoretical aspects of 

musical science, as distinguished from practice, empiricism, or experimentalism. These 

labels are also useful when discussing theoretical facets of music that were not 

considered “scientific” by actors.54 

 
54 Bernard Le Bovier de Fontenelle, for instance, asserted that musicians before Sauveur lacked 
scientific understanding of their craft, and “had fallen into [their theory] without understanding it, 
led only by their ear and by their experience,” while d’Alembert praised Rameau for transforming 
a speculative music “formerly given over to arbitrary rules, or rules dictated by blind experiment” 
into a deductive mathematical science. See Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Histoire de 
l’Académie Royale Des Sciences, Année MDCCII, 2nd ed. (Paris: Imprimerie de Du Pont, 1743), 
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Musicologist Carl Dahlhaus has further divided music theory into speculative, 

regulative, and analytic branches. Speculative concerned music’s physical and 

mathematical natural principles; regulative dealt with rules and techniques of practice; 

and analytic entailed the evaluation of individual masterpieces of music for instruction 

and aesthetic appreciation.55 These branches of music theory historically maintained a 

tenuous and ill-defined connection, and it is no coincidence that Dahlhaus imports 

Thomas Kuhn’s language of paradigms to emphasize the incommensurability between 

them. While Dahlhaus’s categories are vital in organizing the vast array of musical 

theories that developed throughout history, I will avoid them because they reinforce the 

anachronistic scientific/artistic dichotomy that has plagued previous studies of musical 

science. However, I will retain them for when a clear distinction between practical and 

speculative theory is needed. 

Two other labels occasionally affixed to musical science have been “harmony” 

and “harmonics.” Harmony is among the most overused and confusing concepts in all of 

music. At its most basic, harmony refers to relationships between intervals, be they 

abstract proportions, audible sounds, or the structure of the heavens. Many ancient texts 

used harmonics and music interchangeably to designate the mathematical science of 

proportion, which was passed down through the middle ages through the quadrivium. 

This is the case, for example, of the Harmonics of Ptolemy. While this science dealt with 

 
90–2. For more details, see chapter 3; Jean le Rond D’Alembert, Preliminary Discourse to the 
Encyclopedia of Diderot, trans. Richard N. Schwab (Indianapolis, 1963), 100–1. 
55 For these categories, see Carl Dahlhaus, Die Musiktheorie Im 18. Und 19. Jahrhundert: 
Grundzüge Einer Systematik (Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1984); see also Thomas 
Christensen, “Introduction,” in The Cambridge History of Western Music Theory, ed. Thomas 
Christensen (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 1–23. 
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subjects such as the cosmos, the soul, or sound, it existed independently of all of these. It 

was sometimes envisioned abstractly as the study of “number in time.” I reserve the term 

“harmonics” for this mathematical music of the quadrivium. Like all quadrivial sciences, 

harmonics was kept separate from natural philosophy within the scholastic university 

curriculum. Harmonics formed one subset of the larger cluster of early modern musical 

sciences demarcated above. 

From the Renaissance onwards, practitioners cultivated their own ideas of 

harmony as the pitch relations between notes. Zarlino sought to formalize current 

techniques of composition (namely melody and counterpoint) and help composers access 

harmonia and its effects on listeners. Zarlino’s harmony referred to any and all consonant 

relations between musical intervals. Following Rameau, harmony acquired a narrower 

meaning as the hierarchical relations of pitches within chords, as well as similar relations 

between chords within chord progressions. This new idea of harmony encompassed both 

Rameau’s theory and specific instantiations of that theory in practice, i.e. when pieces 

were composed following Rameau’s principles. As much as possible, I will employ 

“harmony” as Rameau and his contemporaries understood it: the notion that musical 

sounds should be understood and organized vertically as chords, rather than horizontally 

as melody or counterpoint. Like harmonics, Rameau’s harmony formed a specific part of 

the larger nexus of early modern musical science. 

Music as an art form—the meaning most familiar to modern readers—I render as 

musical practice. This is subdivided into singing, instrument building and playing, and 

composition. “Practice” here indicates artisanship and craft in the broadest sense, 
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equivalent to the scholastic understanding of techne. Not until the eighteenth century was 

this craft reborn as a fine art, or an art that purported to originate from a genius artist and 

expressed aesthetic values or sensibilities beyond the scope of artisanal handiwork. 

Certain actors, including Rameau, referred to “the arts of taste” [les Arts de goût]; this 

can reasonably be interpreted as an early appeal to the fine arts. It is a confusing 

coincidence of terminology that harmonics, like all trivial and quadrivial disciplines, was 

labeled a liberal art. The liberal art of music, however, hewed closer to modern notions of 

mathematical science than to premodern musical practice and was irrelevant to the 

concerns of composers and performers. Hence, “art” in this dissertation does not refer to 

the liberal art of the quadrivium. I will instead refer to harmonics as a mathematical 

science distinct from the practiced musical arts defined above. 

A distinction must be drawn between pure, mixed, and physico-mathematics. Pure 

mathematics, as Francis Bacon described it in The Advancement of Learning, “are those 

sciences belonging which handle quantity determinate, merely severed from any axioms 

of natural philosophy; and these are two, geometry and arithmetic.” These were the first 

disciplines of the quadrivium, which concerned “quantity” in its purest forms: 

“continued” and “dissevered.” Emulating the Aristotelian category of “composite 

science,” Bacon coined the term mixed mathematics to include those aspects of “Nature” 

that “can neither be invented with sufficient subtlety, nor demonstrated with sufficient 

perspicuity, nor accommodated unto use with sufficient dexterity, without the aid and 

intervening of the mathematics, of which sort are perspective, music, astronomy, 
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cosmography, architecture, engineery, and divers others.”56 However, mixed mathematics 

played little role in natural philosophy beyond supplying the formal cause of certain 

phenomena, such as musical intervals. Bacon treated mixed mathematics as a tool in the 

accruement of natural knowledge (closer to technology than philosophy), subordinated to 

“metaphysic,” and not directly linked to physics and natural philosophy. As he added in 

the Latin edition of the Advancement, mathematics and logic should be “handmaids of 

Physic.”57 Mixed mathematics did not function as a causal agent in physics, and 

contemporary natural philosophy was construed without reference to mathematical 

principles or theorems. 

Physico-mathematics, in contrast, was the mathematical interpretation of physical 

nature. Its earliest exemplars seem to have been Kepler and Isaac Beeckman. In his 

Harmonices mundi of 1618, Kepler deemed musical sound a “part of Mathematics and 

Physics [Mathematices Physicesque partem].”58 That same year Beeckman met and 

befriended a young Descartes, who explained to him the physical properties of musical 

strings and shared Beeckman’s fascination with “this way of studying that I delight in, 

with mathematics connected to physics.”59 Hence I use physico-mathematics to mean the 

description of natural bodies or processes in mathematical terms, such that mathematics 

acted as a causal explanation of natural phenomena. This includes cases such as 

 
56 Francis Bacon, The Works of Francis Bacon, ed. James Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis, and 
Douglas Denon Heath (London, 1857), 3:360. 
57 Francis Bacon, The Philosophical Works of Francis Bacon, ed. James Spedding and Robert 
Leslie Ellis (London: Longman and Co., 1861), 4:370. 
58 Johannes Kepler, The Harmony of the World, trans. E. J. Aiton, A. M. Duncan, and J. V. Field 
(Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1997), 139–40. 
59 Isaac Beeckman, Journal tenu par Isaac Beeckman de 1604 à 1634, ed. Cornelis de Waard (La 
Haye: M. Nijhoff, 1939), 1:244; translation in Dear, Discipline and Experience, 171. 
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Newtonian gravitation, in which the physicality of the phenomenon in question was 

unknown or unspecified. Physico-mathematics is not identical with the “mechanical 

philosophy” identified by E. J. Dijksterhuis in his classic 1961 work.60 Philosophers such 

as Kepler and Newton, for instance, interpreted nature mathematically while rejecting 

mechanico-corpuscular theories of planetary motion. Dear has chronicled the 

proliferation of physico-mathematical research in the early seventeenth century, and it is 

telling how many of his earlier references involve musical science.61 As will be seen in 

chapters 2 and 3, musical sound held a mediating position between mathematical and 

physical sciences and was vital in the formation of physico-mathematics as distinct from 

mixed mathematics. The rise of physico-mathematics, in turn, forced a fundamental 

reconceptualization of music’s natural origins. 

Finally, let us clarify several distinct meanings of “baroque.” As an actors’ 

category, baroque music could refer to any piece of music considered unpleasant, 

contrived, or complex. The original Portuguese barroco described a misshapen pearl and 

connoted a sense of distortion and malformation that eighteenth-century critics wished to 

convey when ridiculing art as “baroque.” Common complaints included an excessive use 

of dissonance, intricate counterpoint, and ostentatious or outlandish compositional 

structures. The second meaning of baroque, the Baroque period of music history spanning 

approximately 1600–1750, was well underway when the critical term “baroque” first 

appeared in 1733. As Palisca has noted, musical practice of the Baroque period was 

heterogeneous and nigh-impossible to characterize as a whole. Palisca concluded that 

 
60 E. J. Dijksterhuis, The Mechanization of the World Picture (Oxford University Press, 1961). 
61 Dear, Discipline and Experience, 168–79. 
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Baroque music was unified by “an underlying faith in music’s power, indeed its 

obligation, to move the affections.”62 All composers working during the time period of 

this dissertation sought to move listeners. Affective power was often the key criterion for 

judging whether a given composition should be considered “music.” The historians’ 

category of “Baroque” (capitalized) thus has a greater scope than “baroque” (lowercase) 

the actors’ category. In the first half of this dissertation, I will refer to the Baroque era 

and various Baroque styles. In the second half, I will refrain from this broader meaning 

and use “baroque” as it was originally meant: to describe music that deviated from (what 

was seen as) the simpler, more natural, and more powerful melodies of antiquity or the 

Renaissance. The final meaning of “baroque” derives from Gal and Chen-Morris’s 

Baroque science. This category links seventeenth-century science to the tensions, 

anxieties, and paradoxes of Baroque culture broadly construed. I do not claim that 

Baroque science and music shared specific aesthetic or stylistic conventions, but rather 

that both played key roles in the broader age of the Baroque and influenced each other in 

profound ways. As we will see, striking parallels existed between Baroque science and 

Baroque music. The story of one is incomplete without the story of the other. 

 

  

 
62 Claude V. Palisca, Baroque Music (National Academies, 1968), 4–5. 
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II. Esperienza, Teacher of All Things: Vincenzo Galilei’s Music as Artisanal 

Epistemology 

 

The purpose of music is to be heard. 

–Vincenzo Galilei, 158963 

 

1. Introduction 

Remembered by most as Galileo’s father, Vincenzo Galilei is known to scholars as an 

accomplished lutenist and innovative music theorist. Historians of both science and 

music, however, have wondered if he also deserves the title of “experimental scientist.” 

In 1589, Vincenzo recounted observations, taken from sonorous objects like lute strings 

and organ pipes, that seemed to contradict classical laws of consonance. Musical 

intervals, he claimed, were not fixed by simple number ratios, as Pythagorean dogma 

dictated, but varied based on the instrument sounding them. More generally, he claimed 

to have obtained his results from “the teacher of all things”: esperienza delle cose 

maestra. Intriguingly, esperienza figured prominently in both Vincenzo’s artistic and 

scientific musical writings. The former dealt with musical composition and performance; 

the latter with mathematical principles and natural causes of sound. While the artistic 

usage of esperienza has been unproblematically translated as “experience,” scholars such 

as Walker, Palisca, and (to a lesser extent) Cohen have debated whether Vincenzo’s 

 
63 Galilei, Discorso; translation in Crombie, Styles, 793–5. 
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scientific studies did, in fact, constitute genuine “experiments.”64 As recent work in the 

history of science has shown, presentist dichotomies such as experience/experiment and 

art/science have obscured the meaning and significance of early modern notions of 

“experience.” Dear’s investigations of the rhetoric surrounding seventeenth-century 

empirical sciences and Smith’s studies of “artisanal epistemology” have been particularly 

influential. Dear has stressed how forms of discourse shaped the ways philosophers 

understood experience or experiment, while Smith has analyzed experience in visual and 

mechanical arts as a form of knowledge-making not unlike a science.65 

Vincenzo has not benefitted from these approaches. He is still generally viewed as 

either an exemplar of the burgeoning “experimental” sciences or a cautionary tale of how 

far those sciences still had to go. To scholars in the former camp, his influence on 

experimentalism in the scientific revolution (especially that of his son) has seemed self-

evident.66 Members of the latter camp, by contrast, have downplayed Vincenzo’s 

 
64 Walker, Studies, 24; Cohen, Quantifying Music, 84; Claude V. Palisca, “Was Galileo’s Father 
an Experimental Scientist?,” in Music and Science in the Age of Galileo, ed. V. Coelho 
(Dordrecht: Springer, 1992), 143–151. 
65 This full literature on these issues is too vast to recount here. Key examples are Steven Shapin 
and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air-Pump: Hobbes, Boyle, and the Experimental Life 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985); Dear, Discipline and Experience; Paula Findlen, 
Possessing Nature: Museums, Collecting, and Scientific Culture in Early Modern Italy (Berkeley; 
Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1996); Barbara J. Shapiro, A Culture of Fact: 
England, 1550-1720 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2003); Smith, The Body of the Artisan. 
66 Palisca took Vincenzo’s “experiments” and his influence on his son as self-evident in Palisca, 
“Scientific Empiricism,” 132–3. Drake claimed that Vincenzo performed “true scientific 
experiments” and thought it “extremely likely” that Galileo was inspired by his father, in Stillman 
Drake, “Renaissance Music and Experimental Science,” Journal of the History of Ideas 31, no. 4 
(1970): 497. Chua has viewed Vincenzo’s experiments unproblematically as “instrumental 
rationality” and claimed that he “disenchanted” music just as Galileo “disenchanted the 
universe,” in Daniel K. L. Chua, “Vincenzo Galilei, Modernity and the Division of Nature,” in 
Music Theory and Natural Order from the Renaissance to the Early Twentieth Century, ed. 
Suzannah Clark and Alexander Rehding (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 22–4. 
Chua followed Max Weber’s classic thesis of a “rationalization” of Western music, published in 
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experimentalism and stressed how indebted he remained to Pythagorean theory. Some 

have gone so far as to dismiss many of his ideas as disingenuous, motivated by 

resentment, ignorance, or zealous overconfidence.67 Historians have failed to engage with 

Vincenzo on his own terms, to clarify how he understood and deployed esperienza. We 

are thus left to wonder: how did esperienza guide both his artistic and scientific 

commitments? What was the influence of practice on Vincenzo’s musical science? 

In what follows I contextualize Vincenzo’s esperienza to reveal a previously 

neglected conceptual continuity between his artistic and scientific pursuits. I aim to show 

how mathematics, natural philosophy, and practice met on the common ground of 

Vincenzo’s music; clarify the importance of esperienza to his art and science; and situate 

him within current discussions on early modern artisanal epistemology and experimental 

sciences. I do not intend this as a comprehensive analysis of Vincenzo’s musical career, 

nor do I directly engage the question of the “experimental” status of his contributions. 

Instead, I reevaluate a key element of Vincenzo’s art and science as he understood and 

presented it. I open this dissertation with Vincenzo because he was among the first 

musical scientists for whom “music” unambiguously referred to sound, not abstract ratios 

or heavenly harmonies. Alongside Zarlino, Vincenzo launched one of the first serious 

 
Max Weber, Die rationalen und soziologischen Grundlagen der Musik (München: Drei Masken 
Verlag, 1921). 
67 Walker dismissed Vincenzo’s arguments as “bogus” in Walker, Studies, 16. Cohen endorsed 
Walker’s view in Cohen, Quantifying Music, 80. Konoval called Vincenzo’s critique of 
numerology “bootless” and suggested that he was secretly upholding Pythagoreanism; see 
Brandon Konoval, “Pythagorean Pipe Dreams? Vincenzo Galilei, Marin Mersenne, and the 
Pneumatic Mysteries of the Pipe Organ,” Perspectives on Science 26, no. 1 (2018): 42, 19. Prins 
asserted that Vincenzo’s empiricism and view of nature were “founded on a fruitful 
misunderstanding” in Prins, “Music, Science, and Philosophy,” 460. Prins followed Weber’s 
thesis of “rationalization,” whereas Konoval denied that narrative. 
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scientific inquiries into the nature of sound and how it affected human listeners. In 

inquiring how musical instruments produced tones in different ways, Vincenzo initiated a 

research program that sought physico-mathematical explanations for human musical 

experience. His esperienza served as a template for future musical scientists seeking to 

reconcile the mathematical and sensible facets of music. Capturing Vincenzo’s 

esperienza in its proper historical context is essential towards understanding the methods, 

aims, and scope of musical science during the scientific revolution and beyond. 

Reconsidering Vincenzo’s studies of consonance—a merger of theoretical and 

practical musical elements that challenged scholastic and Pythagorean sensibilities—

illustrates the inadequacy of dividing esperienza into anachronistic categories of artistic 

“experience” and scientific “experiment.” Pythagoreans defined laws of consonance in 

terms of numerology, or an understanding of numbers as abstract and disassociated from 

corporeal objects and human perceptions.68 These laws were said to govern not only 

sound but also the human body, soul, and structure of the cosmos. Vincenzo rejected 

numerology and, through esperienza, employed mathematics, empiricism, and 

instruments as analytical tools (part 2). I subsequently discuss how Vincenzo viewed 

practice, like science, as a form of natural knowledge-making. To him, esperienza was a 

precondition for grasping music’s nature, which lay not in numbers but in a combination 

of human perceptions of consonance and the effects musical compositions had on 

 
68 Dear has noted how problematic “numerology” can be, especially when juxtaposed with later 
notions of mathematical physics. I use the term simply to mean the Pythagorean belief that 
numbers, in and of themselves (without geometrical or physical manifestations), gave the natural 
form of musical intervals. See Peter Dear, Mersenne and the Learning of the Schools (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 1988), 98. 
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feelings and passions (part 3). Finally, I consider Vincenzo’s intellectual influences, 

situating his legacy against the backdrop of broader early modern humanist and artistic 

trends (part 4). 

Vincenzo lived during the final stages of the Renaissance era of music history and 

is often considered a key transitional figure between Renaissance and Baroque styles. Yet 

Vincenzo himself saw, in the music of his age, a world gone wrong. Longing for the 

simple and naturally affective melodies of a mythical antiquity, he felt that contemporary 

composers had grown obsessed with technical and ostentatious styles. Theorists had 

likewise become so complacent about Pythagorean laws—which associated consonances 

with fixed number ratios that often diverged dramatically from what practitioners 

preferred—that they failed to grasp music’s nature or correct the errors of composers. 

Vincenzo viewed music as a mimetic art in the Aristotelian sense. Its purpose was to 

evoke behaviors, feelings, and passions natural to humans. Following his hero, the great 

anti-Pythagorean music theorist Aristoxenus (fl. 330 BCE), Vincenzo sought to correct 

the missteps of musicians of both scientific and artistic inclinations by promoting 

esperienza as a kind of mathematically informed and instrumentally mediated sense 

perception. Broader and richer than either “experience” or “experiment,” esperienza 

represented a potent fusion of the mathematical reasoning of the sciences with the 

empiricism and instrumental skill of the arts. 

Smith’s category of artisanal epistemology offers a useful key to analyze the role 

of esperienza in Vincenzo’s music. Formulated to capture technical, material, and 

embodied traditions within the history of science, it designated how artisans established 
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themselves as “active knowers” of nature. These traditions cultivated styles of empirical 

knowledge-making that were incorporated into the experimental sciences of the scientific 

revolution.69 Other historians have explored the Florentine discipline of disegno, another 

theoretical-practical hybrid whose straightforward translation as “drawing” or “design” 

obscures its premodern meaning. The Accademia del Disegno (est. 1563) invoked this 

age-old notion in the sixteenth century to elevate painting, sculpture, and architecture 

above their lowly statuses as handiwork by formalizing mathematical rules and 

techniques that guided a craftsman’s hand. According to Karen-edis Barzman, disegno 

represented “that which one comes to know about nature, rather than the representation of 

that which one actually perceives,” implying an artisanal epistemology like those 

examined by Smith.70 Alexander Marr and Horst Bredekamp have investigated disegno in 

Galileo’s natural philosophy. Marr deemed it “a crucial link between the worlds of art 

and science,” whose liminal status between cognition and handiwork “enabled sixteenth-

century theorists to position it as part of philosophy rather than ‘mere’ practice.”71 

The history of musical science has much to gain from such efforts. Despite 

obvious differences, both esperienza and disegno facilitated an intellectual form of 

artificing that began with sensation but aimed to ultimately transcend it, to grasp essential 

knowledge of nature. Whereas disegno allowed painters, sculptors, etc. to express 

 
69 Smith, The Body of the Artisan, 8. 
70 Karen-edis Barzman, The Florentine Academy and the Early Modern State: The Discipline of 
Disegno (Cambridge University Press, 2000), 145. 
71 Alexander Marr, Between Raphael and Galileo: Mutio Oddi and the Mathematical Culture of 
Late Renaissance Italy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011), 166–8; Horst Bredekamp, 
Galileis denkende Hand: Form und Forschung um 1600 (Berlin; München; Boston: Walter de 
Gruyter, 2015). 
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knowledge of an external, visible nature, Vincenzo deployed esperienza to express 

knowledge of an internal, invisible human nature accessible through the effects music 

had on the passions of the soul. His music was an ‘artistic science,’ or a science 

performed with the tools, techniques, and embodied skills of practitioners. Yet it was also 

a ‘scientific art,’ or an art that articulated natural knowledge by combining reason with 

artificial production. By exploring the dual rational-empirical implications of esperienza 

and analyzing Vincenzo’s music as an artisanal epistemology in which art and science 

converged towards the production of natural knowledge, we gain valuable insights into 

the origins of the physico-mathematical and experimental science of musical sound at the 

dawn of the Baroque era. 

2. The Experiments: Merging Nature and Artifice 

Vincenzo’s experiments arose from a heated dispute with Zarlino over the nature of 

musical consonances. As the most influential music theorist since Boethius (c. 500), 

Zarlino sought to reconcile medieval music theory with new ideas and techniques that 

had emerged during the Renaissance. Boethius, in his De institutione musica, laid down a 

Pythagorean orthodoxy that endured through the medieval and early Renaissance eras. He 

treated practice (musica instrumentalis) as inferior to the philosophical contemplation of 

cosmic harmony (musica mundana) and the harmony of the human body and soul 

(musica humana). Zarlino did not overturn this hierarchy but aimed to bring musical 

science and practice closer together. He envisioned a rational basis for composition, akin 

to the geometrical techniques of contemporary painters and architects. The theory of the 

senario, presented in his Istitutioni harmoniche (first published 1558), reduced all 
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consonances to ratios formed by the first six numbers: the octave was a 2:1 ratio, fifth 

was a 3:2, fourth was a 4:3, etc. The accompanying tuning system was called the 

“syntonic diatonic.”72 It was first proposed by Ptolemy (c. 100–170 CE) and is known 

today as ‘just intonation.’ The syntonic diatonic retained many Pythagorean ratios but 

simplified those of the major and minor thirds and sixths. For example, whereas the 

Pythagorean tradition defined a major third as the sum of two whole tones (9:8) and thus 

granted it an 81:64 ratio, Zarlino favored a simple 5:4 ratio. Given that consonance was 

seen as resulting directly from the simplicity of an interval’s ratio, the senario did more 

than streamline calculations. It formally redefined thirds and sixths (long used by 

practitioners with or without the blessings of theorists) as consonances, albeit “imperfect” 

ones.73 Through the senario and syntonic diatonic, Zarlino expanded the domain of 

consonances while preserving their Pythagorean numerological essence. 

Vincenzo welcomed this expansion but had little patience for Zarlino’s 

numerological methods. While Zarlino had a scholarly background with the Franciscan 

order, Vincenzo was trained since childhood as a lutenist. He lacked the university 

education of most theorists and, though competent in Latin, had limited knowledge of 

Greek. His lute skills, however, evidently impressed the Florentine nobleman Giovanni 

de’ Bardi, who became Vincenzo’s patron and sent him to study under Zarlino in the 

1560s. In 1572, upon consulting the humanist scholar Girolamo Mei (1519–94) on 

 
72 Gioseffo Zarlino, L’istitutioni Harmoniche, 2nd ed. (Venice: Francesco Senese, 1562), 25. The 
syntonic diatonic differed from “Pythagorean tuning,” in which thirds and sixths were dissonant. 
However, given Zarlino’s adherence to Pythagorean numerology, I refer to the senario and 
syntonic diatonic as “Pythagorean” ideas. They can best be understood as expansions of the 
Pythagorean tradition of music theory. 
73 See Zarlino’s discussion of the major third, especially Zarlino, 184–90. 
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ancient and modern tuning systems—specifically, which tuning was naturally favored by 

singers—Vincenzo grew disillusioned with Zarlino’s teachings. He saw Zarlino’s 

theories as overly speculative, incapable of affecting the passions, and unreflective of 

how singers and instrumentalists actually performed music. Their controversy erupted 

shortly thereafter, centering on the natural or artificial statuses of tuning systems but 

touching on nearly every unresolved question of music theory and composition. 

Through it all, Vincenzo took every opportunity to elevate practice and denigrate 

Pythagorean speculation. In his 1589 Discorso intorno all'opere di messer Gioseffo 

Zarlino (in which his abovementioned experiments were reported), Vincenzo berated 

“the simplicity or arrogance of men” who defined consonances in numerological terms. 

The syntonic diatonic, he believed, constrained music’s expressivity. Vincenzo argued 

that equal temperament—which deviated from perfect ratios and divided the octave into 

equal parts, such that all adjacent semitones (the smallest interval) had uniform pitch 

distance between them—could enable styles of composition inaccessible to the syntonic 

diatonic. He attributed the invention of temperament to Aristoxenus and proclaimed that 

“no distribution among stable strings can be found that is simpler, more perfect, and more 

capable of being played or sung” than this “intense tuning of Aristoxenus.”74 He added 

that singers could modulate their voices as they sung and were unconfined by any fixed 

tuning system. Thus “the greatest excellence” was attained by neither the syntonic 

diatonic nor temperament but by the free intonation of “well-practiced singers, through 

 
74 Describing the “Incitato d’Aristosseno,” Vincenzo declared that “ne altra Distribuitione 
dimostrabile fuor’di questa, può trouarsi tra corde stabili, più semplice è più perfetta, & più 
capace tanto sonata quanto cantata”; Galilei, Discorso, 113. By corde stabili he meant a tuning 
system with fixed intervals, not literal strings. 
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the sonority of their voices and their perfect hearing.”75 Finally, in one of his rare 

references to the music of the spheres, he claimed that it was nothing like the way it had 

traditionally been conceived: 

It is no less difficult to describe in words or to demonstrate by means of numbers 

or lines the precise form and proportions of the system we use (I refer to the fact 

that, by modulating, we sing many airs together in large company with the said 

excellence), than it is to regulate and apportion by means of complete periods and 

fixed, regular rules the motions of celestial bodies. This may be a great part of the 

correspondence that Pythagoras believed to exist between celestial and human 

harmony.76 

Here Vincenzo suggested that the ancient notion of cosmic harmony did not—and was 

never intended to—describe perfect ratios. It reflected the idea that like the cosmos, 

music was intrinsically unstable and irreducible to simple numerical rules. Although side 

 
75 “I Cantori bene esercitati, mediante la sonorità delle voci & il perfetto vdito loro, canteranno 
sempre ch’ei vorranno, tutti gli interualli musici di quella eccellenza maggiore che si posson 
desiderare. laquale, come la semplicità, o l’arroganza de gli huomini vorrà in tutto & per tutto tra 
la stabilità delle corde, limitare con numeri, con linee o con altro; diranno sempre (mediante il 
non hauere gli strumenti artifiziali la medesima facultà & virtù degli Strumenti naturali) mille 
impertinenze”; Galilei, 117–18. Vincenzo later conceded that the syntonic diatonic came closer to 
what singers used than other systems, but with the caveat that this did not make it “natural.” In his 
view, “natural” music was that which affected listeners the most, regardless of tuning. This 
required the free intonation of the voice. Likewise, Vincenzo admitted that the simple ratios of 
the senario were most pleasing when heard in isolation but argued that true music (in which tones 
were heard in musical context) required temperament and free intonation. See Galilei, 124, 117. 
76 “Esser non men difficile a descriuer con parole, o dimostrare realmente per via di numeri, o di 
linee il Sistema che noi vsiamo nell’esatta sua forma & proportione; parlo di quello che 
modulando si canta in compagnia di molti queste tant’arie insieme nell’eccellenza detta; quanto è 
difficile con terminati periodi, è stabili canoni regolare & proportionare tra di loro i moti de corpi 
celesti. & questa è forse buona parte della conuenienza che Pitagora giudicò esser tra la celeste & 
l’umana Armonia”; Galilei, Discorso, 118. 
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remark, this epitomized Vincenzo’s contempt for theorists who cared more about an 

abstract collection of ratios than the lived experiences of music: as it was sung, played, 

and heard by human beings.77 

To be clear, both Vincenzo and Zarlino possessed artistic and scientific 

inclinations as musicians and Zarlino was far more attuned to practice than Vincenzo 

gave him credit for. Zarlino hoped his Istitutioni would synthesize musical art and 

science by providing theoretical foundations for imperfect consonances and rules of 

composition that were (purportedly) grounded in Pythagorean tradition. Zarlino 

considered the syntonic diatonic the natural and perfect tuning but recognized the 

practical value of artificially tempering consonances. Framing the Vincenzo–Zarlino 

dispute as a clash between progressive empiricism and outmoded metaphysics, as Palisca 

did, is plainly untenable.78 Here, however, I deal chiefly with Vincenzo’s thoughts and 

rhetoric to show that from his perspective the empirical/speculative gap between him and 

Zarlino was vast indeed. With appropriate caution, we can view Zarlino primarily as a 

theorist, who granted the ear a limited role but maintained the Boethian idea that 

musicians imitated the natural mathematical harmony known to philosophers. Vincenzo, 

meanwhile, was primarily a practitioner, who understood theory but shunned numerical 

speculation and sought to free musicians from their subordinate roles as imitators. 

 
77 Vincenzo did not develop this idea. I know of two other times he referenced the music of the 
spheres. He first claimed that, as Ptolemy had found the perfect consonances in the planets, 
“someone applying more subtle sophistry” could derive imperfect consonances in a similar way. 
In the other, Vincenzo cited the ancient idea that the strings on Orpheus’s lyre corresponded to 
planets. See Vincenzo Galilei, Dialogue on Ancient and Modern Music, trans. Claude V. Palisca 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003), 33–4, 286. Given these scant references, Prins’s 
decision to situate Vincenzo in the tradition of cosmic harmony is questionable. 
78 Palisca, “Scientific Empiricism,” 137. 
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Viewing Vincenzo through the lens of artisanal epistemology reveals how his practical 

training played an active role in his formation of scientific knowledge about music. He 

had no interest in rejecting Pythagoreanism wholesale, but he did hope to modify and 

reconcile it with music as people experienced it. It was fitting, then, that Vincenzo used 

instruments to challenge Zarlino’s authority and dethrone numerology as the basis of 

consonance. 

Performed sometime around 1580 and reported in his Discorso, Vincenzo’s 

acoustical experiments compared how various objects produced musical intervals. I use 

the anachronism “acoustical” to highlight the importance of concrete, sonorous bodies in 

these experiments, though Vincenzo himself never broached core topics of modern 

acoustics such as vibrational mechanics, the physics of sound, or the structure of the ear. 

(It is unclear whether he knew of Giambattista Benedetti’s speculations from the 1560s 

linking consonance to vibrational frequency.79) Vincenzo demonstrated no concept of the 

physico-mathematical models of sound that would prevail in the next century, and thus 

never grappled with “acoustical paradox” that will be the subject of chapter 3. 

In his experiments, Vincenzo offered three objects of study: lute strings, weights 

hung from strings, and organ pipes. While he allowed that strings with lengths in a 2:1 

proportion made an octave, as Pythagoras decreed, the same could be achieved by strings 

of equal lengths when hung with weights in a 4:1 proportion, and by pipes with volumes 

in an 8:1 proportion. Vincenzo extrapolated to all intervals: “thus, the volume [of pipes] 

 
79 Benedetti’s theories were first published in Giambattista Benedetti, Diversarum Speculationum 
Mathematicarum et Physicarum Liber (Torino, 1585), 277. 
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corresponds to the cube [inverse cubic proportion between pitch and volume]; the 

weights hung from strings to the surface [direct square proportion]; and the string simply 

stretched across the instrument to the line [inverse linear proportion].”80 In a later treatise, 

he added that strings of equal lengths and tensions but of different thicknesses or 

materials (steel and gut) would produce different sounds, as would coins of various 

metals.81 He did not reference any specific trials or data obtained therefrom (such a move 

would have been highly unusual in the sixteenth century). Vincenzo defended his claims 

simply by invoking esperienza delle cose maestra.82 

Vincenzo wielded these results like a bludgeon, smashing Zarlino’s senario by 

showing that numbers alone could not constitute musical intervals:83  

Intervals … should not be considered simply as pure numbers [numeri numerati], 

but as numbers [numeri numeranti] measuring only those portions of strings 

capable of producing a sound when struck. For what Zarlino wrote in chapter 15 

of the first book of the Istitutioni, claiming that number is sonorous, cannot be the 

case regardless, for, not having in itself a body (and sound is not heard without 

 
80 “Di maniera che il vacuo di queste conrisponde al Cubo. i pesi sospesi alle corde, alle 
Superficie. & le corde semplicemente tese nello strumento alla Linea”; Galilei, Discorso, 105. 
81 See Vincenzo’s “Discorso particolare intorno all’unisono.” A transcription/translation is in 
Claude V. Palisca, ed., The Florentine Camerata: Documentary Studies and Translations, trans. 
Claude V. Palisca (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 201. Palisca has described 
Vincenzo’s experiments in detail, and I have little more to add. My aim is not to elaborate upon 
these experiments but to expand our view of what Vincenzo’s esperienza entailed. 
82 “Nel qual luogo voglio auuertire due false openioni nate negli huomini, persuasi dagli scritti di 
alcuni, nelle quali sono stato ancor’io, di che sendomi ultimamente accertato con il mezzo 
dell’esperienza delle cose maestra”; Galilei, Discorso, 104. 
83 I would like to thank Cohen for the catchy phrase “smashing the senario.” See Cohen, 
Quantifying Music, 82. 
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the percussion of some body capable of producing a sound when struck) simple 

number, consequently, cannot be sonorous.84 

According to Vincenzo, a core tenet of Zarlino’s theory—that numbers existed in nature 

and played a direct, causal role in the corporeal phenomenon of sound—ignored the basic 

distinction between mathematical and natural sciences. As Vincenzo’s experiments 

showed, “musical intervals are just as natural whether contained within the parts of the 

senario or outside of them,” for any arbitrary ratio could sound any interval, given the 

right measurements and sonorous bodies.85 Nature, meaning that which existed 

independently from human invention or perception, did not favor certain ratios over 

others; even Ptolemy did not label intervals “natural” when he originated the syntonic 

diatonic.86 For strings, this meant that “the major third contained by the 5:4 ratio is just as 

natural as the 81:64 ratio, and so also is the consonance of the octave contained by the 2:1 

ratio just as natural as the dissonance of the seventh contained by the 9:4 ratio.” In short, 

Vincenzo denied that abstract numbers could act as causal explanations within natural 

philosophy. Numbers caused musical sounds only insofar as they were manifested in 

sonorous bodies and experienced by listeners. Confident that the student had surpassed 

 
84 “Ma non percio si considerino seplicemente come numeri numerati; ma come numeri 
numeranti di quelle tali portioni di corde atte dopo l’essere percosse a rendere il suono. imperoche 
quello che nel capo 15 del primo delle istitutioni dice il Zarlino, uolendo egli che il numero sia 
sonoro, non puo essere a patto alcuno; atteso che non hauendo per se stesso corpo, et il suono non 
si da senza la percussione di alcun corpo atto dopo l’essere percosso a rendere suono; non puo 
conseguentemente esser sonoro il numero semplice”; “Discorso particolare intorno alla diversita 
della forme del diapason” in Palisca, The Florentine Camerata, 183. This translation is mine. By 
numeri numerati Vincenzo meant abstract numbers that did not measure concrete objects (those 
with “a body”). 
85 “Gli interualli musici, poi tanto sono naturali (com’io ho detto) quelli cõtenuti tra le parti del 
Senario, quanto gl’altri che son fuore di esse parti”; Galilei, Discorso, 92–3. 
86 “Quando Tolomeo ordinò il Syntonic non ui fece distintione d’intervalli naturali, & d’interualli 
artifiziali”; Galilei, 35. 
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the master, Vincenzo punctuated this passage with a jab at his former mentor: “and may 

Zarlino break his head as much as he wants.”87 

By repudiating the senario, Vincenzo relocated the nature of music from numbers 

to aural experiences. Cohen has read Vincenzo’s polemic as “a rejection of all natural 

regularity for the consonances” and “nothing but premature skepticism.” He deemed this 

skepticism “incompatible” with Vincenzo’s experiments, which indicated that sonorous 

bodies did produce consonances according to regular mathematical laws. But Cohen’s 

judgment betrays his deeply Pythagorean definition of consonance, which in his view 

must be the audible manifestation of some natural mathematical principle existing 

separately from human perception.88 Vincenzo, by contrast, sided with Aristoxenus. 

Aristoxenus denied that Pythagorean ratios were inherently natural, called them 

“extraneous” to music, and placed the judgments of ears at the foundation of musical 

science. He did not dismiss mathematics altogether. As he proclaimed in his Elements of 

Harmony, “our science is concerned with all musical melody, both vocal and 

instrumental. Its pursuit depends ultimately on two things, hearing and reason. Through 

hearing we assess the magnitudes of intervals, and through reason we apprehend their 

functions.”89 As Prins has explained, Aristoxenus treated mathematics as a tool to 

 
87 “È tanto è naturale il Ditono contenuto dalla sesquiquarta quanto, quello che è contenuto dalla 
super 17 partiente 64. si come ancora tanto è naturale l’accordare dell’ottaua drento la dupla, 
quanto è naturale il dissonare della settima drento la super 4. partiente quinta: & rompi si pur’il 
Zarlino la testa quanto vuole”; Galilei, 92–3. 
88 To be fair, Cohen clearly defined the “central issue” pursued in his book: “where does the 
apparent match between the simple ratios of the consonances and the human sensation of musical 
beauty come from?” This methodology, however, made little room for the Aristoxenian tradition, 
which Cohen’s otherwise brilliant study largely ignored. See Cohen, Quantifying Music, 81–2. 
89 “Elementa Harmonica,” in Andrew Barker, ed., Greek Musical Writings (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1989), 2:149–50. 
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“describe pragmatically” musical sound heard by humans, rather than the “normative-

theoretical procedures” of Pythagorean numerology.90 Vincenzo claimed to “marvel at 

those who reprimand [Aristoxenus] for demanding that all judgments of sound and voice 

be returned entirely to the sense of hearing,” given that the Pythagoreans erroneously 

“considered the forms of musical intervals as proportions of numbers and lines, further 

applying them to strings, pipes, and all other sonorous bodies.”91 He revealed his full debt 

to Aristoxenus in several essays written after 1589, wherein he went so far as to trace his 

experiments back to the Aristoxenian sect (see section 4). Neither Vincenzo nor 

Aristoxenus suggested that consonances lacked natural bases, merely that their nature 

resided in sonorous bodies and human hearing rather than the numeri numerati 

worshipped by the Pythagoreans. Inspired by Aristoxenus, Vincenzo sought what the 

Pythagoreans never achieved: bringing mathematics and sensation into alignment. 

Esperienza was the core of this endeavor. 

Past interpreters of Vincenzo’s science have questioned both the veracity of his 

experiments and the intellectual authenticity of his empiricism. Walker has pointed out 

that pipes do not behave the way Vincenzo claimed: the frequency of a vibrating air 

 
90 Prins, “Music, Science, and Philosophy,” 450. For an excellent overview of Pythagorean and 
Aristoxenian approaches in sixteenth-century Italy, see Michael Fend, “The Changing Functions 
of ‘Senso’ and ‘Ragione’ in Italian Music Theory of the Late Sixteenth Century,” in The Second 
Sense: Studies in Hearing and Musical Judgement from Antiquity to the Seventeenth Century, ed. 
Charles Burnett, Michael Fend, and Penelope Gouk (London: Warburg Institute, University of 
London, 1991), 199–221. 
91 "Dico prima, marauigliarmi molto di coloro che lo riprendono, quando disse che tutto il 
giudizio che far si doueua de’’ suoni & delle voci, si haueua da rimettere interamente al senso 
dell’vdito; cõciosia che da questo & nõ da altra ragione deriuò poi che gli huomini considerarono 
le forme degli interualli musici tra le proportioni de numeri, è tra quelle delle linee: applicandole 
in oltre alle corde, alle canne, & ad altri corpi sonori"; Galilei, Discorso, 109. 
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column within a pipe (like a string) varies directly as its length, not its volume. Hence 

pipes in a 2:1 length proportion would, in fact, make an octave. Vincenzo’s theory “has 

been elaborated without even the most rudimentary empirical check,” Walker concluded. 

This bolstered Walker’s thesis that Vincenzo entire crusade against Zarlino was “bogus,” 

motivated merely by “the desperate wish to contradict” his former master.92 Cohen 

upheld Walker’s assessment. He labeled Vincenzo a “half-hearted” experimenter, 

dismissed his cubic rule as a total fabrication done for the sake of “symmetry” with other 

observations, and surmised that “not genuine disagreement, but personal hatred” impelled 

his criticisms of Zarlino.93 Cohen’s more recent argument—that Vincenzo represented 

the “naturally fallible, incipient emergence” of experimentalism—is no less presentist.94 

In both cases, Cohen judged esperienza according to modern notions of “experiment” 

that did not exist in Vincenzo’s time. Konoval has portrayed the cubic rule as both 

imaginary and key to Vincenzo’s “Pythagorean pipe dream” (a clever pun, certainly) to 

render the 8:1 ratio the “true form” of the octave and “mother” of consonances. This, 

Konoval claimed, showed that “the early modern ship of physico-mathematics … might 

have been driven by winds or waves no less ‘Pythagorean’ than ‘empirical.’”95 Prins, 

though more attentive to Vincenzo’s Aristoxenian leanings, endorsed Cohen’s claim that 

“sheer symmetry” motivated the cubic rule more than genuine empiricism. She, too, 

 
92 Walker, Studies, 24, 16. 
93 Cohen, Quantifying Music, 82–3. 
94 Cohen, How Modern Science Came into the World, 146. 
95 Konoval, “Pythagorean Pipe Dreams,” 40, 47. See section 4 for more on Konoval’s argument. 
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concluded that “Vincenzo’s departure from Zarlino’s style of reasoning about the 

consonances was, therefore, far from complete.”96 

Palisca, on the other hand, has seen real substance in Vincenzo’s empiricism. He 

defended Vincenzo’s experiments, noting that one result—the square proportion between 

weight and pitch—was both correct and inaccessible through purely theoretical 

deductions available at the time. Palisca conjectured that Vincenzo did test pipes with 

various lengths, diameters, and volumes, even if he was too hasty in generalizing his 

conclusions. In explaining the cubic rule, Vincenzo referenced pipes with duple lengths 

and duple diameters. Such pipes would have an 8:1 volume ratio and would sound an 

octave; Vincenzo simply confused correlation with causation.97 Finally, Palisca noted that 

Vincenzo (in other contexts) urged musicians to harness the powers of esperienza. “The 

senses,” Vincenzo argued, 

apprehend precisely differences in forms, colors, flavors, odors, and sounds. They 

know moreover the heavy from the light, the harsh and hard from the soft and 

tender, and other superficial accidents. But the qualities and intrinsic virtues of 

things, with respect to whether they are hot or cold, humid or dry [the Aristotelian 

qualities], only the intellect has the faculty of judging, through becoming 

 
96 Prins, “Music, Science, and Philosophy,” 451. 
97 For Vincenzo’s example, see Palisca, The Florentine Camerata, 185. For Palisca’s conjecture, 
see Palisca, 191 fn. 14; Palisca, “Galileo’s Father,” 150. Palisca insisted that Vincenzo performed 
all of his alleged experiments. However, I think it likely that Vincenzo found the octave of pipes 
empirically and extrapolated his cubic rule without performing further checks. See section 4 for 
more explanation. 
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convinced by experiment and not simply by the sense through the medium of the 

diversity of the forms and colors or other circumstances.98 

On Palisca’s reading, Vincenzo differentiated “sense” (senso), which perceived 

“superficial accidents,” from “experiment” (esperienza; Palisca insisted on this 

translation), a twofold rational/empirical process of apprehending “qualities and intrinsic 

virtues” invisible to ordinary senses. Vincenzo thus sought a different kind of knowledge 

from what Pythagorean numerology could provide. He devised his acoustical trials to 

pursue “knowledge that comes from the analysis of these sensations studied in 

experiments in which … a particular effect is isolated so that its cause may be 

determined.”99 This, alongside a recreation of Vincenzo’s trials and comparison of data, 

satisfied Palisca that Vincenzo was, indeed, an “experimental scientist.”100 

It is difficult to determine whether Vincenzo found his cubic rule through 

imagination, as Walker, Cohen, etc. believed, or through sloppy experiments, as Palisca 

suggested. However, I agree with Palisca that Vincenzo’s critiques were intellectually 

authentic. While Vincenzo and Zarlino’s opinions on tuning and composition were closer 

 
98 “Imperoche i sensi conoscano esattamente la diversità delle forme, de colori, de sapori, 
degl’odori, et de suoni (gravi dagl’acuti, o di quelli che consuonano da quelli che dissuonano) 
conoscano inoltre il grave dal leggiere, l’aspro dal molle, et alter si fatti superficiali accidenti: ma 
la qualità et virtù intrinseca delle cose circa l’essere calde o fredde, o umide o secche; l’intelletto 
solo ha facultà di giudicarle tali persuaso dall’esperienza, et non semplicemente dal senso 
mediante la diversità delle forme et de colori, o di altro accidente”; this quote is from Vincenzo’s 
“Discorso intorno all’uso delle dissonanze." Palisca used this translation many times. See Palisca, 
“Scientific Empiricism,” 122; Palisca, “Galileo’s Father,” 145. For a transcription of the original 
(slightly different from the manuscript Palisca used), see Vincenzo Galilei, Die 
Kontrapunkttraktate Vincenzo Galileis, ed. and trans. Frieder Rempp (Cologne: A. Volk, 1980), 
104. 
99 Palisca, “Galileo’s Father,” 145–6. 
100 “The question I asked at the outset of this paper—Was Galileo’s father an experimental 
scientist?—may, therefore, be answered decisively in the affirmative”; Palisca, 151. 
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than their heated rhetoric might suggest, they fundamentally differed on the nature of 

music. Zarlino’s senario and vision of cosmic harmony clashed with Vincenzo’s 

Aristoxenian belief that singers could realize “the greatest excellence” of music through 

vocal modulation. As we will see in section 3, Zarlino’s view of practice as subordinate 

to science proved incompatible with Vincenzo’s efforts to elevate practice through an 

understanding of the passions. Finally, his invocations of esperienza arose within a 

broader Renaissance reconceptualization of “experience” (see section 4). Vincenzo’s 

esperienza played a specific and pivotal role as a rational and instrumentally mediated 

way of perceiving music’s effects. It cannot be reduced to mere bad faith or a petty 

personal vendetta. I do not claim that no traces of Pythagoreanism remained in 

Vincenzo’s thought, or that his rivalry with Zarlino played no part in his attacks on the 

senario. However, to label Vincenzo a bogus empiricist, half-hearted and fallible 

experimenter, or closeted Pythagorean is to judge him by presentist ideas of what a 

proper empirical or experimental scientist should be like. (Palisca, by affirming that 

Vincenzo was an “experimental scientist,” made this same mistake.) 

The pertinent historical question is not whether Vincenzo actually performed 

experiments, but what he actually meant when he appealed to esperienza. Analyzing 

Vincenzo this way may reveal the significance of esperienza to his music and his role in 

the development of early modern experimental sciences. This is best illustrated by 

considering the role the Latin experientia played in the university tradition to which 

Zarlino belonged. In scholastic thought, experientia relied less on concrete empirical 

evidence and more on a specific attitude towards nature and how to apprehend it through 
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philosophy. Simply put, experientia designated facts about the ordinary course of nature, 

accessible to anyone with senses. Sensations became universal experiences, and eligible 

as premises for formal demonstrations, through social embeddedness. The corroboration 

of scholarly communities assured philosophers that nature always operated in the 

prescribed way, or as Dear has put it, “the world was construed through communal 

eyes.”101 However, any meddling with nature—imposing violent motions, manmade 

objects, or otherwise contriving any situation that would not occur in pristine nature—

rendered a sensation artificial and incapable of furnishing philosophical knowledge. 

“There is therefore no demonstration of perishable things,” Aristotle affirmed in the 

Posterior Analytics, stressing the ephemerality of artifice, “because [the demonstration] 

does not hold of it universally, but at some time and in some way.”102 In Physics Aristotle 

added that natural objects possessed “a principle of motion and of stationariness” and that 

an “innate impulse to change” distinguished nature from art, the latter of which had no 

principle of motion “in virtue of itself.”103 Physics, by definition the science of motion 

and natural change, had no business addressing products of art. Philosophers into the 

seventeenth century remained wary of instrumentally mediated sensations (telescopic 

 
101 Dear, Discipline and Experience, 23. This art/nature dichotomy pertained to scholastic 
philosophy as taught in universities. Other traditions, such as alchemical schools, upheld different 
views of art and nature. For the meanings of sixteenth-century esperienza, see Findlen, 
Possessing Nature, 201. 
102 “Posterior Analytics” 75b22-75b25, in Aristotle, The Complete Works of Aristotle: The 
Revised Oxford Translation, ed. Jonathan Barnes (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), 
1:124. For commentaries, including the formal meanings of sensatus and experientia in scholastic 
philosophy, see Johannes de Ianduno, Quaestiones in Duodecim Libros Metaphysicae (Venice: H. 
Scotum, 1560); Augustinus Niphus, Metaphysicorum Disputationum in Aristotelis Decen & 
Quatuor Libros Metaphysicorum (Venice: H. Scotum, 1559); Caesaris Cremonini, Explanatio 
Proemii Librorum Aristotelis de Physico Auditu (Padua: M. Novellini, 1596). 
103 “Physics” 192b12-192b23, in Aristotle, Works, 1:329. 
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astronomy, most famously) both because instruments interfered with nature and because 

the expertise required to operate them rendered such sensations unavailable to most 

observers. A key precondition for the rise of experimental natural philosophy was the 

legitimation of artifice—object, action, or situation—within the empirical quest for 

natural knowledge. The actual performance of experiments was of secondary importance. 

Vincenzo defied simple divisions between nature and artifice at every turn. Apart 

from denouncing the senario and proclaiming all intervals equally natural, he rejected the 

convention, tracing back at least to Regino of Prüm (d. 915) in his Epistola de harmonica 

institutione, that labeled human singing musica naturalis and elevated it above the 

musica artificialis of instruments.104 Vincenzo depicted nature and artifice as two 

efficient causes of musical sound, “each perfect within its own kind.”105 He observed that 

instruments could surpass singers in certain respects, depending on the melody and 

tuning composers desired: “in all that art can do but nature cannot, art is superior to 

nature, whereas in all that nature can do but art cannot, art is inferior to nature.” Gozza 

has read this latter claim as a “separation of the theory of the instrument from the theory 

of nature, of mechanics from physis.”106 However, Vincenzo actually brought nature and 

 
104 Historians are uncertain whether Boethius considered human singing musica humana or 
musica instrumentalis. See Calvin M. Bower, “Natural and Artificial Music: The Origins and 
Development of an Aesthetic Concept,” Musica Disciplina 25 (1971): 20–21. 
105 “Al che rispondendo dico. la natura & l’arte sono due cause effcienti, ciascuna delle quali è 
perfetta nel suo genere”; Galilei, Discorso, 93. 
106 Paolo Gozza, “Introduction,” in Number to Sound: The Musical Way to the Scientific 
Revolution, ed. Paolo Gozza (Dordrecht: Springer Science & Business Media, 2000), 40. Gozza’s 
point was to contrast Vincenzo’s rhetorical-expressive practice with Zarlino’s view that practice 
strictly imitated natural harmony. Vincenzo, unlike Zarlino, believed art could surpass this 
subservient role. Here I agree, as section 3 will explain. However, Gozza’s claim that Vincenzo 
separated mechanics and physics is misleading. Vincenzo denied any essential distinction 
between instrumental music (mechanics) and the music made by “natural instruments,” or voices 
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artifice closer together by arguing that each employed a common “subject” (subbietto) of 

sound and neither was intrinsically superior or inferior to the other. He understood the 

scholastic distinction between mechanics and physics: the former dealt with motions of 

artificial objects; the latter with natural motion such as falling bodies. Beyond differing 

efficient causes, Vincenzo saw little ontological distinction between nature and artifice. 

Vocal and instrumental music alike aimed to please and affect listeners through sound; 

each had advantages and disadvantages in this respect. Vincenzo chastised Zarlino for 

wanting “a fifth, fourth, third, etc. to be natural in voices, but artificial between the 

strings of instruments” before countering that “sound and tone, as the material of those 

intervals, is just as natural in one as in the other.” He even deemed voices “natural 

instruments,” foreshadowing seventeenth-century mechanistic theories of anatomy.107 

This led Vincenzo to his most iconoclastic declaration. Once more, he mocked 

Zarlino for separating nature and artifice, for believing that “one cannot draw any 

conclusions about nature from art that are not out of place.” He countered that, “in art and 

in nature, since sometimes (as has been shown) they have the same subject, due to the 

commonality of that subject, an occasion does arise to pass and argue from one to the 

other without at all ruining the order of philosophy.”108 Vincenzo explicitly construed his 

 
(physics). His experiments and expressive practice were premised on the assumption that artifice 
could employ the same “subject” as nature and could aid in the production of natural knowledge. 
107 “Nõ si accorgedo, che in tutto quello che può l’arte & non la natura, l’arte è superiore alla 
natura; & in quello che può la natura & non l’arte, l’arte è inferiore alla natura ... Lui vuole, che 
vna quinta, vna quarta una terza & altro; sia naturale nelle voci, & artifiziale negli strumenti tra le 
corde; & io torno a replicare, che il suono, & la voce, come materia di essi interualli è natural e, 
tanto in que sti quanto in quelli”; Galilei, Discorso, 93–4. His reference to “Strumenti naturali” is 
in Galilei, 118. 
108 Emphasis mine. "Et si come non può essere che la natura operatrice imiti l’arte nell’operare; 
casi non si può dell’arte concludere alcune cose nella natura, che non siano fuor di proposito ... 
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acoustical experiments as a subversion of scholastic natural/artificial divisions. Apart 

from redefining the nature of intervals in terms of sonorous objects and perceptions rather 

than numbers, he reconceptualized the epistemological relationship between artifice and 

natural philosophy. His experimental line of reasoning proceeded from observations of 

instruments, made by one observer rather than an authoritative community, to claims on 

natural principles of consonance. Instruments were the nexus where Vincenzo’s 

mathematics and empiricism met. They enabled him to look beyond the superficial, 

traditionally sanctioned validity of Zarlino’s theory and place his observations on an 

epistemological plane wholly apart from scholastic experientia. This fusion of reason, 

sensation, and artifice—not experimental trials, real or imagined—begins to reveal the 

meaning and significance of Vincenzo’s esperienza. 

3. Practical Context: Ancients versus Moderns 

To uncover its full meaning, we must look beyond what have typically been considered 

Vincenzo’s scientific writings. In parsing the artistic and scientific dimensions of 

sixteenth-century music, Palisca referenced Mei’s explanation of musica, la scienzia 

written to Vincenzo in 1572. “The science of music,” Mei noted, “is that which diligently 

investigates and considers all the qualities and properties of the constitutions, systems, 

and order of musical tones … for no other purpose than to attain knowledge of truth 

itself, the perfect end of all speculation.” Musical art is left “to utilize those tones, whose 

 
Ma nell’arte & nella natura, perche tal volta (come si è dimostrato) hãno il medesimo subbietto; 
per la comunità di’ quel subbietto, nasce occasione di passare & argomentare dall’uno di quelle 
due nell’altro, senza guastar punto l’ordne della filosofia"; Galilei, Discorso, 94–5. 
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truth is known, for any desired purpose and without any further limitation.”109 Mei 

allowed that science might involve experimentation. It was he who first urged Vincenzo 

to test ancient and modern tunings through experiments with lute strings.110 However, 

Mei largely adhered to contemporary definitions of science and art, whereby science 

dealt with speculative natural knowledge and art designated practice, skill, and tacit 

knowledge. He cautioned Vincenzo against grounding art in science, fearing that 

science’s pursuit of knowledge for knowledge’s sake would stymie composers’ creativity 

and curtail music’s expressivity. Mei and Vincenzo concurred that Zarlino had made 

precisely this mistake. Previous historians have heeded Mei’s warnings while treating 

Vincenzo’s science as peripheral to his chief occupation as a lutenist and composer. 

This is where the category of artisanal epistemology is most useful. For both Mei 

and Vincenzo spoke of a “true music” (vera Musica) that seemed to float above such 

divisions, to lack any clear point where knowledge-making ended and practice began.111 

This was evident in Vincenzo’s Dialogo della musica antica et della moderna of 1581, 

the opening salvo in his pamphlet war with Zarlino. Vincenzo savaged the “modern 

contrapuntists” (Zarlino and his school) for adopting techniques “directly contrary to the 

 
109 "La Musica, la scienzia de la quale va diligentemente investigando e considerando tutte le 
qualità et proprietà de le constituzioni et sistemi et ordini de le voci musicali, si le semplici di 
ciascuna, come le respettive, tra le quali sono le consonanze e questo non per altro fine che per 
venire in cognizione de la verità istessa, termine perfetto di ogni speculazione; e per accidente del 
falso: lasciando poi al’ arte servirsi di quelle stesse voci de le quali essa ha conosciuto la verità, 
come torna meglio commodo al fine che l’è proposto in tutto e per tutto senza altra limitazione"; 
Girolamo Mei, Letters on Ancient and Modern Music to Vincenzo Galilei and Giovanni Bardi, 
ed. Claude V. Palisca (Stuttgart: Hänssler-Verlag; American Institute of Musicology, 1960), 103. 
110 Mei, 67. 
111 Vincenzo Galilei, Dialogo Della Musica Antica et Della Moderna (Florence: Giorgio 
Marescotti, 1581), 2. All quotes from this text are from Palisca’s translation. See Galilei, 
Dialogue, 9. 
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perfection of the optimal and true melodies and songs.”112 Drawing chiefly on Aristotle’s 

Poetics and Rhetoric, he argued that true music moved affections (animal spirits, humors, 

etc.) in listeners and stirred passions in their souls. Composers could “express the ideas 

and states of the soul and impress them with the greatest efficacy in the minds of 

listeners.”113 As early as his first book of lute music in 1568, Vincenzo described his art 

as an intellectual process that went beyond mere sensual pleasure: 

I exhort you not to allow yourself, as the proverb says, to be deceived by fame, as 

do many who do not know the truth but only care about the approval of the 

foolish rabble, nor should you wish to be so credulous as to allow some things to 

please the ear alone without accompanying it by reason, because any one of the 

senses is fallacious, as you know; but satisfy yourself by reason as well, like the 

judicious person you are.114 

Vincenzo detailed the musical styles “suitable to express human affections” and 

maintained that “songs which are deprived of these are of little worth.”115 While he was 

not unique in approaching practice this way, Vincenzo sought to ennoble practice by 

emphasizing the passions far more than most of his contemporaries. Feelings, passions, 

and the sounds that moved them—not numbers or ratios—supplied the natural basis of 

 
112 Galilei, Dialogue, 201. 
113 Galilei, 213. 
114 This was spoken by Fronimo (Vincenzo’s mouthpiece) to his pupil Eumatius, in Vincenzo 
Galilei, Fronimo: 1584, trans. Carol MacClintock (Neuhausen-Stuttgart: American Institute of 
Musicology, Hänssler-Verlag, 1985), 72. The first edition appeared in 1568, the second in 1584. I 
use MacClintock’s translation. 
115 Galilei, 81. Most composers, Zarlino included, sought to affect the passions through music, 
though they differed on how this might be accomplished. Vincenzo emphasized the passions 
more than Zarlino, who allowed for music to delight listeners without needing to convey a 
particular meaning or expression. 
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music by Vincenzo’s Aristoxenian standards. Accessing this nature required keen senses 

and practical skills alongside a rational mind not unlike that of a philosopher. 

This is the sense in which Vincenzo’s practice was a form of artisanal 

epistemology. It articulated natural knowledge of the passions through artificial 

productions of true music. Vincenzo’s practice mirrored his musical science, which 

sought natural knowledge of the consonances through experiments with artificial 

instruments. Where Zarlino had erred by treating art as an application of scientific theory, 

Vincenzo viewed practice itself as a source of knowledge. His practice utilized reason 

and empiricism without relying on musical science for its theoretical bases. 

Unfortunately, modern composers, who apparently “do not know … where and from 

whom they were born, who have no native gifts or few and hardly know how to read,” 

lacked reason and sense and failed to grasp music’s nature.116 Just as he disavowed the 

senario, Vincenzo strove to correct the errors of the moderns and revitalize true music. It 

was in the Dialogo that he first called upon esperienza delle cose maestra.117 

Vincenzo was responding to tectonic shifts in musical practice that unfolded over 

the past centuries. The label “Renaissance” in music initially designated a mere 

chronological correlation between parallel periods in art and cultural history. But 

musicologists have since identified a comparable rebirth in fifteenth- and sixteenth-

century music that coincided with the recovery of ancient harmonic scholars such as 

 
116 Galilei, Dialogue, 199. 
117 Galilei, 345–6. 
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Ptolemy, Aristoxenus, and Aristides Quintilianus.118 Recreational, as opposed to sacred, 

music grew in popularity alongside the burgeoning Florentine merchant class. This 

allowed musica to shed its medieval garb as a mathematical discipline and come to 

designate the theory and production of sound, even as the musica of the quadrivium 

persisted in universities into the eighteenth century. Polyphony, or music with multiple 

parts (as opposed to single-part monophony), and counterpoint, wherein parts move 

independently from one another, grew in prominence after having been developed and 

codified in the middle ages. Music written specifically for instruments proliferated from 

the fifteenth century onward, bringing renewed interest in temperament. This occurred 

alongside expanded usage of imperfect consonances and dissonances. Zarlino, in fact, 

devised the senario to accommodate those imperfect consonances that, through 

widespread practice, forced themselves upon a reluctant Pythagorean tradition. While 

medieval music was generally vocal, monophonic, and limited to consonances within 

fixed church modes, Renaissance practitioners unlocked vast domains of untapped 

musical potential.119 

As Vincenzo saw it, these transformations in musical practice came at a profound 

cost. In early modern times, a vast mythology surrounded the music of antiquity. One 

 
118 For an intriguing new study of Ptolemy, see Jacqueline Feke, Ptolemy’s Philosophy: 
Mathematics as a Way of Life (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2018). 
119 While medieval chant and vernacular musical traditions were generally monophonic, many 
other genres preserved in manuscripts and discussed by some theorists were polyphonic. For 
more on the rise of polyphony and counterpoint, see Klaus-Jürgen Sachs, Der Contrapunctus im 
14. und 15. Jahrhundert: Untersuchungen zum Terminus, zur Lehre und zu den Quellen 
(Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1974); Klaus-Jürgen Sachs, “Contrapunctus/Kontrapunkt,” in 
Handwörterbuch Der Musikalischen Terminologie, ed. Hans Heinrich Eggebrecht and Albrecht 
Riethmüller, vol. 2 (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1996), 65. 
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well-known trope was the legend of Orpheus, whose songs spurred wild animals (and 

trees and rocks, for that matter) into dance. Vincenzo added in his Dialogo that “the most 

perfect” ancient songs “gave courage to the faint-hearted … restored hearing to the deaf 

… drove out the plague … and freed men from death.”120 This symbolized true music. Its 

purpose, as Plato instructed in the Republic, was to teach moral character by harnessing 

the affections and passions naturally felt by humans. Music that failed at this was exiled 

from Plato’s ideal city.121 Vincenzo’s reverence for antiquity likely originated from Mei, 

who explained that “the qualities of ancient music were naturally suitable for achieving 

the effects they attained; in contrast, those of the moderns for impeding them.” Ancient 

songs, Mei believed, were monophonic, unparalleled in their simplicity and beauty, and 

drew their power from an intimate knowledge of nature—specifically, human emotions 

and vocal expressions. “The necessary elements and principles” that moved the passions, 

Mei concluded, “must be natural and unchanging, not artificial and variable.”122 

Vincenzo’s assessment of the modern contrapuntists dripped with sarcasm. 

“Despite the pinnacle of excellence modern music has reached,” he lamented, “we do not 

 
120 Galilei, Dialogue, 213–4. This tradition of attributing marvelous effects to ancient songs was 
championed in the fifteenth century by Marsilio Ficino (1433–99). See Jacomien Prins, Echoes of 
an Invisible World: Marsilio Ficino and Francesco Patrizi on Cosmic Order and Music Theory 
(Brill, 2014), 194–207. 
121 Vincenzo’s knowledge of ancient music was quite limited. His "true music” embodied what he 
imagined ancient songs to have been like. Moreover, he saw temperament as part of ancient 
Aristoxenian theory, when in fact temperament was a product of the Renaissance. Regardless, the 
ideal of ancient music inspired Vincenzo and played a foundational role in his artisanal 
epistemology. 
122 “Le quali quelle del antica sieno accomodate et per natura atte à far quello che le operavano: e 
per l’opposito quelle de la moderna, à impedirle. E questi fondamenti e principii è necessario che 
siano naturali e saldi; e non trovati di altri, e variabili”; Mei, Letters, 91. Mei’s reasoning was that 
humans naturally vocalized certain sounds in response to passions. Music was the art of reversing 
this process and stimulating passions through sounds. 
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hear or see today the slightest sign of the effects that the ancient music had … we must 

necessarily conclude that either music or human nature has changed from what it once 

was.”123 As Chua has argued, Vincenzo maintained an Arcadian vision of history 

whereby the world had literally become “disenchanted” since antiquity and Renaissance 

music was fundamentally “out of tune” with ancient songs.124 Modern composers had 

become enamored of contrapuntal techniques, which Vincenzo derided as “novelties 

[that] … pleased the public generally, as this is bound to happen thanks to the imperfect 

and little knowledge it always has of the good and truth of things.”125 They made heavy-

handed use of dissonance, forced lines to move erratically (“the soprano part barely 

moves with lazy notes, while on the contrary the bass flies”126), and devised bizarre rules 

for arranging voices. Vincenzo particularly abhorred the modern approach to the fugue—

a contrapuntal style wherein a theme is imitated by multiple voices in succession and on 

varying pitches—as a gratuitous display of skill that failed to affect or educate listeners. 

Far from moving the passions, modern contrapuntists “aim at nothing but the delight of 

the hearing, if you can really call it delight.”127 In Vincenzo’s view, musical practice, like 

scientific theories of consonance, was stifled by Zarlino’s hegemony.  

 
123 Galilei, Dialogue, 200–1. 
124 Chua, “Vincenzo Galilei,” 23. On Jones’s “question of genius" and "question of learning,” 
Vincenzo favored antiquity on both counts. See Richard Foster Jones, Ancients and Moderns: A 
Study of the Rise of the Scientific Movement in Seventeenth-Century England, 2nd ed. (St. Louis: 
Washington University Studies, 1961), 22. 
125 Galilei, Dialogue, 211. 
126 Galilei, 203. 
127 Galilei, 213. Vincenzo did not reject all counterpoint. He composed many fugues and wrote 
several contrapuntal works, such as Vincenzo Galilei, Contrapunti a Due Voci (Florence: Giorgio 
Marescotti, 1584). For his unpublished contrapuntal writings, see Galilei, Die 
Kontrapunkttraktate. Vincenzo disparaged Zarlino’s style of counterpoint as rule-bound and 
incapable of matching the passions of music’s sung text. Palisca thus likened Zarlino and 
Vincenzo’s approaches to the “prima” and “seconda pratica” of the early Baroque era, in Claude 
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Though he accepted the rise of “modern” sensibilities as irreversible, Vincenzo 

strove to rein in the excesses of the moderns and restore some of music’s natural affective 

powers. He vowed to “set aside … not only authority but seemingly plausible reasoning 

[colorata ragione] that may be contrary to any appearance [apparēza] of truth.”128 

“Appearance” referred not to plain, unfiltered sense perception, but to perceptions 

informed by the mind and cultivated through esperienza. As Vincenzo’s scathing 

assessment explained: 

The goal of modern practitioners is, as they say, to delight the sense of hearing 

with the variety of consonances, if this capacity to tickle the ear, which cannot 

truly be called delight, can reside in a simple piece of concave wood over which 

are strung four, six, or more strings from the gut of one brutish animal or other, 

disposed according to the nature of the harmonic numbers, or in a similar number 

of natural reeds or pipes artificially made of wood, metal, or other material, 

divided in proportionate and suitable sizes in which little spirals of air circulate 

when they are touched or struck by a coarse and unschooled hand of some vile 

idiot. Leave to such instruments this goal of delighting with the variety of their 

chords, since, devoid of sense, motion, intellect, speech, discourse, reason, and 

soul, they are incapable of anything more. But humans, who have been endowed 

by nature with all their beautiful, noble, and excellent parts, seek with their means 

not only to delight, but, as imitators of the good ancients, also to benefit, because 

 
V. Palisca, “Vincenzo Galilei’s Counterpoint Treatise: A Code for the ‘Seconda Pratica,’” 
Journal of the American Musicological Society 9 (1956): 81–96. MacClintock and Fend endorsed 
Palisca’s view. See Galilei, Fronimo, 9; Fend, “Changing Functions,” 220. 
128 Original in Galilei, Dialogo, 2; translation in Galilei, Dialogue, 12. 
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they are fit to do this and if they did otherwise they would be acting against nature 

and the ministry of God.129 

We should read Vincenzo’s tirade not as an attack on instruments as such, but as a less-

than-subtle jab at modern contrapuntists. Lacking intellect, reason, and sense, these 

musicians were limited to the “harmonic numbers” of the senario, could only “tickle the 

ear,” and were effectively indistinguishable from the inanimate objects they played. By 

contrast: 

Judicious and learned people are not content as the inexpert multitude is with the 

simple pleasure of viewing colors and diverse forms of objects, but with 

investigating afterwards the agreement and proportion of its elements and its 

properties and nature.130 

Frequently in Vincenzo’s writings, “colors” and “forms” stood for base sensations or 

pleasures—the kind the “inexpert multitude” craved but “judicious and learned people” 

would dispel. Inspired by Mei’s studies of ancient melodies, he pioneered a new style, 

known today as monody, that combined a solo vocalist with instrumental accompaniment 

in emulation of ancient orators and poets. Monody struck a compromise between 

monophony and polyphony and, Vincenzo felt, allowed learned composers to surpass 

mere artisanal handiwork (Zarlino’s practice) and recreate the passionate effects of true 

music. Passions in Vincenzo’s practice were thus analogous to principles of consonance 

in his science. Through monody in art and experiments in science, he sought a 

 
129 Galilei, Dialogue, 215. 
130 Galilei, 215. 
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coordination of intellectual and sensory faculties that might surpass “seemingly 

plausible” reasoning and grasp “elements … properties and nature” of music.131 This 

analogy was central to Vincenzo’s esperienza. 

In practice, as in science, merging the natural with the artificial was Vincenzo’s 

chief means towards this end. When he declared that instrumental music was no less 

natural than singing performed with “natural instruments,” he did more than defend his 

experimental reasoning. He legitimized instruments as means of realizing true music. 

Whereas Zarlino viewed sung text as the chief source of music’s affectations, Vincenzo 

insisted that—in antiquity, at least—instrumental music had achieved wondrous affects. 

“Do not doubt it at all,” he wrote, “that the sound of an instrument artfully made without 

the use of words had the capacity … to imitate moral character and … impress on the 

souls of listeners a large part of the affections that an expert player wished.”132 Stringed 

instruments expressed “the actions of the body and spirit.” The lute captured the “grave 

and severe affections” of the Dorian and Phrygian harmoniai, both lauded by Plato.133 As 

his experiments subverted natural/artificial dichotomies by proceeding from instruments 

to natural principles of consonance, monody combined vocal and instrumental music and, 

Vincenzo hoped, achieve natural effects comparable to ancient songs. Music that fell 

short of these lofty goals was no fault of the instrument, which was, after all, “a simple 

piece of concave wood over which are strung four, six, or more strings.”134 Only an 

 
131 Vincenzo's view of expressive practice, like his laws of consonance, was (in hindsight) quite 
idealized. However, as with his experiments, we should judge Vincenzo's practice not by modern 
standards but by how he himself conceived and described it. 
132 Galilei, Dialogue, 226. 
133 Galilei, 345–6. 
134 Galilei, 215. 
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unskilled or unintelligent musician was to blame. He who is “truly a musician” and 

desires “to learn the theory and practice of the true music” will “embrace everything that 

is decorous and honest, and, on the contrary, will revile, avoid, and distance himself from 

every ugly and dishonest action.”135 While Vincenzo seemed to advance a moral 

injunction by describing (anachronistically) aesthetics tastes and judgments, his true 

music was not culturally contingent or subjective in the way aesthetics is viewed today. It 

was natural, capable of moving passions inherent to all humans, and discovered in nature 

just as principles of consonance were discovered. Whether vocal or instrumental, 

scientific or artistic, true music was discovered by true musicians—those with ears, 

intellect, and not least esperienza. 

Another practical usage of esperienza appeared in Vincenzo’s Discorso intorno 

all’uso delle dissonanze, part of a larger treatise on counterpoint left unfinished at his 

death. Despite the heated rhetoric of his Dialogo, Vincenzo accepted counterpoint as 

integral to modern music and devoted his later writings to exploring its expressive 

potential.136 He developed his own contrapuntal style that, compared to Zarlino’s, 

emphasized melody and chordal harmonies over conventional rules of arranging 

consonances and rhythmic independence of voices. As always, he sought to match the 

emotions of music’s sung text, which he saw as stifled by Zarlino’s rule-bound 

 
135 Galilei, 373–4. 
136 Vincenzo had a complicated relationship with counterpoint. He could not resist disparaging 
polyphony even in his own contrapuntal treatise. See Walker, Studies, 19. Under Chua’s Arcadian 
interpretation, the tension between Vincenzo’s monody and counterpoint symbolized an 
“ambivalent modernity” that wished to both emulate and surpass the ancients. See Chua, 
“Vincenzo Galilei,” 29. In my view, Vincenzo saw counterpoint as inferior to ancient monody but 
a necessary for modern practice. It served as a crutch for modern musicians to help them replicate 
effects that ancient had achieved through monophony alone. 
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counterpoint. In this endeavor, Vincenzo called dissonances “the most beautiful, 

judicious, and difficult part of counterpoint.” One of the most egregious sins of modern 

contrapuntists, he felt, was the callow exploitation of dissonances for effectuating flair 

and spectacle at the cost of expression. Where Zarlino viewed them as unnatural and 

permissible in counterpoint only to contrast with consonances, Vincenzo treated 

dissonances as musically valuable in their own right. They could express emotions—

sadness, tension, or poignancy—inaccessible to consonances. Vincenzo compiled his 

own tables of dissonances (ordered by audible effects rather than ratios) and gave 

examples of their expressive uses in various contrapuntal lines. Dissonances would 

enable the musician to “demonstrate entirely every one of his passions” and, like the 

monody championed in his Dialogo, recreate some part of ancient music’s effects. Above 

all, Vincenzo encouraged composers to engage with dissonances on their own terms, for 

only esperienza could “make the truth of things known.”137 

Vincenzo’s remark on gazing beyond “forms, colors, flavors, odors, and sounds,” 

and discerning “the qualities and intrinsic virtues of things,” which Palisca quoted in 

defense of his acoustical experiments, actually appeared here. Perhaps Vincenzo had 

experiments in mind when he implored musicians to seek that which “only the intellect 

 
137 “Quanto all’uso poi delle Dissonanze, il quale io reputo la piu bella, la piu giuditiosa, et la piu 
difficile parte che in esso Contrapunto desiderare secondariamente si possa, se n’era detto 
pochissimo. intorno al qual subietto voglio per l’addotta cagione in questa seconda parte 
affaticarmi; et vedere (con quella brevità, et chiarezza di parole ch’io posso maggiore), di 
dimostrare interamente ciascheduna sua passione. et di qui cominciandomi, dico, che la lunga 
esperienza fa conoscere la verità delle cose”; Galilei, Die Kontrapunkttraktate, 77. This drive to 
match the emotions of music’s text was why Palisca deemed Vincenzo a precursor to the 
“seconda pratica,” in Palisca, “Vincenzo Galilei’s Counterpoint Treatise,” 82. I defer to Palisca, 
though I add that Zarlino also sought to express passions through counterpoint. 
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has the faculty of judging, through becoming convinced by [esperienza] and not simply 

by the sense.”138 The context, however, concerning the contrapuntal uses of the highly 

dissonant diminished fifth, revealed his goal: to gain knowledge of —not just “sense”—

the effects of dissonances through esperienza. This feat required composers rational and 

intelligent enough to understand the functions of dissonances, yet sensitive enough to feel 

their effects and deploy them prudently and tastefully. Those lacking these capacities 

were not musicians but merely “called musicians by the vulgars.”139 Vincenzo hoped that, 

as his experiments had dispelled the superficial plausibility of the senario, composers 

would transcend the superficial pleasures of Zarlino’s counterpoint by balancing fixed 

rules with experiences of music’s expressive qualities. To Vincenzo, the art and science 

of music both demanded the same sophisticated balancing of reason, sense, and 

instrumental skill—the same illustrious virtue of esperienza. 

4. Intellectual and Cultural Context 

4.1. Aristoxenus and the Three Sects 

Vincenzo’s vision of esperienza, novel as it was among musicians, did not emerge ex 

nihilo. As indicated previously, his reverence for the musicians of antiquity guided both 

his expressive practice and his experimental science. In a series of essays written after his 

Discorso, we find Vincenzo’s most structured and programmatic attempt to ground 

esperienza in ancient tradition. He traced the histories of three ancient harmonic sects—

the Pythagoreans, Aristoxenians, and Ptolemaics—while comparing how they 

 
138 Galilei, Die Kontrapunkttraktate, 104. 
139 Galilei, 104–5. 
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constructed tuning systems and treated imperfect consonances. In reality, as Palisca has 

observed, no ancient theorist studied imperfect consonances with the detail and 

exactitude Vincenzo envisioned.140 He also inserted several comments on the “true” form 

of the octave and the “perfection” of the syntonic diatonic, causing some observers to 

view them as a late-career acquiescence to Pythagorean numerology. However, these 

essays were both consistent with Vincenzo’s prior works and revealing of how he 

situated esperienza within the broader history of musical science. Granting that his 

historical reconstructions were largely imaginary, designed to serve his own rhetorical 

ends, makes these essays all the more fascinating. They offer key insights into 

Vincenzo’s conception of music’s nature and how it should be apprehended through 

science. 

In the first, Vincenzo joined a long tradition of juxtaposing the rationalism of the 

Pythagoreans with the empiricism of the Aristoxenians. This viewpoint traced back to 

Ptolemy’s Harmonics and was also espoused by Renaissance music theorists Francisco 

de Salinas (1513–90) and Nicola Vicentino (1511–75).141 According to Vincenzo, the 

Pythagoreans “wished that all matters of sound and musical intervals, particularly 

regarding the consonances we call perfect, follow from reasoning with numbers,” while 

the Aristoxenians “restored everything entirely to the judgment made by means of the 

 
140 No ancient sect labeled thirds or sixths “consonances.” Moreover, Aristoxenus never 
mathematically calculated his intervals. See Palisca, The Florentine Camerata, 157–8. 
141 “Harmonics,” in Barker, Greek Musical Writings, 2:279; see also Francisco de Salinas, De 
Musici Libri Septem (Salamanca, 1577); Nicola Vicentino, L’antica Musica Ridotta Alla 
Moderna Prattica (Rome, 1555). 
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sense of hearing.”142 He cited how Pythagorean tuning assigned the major third a 

jarringly dissonant 81:64 ratio. Vincenzo conjectured that Pythagoras must have heard 

consonant thirds from practitioners of his day, declaring thirds dissonant only because he 

distrusted the senses and “sought the most excellent distribution of strings [intervals] 

attainable by reasoning with numbers.”143 Aristoxenus, seeking to incorporate thirds and 

sixths as consonances, devised his “intense tuning” by making “the same distributions 

now played by the lute.” This tuning, Vincenzo believed, was equivalent to equal 

temperament, and the Aristoxenian major third was the tempered third with (in modern 

terms) a √2# : 1 ratio. The intense tuning elevated usefulness above mathematical 

elegance: by sacrificing simple ratios, it incorporated thirds and sixths and facilitated 

instrumental practice by dividing the octave into equal semitones. “From this,” Vincenzo 

mused, “was derived the judgement attributed to [Aristoxenus] that he wished to satisfy 

sense more than reason.”144 

 
142 “Leggessi inoltre che la fattione Pitagorica uolle in tutto et per tutto nella cosa de suoni e de 
gl’interualli musici et particolarmente de consonanti da noi detti perfetta, seguire la ragione de 
numeri. Aristossenica per il contrario dicano costoro, non prezzando la ragione di questi si 
rimesse in tutto et per tutto al giuditio che ne fece per mezzo del senso dell’udito”; Palisca, The 
Florentine Camerata, 164. 
143 "Pitagora nelle sue Distributioni non hebbe per fine di demonstrare le forme nelle quali erano 
cantata gl’interualli da pratici de suoi tempi, ma una Distributione di corde di quella eccellenza 
maggiore che la comportaua la ragione de’ numeri"; Palisca, 170. 
144 “Aristosseno … trouò che le Terze et le seste sonate o cantate della misura da lui assegnateli, 
erano dissonanti; et pur come io ho detto le udinua et nelle uoci et negli strumenti artificiali 
consonare … laonde egli diuise il sistema con il mezzo della quantita continoua, et fece in 
conclusion la distribution medesima che puntalmente suona il liuto … et di qui deriuò per mio 
auuiso, quell giuditio che gl’è attribuito di lauere uoluto più sadisfare al senso che alla ragione”; 
Palisca, 174. Whereas Chua surmised that Vincenzo saw temperament as symptomatic of music’s 
modern deterioration, this shows that he viewed temperament as integral to ancient Aristoxenian 
theory and practice. See Chua, “Vincenzo Galilei,” 24, 29. 
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Ptolemy, following Aristoxenus, “sought to know whether, by preserving perfect 

consonances in the true ratios assigned to them by Pythagoras through strings by means 

of arithmetic, he could also obtain consonant thirds and sixths in their true proportions.” 

Ptolemy’s result was the syntonic diatonic, later formalized by Zarlino. This system 

preserved perfect consonances while assimilating thirds and sixths; for the major third, 

Ptolemy replaced Pythagorean and Aristoxenian ratios with a simple 5:4 ratio. “It was 

this,” Vincenzo surmised, “that [Ptolemy’s] interpreters wished to imply when they spoke 

of wanting to align the sense of the Aristoxenians with the reason of the 

Pythagoreans.”145 While these remarks were not original, Vincenzo’s conclusion was. 

Despite Ptolemy’s progress, “he did not reach his desired end, which was to show truly 

and in what manner musical intervals were sung by the ancients, and by us today, at the 

pinnacle of perfection.” Ptolemy, and most theorist up to and including Zarlino, “were 

content with [the syntonic diatonic], thinking it was not possible to go beyond.”146 As 

Vincenzo saw it, the “pinnacle of perfection” (true music) was attained not by any 

philosophical sect but by singers, whose natural instruments were not bound by fixed 

 
145 "Tolomeo … cercando se col mantenere la perfetta consonanze nelle forme uere assegnateli 
prima da Pitagora tra le corde con il mezzo della faculta Arithmetica, fusse possibile hauerui 
ancora le Terze et le Seste consonanti nella uera loro proportione ... con tutto cio affermo di 
nuouo non potersi tra corde stabili trouare distributione piu di questa di Tolomeo uicino all’esatto 
et al perfetto. et cio credo che fusse quell ache egli, o gl’interpreti suoi uollono inferire 
nell’accordare il senso degl’Aristossenici, con la ragione de’ Pitagorici"; Palisca, The Florentine 
Camerata, 174–6. Vincenzo claimed that Ptolemy’s system was "closer to the exact and perfect” 
than any other. While he saw Aristoxenian tuning as “simpler, more perfect, and more capable of 
being played or sung” than any other system, here Vincenzo highlighted the “perfect” numerical 
ratios of Ptolemy that were most pleasing when heard in isolation from practice. 
146 “Ma non per cio alcuno di loro giunse al suo desiderato fine, o al fine almeno che altri da esse 
con ragione desiderauano, che era di demonstrare realmente in qual maniera fussero dagl’antichi 
et siano cantata da noi hoffi gl’interualli Musici nel colmo della loro perfettione, et non in quell 
ache cantare si potessero da cotale perfettione lontana meno che si poteua; di che si contentarono, 
per credere che pui oltre passare non si potesse”; Palisca, 178. 
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tunings and could achieve the greatest variety of expressive effects. Understanding this 

process was the goal of musical science by Vincenzo’s reckoning. This was possible only 

through a balancing of reason and sensation—through esperienza. Vincenzo structured 

the whole history of music around a progressive narrative whereby reason and sensation 

had been gradually aligned. By refuting the senario through esperienza, Vincenzo placed 

himself at the apex of this legacy. 

A second essay furthered these investigations of tuning while drawing an 

intriguing connection between the Aristoxenian intense tuning and Vincenzo’s 

experiments. Vincenzo noted first how pipes in an 8:1 volume ratio would, by his cubic 

rule, sound an octave. He then deemed 8:1 the “true form” of the octave and “mother” of 

consonances because it “has the capacity for any other consonant interval in its smaller 

terms.”147 That is, any consonance could be formed by some ratio of whole numbers 

between 8 and 1. Konoval has read this as evidence of Vincenzo’s secret Pythagorean 

sympathies, for here he seemed to entertain numerological speculations that privileged 

simple ratios of the syntonic diatonic over aural judgments or properties of sonorous 

bodies.148 However, in this same essay Vincenzo spurned abstract numeri numerati in 

 
147 “La uera forma dell’Ottaua è l’Ottupla, et non la Dupla; atteso che in essa si dimonstra 
realmente essere Madre et non altroue; per havere in quella una forma che è capace di qual sia 
altro consonante intervallo ne suoi minor termina”; see “Discorso particolare intorno alla diversita 
della forme del diapason” in Palisca, 188. 
148 Konoval highlighted the “rich spectrum” of Pythagorean and empirical views on music and 
argued that certain Pythagorean elements endured in Vincenzo’s thought. These points are well 
taken. However, Konoval overlooked how Vincenzo emphatically rejected numeri numerati, 
which Vincenzo associated with Zarlino’s numerological methods. The 8:1 when manifested in 
pipes was to Vincenzo the “true” octave, but the abstract 8:1 ratio was as meaningless as the 
numbers of the senario. While Konoval’s analysis is deft and insightful, I think he is too 
reductive in labeling Vincenzo’s comments as Pythagorean speculation. See Konoval, 
“Pythagorean Pipe Dreams,” 45–46. 
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favor of physicalized numeri numeranti and affirmed that “simple number … cannot be 

sonorous.”149 “True form” and “mother” were not normative statements about 8:1 in the 

Pythagorean sense of an abstract ratio. Rather, they designated mathematical properties 

of the 8:1 volume ratio relative to other physical forms of consonances. Vincenzo’s real 

interest in 8:1 as “mother” lay in its ability to contain intervals from syntonic diatonic 

and intense tunings. He noted how consonances of the syntonic diatonic, when conceived 

“in terms of lines and numbers” (string lengths), were formed from “smaller terms” of the 

8:1 volume ratio. Furthermore, pipes with equal diameters but lengths in a 2:1 ratio were 

also comprised of smaller terms of 8:1. These pipes would have a 2:1 volume ratio and 

would, by Vincenzo’s rule, produce an interval equivalent to a √2# : 1 ratio among strings. 

They thus sounded “a major third of the intense tuning of Aristoxenus, which contains 

exactly the third part of the octave.” Likewise, pipes in a 4:1 length ratio would sound an 

interval equivalent to √4# : 1 between strings, or the minor sixth of Aristoxenus.150  

Vincenzo’s latter claims are very dubious. Pipes do not behave this way and, 

unlike the 8:1 volume ratio sounding the octave, he could not have stumbled upon these 

results experimentally.151 His equivocation of Aristoxenian intense tuning and 

temperament was based on vague statements from Aristoxenus on equally dividing the 

 
149 Palisca, The Florentine Camerata, 182–3. 
150 Palisca, 188–90. 
151 Palisca conjectured that Vincenzo meant “diameter,” not “length,” in the above quote. If so, 
Vincenzo could have heard something close to a major third from pipes in a 2:1 diameter ratio. 
However, Palisca’s conjecture implies that Vincenzo’s observations violated his own cubic rule. 
The ratio of the cube roots of these pipes’ volumes (with Palisca’s correction) does not equal an 
Aristoxenian major third. However, if Vincenzo indeed meant “length,” the ratio is correct under 
his cubic rule. Palisca did not notice this inconsistency. I think it most likely that Vincenzo found 
the octave of pipes empirically and extrapolated his cubic rule without performing further checks. 
See Palisca, 191, fn. 14. 
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octave; no evidence exists that Aristoxenus calculated these intervals or devised a 

workable tempered scale. Nevertheless, this mythical Aristoxenus—who built from the 

ground up a tuning that pleased his ear, all while defying Pythagoreanism—captured 

Vincenzo’s imagination. He insinuated that Aristoxenus developed his intense tuning by 

performing the same experiments he had made. By this logic, it was Aristoxenus who 

first deployed instruments in musical science and discovered that numbers alone could 

not constitute intervals. It was Aristoxenus who strove to incorporate dissonances into 

music. From Vincenzo’s perspective, Aristoxenus practiced esperienza. He renounced 

authority and followed his sense and reason, with mathematics and instruments as tools, 

to grasp natural principles of consonance. Although we cannot know whether Vincenzo 

arrived at his cubic rule through imagination or genuine (if sloppy) experimentation, he 

could not resist the opportunity it presented to ground esperienza in the teachings of his 

ancient idol. 

4.2. Esperienza and Disegno 

Closer to Vincenzo’s time, Renaissance artists, humanists, and naturalists were 

conceiving of “experience” in innovative ways. Dear, Findlen, Smith, and others have 

detailed how sixteenth-century experience was unshackled from its formal scholastic 

categorization and came to designate specific descriptions of nature made by individual 

observers. Recounting these shifting meanings would exceed the scope of this chapter. 

Suffice it to say that early modern “experience” encompassed diverse ideas and practices 
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that sought to establish new empirical knowledge in various ways.152 It is worth noting, 

however, an interesting early modern trend of designating “experience” a “great teacher” 

or “mistress” of sorts. This included, for example, the historians Matteo Palmieri (1406–

75) and Paolo Paruta (1540–98), the economist Antonio Serra (late-sixteenth century; 

dates unknown), as well as renowned ancient historian and mythographer Natale Conti 

(1520–82). Palmieri cited sperientia, maestra di tutte le cose in his writings on civic life, 

whereas Conti deemed esperienza the maestra e regolatrice di tutte l’arti.153 Given 

Vincenzo’s fascination with antiquity, the latter seems a plausible influence, perhaps 

introduced by Mei. Similar statements appeared from artists and craftsmen throughout 

Renaissance Europe. One key figure was the potter, engineer, and proto-geologist 

Bernard Palissy (1510–1589). In his 1518 Discours admirables, Palissy cited 

l’experience, maistresse des ars as a source of geological knowledge in his glazing 

practices.154 

The most famous artist to invoke esperienza in this way was the godfather of 

disegno, Leonardo da Vinci. In the notebooks that would later be published as the 

Treatise on Painting, Leonardo made frequent appeals to esperienza. Admitting his 

 
152 Dear, Discipline and Experience, 32; Findlen, Possessing Nature, 204; Smith, The Body of the 
Artisan, 17. 
153 Matteo Palmieri, Vita civile, ed. Gino Belloni (Sansoni, 1982), 94; Paolo Paruta, Discorsi 
politici di Paolo Paruta (Giuseppe Pavoni, 1600), 2:388; Antonio Serra, A “Short Treatise” on 
the Wealth and Poverty of Nations (1613), ed. Sophus A. Reinert, trans. Jonathan Hunt (Anthem 
Press, 2011), 168; Natale Conti, Delle historie de’ suoi tempi di Natale Conti, trans. Giovanni 
Carlo Saraceni (Venice: Damian Zenaro, 1589), 2:51; Conti’s work was originally in Latin. 
154 Bernard Palissy, Discours Admirables (Paris: Martin le Jeune, 1580), 253. See also Smith, The 
Body of the Artisan, 100; Hanna Rose Shell, “Casting Life, Recasting Experience: Bernard 
Palissy’s Occupation between Maker and Nature,” Configurations 12 (2004): 23; Cohen, How 
Modern Science Came into the World, 131. 
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dearth of formal education in the opening pages, Leonardo guarded against the inevitable 

attacks of those who “possess a desire only for material wealth and are entirely devoid of 

the desire for wisdom.”155 He continued: 

I know well that, not being a man of letters, it will appear to some presumptuous 

people that they can reasonably belabour me with the allegation that I am a man 

without learning … They will say that since I do not have literary learning I 

cannot possibly express the things that I wish to treat, but they do not grasp that 

my concerns are better handled through experience [speriētia] rather than 

bookishness. Though I may not know, like them, how to cite from the authors, I 

will cite something far more worthy, quoting experience, mistress [maestra] of 

their masters.156 

Leonardo deemed esperienza “the common mother of all the sciences and arts” and saw it 

as the key to transforming his painterly practice into genuine natural science. He justified 

many assertions (on the structure of the eye, or the effects of perspective) through 

esperienza, which he understood not in the scholastic sense of authoritative, common 

knowledge but as the keen observations of one perceptive and intelligent man. Like 

Vincenzo, Leonardo construed esperienza as a simultaneously intellectual and empirical 

process that could transcend the limitations of plain sensation or pure speculation. “True 

sciences are those which have penetrated through the senses as a result of experience,” 

 
155 Leonardo da Vinci, Leonardo on Painting, ed. Martin Kemp, trans. Martin Kemp and 
Margaret Walker (New Haven London: Yale University Press, 2001), 9. 
156 Leonardo da Vinci, 9. 
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he proclaimed. These sciences would attain a degree of knowledge beyond the reach of 

“delusory sciences of a wholly cerebral kind.”157  

Though it seems unlikely that he read Leonardo’s (yet-unpublished) writings, he 

was familiar with both disegno and the great painters, sculptors, and architects of his age. 

Viewing Vincenzo through the lens of artisanal epistemology reveals many parallels 

between his music and the discipline of disegno. In the Discorso Vincenzo urged 

musicians to emulate the “supreme excellence, exact proportion, and beauty” that disegno 

attained in depicting the human body. He praised painters for shunning “ideal 

proportions” and rendering objects in their “true proportions.” Likewise, true music was 

achievable not through perfect ratios of the senario but through the free intonation of 

singers and the ingenuity of musicians to temper their instruments.158 In his treatise on 

dissonance, Vincenzo extolled a number of artists as models for his expressive 

contrapuntal practice. This included his personal favorite composer, the Flemish-born 

Cipriano de Rore (1516–65), as well as painters and sculptors such as Donatello, 

Raphael, and the “divine” Michelangelo. Vincenzo reserved special praise for the latter, 

who “fled from extremes” in his artwork and proceeded “at times by sense, turning at 

other times to reason, to gratify according to what his great intellect judged 

worthwhile.”159 

 
157 Emphasis mine. See Leonardo da Vinci, 10. 
158 “Ci apprendino i principij della pittura dal disegno, che è d’imparar prima a disegnare ciascuna 
parte di qual si voglia corpo in suprema eccellenza, & nell’esatta proportione & bellezza loro”; 
Galilei, Discorso, 25. 
159 “Michelagnolo Buonarrotti in tutte le cose fatte da lui attenenti alia Pittura, Scoltura, et 
Architettura; sempre fuggendo gl’estremi, cerco la via del mezzo; et riusci tale che si acquisto 
meritamente nome di Divino. lasciandosi hora dal senso, et altra fiata dalla ragione lusingare 
secondo che il suo grande intelletto giudicava convenirsi, senza pero mai mancare le cose sue del 
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Vincenzo may have read the biographies of these artists, including Leonardo, in 

Giorgio Vasari’s Lives of the Artists (first edition 1550), which would have introduced 

him to disegno as a theoretical concept. Vasari extolled disegno as “the basis of both arts 

[painting and architecture], or rather the very soul which conceives and nourishes within 

itself all the aspects of the intellect.” Disegno merged Aristotelian mimetic art with a 

Platonic theory of forms: painters proceeded from sensations of the phenomenal world to 

an intellectual contemplation that distilled universal forms from sensible particulars. 

They then depicted (thus making intelligible) insensible forms through a skilled and 

practiced hand. Though they dealt in artifice, “the origin of these arts was nature 

herself.”160 As a conceptual bridge between natural philosophy and art, disegno had much 

to offer Vincenzo’s efforts to dignify musical practice and portray monody and 

counterpoint as rational-sensible representations of natural truths. Just as Leonardo could 

“express his ideas through the designs of his hands,” Vincenzo urged composers to 

“express with the greatest effect their ideas and states of their souls” and “impress these 

ideas with equal force in the minds of mortals.”161 Whereas disegno represented the 

natural world and human figure, Vincenzo’s musical esperienza represented the internal 

world of the passions. The underlying idea of both was that an artist could, through 

intellect, sense, and technical skill, articulate natural knowledge and achieve a creative 

status comparable to nature itself. 

 
decoro ad esse conveniente.” See the “Discorso intorno all’uso delle dissonanze,” in Galilei, Die 
Kontrapunkttraktate, 151. 
160 This translation is of the 1568 edition. Giorgio Vasari, The Lives of the Artists, trans. Julia 
Conway Bondanella and Peter Bondanella (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 3. 
161 Vasari, 285; Galilei, Dialogue, 201. 
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4.3. Galileo’s Esperienza 

The greatest disciple of esperienza in the seventeenth century also happened to be 

Vincenzo’s son. Galileo dedicated his life to using mathematics and experiment to flout 

scholastic authority. He inherited his father’s style of experimental reasoning, disregard 

for received wisdom, and penchant for sarcasm: “if experiments [l’esperienze; Galileo 

usually avoided esperimento or cimento] are performed thousands of times at all seasons 

and in every place without once producing the effects mentioned by your philosophers, 

poets, and historians,” he asked in The Assayer, “this will mean nothing and we must 

believe their words rather than our own eyes?” Galileo’s affirmation of physicalized 

theories of sensation—that “tastes, odors, colors, and so on are no more than mere 

names” and “reside only in the consciousness”—emulated Vincenzo’s denunciation of 

the superficial “colors” and “forms” obscuring music’s nature.162 As Schmitt noted, 

Galileo’s early works employed esperienza in a general and passive sense, unlike the 

active interventions of his later writings.163 As Baroncini added, Galileo’s sensata 

esperienza exhibited a “multiplicity of methodological and epistemological styles” that 

varied by topic (astronomy, mechanics, etc.) and by the phase of Galileo’s career in 

which it appeared.164 

 
162 Galileo Galilei, Discoveries and Opinions of Galileo, trans. Stillman Drake (New York: 
Anchor Books, 1957), 273–4. 
163 Charles B. Schmitt, “Experience and Experiment: A Comparison of Zabarella’s View with 
Galileo’s in ‘De Motu,’” in Studies in Renaissance Philosophy and Science (London: Variorum, 
1981), 108–14. Schmitt noted that the Latin periculum, which Galileo used in “De Motu” to mean 
something like later notions of an experiment, largely vanished from subsequent writings. 
Interestingly, “De Motu” was written c. 1589–92, the same period in which Vincenzo published 
his Discorso and wrote his scientific essays. It was perhaps with his father’s influence that 
Galileo dropped periculum in favor of a stronger meaning of esperienza. 
164 Baroncini, “Sulla Galileiana ‘Esperienza Sensata,’” 169. 
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At every stage, Vincenzo’s influence was evident. Galileo included in The 

Assayer a kind of musical fable loosely based on his father’s experimental exploits. He 

told of a bird catcher “with extraordinary curiosity and a very penetrating mind” who 

came across a shepherd boy playing a flute, another bowing a stringed instrument, and 

innumerable other means of replicating the sounds heard from birdsongs. “By this 

experience [esperienza] his knowledge was reduced to diffidence,” Galileo concluded, 

echoing Vincenzo’s disparaging of Zarlino’s absolute confidence in the senario, “so that 

when asked how sounds were created he used to answer tolerantly that although he knew 

a few ways, he was sure that many more existed which were not only unknown but 

unimaginable.” Galileo’s parable of the bird catcher was meant to demonstrate “nature’s 

bounty in producing her effects, as she employs means we could never think of without 

our senses and our experiences.”165 Music exemplified how philosophy required 

empirical investigations in conjunction with “a very penetrating mind,” beyond what 

plain and direct observations of nature might provide. Like his father, Galileo saw no 

essential difference between natural music (birdsongs) and artificial music (flutes, strings, 

etc.). Nature and artifice functioned analogously (as Vincenzo wrote, they shared the 

same “subject”) and could be understood similarly. Galileo did exactly this in later 

writings when he analyzed natural phenomena such as gravitational acceleration and 

celestial motion in essentially mechanistic terms. This capacity of esperienza to supplant 

imprudent certainty with informed and rational skepticism, while revealing hidden 

 
165 Galilei, Discoveries and Opinions, 256–8. 
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connections between nature and artifice, was exactly what Vincenzo had championed a 

generation before. 

An especially illustrative case of esperienza, wherein Galileo replicated his 

father’s rational-empirical usage of the term, appeared in the Dialogue Concerning the 

Two Chief World Systems. According to Baroncini, here esperienza assumed its most 

radical meaning, for Galileo “came face to face with anti-Copernican sense experiences” 

and needed to debunk them on still-stronger empirical grounds.166 Conceding the 

“obvious and sensible” objections to Copernicanism, Galileo (as Salviati) added: “were it 

not for the existence of a superior and better sense [senso superiore e piú eccellente] than 

natural and common sense to join forces with reason, I much question whether I, too, 

should not have been much more recalcitrant toward the Copernican system than I have 

been since a clearer light than usual has illuminated me.”167 Sagredo, the inquisitive 

layman, chimed in: 

That is why the situation of poor Copernicus seems to me lamentable; he could 

expect only censure for his views and could not let them fall into the hands of 

anyone who, being unable to comprehend his arguments (which are very subtle 

and therefore difficult to master), would be convinced of their falsity on account 

of some superficial appearances, and would go about declaring them to be wrong 

and full of error.168 

 
166 Baroncini, “Sulla Galileiana ‘Esperienza Sensata,’” 165. 
167 Galileo Galilei, Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems, ed. J. L. Heilbron, trans. 
Stillman Drake (New York: Modern Library, 2001), 381. 
168 Galilei, 383. 
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Galileo had never doubted that Copernicus wished to be both a mathematician and a 

natural philosopher, contrary to Copernicus’s famous plea that “mathematics is written 

for mathematicians.”169 Unfortunately, “poor Copernicus” failed to supply empirical 

demonstrations that would have transcended “superficial appearances,” countered the 

attacks of the Aristotelians, and rendered his astronomy convincing to non-experts. The 

“philosophical geometer” to whom Galileo’s Two Chief World Systems was directed, who 

wished to “recognize in the concrete the effects which he has proved in the abstract,” 

needed a way to combine mathematics with sense perception.170 Galileo’s solution was 

the “superior” sense of esperienza. He offered “experiments” (in Drake’s translation) 

aimed at reconciling Copernican theory with the apparent absurdity of a moving Earth. 

Several of these involved the telescope—an instrument that literally allowed one to 

glimpse beyond superficial colors and forms and discern hidden facets of nature. Galileo 

faced the opposite problem as his father: whereas Vincenzo condemned abstract 

Pythagorean mathematics, Galileo combatted the hyper-empiricism of the Aristotelians. 

Both, however, employed esperienza as a synthesis of reason, sensation, and instrumental 

practice that would unveil hidden truths and silence the objections of the speculators. 

5. Conclusion 

Esperienza was neither experience nor experimental science as historians have 

understood these terms, but a specific way of perceiving nature through dual rational-

 
169 Nicolaus Copernicus, On the Revolutions of Heavenly Spheres, trans. Charles Glenn Wallis 
(Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books, 1995), 7. 
170 Drake translated filosopho geometra as “mathematical scientist,” but I have chosen a more 
literal reading. See Galilei, Two Chief World Systems, 241. 
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empirical lenses. Vincenzo encountered a musical world suffocating under a Pythagorean 

orthodoxy that he felt deified numbers and denigrated the judgments of the ear. By 

repudiating the senario, he achieved a threefold goal: he reoriented musical science away 

from abstract numbers and towards physicalized numbers as interpreted by sensation; 

struck at the heart of Zarlino’s hegemony; and ennobled practice by arguing that 

passions, not numbers, were the defining elements of music. Through esperienza, 

Vincenzo sought the natural principles of consonance, as displayed through his 

experiments, and the natural affectations of musical compositions, as exhibited in his 

expressive styles of monody and counterpoint. Together, these might yet recover the true 

music lost since antiquity. As he saw it, this was a feat beyond the abilities of modern 

contrapuntists—their reason and sense withered in the shadow of domineering authority 

figures—who could only parrot established rules and cobble together showy and 

technical compositions that failed to affect listeners in any meaningful way. Fixated on 

the questionable authenticity of Vincenzo’s experiments, historians have missed the full 

meaning of esperienza as an Aristoxenian ethos whereby reason and sense perception, 

channeled through instruments, could transcend the merely apparent and apprehend 

music’s true nature. In this pursuit, Vincenzo’s art and science were equal partners. 

This outlook on Vincenzo exemplifies what historians of the scientific revolution 

are increasingly realizing: the knowledge and practices of artisans were embedded in the 

DNA of the new sciences. Vincenzo’s esperienza precipitated a physico-mathematical 

and experimental natural philosophy that aimed, above all, to put reason and sensation 

into agreement. As will be seen in the next chapter, musical science in the seventeenth 
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century was characterized by efforts to render musical sensations in mechanico-

corpuscular terms (and depict the ear as a sort of musical instrument, i.e. a drum). This 

line of inquiry owed much to Vincenzo’s efforts to reconcile mathematical and empirical 

approaches to music. Finally, a key implication of Vincenzo’s studies—the disrupting of 

epistemological barriers between nature and artifice in both science and practice—

anticipated the integration of mechanical theories and techniques into the mathematical 

physics of the seventeenth century. Vincenzo, of course, intended nothing of this sort. He 

wished simply to return music to its ancient roots as an expression of nature, appealing to 

sense, and knowledge about nature, based in reason. Only by releasing esperienza from 

the distorting grip of anachronistic categories like “experience” and “experiment” can we 

recover and admire Vincenzo’s musical artisanal epistemology in all its ineffable glory. 
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III. The Acoustical Paradox: How Music was Unmoored and Set Adrift from the 

Sciences in the Seventeenth Century 

 

You ask me whether the essence of beauty can be established. 

–René Descartes to Marin Mersenne, 1630171 

 

1. Introduction 

The natural philosophers of the scientific revolution welcomed Vincenzo’s challenge. 

Musical science in the seventeenth century witnessed unprecedented efforts to not only 

merge rational, sensible, and instrumental modes of inquiry but to reconcile them once 

and for all. From the works of Beeckman, Descartes, and Kepler to the second generation 

of Huygens and Hooke, musical science was animated by a desire to explain aural 

experiences in physico-mathematical terms. Developments included physicalized theories 

of sound production and reception that rendered sensations of consonance as the 

mechanical stimuli of sound upon the eardrum. These were buttressed by an expansive 

experimental program in which instruments—from strings and organ pipes to drums, 

trumpets, and keyboards—helped philosophers link particular sounds to properties of 

bodies in motion. Taken at face value, these changes were predictable extrapolations of 

well-documented trends during the period known as the scientific revolution: the 

 
171 “Pour vostre question, sçavoir si on peut establir la raison du beau”; René Descartes, Oeuvres 
de Descartes, ed. Charles Adam, Paul Tannery, and Louis-Charles d’Albert Luynes, Revised 
(Paris: J. Vrin, 1971), 1:133. 
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mathematization and mechanization of nature, the rise of experimentalism, and their 

synthesis into Newtonian physico-mathematical sciences. Scholars have often assumed 

that the scientific study of sound followed a parallel trajectory to that of optics in the 

seventeenth-century physicalization of sensory phenomena. Yet, while one case 

concerned light and vision, the other involved not just sound and hearing but also music. 

Music stood apart from contemporary sciences in one crucial respect: the passions. 

Beyond explaining sounds and consonances in isolation, philosophers deployed 

mathematics and experimentalism to understand the nature of music and its myriad 

effects on the human soul. Their successes and failures in this quest became their lasting 

legacy. 

In this chapter I investigate a particular epistemological undercurrent of the 

scientific revolution, one that dragged philosophers away from traditional conceptions of 

music and its relation to the sciences. I first analyze contemporary speculations regarding 

sound production and reception while juxtaposing them against older models inherited 

from the scholastic tradition. I then show how a new theory of consonance drove a wedge 

between the new natural philosophy and the concerns of musical science. Cohen, Kassler, 

and others have noted a certain “unbridgeable gap” between mathematical theories of 

consonance and perception that initially hindered philosophical investigations into the 

causes of human musical experiences.172 Previous scholars have seen this gap as an a 

priori aspect of all musical science throughout history. In contrast, I investigate the 

historically contingent origins of this gap and its ramifications for musical science in the 

 
172 Cohen, Quantifying Music, 2; Kassler, The Beginnings of the Modern Philosophy of Music, 3. 
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seventeenth century. In an era in which philosophers strove to infuse their speculations 

with mathematical reasoning backed by concrete experiments, musical science inquired 

into mysterious intangibles such as individual tastes, pleasures, and passions. I label this 

incompatibility between physico-mathematical theories of perception and the effects of 

music on the soul the “acoustical paradox.” The paradox disrupted the traditional 

relationship between mathematical theory and sense perception and introduced a host of 

foundational challenges to musical science. These challenges played out in dramatic 

fashion in the writings of three pivotal mechanical philosophers of the era: René 

Descartes’ Compendium musicae (1618), Marin Mersenne’s Harmonie universelle 

(1638), and Christiaan Huygens’s scattered yet masterful writings on music. Through a 

close reading of these works, I argue that the acoustical paradox engendered an 

epistemological reorganization of musical science, practice, and the increasingly tense 

link between the two. 

The paradox was born when the new philosophy of the scientific revolution 

collided with the new music of the Baroque period. It began with the mechanization of 

sound, as philosophers came to depict sound as pulsations of air and the ear as a 

mechanism that interpreted aerial pulsations as perceptions. The accompanying theory of 

consonance (called the “coincidence theory” today) rendered musical pleasure as 

resulting from coinciding patterns of stimuli upon the eardrum.173 This theory embarked 

from Vincenzo’s esperienza-based approach to music by aiming to reconcile musical 

mathematics with aural experiences; its most famous explication occurred in Galileo’s 

 
173 To the best of my knowledge, this term originated in Cohen, Quantifying Music, 31. 
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Two New Sciences of 1638. The paradox emerged when philosophers tried to connect this 

physical model to musical sensations that defied such explanations, residing only within 

the immaterial soul. Fixed, universal laws were invoked to explain experiences that 

varied dramatically from place to place, era to era, and even from one observer to 

another. Some philosophers, like Mersenne, insisted that a reconciliation of musical 

theory and experience was possible. Others, including Descartes and Huygens, cautiously 

considered the coincidence theory but engaged with musical experience on its own terms. 

Having witnessed the rise of polyphony, counterpoint, and myriad other techniques of the 

Baroque period that stirred the passions of listeners as never before, these philosophers 

conceded that key aspects of music lay beyond physico-mathematical inquiry. Descartes, 

Mersenne, and Huygens all questioned the possibility of a musical artisanal 

epistemology. Their reactions to the acoustical paradox revealed that the three noble 

goals of the new philosophy—mathematical models, mechanico-corpuscular hypotheses, 

and empirical observation—could not coexist within a single musical science. Beyond 

any new model of sound or consonance, this schism between theory and experience was 

the most pivotal shift in early modern musical science. 

This thesis of an acoustical paradox illustrates how the new sciences, in 

recalibrating the parameters of proper knowledge, excised older forms of learning from 

philosophy altogether. Recent studies have made similar points in different contexts. Gal 

and Chen-Morris have chronicled “science’s disappearing observer” in Kepler’s optics, a 

process they dubbed the “optical paradox.” As they tell it, the physicalized model of the 

eye (conceived as a device, a natural camera obscura) clouded the long-held conviction 
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that vision directly rendered objects to the soul. This alienated geometric optics from 

human vision and cast doubt about what kinds of knowledge empirical natural philosophy 

could grasp. Hence, “the naturalization of the eye estranges the observer, and a deeper 

understanding of optics turns vision into a mystery.”174 At the heart of both optical and 

acoustical paradoxes lay the impossibility of mechanizing the soul. However, musical 

science (even within the narrow case of audible sound) encompassed more than mere 

sensory stimuli. It dealt with experiences that would today be considered aesthetic—

morals, passions, and wonderous effects invoked by sound—and that had no analogue in 

optics. Musical science sought a rational account of these experiences in absolute, 

mathematical, and later physical terms (i.e. not as subjective or culturally contingent). As 

the previous chapter explored, understanding and controlling the passions through 

esperienza was the unwavering focus of Vincenzo’s artisanal epistemology. However, 

under a philosophy that demanded empiricism but sealed off the soul from physical 

nature, this goal suddenly made no sense. The privileged philosophical status of music as 

sensible mathematics with direct access to human nature was nullified. The optical 

paradox denied men knowledge of the world; the acoustical paradox denied them 

knowledge of themselves. 

Previous interpreters have ignored the aesthetic facets of music and flattened this 

historical dynamic. Cohen especially has treated the “problem of consonance” as the 

study of musical science in isolation from practical or aesthetic factors. As seen in the 

 
174 Gal and Chen-Morris, Baroque Science, 26; note that the mechanical philosophy’s inability to 
bridge the physical/perceptual chasm has been known since E. J. Dijksterhuis’s pioneering work. 
See Dijksterhuis, The Mechanization of the World Picture. 
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previous chapter when unpacking Vincenzo’s Aristoxenian conception of consonance, 

Cohen’s approach imposed an anachronistic division between science and arts upon early 

modern times. In considering the seventeenth century, this led him to accuse Descartes 

and Huygens—both of whom expressed reservations about mathematizing musical 

experience—of misunderstanding the subject matter and goals of musical science. “In 

Descartes’ view, there is no hope for science to solve the age-old problem of consonance, 

nor is there any point in pursuing it,” Cohen noted with some condescension. But it was 

his own, presentist definition of consonance that Cohen assumed Descartes had 

misunderstood.175 By contrast, a contextualized history of music embraces the cultural 

embeddedness of music and asks how the scientific/aesthetic divide Cohen took as self-

evident first came about. Many seventeenth-century philosophers absolutely believed that 

aesthetic musical experience could be analyzed scientifically; those who dissented 

shouldered the burden of proof. The acoustical paradox was born from this endeavor. It 

revealed the unique challenges early modern musical scientists faced and the kinds of 

knowledge they could, or could not, grasp.176 

In this chapter I explore music’s distinct place within the scientific revolution 

while depicting it as one of the new sciences’ first casualties. Music, mathematics, and 

natural philosophy all changed meanings during the seventeenth century, and the shifting 

dynamics between them offer key insights into the development of sciences and arts. 

Musical scientists, in striving to reconcile abstract theory with real experience, had been 

instrumental in bringing together mathematical and experimental scientific traditions. 

 
175 Cohen, Quantifying Music, 169–70. 
176 For a more thorough review of Cohen’s book, see Kassler, “Review of Quantifying Music.” 
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However, it was this very process that stripped music of much of its former scientific 

credibility. Hence music and natural philosophy—interwoven since the age of 

Pythagoras—seemed to become unmoored and set adrift over the course of the 

seventeenth century. Musical science still existed, but its emphasis shifted away from the 

acquisition of philosophical knowledge and towards the practical needs of composers and 

musicians. This development set the stage for two major eighteenth-century events in the 

histories of science and music: the birth of acoustics as a science of sound distinct from 

music, and the reinvention of musical practice as a fine art, irreducible to mathematics or 

philosophy. By revealing the twin historical trajectories of seventeenth-century science 

and music, I seek to enrich the context for understanding the scientific revolution and its 

relation to the Baroque arts. 

2. Origins of the Paradox 

2.1. Scholastic Background 

In scholastic philosophy, human sensation was a self-evidently teleological process. The 

senses conveyed essential aspects of the perceived object to the soul, free from mediation 

or distortion. Gal and Chen-Morris have defined the “teleological” character of medieval 

optics as “a direct acquaintance of the visual faculty with visible objects” that guaranteed 

the veridicality of vision. On this view, “optics” and “vision” were two perspectives on 

the same process, which “aimed at providing adequate images of visible objects for the 

intellect” and portrayed God’s creation—as it actually existed—directly to the soul.177 

 
177 Gal and Chen-Morris, Baroque Science, 21. 
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Objects produced immaterial “species” (“visual rays” in optics) that replicated their 

particular characteristics. Light conveyed species to the eye but did not itself produce 

perceptions. There was no possibility of a flawed or inaccurate visual perception because 

the physical properties of light and the eye played no causal role in vision. To use modern 

terminology, the eye, like all sense organs, was transparent: it directly interfaced with the 

sensible world, without tampering with perceived images, and had no agency of its 

own.178 As the most accessible kind of species, visual rays provided the scholastic 

template for understanding other sensory faculties. Sound and hearing, however, 

presented altogether different challenges. 

The teleology of hearing manifested in the Pythagorean conviction that nature 

favored simple number proportions and that humans could experience these proportions 

through sound. Ptolemy (c. 100–c. 170) explained consonance as arising from a 

correspondence between the proportions of audible music and the harmonies of the soul: 

“our souls are thoroughly affected together with the actualities of the melody, 

recognizing as it were the kinship of the ratios of its own constitution.”179 Boethius 

furthered this idea in the early sixth century: 

For when we hear what is properly and harmoniously united in sound in 

conjunction with that which is harmoniously coupled and joined together within 

 
178 For this terminology see John Tresch and Emily I. Dolan, “Toward a New Organology: 
Instruments of Music and Science,” Osiris 28, no. 1 (2013): 278–98. 
179 Translation in Thomas J. Mathiesen, Apollo’s Lyre: Greek Music and Music Theory in 
Antiquity and the Middle Ages (University of Nebraska Press, 1999), 483. 
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us and are attracted to it, then we recognize that we ourselves are put together in 

its likeness. For likeness attracts, whereas unlikeness disgusts and repels.180 

Neither Ptolemy nor Boethius identified any mediation between the external phenomenon 

of sound and internal hearing. Just as visual rays emanated from objects and arrived at the 

soul through the eye, harmonious proportions emanated from strings or other sonorous 

objects measured by those proportions, were “united in sound” and conveyed to the ear, 

and finally transmitted to the soul. If such proportions emulated the harmony of the soul 

(governed by the principles of musica humana), musical pleasure would be experienced. 

Sound—defined as “a percussion of air”—and the ear—which was “subject to change”—

played only indirect roles in the soul’s perception of the proportions of music. Instead, 

Boethius appointed reason, “which, holding itself to fixed rules, does not falter by any 

error,” the final arbiter of musical experience.181 He granted audible species privileged 

access to the soul and praised the Pythagoreans for understanding “that the whole 

structure of our soul and body has been joined by means of musical coalescence.”182 

Hearing thus maintained the singular telos of joining the incorporeal harmony of the 

rational soul to the corporeal harmony of the world. 

In upholding this teleological understanding, subsequent scholastics were at pains 

to differentiate “sound” as perceived by the soul from the physical motions of air. 

Albertus Magnus (c. 1200–1280) drew on Avicenna’s (c. 980–1037) Liber de anima and 

 
180 Anicius Manlius Severinus Boëthius, Fundamentals of Music, ed. Claude V. Palisca, trans. 
Calvin M. Bower (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 2. 
181 Boëthius, 17. 
182 Boëthius, 7. 
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insisted that sound emanated from vibrating bodies and was conveyed by pulsations of air 

but was essentially neither of those things. As Avicenna wrote, “sound is an accident that 

comes from such motion, resulting from it and occurring with it,” and thus possessed a 

different “specific nature.” Avicenna seemed, at first, to quibble about semantics: should 

“sound” refer to external motions of air or to internal sensations of the soul? However, 

these logical maneuvers were necessary to preserve Aristotle’s dichotomy between 

sensible qualities (to which musical sound belonged) and sensible quantities 

(encompassing motion and extension).183 In choosing the latter, Avicenna and Albertus 

Magnus went beyond Boethius and held that qualitative musical experiences could not, 

by definition, be identified with quantitative motions. They thus denied the causal link 

between audible physical phenomena and immaterial aural perceptions. It followed that 

the material constitutions of different ears did not interfere with hearing: the ear was a 

passive receiver and transmitter but never an interpreter of sounds. Alongside their 

shared belief in the kinship between harmonious proportions and the harmony of the soul, 

this ensured the reliability of hearing, given a rational soul, to discern audible species, 

with no further physical cause required. As long as “sound” was a species only incidental 

to the motions of air, hearing—specifically, hearing of music—remained a thoroughly 

teleological process. 

This was the worldview Zarlino and Vincenzo inherited. Sensory organs 

intercepted and transmitted species to the soul, and species emitted by bodies sounding in 

harmony carried the “likeness” of those harmonious proportions. Zarlino and Vincenzo’s 

 
183 For more details see Robert Pasnau, “Sensible Qualities: The Case of Sound,” Journal of the 
History of Philosophy 38, no. 1 (2000): 27–40; the Avicenna translations are on page 33. 
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disagreement centered on how much authority, if any, the ear wielded in interpreting 

sound as music. Zarlino preserved the Pythagorean view of consonance as the experience 

of pure number: ratios of the senario were manifested in sonorous bodies, conveyed as 

species by aerial motion, and received by the ear as consonances. Numbers thus supplied 

the ontological basis of consonances. Vincenzo, the devout Aristoxenian, inverted this 

dynamic by defining consonances as physical motion only incidental to numerical ratios. 

His claim that “sound is not produced without the percussion of some body” and that 

“simple number … not having in itself body … cannot be sonorous” did not reject the 

possibility of immaterial audible species per se.184 Rather, through esperienza, he denied 

that species conveyed pure numbers—independent from the properties of bodies—and 

argued that the ear worked in tandem with the rational soul to interpret the sounds 

produced by particular bodies and ratios. However, Vincenzo neither discussed the 

physics of these sonorous percussions nor asked how sound affected the ear and became 

sensations in the soul. Crucially, he never questioned the veridicality of the senses in 

communicating sonorous phenomena to the soul. The teleology of consonance remained 

intact. 

2.2. Physico-mathematical Theories of Consonance 

The acoustical paradox emerged when species and teleology could no longer be taken for 

granted. It originated in two theories that laid the foundations of a physico-mathematical 

science of sound: Giambattista Benedetti’s corpuscular theory of consonance and Isaac 

 
184 “Discorso particolare intorno alla diversita della forme del diapason,” translated in Palisca, 
The Florentine Camerata, 183. 
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Beeckman’s mechanical model of the ear. Benedetti (1530–1590), an Italian engineer 

who pioneered the mathematical study of motion before Galileo, penned a series of letters 

starting around 1563 in which he explained consonance as “a certain equalization of 

percussions, or of an equal concurrence of air waves” striking the ear.185 These, in turn, 

were produced by coinciding vibrations of strings or other bodies. Because Benedetti 

explained consonance without recourse to species, Cohen has deemed this “coincidence 

theory” the first physical explanation of consonance.186 For example, an octave, formed 

by strings vibrating in a 2:1 frequency ratio, produces a coincidence every other vibration 

of the higher-frequency body; in contrast, the major tone, with ratio 9:8, produces a 

coincidence only one out of nine vibrations and sounded dissonant. “The pleasure that 

consonances afford the hearing is due to the fact that the senses are softened, just as on 

the other hand the pain that arises from dissonances is due to their harshness,” Benedetti 

concluded, couching his theory in physical terms with no reference to species or abstract 

numbers.187 Benedetti’s theory gained popularity because it neatly mapped onto the 

ordering of consonances implied by the senario; it addressed Vincenzo’s experiments by 

assuming that pipes or other objects vibrated at different frequencies than strings.188 

Benedetti simply supplied a physical cause to a well-known mathematical principle. 

A physical theory of consonance required a deeper understanding of the anatomy 

of the ear. Isaac Beeckman (1588–1637) is most famous today for his correspondences 

 
185 Benedetti, Diversarum Speculationum, 283; Crombie, Styles, 2:789–90. 
186 These letters are in Benedetti, Diversarum Speculationum, 277–83; I am indebted to Cohen’s 
analysis of Benedetti’s musical science in Cohen, Quantifying Music, 75–8. 
187 Benedetti, Diversarum Speculationum, 283; Crombie, Styles, 2:789–90. 
188 See ch. 2, sec. 2.1 for more details on the senario. 
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with Descartes and for acting as a kind of godfather to Cartesian mechanical philosophy 

in its early years. In 1619, Beeckman proposed a physicalized theory akin to Benedetti’s 

and analogized the ear to a drum beat upon by pulses of sound.189 He noted how “the skin 

of a drum, when struck by a stick, gives sound because the inner air is squeezed and 

compressed” and later postulated an analogous “ear-drum” (tympanum in aure) that 

reverberated sound to the brain.190 Likewise, the physicality of sound was indisputable: 

“never would I have called sound an immaterial species,” Beeckman furiously scrawled 

in a 1628 journal entry, “for how can something immaterial move something 

material?”191 Contemporary species theory, as articulated by Bacon in 1627, posited 

“spiritual species (both visible and audible)” and highlighted the immateriality of music. 

“The sense of hearing striketh the spirits more immediately than the other senses, and 

more incorporeally than the smelling,” Bacon noted, adding that (invoking musica 

humana) melodies pleased people “according to the sympathy they have with their 

spirits.”192 Beeckman, in contrast, defined sound (sonus) not as a perception caused by 

species but as a material phenomenon caused by the motion of projectile-like “globules” 

of air and their impingement against the eardrum.193 He concluded that the soul (animus) 

perceived not sound itself but the physical beatings on the device of the eardrum, 

 
189 Beeckman’s rendition of the coincidence theory can be found in Beeckman, Journal, 1:52. 
190 Beeckman, 1:313; I am also indebted to Cohen’s analysis and translations of Beeckman’s 
journal in Cohen, Quantifying Music, 140; Beeckman explicitly compares the ear to a drum in 
1631, in Beeckman, Journal, 3:187. 
191 Beeckman, Journal, 3:67; translation in Cohen, Quantifying Music, 134. 
192 Francis Bacon, Sylva Sylvarum; or, A Natural History, in Ten Centuries, ed. William Rawley 
(London, 1627), 36, 32. 
193 Although natural philosophers had not yet concurred on whether sound was a wave or 
projectile, all accepted that it involved some motion or impulse through physical air. Beeckman’s 
word is “globus”, i.e. sphere, globule, or corpuscle. Beeckman, Journal, 4:182. 
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transmitted via vital spirits through auditory nerves to the brain. Beeckman never 

attempted a physicalized theory of the soul, which he regarded as a perceptual faculty 

(divorced from any notion of musica humana) whose materiality was beyond the scope of 

his inquiry. He claimed only that, if the beatings of two sounds sufficiently coincided, 

consonance would—somehow—be perceived by the soul. 

Galileo, who was familiar with Benedetti’s work, published his take on the 

coincidence theory in his Two New Sciences. He began by affirming his father’s 

experimental results. Sagredo, observing that the pitch and tension of strings varied in 

square proportions rather than direct, linear proportion, proclaimed that the number ratios 

of the senario could not “contain” musical intervals.194 Salviati then explained his 

physico-mathematical alternative: “those pairs of sounds will be consonant, and heard 

with pleasure, which strike the eardrum with good order; this requires first that the 

impacts made within the same period are commensurable in number, so that the cartilage 

of the eardrum need not be in a perpetual torment of bending in two different ways to 

accept and obey ever-discordant beatings.” It was the “titillation of the eardrum 

(timpano) which in the mind (anima) becomes sound,” Salviati added. To illustrate, he 

offered two experiments: a goblet filled with water, whose ripples doubled as its pitch 

jumped an octave; and a copper plate, which when scraped by a chisel at two different 

speeds sounded a fifth while the chisel left, respectively, 30 and 45 streaks on the plate (a 

2:3 frequency ratio). Like Vincenzo, Galileo’s (questionable) experimental trials mattered 

less than his line of argumentation from reason, sensation, and instruments to hidden 

 
194 Galileo Galilei, Two New Sciences, trans. Stillman Drake (Madison: University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1974), 101. 
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natural principles—in this case, the hidden link between frequency and consonance.195 

According to Galileo, coinciding vibrations tickled the ear (without directly affecting the 

soul), dissonance arose from excessive and painful “bending” of the eardrum, and 

number ratios themselves were not intrinsically consonant or dissonant.196 These ideas 

echoed Galileo’s earlier conviction from De motu (written in the 1590s), that he did “not 

believe that there exists anything in external bodies for exciting tastes, smells, and 

sounds, etc. except size, shape, quantity, and motion” of material particles.197 

Galileo completed his father’s shift of musical ontology away from numerology 

and into sonorous bodies and human experiences. An interval could not be said to exist 

without ears to interpret the “good order” of sounds. Moreover, by pondering the “kiss,” 

“bite,” and “fire” conveyed by certain tones, Galileo never let mathematical theory blind 

him to music’s incalculable affective powers that only audible experience could judge.198 

Just as he reduced color to the shapes and speeds of light corpuscles, Galileo reduced 

musical tones to the pulsations of air striking the ear. Like Beeckman, Galileo did not 

investigate the perceptual faculty that lay beyond the ear, where aural sensations were 

converted into pleasures and passions in the soul. Upon receiving Galileo’s endorsement 

 
195 Apparently, making glasses and chisels behave in this way is much harder than Galileo let on. 
Walker, Studies, 30; Cohen, Quantifying Music, 88–90. 
196 Galilei, Two New Sciences, 104, 102. 
197 Galileo Galilei, On Motion and On Mechanics, ed. Marshall Clagett, trans. I. E. Drabkin and 
Stillman Drake, 1st edition (University of Wisconsin Press, 1960), 48. 
198 Galilei, Two New Sciences, 107. If Vincenzo’s cubic rule was, indeed, fabricated for the sake 
of symmetry, we should note that Galileo did something similar. In the Two New Sciences, he 
claimed that a hanging chain approximated a parabola to establish symmetry with the path of 
projectile motion. See Galilei, 143, 256. 
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both the coincidence theory and the mechanical depiction of the eardrum became 

commonplace within early modern natural philosophy. 

Following Galileo, the problem of consonance shifted from a purely mathematical 

to a physical and anatomical question. Joseph-Guichard du Verney’s (1648–1730) 1683 

Traité de l'organe de l’ouïe provided copious illustrations in which the ear was 

disassembled and analyzed like a device (see figure 1).199 English anatomists such as 

Thomas Willis (1621–1675) noted how “the impulse of the sound, shaking this 

membrane like a drum, delivers the impression to the sonorifick particles planted 

beyond.”200 Kenelm Digby (1603–1665) analogized the ear to another instrument: “in a 

lute, as long as a string that hath been strucken shakes sensibly to our eye; so long, and to 

the same measure, the sound shakes in our ear.” Robert Hooke (1635–1703) had defined 

sound as “nothing else but a tremulous motion of the drum and organ of the ear, excited 

by the like motion of the sonorous medium.” Marveling at “all the curious mechanisms of 

that admirable organ,” Hooke portrayed the ear as the pinnacle of nature’s mechanical 

and geometrical ingenuity; “how rarely nature has in this play’d the part both of an 

excellent geometrician & mechanick,” he concluded with appreciable awe.201 In defining 

the ear as both mechanical and geometrical, Hooke rendered it akin to artificial constructs 

such as the telescope (and hence the eye), or his own microscopes and pocket watches. 

 
199 Joseph-Guichard du Verney, Traité de l’organe de l’ouïe (Paris: E. Michallet, 1684); a 
translation may be found in Joseph-Guichard du Verney, A Treatise of the Organ of Hearing, 
trans. John Marshall (London: Printed for Samuel Baker, 1737). 
200 Benjamin Wardhaugh, Music, Experiment and Mathematics in England, 1653-1705 (Farnham, 
England; Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2008), 79, 76. 
201 Penelope Gouk, “The Role of Acoustics and Music Theory in the Scientific Work of Robert 
Hooke,” Annals of Science 37, no. 5 (1980): 601. 
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This conviction inspired Hooke to design ear trumpets and other hearing aids—auditory 

equivalents of the telescope—that might replicate nature’s ingenuity. Whereas Vincenzo 

revolutionized music by investigating the role of instruments in the production of sound, 

these natural philosophers did the same from the opposite perspective, exploring the role 

of instruments in the reception and interpretation of sound. In these latter accounts, the 

distinction between auditory sensory organs and manmade instruments had collapsed, 

and the soul was written out of the equation.202 

 

 

Figure 1: Joseph-Guichard Du Verney’s diagram of the ear, showing its mechanical 
structure. The eardrum, or Membrana Tympani, is the circular cross section at A. 

Source: A Treatise of the Organ of Hearing, p. 10, plate V. 
 

These physico-mathematical theories redefined the ontology and epistemology of music. 

Gal and Chen-Morris have stressed how Kepler, in his Dioptrics, redefined “species of 

 
202 The most notable study of the ear on the continent was du Verney, Traité de l’organe de 
l’ouïe; a translation may be found in du Verney, A Treatise of the Organ of Hearing. 
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things” as mere “light and shadow” cast upon the blank screen of the retina. This 

abolished the “privileged relation between source and image” inherent in medieval optics, 

and thus “the intentionality and teleology of vision are lost.”203 In music, audible species 

were revealed to be nothing but sound, nothing but percussions on the eardrum. 

Consonances were transformed from harmonious proportions in abstraction to frequency 

ratios of concrete vibrating bodies. As the next sections will explore, the optical and 

acoustical paradoxes differed in many key respects, notably in the unique effects of sound 

on human passions. But in both cases, an unprecedented chasm opened up between 

sensible phenomena and sensory perceptions. Each new discovery Hooke made, 

evidencing the marvelous mechanics of the ear, eroded any belief that hearing directly 

transmitted sensations to the soul. The eardrum, no matter how immaculately designed, 

insulated human listeners from music, filtering their experiences and mediating their 

interactions. Teleology of design supplanted teleology of sensation: the structure of the 

ear—not species, now rendered meaningless—mediated hearing. That the design was 

Godly and perfect did not alter the reality that the soul had lost its privileged relationship 

with musical number and proportion. The disturbing question of how the soul converted 

movements of the eardrum into musical pleasures and passions became a mystery and 

was pushed beyond the goals and aims of natural philosophy. The physicalization of the 

ear estranged the human listener. Philosophers agreed that the soul never even directly 

experienced sound. 

 
203 Gal and Chen-Morris, Baroque Science, 23–24. 
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2.3. Kepler’s Objection 

All, that is, except Kepler. In Harmonices mundi, Kepler not only rejected the 

physicalized theory of consonance but seemed offended by the idea: 

For what, I ask, is the proportion of titillation of the hearing, a corporeal thing, to 

that unbelievable pleasure, which we feel totally within the mind from harmonic 

consonances? … The operations and motions of bodies, which imitate the 

harmonic proportions, are on the side of the soul and the mind, assigning them a 

cause for their delight in consonance … It is Mind or the human intellect by the 

judgment or instinct of which the sense of hearing discriminates pleasant, that is 

consonant proportions from the unpleasant and the dissonant … Proportions are 

entities of Reason, perceptible by reason alone, not by sense, and that to 

distinguish proportions, as form, from that which is proportioned, as matter, is 

the work of Mind.204 

While Kepler saw no difficulty in supplanting visible rays with physical light and 

shadow, the equivalent reduction of harmonious proportions to physical sound proved 

beyond the pale. There was no depersonalized blank screen, no auditory equivalent of the 

camera obscura by which to analyze sounds apart from human listeners. What physical 

device, after all, could embody musical pleasures and emotions? Instead, Kepler 

explicitly defined sound as species caused by—but distinct from—motions of material 

things. “Sound is a species given out by a body,” he affirmed in Harmonices, “in 

 
204 Emphasis mine. Kepler, The Harmony of the World, 149–50. 
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accordance with [the body’s] size, and to a certain extent how it is shaped, and how it is 

established in motion.”205 He upheld the traditional, teleological view of hearing by 

portraying musical intervals as immaterial “entities of reason,” which only the “human 

intellect” could judge. To Kepler, as to the scholastics, audible music was the sensation 

of proportions, conveyed directly to the soul. 

 Kepler based his theory of consonance on an unyielding faith in the essential 

geometry of nature. Locating the ontology of music in abstract mathematical archetypes 

rather than physico-mathematics, Kepler derived the consonances geometrically by 

comparing the arc lengths of circumscribed polygons (see figure 2).206 For instance, the 

pentagon, dividing a circle into five parts, produces arc lengths four-fifths and three-fifths 

of the circumference and thus generates the major third (5:4) and major sixth (5:3). 

Kepler’s famous pronouncement that “geometry… is coeternal with God” assured his 

readers that rational souls could interpret these proportions because God had crafted soul 

and universe alike according to primordial geometric archetypes.207 This theory was 

mathematical but not physical: the physics of sound played no causal role in the sensation 

 
205 I have altered the translation of Aiton et. al. Kepler wrote “sonus est species” but the 
translation replaces “species” with “emanation.” Aiton et. al. explain in their choice in the 
“translators’’ notes" section as accentuating the Neo-Platonic notion of ‘species’ as ‘a power 
propagated by a body.’ I have chosen to preserve Kepler’s term, which invokes the scholastic 
understanding of sense perception as immaterial species that mimic properties of objects. See 
”Kepler, 317, xli; David Lindberg, in considering Kepler’s optics, has argued that Kepler would 
never “employ the archaic terminology of species while divesting it of its traditional content.” In 
the case of sound and music, at least, Lindberg was correct. See David C. Lindberg, “The Genesis 
of Kepler’s Theory of Light: Light Metaphysics from Plotinus to Kepler,” Osiris 2 (1986): 35–5. 
206 Kepler defined “constructible” in the Euclidean sense: only polygons that could be drawn with 
compass and straightedge were truly knowable and valid bases for consonance. See “The Causes 
of Consonances” in Kepler, The Harmony of the World, 142. 
207 Axiom 7, in Kepler, 146; for Kepler’s notion of geometrical archetypes, see Walker, “Kepler’s 
Celestial Music.” 
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of consonance. As such, Cohen has labeled this Kepler’s “archetypical, or ‘intellectual’ 

harmony,” which, as an activity of the soul, existed outside the sense of hearing proper.208 

This passage affirmed Kepler’s attitude towards the ontology of music: certain sounds 

(and other phenomena such as the orbits of the planets) were intrinsically harmonious; 

observers came to know this harmony through a mental, not sensible or bodily, process. 

By appealing to the metaphysical primacy of geometry, Kepler maintained the 

teleological connection between reason and musical sensation. 

 

 

Figure 2: Kepler’s circumscribed polygons supplied the proportions of the consonances. 
The pentagon divides the circle into 3 out of 5 parts and 4 out of 5 parts, granting 5:3 

and 5:4 proportions. 

 

Kepler’s objection exemplified that the obstacles presented by hearing and vision within 

the seventeenth-century reconceptualization of the senses were not merely analogous. 

Abolishing visual rays, and with them the veridicality of human vision, was for Kepler 

 
208 Cohen, Quantifying Music, 25. 
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trivial compared to relinquishing musical proportions as the bond between God’s 

universe and the human soul. Referencing the earlier work in his Dioptrics, he allowed 

that other faculties could be construed as “titillations” upon sense organs:   

Surely if any pleasure does come from the titillation, the chief participant in that 

pleasure is the organ which undergoes the titillation? For it seemed to me that 

every sense should be designed in this way, in the Dioptrics, because the 

particular sensation is complete, generating pleasure or pain, when the emanation 

of the organ which is ordained from that sensation, as it is affected by the external 

circumstance, comes within the tribunal of the common sense, by the passage of 

the spirits.209 

Not so for hearing. “Yet in the hearing of consonant notes or sounds,” Kepler interrupted 

himself, “what parts of the pleasure, I ask, are attached to the ears?”210 Aware of the 

explanatory power of the coincidence theory, Kepler feared the Pandora’s box it would 

open by sequestering the soul behind the organ of the ear. He endeavored to beat back the 

acoustical paradox via a teleological account of hearing that preserved music’s status as 

direct, sensible mathematics—an intermediary between corporeal and incorporeal 

realms.211 To Kepler, the “unbelievable pleasure” of music transcended other senses; it 

required transcendental treatment. 

 
209 Kepler, The Harmony of the World, 149. 
210 Kepler, 149. 
211 In various alchemical and magical traditions, the same place was given to a “spirit” of sorts, 
that partook of the material and immaterial realms. By this analogy, music was for Kepler 
“spiritual.” 
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As with much of Harmonices, Kepler pushed this line of reasoning as far as it 

could go. Later philosophers, denouncing species and situating consonance within a 

mechanico-corpuscular worldview, had no such recourse. Musical science in the 

following decades was characterized by efforts to reconcile newly physicalized theories 

with the vast range of musical experience in the soul. Descartes, whose philosophical 

career began with an oft-overlooked treatise on music, became the first to tackle the 

acoustical paradox head on. 

3. Reactions to the Acoustical Paradox 

3.1. Descartes’s Compendium Musicae 

Descartes wrote his Compendium musicae in 1618, the same year Kepler published 

Harmonices mundi, as a New Year’s gift to his friend Beeckman. He closed the treatise 

by begging Beeckman to keep it “forever hidden in the privacy of your desk or your 

library,” fearing that others “might not, as I trust you will, turn from these fragments and 

look with good will at those writings in which I can say that at least some characteristics 

of my talent find accurate expression.”212 Descartes did not wish posterity to judge him 

based on this work alone, fears many historians have validated by dismissing it as 

youthful enthusiasm rather than serious philosophy. Recently, however, Kate van Orden 

has shed new light on the Compendium through the lens of cultural history. She 

emphasized music’s place in seventeenth-century French society as a cultural institution 

and bodily experience: it charmed noblemen and commoners alike, invigorated listeners 

 
212 Descartes, Compendium, 53; for the original Latin and translated French versions, see 
Descartes, Oeuvres, 10:89. 
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into song and dance, and a steady drumbeat could (in an almost mechanical fashion) spur 

even the most ragtag band of soldiers to march in lockstep. As Van Orden put it, 

Descartes practiced “a dualism of rational inquiry and bodily perception.”213 This was no 

estranged dualism, wherein reason and perception presided over mutually exclusive 

realms, but a complementary dynamic that pointed the way towards a new conception of 

mathematics and its relation to natural philosophy. In the Compendium, Descartes 

deployed music as an instantly familiar, paradigmatic case to test this mathematical study 

of sensation. In contrast to Kepler’s cosmic vision, Descartes built his musical science 

from the ground up, from common human experiences. He offered music as a new kind 

of sensible mathematics: number as it was manifested in corporeal motions and 

experienced as pleasures and passions in the soul. 

The Compendium opened with a simple statement that was far from self-evident 

in his time: “the object of music is sound; its aim is to please and to arouse various 

passions in us.” With these words, Descartes, like Vincenzo, disavowed the traditional 

Pythagorean emphasis on abstract numerology over audible experience. Adding that “the 

quality of tone itself (from what body and by what means it emanates in the most 

pleasing manner) is in the domain of the physicist,” Descartes renounced the scholastic 

distinction between perceived sound and motions of air.214 Like Beeckman, he defined 

 
213 Kate van Orden, “Descartes on Musical Training and the Body,” in Music, Sensation, and 
Sensuality, ed. Linda Phyllis Austern (Routledge, 2013), 19. 
214 This translation is slightly modified. I have exchanged Kent and Robert’s word “emotions” for 
“passions.” This is to better correspond with Descartes’s Latin term “affectus,” as well as the 
contemporary philosophical discussions of “les passions.” See Descartes, Compendium, 11. 
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music as sound and sound as motion. Descartes then inserted one of the more esoteric 

claims of his philosophical career: 

The human voice seems most pleasing to us because it is most directly attuned to 

our souls. By the same token, the voice of a close friend is more agreeable than 

the voice of an enemy because of sympathy or antipathy of feelings—just as it is 

said that a sheep-skin stretched over a drum will not give forth any sound when 

struck if a wolf’s hide on another drum is sounding at the same time.215 

This passage, so incongruous with the rest of Cartesian philosophy, has perhaps 

discouraged scholars from taking Descartes’s first written work too seriously. Descartes 

gave a gentle nod to the wondrous powers and effects that, at the dawn of the Baroque 

period, were still commonly attributed to music. However, by referencing sympathy and 

antipathy (typically associated with magical traditions) in a treatise on sensible 

mathematics, Descartes did more than tip his hat to a previous school of thought. He 

implied that such occult forces might, through mathematics, be made intelligible. If, “as it 

is said,” sheep’s skin fell silent to the sound of wolf’s hide, this fact had to originate from 

the physics and mathematics of sound. Thus, in two paragraphs, Descartes spurned both 

scholastic theorists such as Zarlino, who were bound by the quadrivial musica discipline, 

and Neo-Platonic philosophy, which obsessed over cosmic harmony but hardly spared a 

thought for music as humans experienced it. Descartes’s musical science concerned only 

sound: its physics, mathematical properties, and effects on listeners. 

 
215 Robert translates the Latin “objectum” as “basis,” but I have changed the word to “object.” 
Descartes, 11. 
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The Compendium exhibited an innovative fusion of physical and mathematical 

reasoning that hewed closer to Descartes’s mature philosophy than historians of science 

have traditionally assumed. Not yet aware of the coincidence theory, Descartes derived 

the consonances much as Zarlino did but replaced numerical with geometrical ratios. 

Unlike Kepler’s abstract circumscribed polygons, Descartes assembled these ratios from 

lines representing real musical strings; “pitch is related to pitch like string to string,” he 

observed.216 The octave, for instance, was not composed of the abstract numerals 2 and 1 

but of lines in a 2:1 length proportion. Strings, in turn, were nothing other than lines 

made material. By freely shifting terminology between “lines” and “strings,” Descartes 

let the once intractable divide between geometry and corporeal objects fade into the 

background. In doing so, he geometrized and physicalized consonance in one fell swoop. 

Years later, Descartes wrote to Mersenne that he had quit “abstract geometry … in order 

to cultivate another sort of geometry, which takes as its questions the explanation of the 

phenomena of nature.” He famously added that “my entire physics is nothing other than 

geometry.”217  The Compendium set the stage for this transition. In it Descartes suggested 

that the physical and mathematical causes of consonance were, in truth, one and the 

same. It was this unbroken causal chain—from physicalized mathematics, to sensation, to 

bodily motion and affections—that fascinated Descartes and inspired him to contemplate 

music. Thus, while not discussing the cause of sound or consonance in any mechanico-

corpuscular sense, this codependence between physical objects, geometry, and sensible 

 
216 Descartes, 16. 
217 Descartes to Mersenne, in Descartes, Oeuvres, 2:268. 
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phenomena marked the Compendium as a bona fide, if embryonic, work of physico-

mathematics. 

The Compendium also foreshadowed the obstacles Descartes’s new philosophy 

would face. This was most evident in his scant discussions of the passions. Descartes did 

not question the veridicality of the senses, treating sense organs as unproblematic 

interfaces between reality and the soul. Sensibility and individual musical tastes were 

ignored. Moreover, in contemplating “the various powers which the consonances possess 

of evoking passions,” Descartes was maddeningly evasive. “These powers are so varied 

and based on such imponderable circumstances,” he wrote, “that a whole book would not 

suffice for the task.”218 In his section on rhythm, he compared lively and languid 

drumbeats before concluding that “a more thorough investigation of this question 

depends on a detailed study of the movements of the soul, of which [I say] no more.”219 

Even the modes—the traditional wellsprings of music’s mythical powers and effects—

were brushed aside: 

Many conclusions might be drawn concerning the nature of the modes, but this 

would lead too far afield. I should be forced to deal in detail with the various 

passions which music can arouse; it would be necessary to show which steps, 

 
218 Descartes, Compendium, 27. 
219 Here “l’âme” and “anima” are translated as “soul,” by which Descartes usually meant the 
physical part of the brain responsible for thought and perception. Descartes said this after 
discussing the emotions aroused by various meters, such as how slow music engendered “quieter 
feelings such as languor, sadness, fear, pride, etc.” These experiences would be familiar to the 
community of gentilhommes with whom Descartes preferred to socialize. Descartes, 15. 
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consonances, meters, etc., are instrumental in arousing these passions. But this 

would exceed the scope of this small volume.220 

Descartes’s long and well-documented struggle to fit the soul within his new philosophy 

began here. Unlike Kepler, he made no last-ditch appeal to geometrical metaphysics or 

musica humana. His physico-mathematization of music forced him to shun the soul, to 

disregard the passions that were, by his own declaration, a core aim of music. No sooner 

did Descartes broach the topic of the passions than he brought his Compendium to an 

abrupt end, hastily apologizing to Beeckman for whatever errors “this immature offspring 

of my mind” might have produced. 221 Though he explored the passions later in his 

career, Descartes never fulfilled his promise of “a detailed study” of music and the soul. 

Later he circumvented the issue by redefining consonance and, by extension, musical 

science itself. 

3.2. Descartes’s Later Musical Writings 

Descartes did this by breaking the concept of consonance into distinct mathematical and 

sensorial components. In a correspondence with Mersenne spanning from 1629 to 1634, 

while Mersenne was hard at work on his Harmonie universelle, Descartes questioned 

which aspects of musical sound were open to scientific investigation. He had by then 

adopted the coincidence theory, defining sound as “nothing other than a certain trembling 

of the air, which comes to titillate our ears” and consonance as “two sounds [that] strike 

 
220 Descartes, 52. 
221 Descartes, 52–3. 
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the air at the same time.”222  Yet Descartes cautioned against an overreliance on theory: 

“when we judge [music] by reason, this reason must always consider the capacity of the 

ear.”223 He advised Mersenne that “there are two things to distinguish” regarding 

consonances: “that which renders them simpler and more concordant [accordantes] and 

that which renders them more agreeable [agreables] to the ear.”224 Concordant intervals 

appealed to reason. They possessed simple ratios and produced elegant patterns of 

coinciding pulsation on the eardrum; the smaller the numbers in the ratio, the more 

concordant the interval. Agreeable intervals, on the other hand, moved the passions. 

Steeped in tastes and impervious to calculation, they formed a nebulous and 

indeterminate collection that the ear alone could judge. Historically, consonance had been 

treated as a single attribute of sound possessing a dual mathematical and sensorial 

existence. Following the physicalization of sound and mechanization of the ear, 

“consonance” referred to two attributes, stranded on opposite banks of a 

physical/perceptual chasm, with at most a tenuous correlation between them. The 

acoustical paradox was on full display. 

 
222 “Et pour entendre cecy bien clairement, il fault supposer que le son n’est autre chose qu’un 
certain tremblement d’aer qui vient chatoiuller nos oreilles ... Enfin il fault supposer que lorsque 
deus sons frappent l’aer en mesme tems, ilz sont d’autant plus accordans que leurs tremblemens 
se recommencent plus souvent l’un avec l’autre, & qu’ilz causent moins d’inesgalité en tout le 
cors de l’aer”; Descartes, Oeuvres, 1:223–4. 
223 “Lorsque nous en jugeons par raison, cete raison doit tousjours supposer la capacité de 
l’oreille”; Descartes, 1:88. 
224 “Touchant la douceur des consonances, il y a deus choses a distinguer: a sçavoir, ce qui les 
rend plus simples & accordantes, & ce qui les rend plus agreables a l’oreille”; Descartes, 1:223. 
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By no longer requiring that mathematics and experiences of music match, 

Descartes shrouded music in a veil of mystery we today call subjectivity. He continued 

his letter: 

We can say absolutely which consonances are the simplest and most concordant, 

since this depends only on whether their sounds unite better with each other and 

most closely approach the nature of the unison. Thus we can say absolutely that 

the fourth is more concordant than the major third, even though ordinarily it is not 

as agreeable, much as senna is much sweeter than olives but no more agreeable to 

our taste [goût].225 

As for agreeability, “this depends on the places where they are employed; and there are 

places where the diminished fifth and other dissonances are more agreeable than the 

consonances, so one cannot hope to determine absolutely that one consonance is more 

agreeable than another.”226 Agreeability depended on “the capacity of the listener, which 

varies as taste of individual people.” Whereas Zarlino and Vincenzo clashed over the 

relative merits of monophony and polyphony, Descartes framed this too as a matter of 

preference: “some will prefer hearing a single voice [monophony], while others prefer a 

concert [polyphony]; much like some prefer that which is sweet, while others prefer 

 
225 “Mais on peut dire absolument quelles consonances sont les plus simples & plus accordantes; 
car cela ne depent que de ce que leurs sons unissent davantage l’un avec l’autre, & qu’elles 
approchent plus de la nature de l’unison; en sorte qu’on peut dire absolument que la quarte est 
plus accordante que la tierce majeur, encore que pour l’ordinaire elle ne soit pas si agréable, 
comme la casse est bien plus douce que les olives, mais non pas si agréable a nostre goust”; 
Descartes, 1:223. 
226 "Or, pour ce qui les rend plus agréables, cela dépend des lieus ou elles sont employées; & il se 
trouve des lieus ou mesme les fausses quintes & autres dissonances sont plus agréables que les 
consonances, de forte qu’on ne sçavroit déterminer absolument qu’une consonance soit plus 
agréable que l’autre”; Descartes, 1:223. 
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something slightly sour or bitter.”227 Here Descartes likened the sense of hearing to taste 

and smell rather than its usual epistemological analogue of vision: it was a corporeal 

process, ruled by individual preferences rather than reason. Unlike the scholastics and 

Kepler, he had no luxury of depicting the ear as a transparent, teleological interface 

between sound and soul; the soul remained just as inaccessible as it had been in the 

Compendium.  Thus, consonance could be known with certainty only by expunging all 

traces of human sensibility and reducing it to the mathematical concept of concordance.  

To absolutely order consonances based on agreeability would be as ludicrous as 

determining the absolute best-tasting food or most beautiful color. This was a stunning 

rebuke of Vincenzo’s ideal of a unified musical artisanal epistemology. 

Practical musical developments buttressed Descartes’s contention that 

mathematizing agreeability would be a fool’s errand. Whereas the Compendium was 

rooted in Renaissance theory and practice, Descartes wrote these letters when the 

Baroque period was well underway. Summarizing the Baroque era of music history is 

nearly impossible. Sandwiched between Zarlino’s and Rameau’s music theories, the 

Baroque was a stylistic no-man’s-land devoid of standardized theories of composition. 

Baroque music is better understood by what it aimed to do—stimulate the passions—than 

by any specific method or style. Descartes took every opportunity to defend this 

passionate music against the overreach of theory. The ancients, he wrote, composed 

music “more powerful than our own, not because they were more knowledgeable, but 

 
227 “Les uns aimeront mieux entendre une seule voix, les autres un concert, &c. ; de mesme que 
l’un aime mieux ce qui est doux, & l’autre ce qui est un peu aigre ou amer, &c.”; Descartes, 
1:108. 
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because they were less,” adding that they “accomplished more by the sole force of their 

imaginations than can be done by those who have corrupted this force through theoretical 

knowledge.”228 Descartes expressed similar views in a 1640 exchange between himself, 

Mersenne, and Constantijn Huygens, which critiqued the work of Dutch composer Joan 

Albert Ban (1597–1644). Ban was a true believer in musical science. In 1636, he put 

forward a system of composition that purportedly isolated the specific emotional effects 

of all musical intervals. Ban’s music—which he, heretically, reckoned superior to that of 

antiquity—consisted of largely monophonic airs and bucked the trends of polyphony and 

counterpoint gaining prevalence at the time. Descartes saw Ban’s entire project as 

misguided, telling him that “something else is sought for in polyphony,” namely 

agreeability, that his airs could not furnish. Further, by seeking effects solely in isolated 

intervals, Ban had curtailed music’s expressive range. “Since music ought to imitate 

everything that happens in ordinary life,” Descartes added, “and often in fights and 

tumults several people say different things at the same time, why should we not allow 

music to imitate even this confusion?” While Descartes’s concordance/agreeability 

dichotomy arose through philosophical concerns, it suited a Baroque age that treasured 

the passions as invaluable pieces of musical experience. “If my countrymen are inferior 

to you in musical science,” he told Ban, “at least they better grasp the frivolities of 

love.”229 

 
228 “Pour la Musique des anciens, je croy qu’elle a eu quelque chose de plus puissant que la 
nostre, non pas pource qu’ilz estoint plus sçavans, mais pource qu’ilz l’estoint moins ... faisoint 
plus par le seule force de l’imagination que ne peuvent faire ceus qui ont corrompu cete force par 
la connoissance de la theorie”; Descartes, 1:101–2. 
229 Descartes’s letter to Ban may be found in Descartes, 3:261–2; most of these translations 
originate from Walker, Studies, 81–110. 
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Here Cohen’s a priori definition of musical science “as distinguished from 

aesthetic principles” does negative historical work. It obscures how original and 

controversial Descartes’s treatment of consonance actually was.230 Premodern scientific 

accounts of sound showed considerable interest in qualities that would be deemed 

aesthetic today. Zarlino and Vincenzo, for all their disagreements, concurred that moving 

the passions through melodies was the purpose of vera musica. Ban, who understood the 

passion though a set of fixed mathematical rules, was Zarlino’s spiritual successor in this 

endeavor. We must also recall that Descartes separated concordance and agreeability in 

reaction to Mersenne’s views on music. Mersenne, in La vérité des sciences of 1625, 

implored philosophers to seek “the most beautiful melody [chant] of all those that can be 

created.” He postulated an “algebra of music,” equivalent to the “cossic art” recently 

developed in mathematics, that might recover the lost melodies of antiquity just as 

mathematicians had begun to recover ancient analytical techniques.231 In Harmonie 

universelle, Mersenne endeavored to practice what he preached. He compiled staggering 

combinatorial tables of intervals with the aim of “composing the best melody of all those 

that can be imagined.”232 Mersenne apparently confided this dream in Descartes. “You 

 
230 Cohen, Quantifying Music, xiv. 
231 “Il faut sçavoir combien il peut y avoir de chants, ou d’airs sur un sujét donné pour pouvoir 
juger quel est le plus beau chant de tous ceus qui se peuvent faire dans le nombre des sons qu’on 
qu’on ne veut pas outre-passer”; Marin Mersenne, La Verité Des Sciences Contre Les Septiques 
Ou Pyrrhoniens (Paris, 1625), 557 Mersenne referenced the “Algebre de la Musique” on p. 561. 
By “cossic” art Mersenne referred to what we think of as algebra today. Note that, as with ancient 
melodies, Mersenne’s knowledge of ancient mathematical analysis was based more in myth than 
historical reality. The best study of this text is Peter Dear, “Marin Mersenne and the Probabilistic 
Roots of ‘Mitigated Scepticism,’” Journal of the History of Philosophy 22, no. 2 (1984): 173–
205. 
232 In proposition VII Mersenne sought to “determiner s’il est poßible de composer le meilleur 
chant de tous ceux qui se peuvent imaginer, & si estant composé il se peut chanter avec toute la 
perfection poßible”; Mersenne, Harmonie, “Livre second des chants,” 103. 
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ask me whether the essence [raison] of beauty can be established,” Descartes wrote 

Mersenne. “This is the same as your previous inquiry as to why one sound is more 

agreeable than another.” Descartes offered little encouragement, concluding that, 

“because judgements of men differ so much, it cannot be said that beauty and agreeability 

have any definite measure.”233 As for the affective powers of music: “I do not know of 

any quality of the consonances that speaks to the passions.”234 Descartes’s point was that 

music pleased the ear and moved the passions, but atomized consonance divorced from 

musical context did not. Aspects of music that are considered subjective, aesthetic, or 

culturally contingent today were not necessarily seen as such in the seventeenth century. 

Descartes’s separation of concordance and agreeability was radical indeed and 

anticipated a reimagining of musical science and its connection to human experiences. 

Far from misunderstanding musical science, Descartes actually legitimized 

agreeability as a genuine element of musical experience. To Zarlino, Kepler, and anyone 

else who viewed sound as numerical species, there could be no disparity between 

agreeability and concordance. The intellect—not ears or tastes—judged musical sounds. 

Agreeable sensations that deviated from mathematical theory were dismissed as illusory, 

the results of unrefined reasoning or clouded judgement. As the next section will explore, 

 
233 “Pour vostre question, sçavoir si on peut establir la raison du beau, c’est tout de mesme que ce 
que vous demandiez auparavant, pourquoy un son est plus agreable que l’autre, sinon que le mot 
de beau semble plus particulierement se rapporter au sens de la veuë. Mais generalement ny le 
beau, ny l’agreable, ne signifie rien qu’un rapport de nostre jugement à l’objet; & pource que les 
jugemens des hommes sont si differens, on ne peut dire que le beau, ny l’agreable, ayent aucune 
mesure determinée”; Descartes, Oeuvres, 1:133; Descartes and Mersenne’s term “raison” could 
be interpreted as “cause,” “reason,” or “ratio.” 
234 “Je ne connois point de qualitez aux consonances qui répondent aux passions”; Descartes, 
1:126. 
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Mersenne made similar attacks on agreeability, asserting that singing and concerts “are 

not the principal end of music” at all.235 But Descartes, ever the gentilhomme, could 

never treat music this way. Its powers to delight and move listeners were what drew him 

to contemplate music in the first place. He did not dream of mathematizing the wide 

variety of Baroque styles, no more than he could join Ban in denying certain musical 

effects because they lacked theoretical bases and varied between listeners. His solution 

was to grant the “ear”—the organ, but also in the figurative sense of an individual’s 

auditory instincts and preferences—agency to judge sound. These auditory judgments 

were unconstrained by physico-mathematical laws. Artists, unfettered by philosophical 

concerns, were free to follow their ears towards the composition of agreeable and 

passionate music. The next century would supply a label for this explicitly un-scientific 

vision of music: fine art. The acoustical paradox, by severing the teleological link 

between mathematics and experience and affording the ear a unique role in the 

interpretation of music, made this possible.236 

3.3. Mersenne’s Harmonie Universelle 

Mersenne could not abide by Descartes’s fractured definition of consonance. Though his 

replies to Descartes are lost, in Harmonie universelle Mersenne strove to reconcile 

concordance and agreeability. He began by compiling a table juxtaposing “simple” or 

 
235 Mersenne, Harmonie, “Livre premier des consonances,” 88. 
236  Later in his career, Descartes maintained that the soul was, ultimately, knowable; his final 
treatise, Les passions de l’âme of 1649, framed the passions as invaluable windows into a soul 
that could neither be objectified nor rationalized. However, music did not factor into this inquiry, 
a striking oversight that revealed how much the acoustical paradox had fundamentally altered the 
dynamic between sound and soul. See Rene Descartes, The Passions of the Soul: Les Passions De 
l’Âme, trans. Stephen H. Voss (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc., 1989). 
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“sweet” (concordant) consonances with those “agreeable to the ear” (figure 3).237 While 

simple intervals obeyed the ordering dictated by the coincidence theory, the table of 

agreeability was drawn from Mersenne’s personal observations. He formulated many 

theories—some ingenious, others ad hoc—to account for discrepancies between the two. 

This was because, as he told Descartes, Mersenne sought the raison of beauty: a theory of 

sound production and reception that explained music rationally and in natural terms, 

without recourse to subjective tastes, unquantifiable passions, or artistic conventions. 

Whereas Descartes supposed that the ancients had mastered music by being less attuned 

to theory, Mersenne saw musical science as the key to recovering the mythical powers 

and effects of ancient songs. That the consonances existed in nature was evident to 

Mersenne in La verité des sciences, and he demanded that all “harmonic philosophers” 

proceed from this unassailable premise.238 In Harmonie universelle, he endeavored to 

transcend individual or cultural biases and discover the singular, universal music given in 

nature. Mersenne thus encountered the same acoustical paradox as Descartes. Unlike his 

friend, Mersenne did not give up without a fight. 

 

 
237 Mersenne, Harmonie, “Livre premier des consonances,” 82. 
238 Mersenne, “Preface générale au lecteur.” 
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Figure 3: Mersenne’s table comparing agreeability (column I) with concordance (column 
II).  Note how the fourth plummets in agreeability compared to concordance. Although 

not shown, Mersenne considered the unison (the interval composed of two identical 
pitches) both the most agreeable and most concordant interval. Source: Harmonie 

universelle, “Livre premier des consonances,” 82. 

 

Mersenne contemplated how concordance and agreeability might be unified. Comparing 

the unison and octave, he made clear that unison “is sweeter, since it unites its sounds 

more often and more easily … the beatings of air unite at each stroke, whereas the 

beatings of the octave unite only at every second stroke; and one will always find in the 

operations of all the senses that what unites the most easily is the sweetest.”239 Mersenne 

then acknowledged the role of taste: “it does not follow that it is the most agreeable; 

although sugar and honey are very sweet, they are not agreeable to those who prefer bitter 

 
239 “Je dis premierement qu’il n’y a nul doute qu’il ne soit plus doux, puis qu’il unit ses sons plus 
souvent & plus aisement, car l’Unison estant d’un à un, tous les battemens de l’air s’unissent à 
chaque coup, au lieu que les battemens de l’Octave ne s’unissent que de deux en deux coups; & 
l’on trouvera toujours dans les operations de tous les sens, que ce qui s’unit le plus aisément est le 
plus doux”; Mersenne, "Livre premier des consonances,” 11. 
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and sour things.” However, he immediately confirmed the agreeability of the unison on 

different grounds: “the unison is more agreeable than the octave because it tickles the ear 

more, and is comprehended more easily by the imagination, which is the principal seat of 

pleasure.”240 He was not deaf to the affective variety and power of polyphony: “if one 

reflects on the concords [accords] which charm the spirit in concerts [polyphony], one 

must admit that one sometimes encounters passages that ravish the listener, which is 

never done so powerfully by the unison.”241 But then again: 

As for those who have risen above everything created, and who have experienced 

a thousand times the distaste received from all the truths of mathematics and 

physics once they have been discovered, from which is found almost no 

satisfaction save the toil endured in searching for them, they receive no 

satisfaction from concerts, and prefer to hear chants in unison to those in many 

parts, for the unison represents to them the state of the blessed, and the perfect 

union of the three divine persons who are the unison of perfect equality.242 

 
240 “Mais il ne s’ensuit pas qu’il soit le plus agreable: car encore que le sucre & le miel soit tres-
doux, il n’est pourtant pas agreable à ceux qui aiment mieux les choses aigres & ameres: c’est 
pourquoy il faut voir se l’Unisson est plus agreable que l’Octave ... Je dis donc secondement qu’il 
semble que l’Unisson est plus agreable que l’Octave, parce qu’il chatoüille davantage l’oreille, & 
qu’il se comprend plus facilement par l’imagination, laquelle este principal siege du plaisir”; 
Mersenne, “Livre premier des consonances,” 11. 
241 “Si l’on fait reflexion sur les accords qui charment l’esprit dans les Concerts, on sera contraint 
d’avoür qu’il se rencontre quelquefois de certains endroits qui ravissent l’auditeur; ce qui ne se 
fait jamais si puissamment par l’Unisson”; Mersenne, “Livre premier des consonances,” 13. 
242 “Quant à ceux qui sont montez au dessus de tout ce qui est creté, & qui ont mille fois 
experimenté le degoust que l’on a de toutes les veritez des Mathematiques, & de la Physique, lors 
qu’elles ont esté trouvees, & dont on ne reçoit quasi nul contentement que dans le labeur que l’on 
souffre en les cherchant, ils ne reçoivent nul contentement des Concerts, & aiment mieux oüir 
chanter à l’Unisson qu’à plusieurs parties, dautant que l’Unisson leur represente le sejour des 
Bien-hereux, & la parfaite union des trois personnes divines qui sont à l’Unisson d’une parfaite 
egalité”; Mersenne, “Livre premier des consonances,” 14. 
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These ideal and quasi-transcendent listeners would hear no difference between 

concordance and agreeability. They preferred not variety but unison and relished the 

simple beauty of monophony over the complex expressions and passions of polyphony. 

Real human listeners, who “judge things not by how they are simplest or most excellent, 

but by how they appeal to their appetites and fancies,” misjudged music. Their differing 

tastes testified to the “fragility and inconstancy of men” and the inability of ordinary 

human senses to ascertain certain knowledge.”243 Mersenne lamented that “the spirit of 

most men is so confined in the body and bound by phantasms that it cannot rise above the 

senses.”244 His quest for a unified theory of consonance forced him to disregard music as 

real people experienced it, including himself. 

How could Mersenne do such a thing? How could he begin his magnum opus on 

musical science by undermining the credibility of the entire enterprise? By accusing 

anyone who enjoyed polyphony of enslavement to the appetites of the senses? As 

Godwin has observed, this passage revealed the guilt of a pious natural philosopher torn 

between the love of music and the love of God.245 Mersenne’s philosophy entailed a kind 

of symmetry between music, arithmetic, geometry, and theology. “Consonances depend 

 
243 “J’estime donc que l’Unisson est plus agreable que les Consonances, & qu’il faut porter 
compassion à la fragilité & inconstance des hommes qui n’ont pas ce sentiment, & qui sont plus 
grand estat de la diversité & de l’inegalité, que de l’unité & de l’égalité, dautant qu’ils ne jugent 
pas des choses parce qu’elles ont de plus simple & de plus excellent, mais par ce qui revient le 
mieux à leur appetit & à leur fantaisie”; Mersenne, “Livre premier des consonances,” 14. 
244 “L’esprit de la plus-part des hommes est tellement renfermé dans le corps, & borné par les 
phantosmes, qu’il ne peut se porter par dessus les sens”; Mersenne, “Livre premier des 
consonances,” 15. 
245 Joscelyn Godwin, The Harmony of the Spheres: The Pythagorean Tradition in Music (Bear & 
Co., 1992), 251. 
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on unison as lines on the point, numbers on the unit, and creatures on God,” he wrote.246 

He was no Neo-Platonist, dismissing Kepler’s geometric theory of consonance and 

harmony of the spheres as nonsense. Still, Mersenne interspersed his writings with 

musings on the intrinsic harmony of nature that resonated with Kepler’s faith that 

geometry (and therefore music) was “coeternal with God.” In what could have been a 

reply to Descartes, Mersenne proclaimed: 

Nature or its movements are nothing but a ravishing harmony, which invites us to 

consider the first source from which it is born, this is to say, a contemplation of 

God, who is the author, and to love him above all else. From this it is easy to 

conclude that the order of the consonances is natural, and that the way in which 

we count, starting from the unit up until the number six, and beyond, is founded in 

nature.247 

Contra Descartes, Mersenne saw the mathematical and sensible dimensions of 

consonance as coextensive. Where Descartes treated agreeability as an artistic concern 

rather than an object of scientific study, Mersenne held that an absolute ordering of 

consonances existed and those who disagreed were simply wrong. Polyphony, much as 

Mersenne personally enjoyed it, did not fit with his vision, for there the whims of taste 

and artistic license reigned supreme. This ideal listener, perhaps, would possess a 

 
246 “Les Consonances dependent de l’Unisson, comme les lignes du point, les nombres de l’unité, 
& les creatures de Dieu”; Mersenne, Harmonie, “Livre premier des consonances,” 15. 
247 “Il semble que la nature ou ses mouvemens ne soient autre chose qu’une ravissante harmonie, 
qui nous invite à considerer la premiere source, dont elle prend sa naissance, c’est à dire à 
contempler Dieu, qui en est l’Autheur, & à l’aymer surtoutes choses. D’où il est aysé de conclure 
que l’ordre des Consonances est naturel, & que la maniere dont nous contons en commençant par 
l;unité jusques au nombre de six, & au delà, est fondée dans la nature”; Mersenne, “Livre 
cinquiesme des instruments à vent,” 251. 
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transparent ear and could apprehend the mathematics of consonance in its pure, 

unadulterated form—“gaze upon beauty bare,” as Edna St. Vincent Millay wrote of 

Euclid. This was Mersenne’s solution to the acoustical paradox. The ideal listener, having 

“risen above everything corporeal,” could bypass the physical/perceptual divide, unify 

concordance and agreeability, and establish a science of music.248 

What pertinence ideal listeners had to real musical experience and practice was 

another matter. The ‘problem of 7’ provided an illustrative example of how Mersenne’s 

musical science flew in the face of contemporary Baroque practice. Even more so than 

the fourth, intervals with 7 (7:5, 7:1, etc.) exhibited great disparity between concordance 

and agreeability; despite their simple ratios, musicians had historically rejected them as 

dissonant. Mersenne speculated that such intervals “may become agreeable if one 

accustoms oneself to hearing and enduring them, and if one use them properly in 

melodies and concerts for moving the passions and other effects absent from ordinary 

[monophonic] music.”249 Witnessing the freer, more expressive use of dissonances 

characteristic of seventeenth-century composition, Mersenne admitted that practice might 

evolve to incorporate intervals with 7 as agreeable. Practice proved that the ear—which 

 
248 Mersenne wrote that “ceux qui s’eslevent par dessus tout ce qui est corporel” would find the 
unison most agreeable; Mersenne, “Livre premier des consonances,” 14. 
249 Puisque le long exercice a coustume de rendre doux & facile ce qui sembloit auparavant rude 
& fascheux, je ne doute nullement que les intervalles dissonans, dont j’ai parlé dans cette 
proposition, à sçavoir les raisons de 7 à 6, & de 8 à 7, qui divisent la Quarte, ne puissent devenir 
agreables, si l’on s’accoustume à les oüir & à les endurer, & que l’on en use comme il faut dans 
les recits & dans les concerts, afin d’emouvoir les passions, & pour plusieurs effets, dont la 
Musique ordinaire est privée"; Mersenne, “Livre premier des consonances,” 89. 
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Mersenne, like Descartes, understood to include habits, tastes, and other mental 

faculties—could learn to accept new sounds as agreeable.250 

The philosophical status of such intervals was more problematic. In the study of 

overtones, Mersenne was first to discern additional petits sons (as he called them) beyond 

the octave, each corresponding to harmonic ratios: the twelfth (3:1), fifteenth (4:1) 

seventeenth (5:1), and nineteenth (6:1) intervals.251 Despite the obvious pattern, 

Mersenne denied that the next overtone was the seventh harmonic (7:1). “Because it is 

neither consonance nor a difference of consonances,” Mersenne argued, “nature, which is 

harmonious, rejects it and prefers to break the sequence of its intervals and melodies 

rather than passing through an interval that is worthless except to harm the ear and 

mind.”252 Mersenne’s full explanation veered into metaphysics. He claimed that “nature 

seeks the octave” and would only admit dissonances after the twenty-second interval 

(8:1, or the third octave) in the overtone sequence “because [nature] considers only the 

solids, without turning to the supersolids and other numbers or quantities called powers in 

algebra, which are in the imagination of men rather than the reality of things” (in plain 

 
250  Habit, along with skill and handiwork, was then seen as a bodily, not mental, capacity—a 
matter of physical training rather than rational thought. The physical theory of sensation implied 
that all aspects of the body, not just the mechanics of sense organs, could play a role in human 
experience, and hence Mersenne treated the acquiring of new habits similarly to the development 
of the ear itself. For more, see Jean-François Gauvin, “Instruments of Knowledge,” in The Oxford 
Handbook of Philosophy in Early Modern Europe, ed. Desmond M. Clarke and Catherine Wilson 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 315–37. 
251 Overtones are ‘little sounds’ heard alongside a given “fundamental” tone. Harmonic partials 
are those overtones whose frequencies are integer multiples of the fundamental. As was to be 
discovered by Sauveur, all vibrating bodies produce harmonic overtones in addition to their 
fundamental tone. For example, a string vibrating at frequency f also vibrates at 2f, 3f, 4f, etc.  
252 “Mais parce qu’elle n’est ni consonance, ni difference des consonances, la nature qui est 
harmonique, la reiette & ayme mieux rompre la suite des ses intervalles & de ses chansons, que 
de passer par un intervalle qui ne vaut rien, que pour blesser l’oreille & l’esprit”; Mersenne, 
Harmonie, “Livre cinquième des instruments à vent,” 251. 
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language, 8 is the first perfect cube after 1 (8 = 23) and thus, in a universe of three 

dimensions, seemed a natural choice for partitioning consonant from dissonant 

overtones).253 While practitioners could grow accustomed to intervals with 7, harmonic 

philosophers had to conclude that the 7:1 interval did not exist as an overtone, and was 

not a natural consonance.  

How should we interpret Mersenne’s observations? The seventh harmonic does 

occur as an overtone, as Sauveur would soon show (see chapter 4). Could Mersenne, 

renowned across Europe for his keen ear, have missed it? More likely, he refused to hear 

it. Mersenne approached musical science not as a human listener but as an ideal listener. 

Ideal listeners, who heard no difference between concordance and agreeability, would 

concur with nature that intervals with 7 were dissonant and had no place in music. 

Mersenne could not believe that a harmonious nature would produce sounds that so 

offended his ear, but his solution entailed (1) an ad hoc, metaphysical left turn convincing 

only to those who already believed it, (2) a disregard of recent developments in 

composition, and (3) a pointblank denial of sensory evidence. As in his polemic against 

polyphony, Mersenne disregarded real musical experience in favor of imagined ideals. 

Mersenne’s part in the Ban correspondence underscored the disparity between 

ideal listeners and contemporary practice. Like Descartes, Mersenne was unimpressed by 

Ban’s theory-laden compositions. Whereas Descartes criticized Ban’s science for stifling 

 
253 “L’on peut donc conclure par l’experience, que la nature cherche l’Octave, & qu’elle ne veut 
pas donner les differences des consonances jusques à ce qu’elle ayt fait la Vingt-deuxiesme, en 
arrivant à l’octonaire, qui luy sert de borne, parce qu’elle considere seulement les solides, sans se 
sourcier des sursolides, & des autres nombres ou quátitez que l’on appelle dignitez dans 
l’Algebra, & qui sont plustost dans l’imagination des hommes”; Mersenne, “Livre cinquième des 
instruments à vent,” 251–3. 
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the passions, Mersenne felt that Ban dwelt too much on expression. “Music and 

consequently airs,” Mersenne wrote to Constantijn Huygens, “are made particularly and 

principally to charm the mind and ear and to let us live our lives with some sweetness 

amidst all the bitterness we encounter.” Mersenne preferred simple songs, monodies, and 

airs such as Constantijn himself composed. These styles “are not made to excite anger 

and many other passions, but to give enjoyment to the minds of the listeners, and 

sometimes to bring them to devotion, as occurs during a church service.”254 It was 

presumably this kind of music that Mersenne’s ideal listener would enjoy. Ban spat back 

in his reply to Mersenne, calling him a “deaf musician” and insisting that “whoever does 

not understand from proportion the unique power of intervals, as I have described, is 

mad.”255 But Ban’s defense—that critics misunderstood his theory—missed Mersenne’s 

point. Ban’s crime was not an overreliance on science, as Descartes insinuated, but his 

insistence that music should move the passions. Mersenne judged music from the 

perspective of an ideal listener. Only compositions that merged concordance and 

agreeability and “charm the mind and ear” equally were considered musical. Passions, 

which varied between listeners and had no basis in physical sound, were distractions from 

a true understanding and enjoyment of music. 

 
254 “Il faut premierement supposer que la musique, et par consequent les airs, sont faicez 
particulierement et principalement pour charmer l’esprit et l’oreille et pour nous faire passer la 
vie avec un peu de douceur parmy les amertumes qui s’y recontrent ... Semblablement les airs ne 
se sont pas pour exciter la cholere, et plusieurs autres passions, mais pour resjouyr l’esprit des 
auditeurs, et quelquefois pour les porters à devotion comme il arrive aux recits que l’on faict dans 
les Eglises durant le service divin”; Marin Mersenne, Correspondance du P. Marin Mersenne, ed. 
Bernard Rochot, Cornelis de Waard, and Marie Paul Tannery (Paris: Centre national de la 
recherche scientifique, 1932), 10:237; Walker has brilliantly analyzed these quotes and the 
surrounding controversy in Walker, Studies, 106–7. 
255 Mersenne, Correspondance du P. Marin Mersenne, 7:206; translation in Walker, Studies, 82. 
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This recurring clash between real and idealized experiences shook the foundation 

of Mersenne’s musical science. His yearning to understand beauty in precise 

mathematical terms had no place in a world in which music was sound and sound was 

physical stimuli of subjective, fallible eardrums. His renunciation of music’s passionate 

affects flew in the face of contemporary practical trends. Mersenne’s polemic on the ideal 

listener read like an apology, assuring readers that one could by transcend ordinary 

experience, circumvent the physical/perceptual chasm of the acoustical paradox, and 

achieve a complete musical science. This was the true meaning behind this well-known 

corollary from Harmonie: 

Sound can shed more light on Philosophy than any other quality. This is why the 

science of music must not be neglected, even if singing and concerts were entirely 

abolished and forbidden, for they are not the principal end of music as 

practitioners, who despise or ignore reason, believe. In fact, if the knowledge of 

sounds and their proportions can grant us access to the proportions of objects of 

the eye, of smell, and of taste, there is not a gentleman who does not prefer this 

knowledge over all the songs and concerts that could be made following the rules 

of art.256 

 
256 “Les sons peuvent apporter plus de lumiere à la Philosophie que nulle autre qualité; c’est 
pourquoy la science de la Musique ne doit pas estre negligee, quoy que les chants & les concerts 
fussent entierement abolis & defendus; car ils ne sont pas la principale fin de la Musique, cóme 
croyent les Praticiens, qui mesprisent, ou ignorent la raison. En effet si la cónoissance des sons & 
de leur proportion nous peut donner l’entree aux proportions des objets de l’oeil, de l’odorat & du 
goust, il n’y a point d’honneste homme qui ne prefere cette connoissance à tous les chants, & à 
tous les cócerts qui peuvent estre faits suivát les regles de l’art”; Mersenne, Harmonie, “Livre 
premier des consonances,” 88. 
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Seeking to save music’s scientific status, Mersenne relegated not just polyphony but all 

effects of musical experience to artists who “despise or ignore reason.” The ideal listener 

would prefer philosophical knowledge over anything “that could be made following the 

rules of art.” Thus, whereas Descartes saved agreeability by carving out epistemological 

space beyond the reach of science, Mersenne delegitimized any feelings or experiences 

that deviated from his imagined ideals. After all, Mersenne’s whole point was that no 

such ideal listener could ever exist. Real tastes, passions, and effects of sound were 

pushed out of Mersenne’s science. 

3.4. Huygens’s Musical Science 

It fell to Christiaan Huygens to suggest a way out of the acoustical paradox. Both 

Descartes and Mersenne had nothing but praise for the young Huygens. During the Ban 

correspondence, Descartes advised Constantijn that his son’s musical abilities “might 

show up both Ban and myself, and prove that we have understood nothing, for our 

reasoning is neither mathematical, nor physical, but only moral.”257 Mersenne added that 

Christiaan’s budding mathematical talents “will one day surpass Archimedes.”258 The 

capacities Descartes and Mersenne chose to celebrate in Huygens spoke to their divergent 

 
257 “Et si M. vostre second fils se veut exercer en cete matiere, il en peut avoir occasion en nous 
reprenant Bannius et moy et mostrant que nous n’y avons rien entendu ny l’un ny l’autre. Car nos 
raisons n’estant ny mathematiques ny physiques mais seulement morales, comme i’ay dit là, il est 
aysé d’en trouver d’autres qui leur soient contraires”; Christiaan Huygens, Oeuvres Complètes de 
Christiaan Huygens, ed. D. Bierens de Haan and Johan Adriaan Vollgraff (The Hague: Martinus 
Nijhoff, 1888), “Supplément à la correspondance” to vol. 12, 53; see also Tito M. Tonietti, And 
Yet It Is Heard: Musical, Multilingual and Multicultural History of the Mathematical Sciences 
(Springer, 2014), 2:211. 
258 “Je ne croy pas s’il continue, qu’il ne surpasse quelque jour Archimede”; Huygens, O. C., 
1:47. 
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attitudes towards music and the contributions each hoped he would make. Descartes, who 

saw music as a matter of subjective aesthetic experiences, lauded Huygens’s keen ear and 

sound judgment. Mersenne, who treated music as mathematical, saw in Huygens a 

promising candidate for the “new Archimedes” prophesized in La verité des sciences—

someone who could “guide mathematics to its former perfection” lost since antiquity.259 

Both were partially correct. 

Huygens’s musical science is best understood as a unity of opposites. He had no 

patience for Mersenne’s ideal listener, but neither did he accept Descartes’s view of 

agreeability as purely subjective. He never doubted that musical proportions were 

absolute and given in nature. But he also nurtured an Aristoxenian belief that the nature 

of music resided in sound rather than abstract number. Huygens described just intervals 

as “pure and “perfect” but devoted his musical studies towards developing a 31-tone 

tempered scale aimed at circumventing those intervals. He reckoned this temperament the 

“true” tuning.260 While maintaining that “men all over the world sing the same consonant 

intervals,” Huygens admitted that “not all tastes agree absolutely with this judgment” and 

that mathematics could not resolve disparities of individual preferences.261 Thus, like 

Descartes and Mersenne before him, Huygens confronted the acoustical paradox and was 

forced to question the basic validity of musical science. While never doubting the 

 
259 “Plaise à Dieu de nous faire renaistre en ce siecle quelques nouveaux Archimedes, qui 
conduisent les Mathematiques jusques à leur derniere perfection”; Mersenne, La Verité Des 
Sciences, 750. 
260 Huygens, O. C., 20:113. 
261 “On peut examiner la preference des autres consonances suivant ces mesmes regles et il est 
utile de connoistre ces degrez de bontè quoy qu’il soit vray que tous les gouts ne s’accordent pas 
tout a fait en ce jugement”; Huygens, 20:36. 
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mechanico-corpuscular models of sensation, Huygens knew that the resulting 

estrangement between the sense organs and the soul precluded a complete theory of 

perception. His solution to the paradox was to invert the epistemological hierarchy 

between musical science and practice, such that science relied on practice—on real 

melodies that pleased real, human listeners—for its meaning. Huygens offered a new 

kind of musical science that eschewed philosophical speculation in favor of usefulness 

towards practice. He sought not a raison of beauty but an understanding of sounds that 

listeners considered beautiful. 

What fascinated Huygens about musical sound was not so much its physico-

mathematical properties as how it operated on a more minute and subtle level than natural 

philosophy seemed equipped to discover. In his Traité de la lumière, Huygens defined 

the “true [Cartesian] philosophy” as the one that “understands the causes of all natural 

effects on mechanical grounds.” He added: “this must be done, in my opinion, or else we 

abandon all hope of comprehending anything in physics.”262 Sound was no exception. 

Though not discussing sound in the Traité, Huygens’s private notes affirmed the 

mechanico-corpuscular model of sound and arranged the consonances based on 

Mersenne’s table of concordance. He worked to resolve discrepancies between 

concordance and agreeability, attributing, for example, the agreeability of the major third 

to the total pulsations generated by the third’s fundamental tone and its overtones. The 

following passage was typical: 

 
262 “Dans la vraye Philosophie dans laquelle on conçoit la cause de tous les effets naturels par des 
raisons de mechanique. Ce qu’il faut faire à mon avis, ou bien renoncer à toute esperance de 
jamais rien comprendre dans la Physique”; “Traité de la lumière,” in Huygens, 19:461. 
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When we examine the tremblings of strings (I believe [Vincenzo] Galilei was the 

first) we find that their returns are more frequent according to whether they are 

shorter and that the numbers of vibrations are precisely in the inverse ratio of their 

lengths. I always hear strings similarly when they are equally tense, such as when 

we hang from them equal weights. Thus, that which is half as long as another 

makes 2 tremblings while the other makes only one. That which is as 2 to 3 makes 

3 tremblings while the other makes 2. And so on for the other consonances. For it 

is those with lengths as number to number that come to beat the air together in 

regular intervals by mixing together two beats in the same manner for each 

reprise; it is this orderly percussion of the air that, acting on our ears, produces the 

pleasure of the consonances. 

Huygens concluded with this intriguing claim: 

It is certainly not the case, however, that the mind can discern these pulsations or 

contemplate their commensurability, for no reasoning intervenes, but rather it 

finds them agreeable just as the sense of smell perceives the sweetness of 

perfumes. And I believe that it would be futile to further try to seek the cause of 

these pleasures.263 

 
263 “Quand on examine les tremblements des chordes ce que je pense que Galilee a fait le 
premier], on trouve que leurs retours sont plus frequents, selon qu’elles sont plus courtes et que 
les nombres des vibrations sont precisement dans la raison converse de leurs longueurs. J’entens 
tous jours parler de chordes pareilles en tout et egalement tendues comme quand on y pend des 
poids egaux. Ainsi celle qui est la moitiè aussi longue qu’une autre fait 2 tremblements pendant 
que l’autre n’en fait qu’un. Celle qui est comme 2 a 3 fait 3 tremblements pendant le temps que 
l’autre en fait 2. et ainsi des autres consonances. Et parce que cela fait que celles qui ont leur 
longueur comme nombre a nombre vienent a frapper l’air ensemble par intervalles reglez en y 
meslant entre deux des battemens confus mais de mesme facon a chaque reprise; c’est cette 
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This was the clearest recognition from any philosopher of the estrangement between 

sound and soul brought about by the acoustical paradox. While Huygens had no problem 

explaining light or sound in mechanistic terms, music was another matter. By declaring 

that “no reasoning intervenes” in experiences of agreeability, Huygens repudiated 

Mersenne’s ideal listener and any possibility of discovering the raison of beauty. He 

instead took after Descartes by treating hearing as a corporeal process governed by taste 

rather than reason—more akin to smell than vision. This was not a statement on the 

fallibility of human hearing. Huygens described the ear as a Godly mechanism, a 

“marvel” whose “subtlety in the fine discernment of different sounds” proved that 

experiences of music were “not the production of chance or the accidental stirring of 

materials, but rather of a supreme and incomprehensible intelligence and power.”264 In 

short, physico-mathematical science lacked the tools to explore the causes of agreeability. 

While not hopelessly subjective as Descartes had believed, musical experience was 

divinely ordained by an incomprehensible power. Its cause lay beyond the reach of the 

“true philosophy.” 

 
percussion ordonnée de l’air, qui, agissant dans nostre oreille produit le plaisir des consonances. 
non pas toutefois que l’esprit puisse aucunement compter ni discerner ces battemens ni 
contempler leur commensurabilité, car il n’y intervient aucun raisonnement, mais il les trouve 
agreables de mesme que l’odorast goute la douceur des parfums, et que les autres sens se plaisent 
à d’autres objects qui les peuvent toucher. Et je croy que ce seroit en vain de vouloir chercher la 
cause de ces plaisirs plus loin.” See Huygens, 19:364. 
264 Comparing vision and hearing, Huygens wrote that vision “surpasse de beaucoup celuy du 
sens de l’ouie qui est produit par un semblable ebranslement successif de l’air quoique ce sens 
soit encore plein de merveille soit que l’on regarde ou sa structure ou sa subtilitè dans le 
discernement si fin des sons differents, ou son utilitè en ce qui regarde le parole ou le plaisir qu’il 
donne par l’harmonie. Certainement et les instruments et la maniere de les faire agir et le parfait 
raport à leur fin dans l’un et l’autre de ces sens marquent tres evidemment que ce ne sont pas des 
productions du hazard ou de la matiere fortuitement remuée, mais d’une intelligence et puissance 
supreme et incomprehensible”; Huygens, 13:798–9. 
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Huygens’s thoughts on composition reinforced his stance that music should not be 

reduced to science. In a manuscript written from 1671 to 1674, Huygens performed a 

detailed analysis of ancient and modern music theorists. Like Mersenne, he bemoaned the 

Baroque trend of technical, expressive compositions. He begged composers to “not 

embrace those melodies that are artificial and difficult to invent, but rather those that 

affect the ear most.” In assessing the contrapuntal styles that had gained prevalence in the 

past century, he asked: “what do these accurately observed imitations, such as fugues, 

matter to me, if without them the melody becomes more free and gracious?” Here 

Huygens slipped in a double meaning. A fugue was, by definition, imitative music: it 

involved a lead voice accompanied by secondary voices imitating the main theme with 

various transpositions or inversions. However, Huygens also disparaged fugues as 

artificial imitations of natural music, the epitome of the Baroque era’s trend towards 

elaborate counterpoint at the expense of traditional melodic motion. “Artists say they are 

delighted by [fugues],” he added, “not so much affected by the sweet harmony as by the 

consideration of an artificial composition, and thus they misunderstand music, the aim of 

which is to delight the ear through sound we perceive, not the contemplation of art.” 

Huygens preferred simple songs, monodies, and airs, such as were composed by his 

father. This music would gratify but not strain listeners, appeal to laymen, artists, and 

philosophers alike, and bypass the intellect to please the ear. Whereas dissonant and 

contrapuntal fugues were artificial, simple airs were natural. Just as one could never 
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“contemplate the commensurability” of sounds, so too did the “contemplation of art” 

hinder natural, pleasing melodies.265 

 Indeed, Huygens depicted music as an almost anti-intellectual process. He 

continued his notes: “art that does not please us or move our nature should, as Cicero 

says, be deemed a failure. For this reason, musicians must not consider their rules to be 

axioms of geometry but should, rather, allow many exceptions.” Those who “cling 

tenaciously to rules,” he added, “have no right to judge harmony.” Here Huygens 

disavowed Mersenne’s belief in an algebra of music that could generate the most 

beautiful melody mathematically possible. He beseeched musicians to obey one core 

tenet: “to bring pleasure to the ears before embarking on any examination of artifice.”266 

In some ways, Huygens’s critique of modern music theory echoed Vincenzo’s savaging 

of the senario. Both saw aural experience as the primary object of music and felt that 

abstract, algorithmic approaches to composition distorted music’s natural affectations. 

Both even invoked the fugue as a singular example of unnatural and displeasing music 

(Vincenzo’s own fugues notwithstanding). Unlike Vincenzo, Huygens could not assume 

that musical science and practice could neatly converge into a coherent artisanal 

 
265 “Vellem etiam ut non quae artificiosissima sunt et inventu difficilia sectarentur melopoei 
nostri sed quae aures maximè afficerent. Quid enim mihi cum imitationibus accurate servatis, 
quas fugas vocant, quid cum duplicibus, si absque his ut liberior ita et gratior efficitur melopoeia. 
Artifices istis se delectari dicunt, non tam dulcedine concentus affectos quam consideratione 
artificiosae compositionis; qui non recte hoc pacto melopoeam aestimant, cujus finis est delectare 
sono quem auribus percipimus, non contemplatione artis”; Huygens, 20:125. 
266 “Ars autem nisi naturam moveat ac delectet nihil sane egisse videatur, ut Cicero inquit ... 
Quamobrem nec praeceptis ita considere debent ac si geometriae axiomata essent, sed multas 
exceptiones dari existiment semperque fixum illud teneant, propositum delectationem adferre 
auribus prius quam artis examen instituatur”; Huygens, 20:125–6; both Cohen and Tonietti have 
analyzed this passage; see Cohen, Quantifying Music, 225; Tonietti, And Yet It Is Heard, 2:204. 
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epistemology. The acoustical paradox had undermined this foundational premise of 

traditional musical science. Forced to choose between scientific sounds and pleasing 

sounds, Huygens took the opposite path from Mersenne. He subordinated science to 

practice and defined “natural” music as neither abstract ratios, nor patterns of pulsation 

upon eardrums, nor judgments of an ideal listener. Natural music, to Huygens, was 

pleasing and affective melodies as experienced by humans. 

Huygens’s only published musical treatise, the Lettre touchant le cycle 

harmonique (1691), exhibited this reconfigured dynamic between science and practice. 

The “harmonic cycle,” as Huygens called his 31-tone temperament, was his most 

enduring contribution to music theory. Its purpose was to approximate a different 

tempered system: meantone temperament, which tempered fifths and fourths while 

preserving pure thirds. While he maintained that justly tuned consonances were “perfect” 

and “pure,” Huygens declared meantone temperament to be “more abundant in concords 

[accords] and more befitting the nature of melody” than any system of pure intervals 

devised by the ancients or Zarlino. Such tunings might have sufficed for medieval 

monophony, but modern polyphony demanded temperament. These ancient systems 

would be made obsolete by Huygens’s harmonic cycle.267 Meantone was the “true” 

tuning because it captured the subtle flavoring of intervals with 7, or that “something 

more plaintive and tender … and also something sad” of certain keys and cadences.268 

 
267 “C’est aussi ce Temperament qui a fait negliger avec raison tous les divers systemes et 
divisions du monochorde des anciens, la plupart absurdes et inpracticables; et qui rend nostre 
systeme plus abondant en accords et plus selon la nature du chant, que n’estoient ceux la”; 
Huygens, O. C., 20:155–56. 
268 Huygens spoke of “quelque chose de plus tendre et plus plaintif”; Huygens, 20:74. He referred 
to the “vray temperament” on 115. 
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However, because its irregular tempering generated unequal distances between notes, 

meantone was incapable of modulation, impractical for many instruments, and impossible 

on keyboards. Huygens devised his harmonic cycle to emulate the audible effects of 

meantone while rendering it (with the aid of a movable, split-key keyboard of his own 

design) feasible on the harpsichord. This system, Huygens claimed, originated from “the 

first principle of this science [of music], which is to determine the tones that are observed 

in singing and in the construction of instruments.” It thus captured the “essence of 

harmony” [raison harmonique].269 Both accord and raison were smoothly redefined from 

their usages in the Descartes/Mersenne correspondence. Accord meant “consonances” in 

general rather than the narrow mathematical concept of concordance. Raison designated 

not a physico-mathematical cause of beauty but that beauty itself—the ineffable 

“essence” all musicians strove to capture. Mathematics could facilitate this pursuit, as 

Huygens stressed when he deployed logarithms in calculating his harmonic cycle. 

However, it remained for the musician to employ this temperament and produce the 

pleasing melodies that were the raison of music. Huygens’s musical science was thus 

anchored in musical practice. 

Huygens’s views on the nature of music were on display in his final, most 

philosophical work, Cosmotheoros. Here he forwent his usual abstruse musical-

mathematical calculations and embarked on a speculative voyage of the universe, seeking 

 
269 “Je vous envoie comme j’avois promis, ma remarque en matiere de Musique. Elle regarde le 
premier fondement de cette science, scavoir la determination des Tons que l’on observe dans le 
Chant et dans le fabrique des Instruments qui servent a l’harmonie”; Huygens, 20:153. “Raison 
harmonique” is on 157. 
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“probable conjectures” on the possibility of life on other planets.270 As Frédérique Aït-

Touati has noted, speculation should not be conflated with fiction, for Huygens claimed 

to derive his theories through reason and observation rather than imagination.271 

Mathematics stood tall as Huygens’s bastion of certainty. He described geometry as a 

science of “singular worth and dignity,” which ascertained “a full comprehension and 

infallible certainty of truth.”272 So too with music: 

It is the same with music as with geometry, it is everywhere immutably the same, 

and always will be so. For all harmony consists in concord, and concord is all the 

world over fixed according to the same invariable measure and proportion … 

Very credible authors report, that there is a sort of bird in America, that can 

plainly sing in order six musical notes: whence it follows that the laws of music 

are unchangeably fixed by nature, and therefore the same reason holds valid for 

[the planetarians’] music, as we have now proposed for their geometry.273 

The same reasoning that moved Huygens to marvel at the “incomprehensible 

intelligence” behind the design of the ear convinced him that such design could not be the 

privilege of humans alone. The example of the bird proved that the capacity to take 

pleasure in music (even without a rational soul) existed in nature. By the same logic, 

Huygens speculated that the planetarians would naturally advance from monophony to 

 
270 Christiaan Huygens, The Celestial Worlds Discover’d: Or, Conjectures Concerning the 
Inhabitants, Plants and Productions of the Worlds in the Planets, trans. Unknown (London: 
Printed for Timothy Childe, 1698), 4. 
271 Frédérique Aït-Touati, Fictions of the Cosmos: Science and Literature in the Seventeenth 
Century, trans. Susan Emanuel (Chicago; London: University Of Chicago Press, 2011), 95–129. 
272 Huygens, The Celestial Worlds Discover’d, 84. 
273 I have modernized the English translation. See Huygens, 1:84–7. 
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polyphony, sense the limits of just intonation in expressing that polyphony, and develop 

temperament in a manner analogous to his invention of the harmonic cycle. 

Temperament, and musical practice generally, existed in nature—a novel philosophical 

argument. Thus, when Huygens declared that music was “everywhere immutably the 

same,” he meant its perfect proportions but also its effects on listeners. A philosophical 

account of music could neither disregard agreeability, as Descartes had done, nor idealize 

it, à la Mersenne. On the contrary, Huygens made agreeability the epistemological focal 

point of music, both scientific and artistic. Any sounds that failed to please real listeners 

could not properly be called “music.” 

Huygens brought seventeenth-century musical science to its apex, albeit not in the 

way Descartes or Mersenne predicted. His analysis of sound and tuning systems 

surpassed that of his predecessors, while his practical writings evidenced an aesthetic 

discernment that resisted reduction to mathematics or philosophy. The physico-

mathematical theories of sound, coupled with the subjective and irrational nature of 

agreeability, meant that no absolute causal explanation of musical experience was 

possible. In a mechanical universe, wherein all sensation was bodily and the rational soul 

was locked away, the ear possessed the ultimate agency to judge music. Huygens 

concluded that a new natural philosophical account of music was needed, one in which 

the practice of pleasing and moving listeners through melodies was every bit as natural as 

the perfect consonant ratios that historically formed the ontological basis of music. 

Musical science, in turn, had an obligation to facilitate—but never subvert—this aim of 

pleasing the ear; the dissonant imitations of fugues exemplified how displeasing and 
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unnatural music could become when mathematical rules encroached upon aesthetic 

domains in which they had no place. In short, Huygens demarcated the limits of physico-

mathematics as a tool of analysis in natural philosophy, while also granting mathematics 

more power by defining its new domain. His response to the acoustical paradox was to 

carve out distinct but equal space for mathematics and aesthetics in music. The 

physical/perceptual chasm remained unbridged, with Huygens emphasizing the crucial, 

and increasingly separate, roles of musical science and practice. This separation marked a 

key turning point in the histories of music and science. 

4. Conclusion 

This thesis of an acoustical paradox entails the irreducibility of music to physics and 

mathematics. As in optics, the physicalization of sound and hearing nullified scholastic 

notions of species and broke the teleological causal link between sensible phenomena and 

human observer. Unlike in optics, the acoustical paradox disrupted traditional 

assumptions regarding passions, the soul, and the relationship between science and 

practice. Descartes was so annoyed by fruitless efforts to rationalize beauty that he broke 

consonance into concordance and agreeability, declaring the latter a matter of individual 

tastes and impervious to philosophy. Mersenne, determined to piece consonance back 

together again, imagined an ideal listener who could reconcile concordance and 

agreeability by only transcending corporeal limitations and experiences. Finally, when 

Huygens concluded that “no reasoning intervenes” in the process of hearing, it was clear 

that Kepler’s fears from Harmonices mundi had come to pass. Realizing the impossibility 

of explaining agreeability within the “true philosophy,” Huygens resisted treating music 
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as sensible mathematics. He devised a temperament that was natural and “true” because it 

forwent perfect, harmonious intervals in order to please and move real listeners. 

Descartes and Huygens (more so than Mersenne) envisioned a new science of sound in 

service to music, which they understood in terms of its effects on listeners rather than 

universal mathematical principles. They did this not to bury music but to save it. By 

unshackling agreeability from mathematical natural philosophy, Descartes and Huygens 

freed composers of the Baroque era to explore music’s passionate and expressive effects 

on real human listeners. 

In this chapter I have explained how seventeenth-century arts and sciences began 

to carve out their respective epistemic domains. By estranging sound from the soul, the 

acoustical paradox snuffed out Vincenzo’s dream of an all-encompassing musical 

artisanal epistemology. Music, broadly construed, drifted away from the mathematical 

sciences and towards the practiced arts. Musical science persisted, but its focus shifted 

from philosophical speculation and towards a mixed mathematical study of sounds, 

tuning systems, and vibrational mechanics for the benefit of practicing musicians. Certain 

kinds of sensations—those that could be quantified and mechanized—were singled out as 

scientifically meaningful, while agreeability, tastes, and passions were reserved for art 

and aesthetics. Beauty became the prerogative of artists, whose ears and tastes could not 

be reduced to mathematical laws. Suffice it to say that musical science at the end of the 

century was a pale shadow of traditional conceptions of musica scientia. As we will see 

in the next chapter, this new science, which studied sound without passing judgment on 

musical experience, would soon be christened acoustics. Musical practice, which in 
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subsequent decades reached heights of emotional expressivity once unthinkable, would 

become a fine art. In the Enlightenment, attempts were made to resolve the acoustical 

paradox, explain aesthetics in rational, scientific terms, and pull music and science back 

together. However, the newly established scientific in/validity of music was now on the 

defensive. Music never fully regained its once-unassailable scientific status. 
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IV. Two New Sciences: Acoustics and Harmony as Competing Models for a Physico-

Mathematical Science of Sound 

 

We know that our senses are deceptive. Nevertheless, we swear by only them, 

examine nothing, and always decide by provision. We take the product for the 

generator, the effect for the cause, until finally everything is in disarray. Will we 

never open our eyes? Will I be able to disabuse them? Let us try; what do I risk? 

-Jean-Philippe Rameau, 1755274 

 

1. Introduction: Sauveur and Rameau 

At the dawn of the Enlightenment, two new sciences of sound appeared. The first was 

acoustics, established in 1701 by the mathematician and engineer Joseph Sauveur (1653–

1716). The second was harmony, propounded by the composer and music theorist Jean-

Philippe Rameau (1683–1764). These sciences were as different as their respective 

founders. Sauveur described acoustics as a physico-mathematical science of sound 

wholly distinct from previous traditions of musical science. It dealt with mathematics of 

tuning systems, mechanics of vibration, and physics of sound waves. Rameau’s harmony, 

 
274 “On sait que nos sens sont trompeurs, cependant on ne jure que par eux, on n’éxamine rien, & 
l’on décide toujours par provision, on prend le produit pour le générateur, l’effet pour la cause, 
enfin tout est bouleversé: n’ouvrira-t-on jamais les yeux, ne pourai je les désiller? essayons, que 
risquai-je?”; Jean-Philippe Rameau, Erreurs sur la musique dans l’Encyclopédie (Paris: Sebastien 
Jorry; Pont S. Michel, 1755), 51–2; Jean-Philippe Rameau, The Complete Theoretical Writings of 
Jean-Philippe Rameau, ed. Erwin R. Jacobi (Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1967), 
5:222–3. 
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in contrast, was framed as a new science of composition, one that supplanted the 

haphazard rules used by previous composers with fixed laws drawn from a single 

mathematical principle. Initially conceiving harmony as a mixed mathematical discipline, 

Rameau later incorporated several of Sauveur’s key discoveries on the physics of 

vibration and reimagined harmony as a full-fledged physico-mathematical science of 

music. Sauveur’s contributions, his influence on Rameau, and Rameau’s impact on music 

theory have been well documented by musicologists. Most have treated acoustics as the 

natural outcome of the seventeenth-century “quantification” of music and depicted 

harmony as the application of certain principles of acoustics towards music theory.275 

This narrative, however, has obscured the novel and sometimes contradictory attitudes 

Sauveur and Rameau brought to their sciences. Sauveur’s acoustics was by no means a 

straightforward extension of earlier musical sciences, and Rameau’s harmony was not 

Sauveur’s inevitable or self-evident successor. On the contrary, Sauveur and Rameau 

offered radically different solutions to the acoustical paradox and diametrically opposed 

conceptions of what the “science of sound” should entail. 

 
275 For studies on Sauveur, see Robert Eugene Maxham, “The Contributions of Joseph Sauveur 
(1653–1716) to Acoustics” (Ph.D. diss., University of Rochester, 1976); Joseph Sauveur, 
Collected Writings on Musical Acoustics, ed. Rudolf Rasch (Houten: The Diapason Press, 1984); 
Joseph Sauveur, Joseph Sauveur’s “Treatise on the Theory of Music”: A Study, Diplomatic 
Transcription and Annotated Translation, ed. and trans. Richard Semmens, 11 (London, Ontario: 
University of Western Ontario, Dept. of Music History, 1987). Gouk offered a “reassessment” of 
Sauveur, in which she claimed that his work “had been anticipated in almost every respect” and 
followed directly from the rise of “modern science.” See Penelope Gouk, “Music and the 
Sciences,” in The Cambridge History of Seventeenth-Century Music, ed. Tim Carter and John 
Butt (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 154. I have previously written 
on Sauveur, in Adam Fix, “A Science Superior to Music: Joseph Sauveur and the Estrangement 
between Music and Acoustics,” Physics in Perspective 17, no. 3 (2015): 173–97. For Rameau, 
see Christensen’s masterful intellectual biography; Christensen, Rameau and Musical Thought. 
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In this chapter I juxtapose acoustics and harmony while gauging Sauveur’s and 

Rameau’s aims in formulating their respective sciences. I first analyze Sauveur’s early 

treatises and manuscripts on acoustics and contrast them with earlier scientific writings 

on music. The central questions here are: why did Sauveur label his science “acoustics” 

rather than “music”? What perspectives did Sauveur bring to the science of sound that 

previous schools of “musical” science overlooked? I focus on how this new perspective 

allowed Sauveur to address once-insoluble problems in musical science and argue that 

Sauveur envisioned acoustics as a fundamentally different discipline from previous forms 

of musical science. I then consider Rameau’s development of harmony, especially its 

evolution from mixed mathematics to a physico-mathematical science of music. From 

this point onwards, I use “harmony” in the specific sense that Rameau understood it, 

rather than the term’s more general usage as any kind of relationship between 

simultaneously sounding notes. I seek to highlight Rameau’s role as the preeminent 

Cartesian-Newtonian Enlightenment philosopher of music and contrasts his and 

Sauveur’s perspectives on the place of music in natural philosophy. Here I focus on 

Sauveur and Rameau’s scientific ideas and achievements; the artistic musical context of 

their time will be considered in the next chapter. 

The crucial difference between Sauveur and Rameau lay in how each treated the 

human listener. In his Système général des intervalles de sons of 1701, Sauveur observed 

how previous theorists “were content to make do with a system of music that others 

gradually modified accordingly as tastes in music changed.” Seeking physico-

mathematical principles of sound that would hold true regardless of ever-fluctuating 
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tastes, Sauveur deemed acoustics “a science superior to music … that has for its object 

sound in general, whereas music has for its object sound insofar as it is agreeable to the 

ear.”276 Unlike musicians, who concerned themselves with how sound pleased listeners or 

affected their passions, the acoustician made no such judgment. As we saw in chapter 3, 

Huygens located the nature of music in aural experiences and showed how a 

mathematician might aid musicians in articulating this nature through practice. He 

emulated Vincenzo’s Aristoxenian approach but recognized that scientific and artistic 

facets of music could no longer be unproblematically synthesized. Sauveur took 

Huygens’s scientific-artistic distinction for granted and sought a new science of sounds 

that could facilitate musical practice without relying on music for its theoretical bases. In 

his acoustics, Sauveur distinguished the phenomenon of sound from the experience of 

sound and banished human perceptions of music from his science altogether. 

Rameau opened his 1722 Traité de l’harmonie with a similar complaint. 

“However much progress music may have made until our time,” he lamented, “it appears 

that the more sensitive the ear has become to the marvelous effects of this art, the less 

inquisitive the mind has been about its true principles. One might say that reason has lost 

its rights, while experience has acquired a certain authority.”277 Like Sauveur, Rameau 

 
276 “Ils se sont contentez de faire par raport à cela, des Systêmes de Musique, que d’autres ont peu 
à peu changez, à proportion que le goût de la Musique changeoit ... J’ay donc crû qu’il y avoit 
une science superieure à la Musique, que j’ay appellé Acoustique, qui a pour objet le Son en 
general, au lieu que la Musique a pour objet le Son entant qu’il est agréable à l’oüie”; “Système 
général,” in Sauveur, Collected Writings, 99. While one of my core arguments will be that 
acoustics was a distinct science from the traditional “science of music,” I also include acoustics 
within the broad category of “musical sciences” as defined in the introduction. In this chapter, 
“acoustics” and “music” should be understood as different categories. 
277 Rameau, Treatise on Harmony, xxxiii. I use Gossett’s translation of this work, though other 
quotes from Rameau will be my translation. 
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encountered a musical world ruled by subjective judgments and seemingly arbitrary 

tastes. He envisioned his science as a burst of scientific clarity upon a previously obscure 

and imprecise subject. Unlike Sauveur, Rameau declared music, not acoustics, the true 

“science of sounds.” As Christensen has pointed out, Rameau noticed the tremendous 

social and intellectual prestige surrounding the new sciences of the era and wished to 

secure for music a place at the scientific table. However, Rameau’s appeals to the 

“scientific” nature of harmony were no mere rhetorical ploy. Though his theory of 

harmony principally dealt with how to arrange consonances into chords and chord 

structures, Rameau maintained that “a knowledge of harmony is sufficient for a complete 

understanding of all the properties of music.”278 This included both the pleasure of 

consonances and the expressive effects of musical compositions on the human passions. 

Upon discovering how the physics of vibrating bodies, or corps sonores, seemed to 

supply a physical basis for his mathematical theory, Rameau gleefully proclaimed that 

harmony was founded on a natural principle “incomparable in its evidence, riches, and 

superiority which it takes from nature itself.”279 Hence, whereas Sauveur circumvented 

the acoustical paradox by excising the listener from acoustics altogether, Rameau sought 

to resolve the paradox once and for all by proposing, in effect, a mathematical natural 

philosophy of aesthetics. He envisioned a science of sound fundamentally different from 

Sauveur’s acoustics. 

 
278 Rameau, 3. 
279 “Au principe que j’ai trouvé & reconnu pour la base de mon Art, on puisse en opposer aucun 
qui lui soit comparable par son évidence, par sa richesse, & par sa supériorité qu’il tient de la 
nature même”; Rameau, Nouvelles Réflexions, 65–66; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 5:131–2. 
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The central question Sauveur and Rameau pursued was whether musical concepts 

had any proper place in the scientific study of sound. Sauveur’s work has been seen as an 

inevitable and self-evident extension of physico-mathematical musical science in the 

scientific revolution. On the other hand, Rameau’s appeals to Newtonian science have 

often been dismissed as opportunistic rhetoric with little serious scientific content. This 

juxtaposition of Sauveur and Rameau accentuates an existential problem that preoccupied 

the musical sciences in the aftermath of the scientific revolution. Beginning with 

Vincenzo and Zarlino’s debate in the 1580s, musical science sought to understand not 

just sounds in isolation, but the myriad emotions and expressions engendered by musical 

compositions. Vincenzo’s music resembled an artisanal epistemology in which the 

rational and sensible facets of music were united and directed towards the composition of 

“true music.” In the seventeenth century, natural philosophers began to doubt whether 

musical experiences were knowable. The acoustical paradox undermined the possibility 

of musical artisanal epistemology by severing the link between mathematical reason and 

musical perception. Sauveur’s acoustics and Rameau’s harmony, while similar in their 

physico-mathematical bases, represented incompatible views as to which musical 

experiences could be known scientifically and which should be treated as matters of 

imagination belonging to the arts. While Sauveur distinguished the science of sound from 

the art of music, Rameau believed that music existed in nature, music theory played a key 

role in natural philosophy, and musical practice could be reduced to scientific laws. 

Though a composer first and foremost, Rameau saw himself as a natural philosopher. He 

envisioned an artisanal epistemology of a different kind. Instead of practice itself 

operating as a form of natural knowledge making, Rameau hoped that rules and methods 
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of composers could be grounded on a bedrock of physico-mathematical science. He 

sought natural laws of musical aesthetics of the same caliber as Newton’s laws of 

universal gravitation. Sauveur and Rameau’s opposite reactions to the acoustical paradox 

and divergent views on the proper place of music in the science of sound are the subject 

of this chapter. 

2. Sauveur: A Science Superior to Music 

2.1. Banishing the Listener 

If Fontenelle is to be believed, Joseph Sauveur “had neither voice nor ear, but thought 

only of music.”280 Fontenelle’s reminiscences later inspired musicologist Herman 

Scherchen to propagate a (false, but admittedly enthralling) myth depicting Sauveur as 

the mute and deaf father of acoustics—a veritable Beethoven of science.281 In fact, while 

evidently born with a speech impediment, Sauveur could hear perfectly well and was 

familiar with contemporary music theory, mechanical and experimental studies of 

instruments, and the physics of sound and hearing. Born in La Flèche in 1653, Sauveur 

attended the same Jesuit academy that trained Descartes and Mersenne and joined the 

Parisian Académie des sciences in 1696 as a geometer. Completing a series of treatises 

on tuning and vibrational mechanics in the late-seventeenth and early-eighteenth 

centuries, Sauveur decided that the label “music” did not capture the aims and scope of 

 
280 “Il n’avoit ni voix, ni oreille, & ne songeoit plus qu’à la Musique”; Bernard le Bovier de 
Fontenelle, Éloges des académiciens de l’Académie royale des sciences, morts depuis l’an 1699 
(Paris: Libraires Associés, 1766), 435. Fontenelle’s “éloge” is reprinted in Sauveur, Collected 
Writings, 271–79. For more on Sauveur’s life, see David J. Sturdy, Science and Social Status: 
The Members of the Académie Des Sciences 1666-1750 (Boydell & Brewer, 1995), 249. 
281 Hermann Scherchen, The Nature of Music, trans. W. Mann (D. Dobson, 1950), 13. 
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his science. As Fontenelle wrote in the 1700 Histoire de l’académie royale des sciences, 

sound before Sauveur had been “less thoroughly investigated” than other sciences such as 

optics. Philosophers “have most often treated music as a thing of taste for the meaning of 

which one need not search deeply into philosophy.” This, according to Fontenelle, was 

why acoustics had been neglected in favor of its sister science of optics. Sauveur, 

however, “has discovered this science to be quite vast, he has believed that it had much 

merit … and called it acoustics.”282 Though he did not, as Fontenelle believed, invent the 

term “acoustics,” Sauveur evolved the discipline from a haphazard collection of theories 

and experiments to a coherent physico-mathematical science of sound.283 He did this 

precisely by distinguishing acoustics from the judgments of the human ear. 

Sauveur opened his first writing on music, the Traité de la theorie de la musique 

of 1697, by declaring that “the object of music is sound insofar as it is agreeable to the 

organ of the ear.”284 In echoing Descartes’s famous assertion from the Compendium 

 
282 “La Science qui regarde le Sens de l’Oüie, n’a peut-être pas moins d’étenduë, que celle qui a la 
Vûë pour objet, mais elle a été jusqu’icy moins approsondie ... Aussi M. Sauveur a-t-il pensé que 
c’étoit-là un païs encore peu connu. Il a trouvé cette Science plus vaste ... & l’a appellée 
Acoustique”; “Sur la determination d’un son fixe,” in Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Histoire 
de l’Académie Royale Des Sciences, Année MDCC, 2nd ed. (Paris: Imprimerie de Du Pont, 
1761), 134. For a reprint of Fontenelle’s Histoire, see Sauveur, Collected Writings, 68. 
283 Isaac Barrow referenced “acoustics” in the future tense in his 1664 lectures on mathematics. 
“If the Figure of the Air’s Undulation could be the same way discovered,” he wrote, “by which 
Sound is performed, and the Sense of Hearing impelled, there would doubtless arise thence a new 
Part of Mathematics to be celebrated by the Name Acoustics, or the Science of Sounds.” This was 
published as Isaac Barrow, The Usefulness of Mathematical Learning Explained and 
Demonstrated, trans. John Kirkby (London, 1734), 24. The first treatise devoted to acoustics 
seems to have been Narcissus Marsh, “An Introductory Essay to the Doctrine of Sounds, 
Containing Some Proposals for the Improvement of Acousticks,” Philosophical Transactions of 
the Royal Society 14 (1684): 472–88. At the very least, Sauveur seems to have been the first 
scientist outside England to use the term “acoustics.” 
284 “La musique a pour objet le son entant qu’il est agreable à l’organe de l’ouïe”; Sauveur, 
Treatise, 89. 
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musicae that “the object of music is sound,” Sauveur situated himself within the 

Cartesian mechanico-corpuscular program of musical science. Music was sound, not 

abstract numbers or cosmic harmonies; sound was the motion of air and its physical 

stimuli on sensory organs, not immaterial species. Moreover, music was “agreeable” 

sound. It is notable that, between the two aspects of consonance cited in Descartes’s and 

Mersenne’s correspondences and Mersenne’s Harmonie universelle, Sauveur chose the 

empirical and subjective agreeability over the theoretical mathematical concordance as 

the defining characteristic of music.285 His Système général reiterated this definition 

while identifying music as a subset of acoustics. Acoustics dealt with all sound—

agreeable or otherwise—and was thereby “superior” to music. Typical of continental 

mathematical sciences in the eighteenth century, it merged Cartesian natural philosophy 

with Newtonian rational mechanics rendered in the notation of Leibnizian differential 

calculus. Sauveur rendered acoustics as a branch of Newtonian rational mechanics and, as 

the sonorous equivalent of optics, part of experimental natural philosophy.286 Its goal was 

“to explain the nature of sound, the organ of the ear, and in detail all properties of sound, 

in order to determine the causes of the agreement and disagreement of sounds which 

serve as the object of music and of the sympathy of sounds.”287 

 
285 For Descartes’s opening words, see Descartes, Compendium, 11. For his division of accordant 
and  agreable, see Descartes, Oeuvres, 1:223. 
286 Newton insisted that natural philosophy be experimental and offered his optics as a 
paradigmatic example. Sauveur, who frequently analogized acoustics to optics, likely found 
Newton’s disavowal of hypotheses and speculation appealing. See question 31 in Isaac Newton, 
Opticks, Or, A Treatise of the Reflections, Refractions, Inflections & Colours of Light, 2nd ed. 
(London: Smith and Walford, 1717), 404. 
287 “Il auroit fallu expliquer la nature du Son, l’organe de l’oüie, & en détail toutes les proprietez 
du Son, pour en conclure les causes de l’agrément & du désagrément des Sons qui servent d’objet 
à la Musique & à la simpathie des Sons”; “Système général,” in Sauveur, Collected Writings, 99. 
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While Sauveur undoubtedly meant “superior” in the sense of acoustics having a 

wider subject matter than music, he may also have had normative implications in mind. 

Music was steeped in tastes and judgments that, according to Descartes, could never be 

made clear and certain. Sauveur solved this problem—and circumvented the acoustical 

paradox—not through a sophisticated analysis of taste but by removing taste and 

judgements of the ear from his science altogether. By not discriminating between musical 

sound and sound in general, acoustics enabled a genuinely physico-mathematical science 

of sound. It was “superior” to music in both scope and scientific status. 

The human listener had almost entirely vanished from Sauveur’s science. In 

addressing the problem of consonance, for example, he acknowledged that “the unison, 

octave, fifth, fourth, major and minor thirds and sixths are called consonances, and the 

other intervals dissonances,” but framed this as a matter of artistic convention rather than 

scientific theory.288 Indeed, despite his opening claims in the Système général, Sauveur 

rarely speculated on the cause of consonance or attempted to precisely demarcate 

consonances from dissonances. The coincidence theory and mechanical model of the 

eardrum were briefly acknowledged in his Traité but subsequently dropped out of his 

discussions of acoustics.289 Intervals were isolated from practical musical context and 

analyzed in terms of their ratios of vibration—that is, in terms of concordance. In 

acoustics, agreeability played no conceptual or analytical role. Sauveur’s “general 

system” of sound referred to a 43-note tempered scale of his own design that could 

approximate nearly every tuning system known to musicians. These ranged from 12-tone 

 
288 Sauveur, 105. 
289 Sauveur, Treatise, 90–92, 104. 
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equal temperament and the syntonic diatonic to even Arabic tuning systems. Sauveur did 

not compare how each of these systems pleased the ear, nor did he contemplate their 

expressive uses in musical practice. He simply accepted that these were the tunings 

musicians used and devised an efficient mathematical system for calculating them. In 

short, acoustics was not a science of music because it offered no method for 

distinguishing “sound in general” from sound “agreeable to the ear.” Sauveur left that 

problem for practicing musicians to sort out. 

Sauveur’s only substantive discussion of human hearing appeared in his Traité. 

He began by identifying five key stages of the hearing process: “the sonorous object … 

the medium which transmits sound … the organ of hearing… the depths of the brain … 

and the soul.”290 Maintaining a Cartesian view of sensation, Sauveur described how 

pulsation of air impacted the eardrum and “animal spirits” transmitted these stimuli to the 

brain, which then “gives the occasion for the soul to hear it distinctly.”291 Like most 

musical scientists of the past century, Sauveur’s consideration of musical experience 

stopped at the soul. How the soul translated physical stimuli into sensations of 

consonance and dissonance was not discussed. 

Sauveur made one crucial modification to this otherwise conventional schematic 

of sensation. As Richard Semmens has observed, whereas prior theorists located musical 

 
290 “Le son se prend de plusieurs façons le du costé de l’objet qu’on appelle sonore, 2e du costé 
du milieu qui transmet le son, 3e du costé de l’organe de l’ouïe, ou de l’oreille au fonds du 
cerveau, 5e enfin du costé de l’âme”; Sauveur, 90, 102. Like Descartes, Sauveur divested “l’âme” 
of any metaphysical connotations and treated it as a certain part of the brain responsible for 
interpreting sensation. 
291 Sauveur, 102. 
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intervals in the production or propagation of sound, Sauveur placed them in the reception 

of sound.292 Renaissance musicians largely respected the speculative canonist tradition 

that rendered intervals rendered as either abstract number ratios or ratios of divisions of 

the monochord. Zarlino’s Istitutioni harmoniche employed the former approach; 

Descartes’s Compendium adopted the latter. Later, Descartes, Mersenne, Galileo, and 

other natural philosophers of the scientific revolution began to treat intervals as ratios of 

vibrational frequency, located in sonorous bodies and sound waves propagating through 

an aerial medium. Sauveur, in contrast, rendered intervals as “unions of impressions” that 

“coincide from time to time.”293 These impressions could hypothetically stimulate 

sensations of sound even without the physical phenomenon of sound: “if an impression is 

made in the nerves of hearing by whatever cause, which is similar to an impression made 

by sounding bodies, the soul will have the sensation of sound, even though there is no 

sounding body.”294 Here Sauveur put a new twist on the coincidence theory by portraying 

intervals as essentially perceptual: sound was understood as aerial waves emitted by 

vibrating bodies, but music existed only in the “drum of the ear.” He stressed this 

disconnect between sound and hearing because, as any Cartesian knew, sensation bore no 

necessary resemblance, only a tenuous correspondence, to external reality. Because 

Sauveur characterized musical sound in terms of agreeability rather than concordance, 

 
292 Sauveur, 19. 
293 “Cette union d’impression s’appelle accord que nous exprimerons par le rapport du nombre 
des vibrations de l’un au dombre des vibrations de l’autre entre ces unisons d’impressions”; 
Sauveur, 104. 
294 Sauveur, 90. Sauveur’s view of consonance as perceptual rather than mathematical in some 
ways harkened back to Vincenzo’s Aristoxenian approach, though Sauveur made no explicit 
references to this effect. 
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these sensations also varied based on musical context: “we have said that a consonance 

was an interval which is itself agreeable, and that a dissonance was itself disagreeable, 

but this depends on the circumstance and the way [the interval] is combined with other 

intervals.”295 In sum, any discussion of “musical” intervals hinged on the listener 

experiencing them and the artistic context in which they appeared. To Sauveur, music 

was fundamentally perceptual. Though its object was sound, music was irreducible to 

physico-mathematical principles of acoustics. 

To hammer home his point, Sauveur conjured a kind of auditory tabula rasa. 

“Imagine a man of twenty-five whom God has just created with all his organs perfect,” 

Sauveur instructed, “who would be able to explain what he is sensing, but who has never 

heard anything.”296 This man would initially be confused by even a simple sound 

“because his soul has only encountered it at the time of this impression on the brain.” 

However, “little by little, through a kind of habituation,” he would learn to associate 

sounds with certain sensations and take pleasure from those he was familiar with. He 

would begin with the unison—the simplest interval, readily apprehended by an untrained 

ear. “Because this simple ratio is too easy to understand,” Sauveur continued, “it will 

become boring for him.” He would proceed to learn the octave, the fifth, fourth, and so 

on until he had mastered every conventionally recognized consonance.297 Sauveur’s point 

 
295 “Nous avons dit qu’une consonance estoit un accord qui de soy est agreable, et qu’une 
dissonance estoit de soy desagreable mais seulement par accident et par sa maniere d’estre meslée 
avec d’autres accords”; Sauveur, 119–20. 
296 “Imaginons nous un homme de 25 ans que Dieu vient de former avec tous ses organes parfaits, 
et mesme qu’il puisse s’expliquer sur ce qu’il sent, mais qu’il n’ait encore jamais rien endendu”; 
Sauveur, 120–1. 
297 “C’est pourquoy il se plaira dabord à l’unison, mais parce que ce Rapport simple a estre trop 
tost connu, il luy paroistra fade”; Sauveur, 121. Sauveur defined the consonances as generated by 
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was that humans had no innate understanding of consonances. Rather, they came to 

perceive sound as pleasing through habit and familiarity. Hence, without listeners to hear 

and learn to enjoy them, sounds could not be considered musical. 

Having learned simple consonances, the man would next consider dissonances 

and the effects of musical compositions. Where consonances progressed from simple to 

complex ratios, the process of understanding compositions began with simple plainchants 

and proceeded to airs, monodies, and counterpoint. However, as Sauveur stressed, the 

emotional effects of compositions were both culturally contingent and highly 

individualized: 

If this man is capable of passions and hears an air by someone he likes, the ideas 

of these particular intervals, which may include dissonances, will communicate to 

him the idea of the liked thing. This association of ideas will make him find this 

interval agreeable and will be, for him, a source of many agreeable intervals 

which will not appear similar to the others. What I have said regarding the 

intervals formed by an agreeable person should also apply to the intervals of airs 

heard during agreeable occasions (for example, during celebrations), or in songs 

which flatter our self-esteem, such as those made to honor our country, our 

Prince, our family, us, or a mistress, or those which are sung by a person whose 

voice is agreeable or who has a reputation for being musically talented. In all 

these cases, and in other similar ones, this man would grow familiar with certain 

 
the senario, though this was a matter of artistic convention and did not indicate any philosophical 
commitment to abstract ratios. 
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dissonances that would initially be inconsequential to him. Thus, in France, he 

would grow accustomed to certain dissonances and would therefore become more 

familiar with the airs of one country. These will seem more agreeable to him than 

those of another country to which he is not accustomed.298 

Like Vincenzo, Huygens, and nearly every music theorist of the past century, Sauveur 

saw dissonances as central to riling the passions. However, whereas composers viewed 

dissonances as naturally associated with particular feeling, to Sauveur this connection 

was forged through repeated exposure within cultural context. A song composed for a 

French prince would “flatter our self-esteem” more than foreign melodies, and Sauveur’s 

listener would associate dissonances with passions and feelings through cultural 

inculcation, not any kind of natural instinct. As with pleasures of simple consonances, 

Sauveur saw the passionate effects of music as learned through experience, not given by 

nature. 

 Counterpoint presented the greatest hurdles to Sauveur’s imaginary listener. 

Having accustomed himself to consonances, dissonances, monophonic melodies, and 

 
298 “Si cet homme est capable de passions, et qu’il entende un air d’une personne qu’il ayme les 
idées des accords particuliers qui seront des dissonances peut estre particuliers luy rapporteront 
l’idée de la chose aymée et cette liaison d’idées luy faira trouver cet accord agreable, et luy sera 
une source de plusieurs accords agreables qui ne paroistront pas de mesme à d’autres, ce que je 
dis à l’egard des accords formés par une personne agreable, se doit entendre des accords ou des 
airs formés dans des occasions agreables comme dans des Resjouissances, dans des chansons qui 
flattent nostre amour propre, comme celes qui sont faites sur nostre patrie, sur nostre Prince, 
nostre famille, sur nous, ou sur une maitresse, ou qui seroit chantée par une personne dont la voix 
seroit agreable, ou qui auroit la reputation d’estre habile en musique, dans tous ces cas, et dans 
d’autres semblables, cet homme se Rendroit certaines dissonances familieres, lesquelles d’ailleurs 
luy seroient indifferentes, ainsy en france il s’accoutumera à certaines dissonances, et dans 
d’autres pays à d’autres dissonances et ainsy il se rendra les airs d’un pays plus familiers, et que 
luy paroistront plus agreables, que ceux d’un autre auxquels il n’est pas accoutumé”; Sauveur, 
123–4. 
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monodies, the man’s first encounter with concert music “would seem to him like a 

charivari, and it would only be after he has accustomed himself to airs in two, three, and 

four parts that he would start to enjoy concerts.”299 “Charivari” referred to a peculiar 

European folk custom, a kind of cacophonous mock parade wherein villagers marched 

down a street banging pots and pans while wailing loudly and (usually) drunkenly. This 

word was often rendered in English as “rough music”—the same moniker “Baroque” 

music would bear before gaining acceptance as an aesthetic category in its own right. 

According to Sauveur, a charivari was what someone hearing counterpoint for the first 

time would be forced to endure. Without a doubt, the pleasures and expressive effects of 

concert music manifested from tastes, cultural convention, prior musical experiences, and 

other factors far beyond the physico-mathematical properties of sound. Whereas 

Vincenzo and Zarlino in the sixteenth century sought styles of counterpoint naturally 

suited to stir the passions, and Huygens in the seventeenth century divided “natural” airs 

from “artificial” fugues, Sauveur made no such distinctions.300 All compositions, whether 

consonant or dissonant, monophonic or contrapuntal, were equally artificial and affected 

listeners through familiarity, not any natural correspondence to the passions. Here again, 

music’s audible effects had no basis in nature or the physics of sound. 

It is instructive to compare Sauveur’s auditory tabula rasa to Mersenne’s ideal 

listener from Harmonie universelle. Mersenne’s listener, having “risen above everything 

 
299 “Cet homme peu à peu s’accountumera aux melodies de musique, mais les concerts luy 
paroistront un charivary, et ce ne sera qu’après avoir esté accoutumés aux airs à deux, trois, 
quatre parties, qu’il commencera a prendre plaisir aux concerts”; Sauveur, 124. 
300 For Vincenzo’s comments on the “natural” powers of music, see Galilei, Dialogue, 213, 346. 
For Huygens’s comments on “artificial” compositions, see Huygens, O. C., 20:125. 
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created,” would receive no pleasure from concerts and, like Sauveur’s listener, “prefer to 

hear chants in unison to those in many parts.” This was because “the unison represents to 

them the state of the blessed, and the perfect union of the three divine persons who are 

the unison of perfect equality.” According to Mersenne, pleasure drawn from concerts 

was, at best, a distraction from music’s divine essence. At worst, it indicated that people 

“judge things not by how they are simplest or most excellent, but by how they appeal to 

their appetites and fancies.”301 A true appreciation of music required transcending the 

corporeal—the body, the senses, and the entire world—and grasping the nature of God 

that manifested itself in unison. A mathematical-empirical science of music was possible 

for this ideal listener, who could reconcile concordance and agreeability and perceive 

musical intervals exactly in accordance with mathematical theory. Sauveur’s listener, on 

the other hand, learned to enjoy concerts precisely by acquiring the appetites and fancies 

of his native land. Musical experience could not be isolated from corporeal tastes and 

cultural familiarity, which played fundamental causal roles in human experiences of 

music. In fact, Sauveur agreed with Mersenne that a true science of sound required 

overcoming individual tastes and preferences and “rising above the senses,” as Mersenne 

put it. Sauveur’s key insight was that such a science could not properly be called 

“music.” 

 
301 Mersenne, Harmonie, “Livre premier des consonances,” 14–5. For more discussion of 
Mersenne’s ideal listener, see the previous chapter. 
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2.2. Sauveur’s Key Connection: Harmonics, Overtones, and Sympathy 

An illustrative example of Sauveur rising above the senses appeared in his study of 

overtones and the harmonic series. In his Traité Sauveur observed that “in string 

instruments and bells … apart from the principle sound, one hears the octave, fifth, third, 

etc.” above that sound.302 In the Système général he expanded upon this observation by 

systematizing harmonics and confirming that overtones—which he, like Mersenne, called 

petits sons—matched the ratios of the harmonic series.303 Thus, if the fundamental sound 

is given a frequency of 1, overtones could be represented as ratios of the form 1:n for 

positive integer n. Sauveur called the points on a string of minimum amplitude (at which 

gently placed obstacles such as a rod or finger caused overtones to sound) nodes, and the 

string sections in between them loops (see figure 4).304 Nodes divided a string into halves, 

thirds, quarters, fifths, and so on; these divisions generated overtones with frequencies of, 

respectively, two (octave), three (octave plus a fifth), four (second octave), five (second 

octave plus a major third), and so on, times the fundamental frequency. Many musical 

scientists had observed overtones experimentally and studied the mathematics of 

harmonic intervals.305 However, Sauveur was first to make the key connection between 

the mathematical theory of harmonics and the empirical phenomena of overtones. 

 
302 The “etc.” will be significant later, as it indicated that Sauveur did not limit overtones to those 
that pleased the ear. See Sauveur, Treatise, 187. 
303 To reiterate: “overtone” refers to the ‘little sounds’ heard from a sonorous object in addition to 
its fundamental sound. A “harmonic” is an interval whose ratios takes the form 1:n for positive 
integer n. 
304 “Système général,” in Sauveur, Collected Writings, 101. 
305 For Mersenne’s study of overtones, see Mersenne, Harmonie, “Livre cinquième des 
instruments à vent,” 251–3. Sauveur seems to have been unaware of William Noble and Thomas 
Pigot’s observations of overtones and discovery of the aliquot parts of a string. This was reported 
by John Wallis in John Wallis, “Dr. Wallis’s Letter to the Publisher, Concerning a New Musical 
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Figure 4: Sauveur’s diagram of the fifth harmonic, with ratio 5:1. The “nodes” A, B, D, 
E, F, G, “obstacle” C, and “loops” are illustrated. Notice how the harmonic is portrayed 

on a separate string from the fundamental. Source: Collected Writings, 151. 

 

Fontenelle could hardly contain his excitement in recounting Sauveur’s discovery. As he 

saw it, Sauveur had found the clear and irrefutable source of music in nature: 

This new consideration of the relations of sounds is more natural not merely in 

that it is the only sequence of numbers in which all are multiples of the unit, but 

also in that it expresses and represents all music and is the only music which 

nature gives us by herself without the aid of art … It seems that every time nature 

makes by herself, so to speak, a system of music, she employs only these specific 

sounds, and yet they were up until the present unknown to the theory of 

musicians. If one heard them, one treated them as bizarre and irregular, and 

 
Discovery,” Philosophical Transactions 12, no. 133–142 (1677): 839–42. See also Huygens’s 
experiments with vibrating rods, in Huygens, O. C., 19:366. 
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excused them by making a breach within an imperfect and narrow-minded system 

that was in current use.306 

Fontenelle insisted that the intervals of the harmonic series were “natural” to all sonorous 

bodies. Unlike Pythagorean theories of ‘natural’ numerical ratios or geometrical 

archetypes, overtones offered a physico-mathematical natural basis for consonances. As 

the next section will explore, this was exactly the line of thought Rameau would pursue. 

Sauveur was more cautious about linking his discovery to music. He labeled all 

intervals of the harmonic series sons harmoniques, including those that were highly 

dissonant and not used in musical practice. He compiled massive tables of harmonics and 

their properties that encompassed not only the infamous seventh harmonic (with a 7:1 

ratio) but all harmonics up to the thirty-second term (see figure 5).307 Departing from 

Mersenne and other theorists, Sauveur observed that harmonics need not be harmonious 

in the sense of being pleasing to the ear. Mersenne, who insisted that nature could only 

produce harmonies, rejected the seventh harmonic as a petit son and never made the key 

 
306 “Cette nouvelle consideration des rapports des Sons n’est pas seulement plus naturelle en ce 
qu’elle n’est que la suite même de Nombres qui tous sont multiples de l’unité, mais encore en ce 
qu’elle exprime & represente toute à Musique & la seule Musique que la nature nous donne par 
elle-même sans le secours de l’art ... Il paroît donc que toutes les fois que la Nature fait par elle-
même, pour ainsi dire, un Systême de Musique, elle n’y emploïe que cette espece de Sons, & 
cependant ils étoient demeurés jusqu’à present inconnus à la Theorie des Musiciens. Quand on les 
entendoit, on les traitoit de bisarres & d’irreguliers, & l’on se dispensoit par là de faire une breche 
au Systême imparfait & borné qui étoit en regne”; Fontenelle, Histoire de l’Académie Royale Des 
Sciences, Année MDCCII, 90–92. Also in Sauveur, Collected Writings, 168–70. 
307 Another, more extensive, table in his Application des sons harmoniques—listing all 
harmonics, up to the 1024th term, that corresponded to musical intervals—showed that he was 
never above presenting his studies of sound in a form practicing musicians (organists in this case) 
might find useful. In the Application, unlike the theoretical Système général, he emphasized the 
harmonics that produced octaves, thirds, and fifths, a practical choice for a practical text. See 
Sauveur, Collected Writings, “plate five” insert. 
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connection between overtones and the harmonic series.308 Sauveur’s privileging of 

“sound in general” over audible experiences of music allowed him to circumvent these 

barriers. By separating music from acoustics, he was able to calculate the full extent of 

the harmonic series and assert that the seventh harmonic could and did exist in nature as a 

petit son. Moreover, as Christensen noted, Sauveur offered “an entirely 

phenomenological description” of overtones. He did not speculate on how bodies could 

vibrate with many frequencies simultaneously or whether these natural vibrations were 

musical or not and made no claims on the alleged nature of harmonics.309 Tellingly, 

Sauveur generally avoided the term petits sons in favor of sons harmoniques. The former 

designated audible overtones that sounded alongside the fundamental tone, and hence 

relied on human perceptions. The latter referred to intervals with particular frequency 

ratios—“those sounds that make many vibrations while the fundamental sound makes but 

one”—regardless of whether those intervals occurred on one string or different strings.310 

 
308 Emphasis mine. Mersenne actually sought “to explain why the trumpet does not produce the 
sesquisextal in its fifth interval and why it leaves the progression it has followed up to the sixth 
tone.” The pre-valve trumpet played the notes of (what we now know as) the harmonic series, and 
the sesquisextal refers to the interval between the sixth and seventh harmonics (the fifth and sixth 
overtones, respectively). Because Mersenne did not count the interval between the fundamental 
and the first overtone, this is the fifth interval of the trumpet. Marin Mersenne, Harmonie 
Universelle: The Books on Instruments, trans. Roger E Chapman (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1957), 
322. 
309 Christensen, Rameau and Musical Thought, 137. Sauveur was clear that overtones emanated 
from a single string, claiming that “the string, apart from the undulations which form from its 
entire length producing the fundamental, divides itself into two, three, four, etc. equal 
undulations, which form the octave, twelfth, and fifteenth of this sound.” Nevertheless, he framed 
his theory of harmonics such that it did not depend on this physical claim. See “Système 
générale,” in Sauveur, Collected Writings, 101. In fact, the physical origin of overtones was 
debated for decades after Sauveur. Leonhard Euler argued that they emanated from “other 
vibrating bodies”, such as surrounding air particles, rather than a single vibrating string. See 
Leonhard Euler, Euleri Opera Omnia (Leipzig: B. G. Teubneri, n.d.), series 4, 5:425. 
310 “J’appelle Son harmonique dun Son fondamental, celui qui fait plusiers vibrations pendant que 
le Son fondamental n’en fait qu’une”; Sauveur, Collected Writings, 149. This subtle but crucial 
distinction was pointed out in Burdette Lamar Green, “The Harmonic Series from Mersenne to 
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Sauveur also portrayed sons harmoniques as occurring on separate strings, thus treating 

sons harmoniques independently from human experiences of overtones. While Mersenne 

saw in petits sons irrefutable proof that “nature or its movements are nothing but a 

ravishing harmony,” Sauveur’s analysis of sons harmoniques made no such normative 

judgment.311 In focusing on sons harmoniques over petits sons, Sauveur again 

distinguished the physico-mathematics of acoustics from human perceptions of music. 

 
Rameau: An Historical Study of Circumstances Leading to Its Recognition and Application to 
Music” (Unpublished Dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1969), 407. 
311 Mersenne, Harmonie, “Livre cinquième des instruments à vent,” 251. 
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Figure 5: A table in the Système général listing the first thirty-two sons harmoniques. In 
column 4 Sauveur labeled dissonant harmonics with Arabic numerals and consonant 

harmonics with Roman numerals. Source: Collected Writings, 150. 
 

Sauveur’s connection between harmonics and overtones elucidated the phenomena of 

sympathetic resonance. Of all the magical and wondrous effects associated with music 

throughout history, sympathy and antipathy engendered the greatest number of myths. 

Properly tuned vibrating strings could cure tarantula bites, shatter glass, and make wild 

animals dance. Sympathy had long been viewed as a key example of the nature of 

music—proof that music was far more than human artifice. Descartes’s references to 
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sympathy and antipathy in the Compendium paid homage to a long tradition of musical 

thought while suggesting that such phenomena could be made intelligible under the new 

philosophy.312 By the late-seventeenth century, the magical implications of sympathy, 

like the ancient ‘music of the spheres,’ were dismissed as nonsense.313 Sauveur treated 

sympathy and antipathy as strictly mechanical phenomena. That sonorous objects could 

make other nearby objects vibrate—thereby acting at a distance—was explained as 

resulting from overtones emanating from one string matching one or more harmonic 

frequencies of another. The pulsations of overtones from one string beat upon the second 

and caused resonance at that matching harmonic frequency. This explanation only made 

sense if the overtones followed the ratios of the harmonic series, for sonorous bodies 

resonate only at their harmonic frequencies. The opposing notion of antipathy (somewhat 

like “levity” under mechanistic theories of heaviness and gravity) was redefined as the 

absence of sympathy between bodies and ceased to exist as a quality unto itself. Sauveur 

replaced action at a distance with a physico-mathematical model of vibration. He 

subsumed three once unrelated concepts—harmonics, overtones, and sympathetic 

resonance—under a single theory. 

Sauveur’s key connection entailed a reinterpretation of the notion of ‘natural’ 

harmony. This is best illustrated by considering the role of overtones in the practice of 

organ synthesis. Organists had for centuries synthesized tones through diverse mixtures 

 
312 Descartes, Compendium, 11. 
313 John Wallis had no patience for myths of trees dancing to sympathetic resonance. For more on 
the mythology of sympathy and its influence on the sciences see Katherine Butler, “Myth, 
Science, and the Power of Music in the Early Decades of the Royal Society,” Journal of the 
History of Ideas 76, no. 1 (2015): 47–68. 
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of pipes and stops. One might mix a fundamental tone, generated by an 8-foot pipe, with 

pipes 2, 1 ⅓, and 1 feet in length to generate louder, deeper, and more brilliant sounds 

than would be attainable by the 8-foot pipe alone. Working in consultation with organ 

builders, Sauveur realized that these mixtures employed harmonic intervals: in the 

aforementioned example, the fundamental tone is mixed with its fourth, sixth, and eight 

harmonics. As Sauveur established, these same harmonics naturally occurred in all 

sonorous bodies as overtones. Hence, in his Application des sons harmoniques of 1702, 

Sauveur wrote that the organ “only imitates, by the mixture of its stops, the harmony 

nature observes in sonorous bodies, which we call harmonious.”314 This was Sauveur’s 

single, fleeting reference to “natural” harmony, which had become thoroughly 

mechanized. Sauveur reasoned by analogy between natural phenomenon and manmade 

object and argued that organists synthesized tones via the same principles by which 

nature produced overtones. Humans achieved different tonal mixtures with pipes stops; 

nature did likewise within a single sonorous body.315 Sauveur transformed natural 

harmony from a metaphysical claim on the fundamental order of nature (as Pythagoreans 

maintained) to a physico-mathematical phenomenon. This mechanized natural harmony 

had no causal connection human experiences of music, nor did it bear on non-sonorous 

 
314 “L’Orgue ne fait qu’imiter par le mêlange de ses Jeux, l’harmonie que la nature observe dans 
les corps sonores, qu’on appelle harmonieux”; Sauveur, Collected Writings, 192. This was 
Sauveur’s first usage of the term “corps sonore.” 
315 These qualities of sound are collectively known to musicians as “tone color” or “timbre.” 
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domains of natural philosophy. Indeed, the “harmony nature observes” was but a mixture 

of organ stops writ small.316 

As Fontenelle saw things, Sauveur had rendered a previously unknown 

phenomenon intelligible in scientific terms: 

It seems that every time nature makes by herself, so to speak, a system of music, 

she employs only these specific sounds, and yet they were up until the present 

unknown to the theory of musicians. If one heard them, one treated them as 

bizarre and irregular, and one excused them by making a breach within an 

imperfect and narrow-minded system that was in current use … It is not, however, 

that nature did not sometimes have the strength to make musicians fall into the 

system of harmonic sounds, but rather that they have fallen into it without 

understanding it, led only by their ear and by their experience. Mr. Sauveur has 

given a very remarkable example of this in the structure of the organ. He has 

shown that it is based entirely on this principle [of the harmonic series], however 

unknown.317 

 
316 Of course, music had already lost much of its explanatory power in philosophy before 
Sauveur. Few natural philosophers by this time took Kepler’s musica mundana or Mersenne’s 
idea of universal harmony seriously. 
317 “Il paroît donc que toutes les fois que la Nature fait par elle-même, pour ansi dire, un Systême 
de Musique, elle n’y emploïe qur cette espece de Sons, & cependant ils étoient demeurés jusqu’à 
present inconnus à la Theorie des Musiciens. Quand on les entendoit, on les traitoit de bisarres & 
d’irreguliers, & l’on se dispensoit par là de faire une breche au Systême imparfait & borné qui 
étoit en regne ... Ce n’est pourtant pas que la Nature n’ait eu quelquefois la force de faire tomber 
les Musiciens dans le Systême des Sons harmoniques, mais ils y sont tombés sans les connoître, 
condiuts seulement par leur oureille & par leur experience. M. Sauveur en donne un exemple tres-
remarquable dans la composition des Orgues. Il fait voir qu’elle roule entierement sur ce principe, 
quoiqu’inconnu”; “Sur l’application des sons harmoniques aux jeux d’orgues,” in Fontenelle, 
Histoire de l’Académie Royale Des Sciences, Année MDCCII, 90–2. Also in Sauveur, Collected 
Writings, 168–70. 
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Whereas practitioners “fell into” the theory of overtones, Sauveur supplanted their tacit 

knowledge and artisanal skills with physico-mathematical natural philosophy. However, 

it is notable that Sauveur’s connection did not change in the slightest the practice of 

organists and organ builders. As English historian of music John Hawkins (1719–89) 

explained: 

Mons. Sauveur asserts that the structure of the organ ... depends upon this so long-

unknown principle; but we should rather say that it is resolved into it; in like 

manner as we must suppose the wedge of the pulley and the lever, which were in 

use before the principles on which they severally act were investigated; for in the 

construction of the organ ... it was sufficient for the fabricators of that instrument 

to know, that they could not long be ignorant of it that the acuter [higher] sounds 

in the harmonical ratios above enumerated would coincide with, and also did, the 

fundamental or graver [lower]; and it remained for philosophers and speculative 

musicians to discover the physical causes of this wonderful coincidence.318 

Hawkins insisted that organs (and musical instruments generally) were not applied 

acoustics. The artisanal epistemology of instrument builders, including their tacit 

knowledge of harmonics and tone synthesis, evolved independently from the science of 

acoustics. Musicians could hardly “imitate,” in Sauveur’s words, a natural principle 

before it was discovered. 

 
318 John Hawkins, A General History of the Science and Practice of Music: A New Edition, with 
the Author’s Posthumous Notes (London: J.A. Novello, 1858), 2:604. 
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Not that this bothered Sauveur, who had no desire to encroach upon artists’ 

domain. He clarified that tone synthesis depended upon individual tastes, not acoustical 

laws. Here Sauveur relied on the analogy between acoustics and optics. Musicians 

synthesized tones “approximately as painters do with colors: each affects his own 

particular tastes.” Different styles required different tone mixtures, and organists 

followed “their tastes and whims, much in the way that chefs prefer soup sweeter or more 

pungent.”319 Here again Sauveur did not differentiate natural from artificial compositions: 

in simple “natural” airs and complex “artificial” fugues, organists synthesized tones 

according to their tastes and without reference to vibrational mechanics or the harmonic 

series. A scientific inquiry into sound or light might elucidate why composers or painters 

chose certain tones or colors, but both were ultimately artists who relied on aesthetics and 

tastes not reducible to mathematical principles. (Likewise, Newton’s near-

contemporaneous discovery of color mixing had no impact on visual arts.320) While the 

physics of overtones and mathematics of harmonic intervals belonged to acoustics, tone 

synthesis was a problem of musical aesthetics. In short, Sauveur’s unification of 

harmonics, overtones, and sympathy encapsulated the “superiority” of acoustics over 

 
319 “Car quoique les mêlanges de mêmes Jeux produisent à peu pres le même effer, il y a toûjours 
quelque difference qui engage l’Organiste à les mêlanger à peu près comme les Peitres fond les 
couleurs & chacun affecte souvent son gôut particulier ... Au goût & caprice de l’Organiste, qui à 
la maniere des Cuisiniers, aime des ragoûts plus doux ou plus piquans”; Sauveur, Collected 
Writings, 188. 
320 Newton’s theory of color paralleled Sauveur’s theory of tone mixing in several ways: both 
were derived through efforts to scientifically explain artistic practice (for Newton, Renaissance 
color mixing and the usage of three “primary” colors), both Newton and Sauveur cited artists’ 
techniques as positive evidence for their theory, and neither extended their analysis to tastes or 
aesthetics. As Alan Shapiro notes, this presents another case when art and science “went their 
own ways” in the eighteenth century. See Alan E. Shapiro, “Artists’ Colors and Newton’s 
Colors,” Isis 85, no. 4 (1994): 627. 
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traditional musical science. He predicted that this principle, when extended to wind 

instruments and all sonorous bodies, “will finally give rise to a perfect corpus of 

acoustics.”321 By purging human musical experience from acoustics and not discriminate 

between agreeable and disagreeable sounds, Sauveur could proffer theories and 

discoveries beyond the grasp of traditional musical science. 

2.3. Beats and Consonance 

The closest Sauveur came to addressing musical experience was his study of acoustical 

beats. Beats, or “wow-wowing” as Isaac Beeckman called them, occur when two tones 

with close but not equal frequencies are heard simultaneously.322 They result from the 

superposition of sound waves such that the resulting interference pattern alternates 

between constructive and destructive interference. This causes a perceived oscillation 

between high and low volumes at a frequency equal to the difference between the original 

frequencies. Though beating technically occurs in all intervals, only in dissonances are 

beats perceptible to the human ear. In 1700 Sauveur reported to the Académie how 

“sounds beat in all kinds of intervals, but so quickly in the higher octaves that they are 

not perceived in the consonances. And this is what renders them more attractive and what 

constitutes the veritable difference between consonance and dissonance.”323 This idea 

was related to Sauveur’s theory of overtones, for not only the fundamental tone but all 

overtones associated with a given interval could produce beats. As Semmens and 

 
321 Sauveur, Collected Writings, 101. 
322 H. Floris Cohen, “Beats and the Origins of Early Modern Science,” in Music and Science in 
the Age of Galileo, ed. V. Coelho (Dordrecht; Boston: Springer, 1992), 17–34. 
323 Sauveur’s lecture of May 8, 1700, as preserved in the Registres of the Académie des sciences 
and translated by Semmens. See Sauveur, Treatise, 31. 
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Maxham have pointed out, Sauveur never developed a theory of consonance based on 

beats, and never mentioned beats again.324 Sauveur’s disinterest in beats can be attributed 

to his aversion to incorporating the human listener into acoustics. While wondering 

whether beats “may give truth to the rules of composition,” Sauveur noted that thirds and 

sixths (which beat in lower octaves) were accepted as consonances despite being rejected 

by the ancients. Hence cultural convention and habits could supersede acoustical 

principles in the perception of consonance. “It is only since the invention of concerted 

music that, being obliged to temper the consonances, we have accustomed the ear to 

beats,” Sauveur recollected, “and to endure those [beats] of thirds which are very audible 

in the lower octaves, and thus habit has rendered them attractive.”325 While physico-

mathematics played a limited role in perceptions of consonance, the final determination 

of pleasing sound depended on the tastes and experiences of the observer. Sauveur’s 

study of beats, like acoustics more broadly, shunned speculation on the natural causes 

and human experiences of music.326 

Here too, Fontenelle took the liberty of announcing Sauveur’s discovery to the 

world. He wrote that Sauveur’s hypothesis of beats “has revealed the veritable source of 

the rules of composition, unknown up until the present to philosophy, which relies almost 

entirely on the judgments of the ear.” He added that “these sorts of natural judgments, 

 
324 Maxham, “Contributions,” 137–140. It was not until Helmholtz’s Die Lehre von den 
Tonempfindungen of 1863 that a theory of consonance based on beats was fully fleshed out. 
325 Sauveur, Treatise, 31. 
326 Sauveur instead deployed beats towards the determination of a fixed sound—a standard 
frequency to which other sounds could be compared—by observing beating organ pipes and 
calculating the frequencies of the two original tones. This helped establish a fixed tuning system 
long sought after by musicians. 
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some appearing bizarre at times, are not, for they have very real causes, whose 

understanding pertains to philosophy, provided that it may be placed in our 

possession.”327 According to Fontenelle, Sauveur’s theory of beats was no mere artistic 

convention or rule of thumb but a genuine physico-mathematical hypothesis explaining 

the cause of musical consonance. 

Sauveur himself eschewed such bold claims. He knew well the pitfalls awaiting 

anyone who speculated on the natural cause of musical aesthetics. Agreeability, whatever 

artists and composers thought, had no meaning in his new acoustics. Sauveur did not 

bridge the physical/perceptual divide, but rather built the divide into the disciplinary 

distinction between the science of acoustics and the art of music. Only by breaking from 

musical science’s longstanding reliance on the ear could the physics of sound be put on 

proper scientific footing. “The harmony nature observes” was purged of its former 

theological and metaphysical connotations and came to mean the physico-mathematical 

phenomenon of harmonic overtones. Sauveur neither organized natural philosophy 

according to preconceived musical principles as Kepler did, nor took aural agreeability as 

evidence for or against an observed phenomenon as Mersenne did. The individual, non-

physicalized, and unquantifiable status of musical experiences were relegated to the 

domain of art. It was fitting, then, that shortly thereafter a new theory of music would be 

 
327 “Si cette hypothese est vraye, elle decouvrira la veritable source des Regles de la Composition, 
inconnuë jusqu’à present à la Philosophie, qui s’en remettoit presque entierement au jugement de 
l’Oreille. Ces sortes de jugemens naturels, quelque bisarres qu’ils paroissent quelquefois, ne le 
sont point, ils ont des causes trés-réelles, dont la conoissance appartient à la Philosophie, pourveu 
qu’elle s’en puisse mettre en possession”; “Sur la determination d’un son fixe,” in Fontenelle, 
Histoire de l’Académie Royale Des Sciences, Année MDCC, 134; Sauveur, Collected Writings, 
68. 
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proposed not by a mathematician or a philosopher but by a composer. This composer 

even had the audacity to call his music theory a “science.” 

3. Rameau: A “Philosopher-Artist” 

3.1. The Theory of Harmony 

Non-musically inclined historians may recognize Jean-Philippe Rameau as the uncle of 

Denis Diderot’s imaginary interlocutor in the satirical novella Le Neveu Rameau. But to 

musicologists, Rameau stands as the greatest music theorist since Zarlino and one of the 

most influential in Western history. Born in 1683, a generation after Sauveur, Rameau 

began his career as an organist and composer of fairly conventional motets and 

harpsichord pieces. In his Traité de l’harmonie of 1722, he claimed to have found an 

entirely new basis for composition, called simply the theory of harmony. Rameau 

declared that “music is a science which should have definite rules; these rules should be 

drawn from an evident principle; and this principle cannot really be known to us without 

the aid of mathematics.”328 These opening lines might seem odd. Music, from Pythagoras 

to Zarlino and beyond, had always been considered a mathematical science. However, 

theorists preceding Rameau typically construed music as a quadrivial science that could 

be applied to natural philosophy or composition but bore no necessary connection to 

audible sound. Seventeenth-century natural philosophers such as Mersenne and Huygens 

explored the nature and causes of consonance but rarely extended their investigations to 

practice. As the first figure we have seen since Vincenzo who took musical practice as his 

 
328 Rameau, Treatise on Harmony, xxxv. His first mention of “harmony” is on p. 70. 
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chief occupation rather than mathematics or philosophy, Rameau sought a science of 

sound that would provide theoretical underpinnings for composition. His theory of 

harmony concerned those sounds “agreeable to the ear” that Sauveur had exiled from 

acoustics. Through harmony, Rameau sought to unify the haphazard rules and methods of 

artists in past centuries into a coherent mathematical science in the model of a Cartesian 

deductive system.329 He believed that harmony could explain not just perceptions of 

consonance but all the pleasures, passions, and effects of musical compositions on the 

soul. 

Rameau’s essential insight was to shift focus from the horizontal dimension of 

music, or melody, to the vertical dimension, or harmony.330 To analyze a piece of music 

horizontally is to consider how tones precede and succeed other tones in a melody line. 

To analyze music vertically is to consider how tones sounding simultaneously as chords 

relate to each other in hierarchical ways. Harmonic relations may occur between tones 

within a chord or between chords within chord progressions. The most important chord 

type in most systems of harmony is the triad, comprised of a root note plus its third and 

fifth. Western music theory before Rameau had generally been conceived horizontally. 

Zarlino’s Istitutioni laid down rules for arranging tones generated from the senario into 

melodies that would please and affect listeners. As counterpoint grew in popularity, rules 

of melody were adapted to contrapuntal styles, which were conceived as two or more 

 
329 Christensen has pointed out that Rameau’s claims to Cartesian philosophical rigor were not 
entirely borne out by his theory. See Christensen, Rameau and Musical Thought, 12–26. 
However, as with Vincenzo and other musical scientists, I am chiefly interested in Rameau’s 
rhetoric and aims in formulating his science. 
330 “Harmony” can refer to the vertical dimension of a specific piece of music or to Rameau’s 
general theory of harmony that mathematically analyzes that vertical dimension. 
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melodies played at once. As Christensen has noted, much “harmonic thinking” emerged 

from seventeenth-century theories of counterpoint.331 Theorists in the Italian, German, 

and (to a lesser extent) French schools utilized triads extensively. Zarlino labeled the triad 

the harmonia perfetta to signify both its audible pleasure and its theoretical preeminence 

as the summation of three consonances of the senario.332 But while various chordal 

textures and harmonic sensibilities proliferated in the seventeenth century, Rameau was 

the first to consolidate the multitude of independently conceived methods and techniques 

under a coherent theoretical system. Whereas earlier theorists saw vertical and horizontal 

techniques as separate valid approaches to composition, Rameau deemed melody a “part” 

of harmony that merely “echoes the beauty” of music’s undergirding harmonic structure. 

He declared that “a knowledge of harmony is sufficient for a complete understanding of 

all the properties of music.” Music, which Rameau considered the true “the science of 

sounds,” could in his view only be apprehended through the vertical structure of 

harmony.333 

The centerpiece of Rameau’s science was his theory of the basse fondamentale.334 

Rameau was intrigued by how the major triad seemed to emerge naturally from strings 

 
331 Christensen, Rameau and Musical Thought, 44. Before Rameau, the triad played little role in 
scientific theories of consonance. Despite its obvious relevance, neither Mersenne nor Huygens 
invoked it when confronting the problem of the fourth. 
332 For more on the triad before Rameau, see Benito V. Rivera, “The Seventeenth-Century Theory 
of Triadic Generation and Invertibility and Its Application in Contemporaneous Rules of 
Composition,” Music Theory Spectrum 6 (1984): 63–78. 
333 For Rameau’s definition of melody, see Rameau, Treatise on Harmony, xlvii; for his claims on 
harmony and melody, see Rameau, 3. 
334 Rameau first defined the basse fondamentale simply as the tone that “cannot subsist unless it 
is always found beneath the other parts.” See Rameau, Treatise on Harmony, xliv. Rameau later 
used the term more broadly to refer to his idea that all musical tones could be generated from a 
fundamental bass tone. Following the convention of Christensen and other musicologists, I use 
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divided according to the harmonic series. In his Traité he showed how, beginning with a 

single string sounding a “fundamental” tone, the octave of that tone could be produced by 

dividing the string into two aliquot parts. Dividing the string into three parts produced a 

twelfth above the fundamental; four parts yielded the fifteenth; and five parts produced a 

seventeenth. The twelfth was equivalent to an octave plus a fifth; the fifteenth was the 

second octave; and the seventeenth was the second octave plus a major third. Thus, if an 

undivided string sounded a fundamental tone of C, dividing it into three and then five 

equal parts would produce G and E, or the third and fifth of the C major triad.335 Rameau 

crowned the triad as the foundational “evident principle” of his theory of harmony and 

derived all consonances of the syntonic diatonic by inverting the tones of the triad: the 

fourth lay between G and C, the minor third between E and G, the major sixth between G 

and E, etc. “The sounds which these divided strings produce are generated by the first 

sound,” Rameau proclaimed, “which is consequently their source and their 

fundamental.”336 He ordered consonances based on their hierarchy within the harmonic 

series: the octave appeared first, and was most consonant, then the fifth, major third, 

minor third, etc. Unlike Sauveur, Rameau placed the consonances at the foundation of his 

science. He crafted a mathematical system of consonances that, better than Zarlino’s 

senario or Mersenne’s table of concordance, aligned with common human experiences of 

agreeability. 

 
basse fondamentale to refer to Rameau’s theory and “fundamental bass” to refer to particular 
instances of that theory in practice (specific fundamental bass tones or progressions within a piece 
of music, etc.). 
335 For Rameau’s derivation of the consonances, see Rameau, 5–7. 
336 Rameau, 7–8. 
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Figure 6: Rameau's diagram of the basse fondamentale and harmonics. Source: Traité de 
l’harmonie, p. 4. 

 

Beyond reordering the consonances, the basse fondamentale let Rameau assert that all 

music theory and practice was essentially harmonic. He described how tones could be 

arranged hierarchically according to relative stability, instability, and directionality. The 

tone that served as the bass for the “perfect chord” i.e. a major triad, he called the tonic. 
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The set of tones derived from the tonic chord via the method described above was the key 

for a given piece of music, and every tone within a key was defined by how it created 

tension with or resolved to the tonic. This harmonic structure later became known as 

tonality, though Rameau never used this term. Previous systems of composition such as 

Zarlino’s comprised of modes, scales, chords, and tone centers but did not organize them 

into a hierarchical structure of stability and instability as Rameau did. He showed how 

chord progressions naturally resolved to the tonic chord, as the ear judged this chord the 

most stable out of all possible chords within a key. Other consonances created tension 

and instability that culminated in a cadence, in which a phrase returned to the tonic chord 

and all the built-up tension from previous chord changes was resolved. 

Because a triad could be built upon any note within a key, the structure of a piece 

of music could be understood in terms of progressions from one chord to another. Chord 

progressions could then be reduced to movements of the fundamental bass. Rameau thus 

labeled the fundamental bass the “natural source” of all harmony within a given piece of 

music.337 Since music was analyzed vertically through chord progressions rather than 

horizontally through melodies, Rameau’s theory implied that all music was 

fundamentally polyphonic in structure. (This included monophonic airs and songs, which 

Rameau conceived as ‘linear harmony,’ i.e. the intervals of a harmonic structure arranged 

in linear sequence rather than played simultaneously as a chord.) Consonances could not 

be considered outside musical context, as Descartes had done when he divided 

concordance and agreeability or as Sauveur had done when he separated acoustics from 

 
337 Rameau, 139. 
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music.338 To Rameau, consonances could only be understood polyphonically, as building 

blocks of an overarching harmonic structure built upon a fundamental bass. 

Rameau crafted a musical science explicitly geared towards explaining and 

organizing composition. Like Sauveur, he lamented earlier musicians’ overreliance on 

aural judgments and argued that experience should be tempered by intellect and 

mathematical reasoning. “Even if experience can enlighten us concerning the different 

properties of music,” he wrote in his Traité, “it alone cannot lead us to discover the 

principle behind these properties with the precision appropriate to reason. Conclusions 

drawn from experience are often false, or at least leave us with doubts that only reason 

can dispel.”339 Like Sauveur, Rameau situated his work in the Cartesian tradition, in 

which geometrical certainty and precision were the ultimate virtues of philosophical 

inquiry.340 Unlike Sauveur, but in line with earlier music theorists such as Zarlino, 

Rameau took the connection between mathematical theory and aesthetics as self-evident. 

While Sauveur had achieved Cartesian scientific clarity by isolating aesthetic experience 

from mathematical science and devoting his acoustics to the latter, Rameau saw musical 

aesthetics and scientific reasoning as not estranged but intertwined. “We may judge 

music only through our hearing,” he argued, “and reason has no authority unless it is in 

agreement with the ear; yet nothing should be more convincing to us than the union of 

 
338 Descartes considered only concordance a legitimate subject of natural philosophy and viewed 
agreeability as purely a matter of personal preference (see chapter 3). 
339 Rameau, Treatise on Harmony, xxxiii. 
340 We should recognize that Newtonian and Cartesian philosophy were both integral to 
Enlightenment thought and any attempt to disentangle Cartesian from Newtonian influences in 
Rameau’s theory would be fruitless. All I claim is that the Newton of harmony styled himself as a 
Cartesian by deducing his system of music from first principles. 
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both in our judgments.” Errors of prior theorists “arose only because they did not know 

how to join reason and experience.”341 After reason and musical aesthetics had drifted 

apart following the advent of the acoustical paradox and Sauveur’s acoustics, Rameau 

saw harmony as a means to rejoin them. He strove to close the gap between concordance 

and agreeability (to use Descartes’s and Mersenne’s terms) and prove that human musical 

experiences could be understood rationally and scientifically. 

In seeking this rational/aesthetic balance, Rameau presented harmony as an 

extension of ancient music theory and practice. Declaring that “reason alone enabled [the 

ancients] to discover most of the properties of music,”342 he continued: 

How, for example, could we prove that our music is more perfect than that of the 

Ancients, since it no longer appears to produce the same effects they attributed to 

theirs? Should we answer that the more things become familiar the less they cause 

surprise, and that the admiration which they can originally inspire degenerates 

imperceptibly as we accustom ourselves to them, until what we admired becomes 

at last merely diverting? This would at best imply the equality of our music and 

not its superiority. But if through the exposition of an evident principle, from 

which we then draw just and certain conclusions, we can show that our music has 

attained the last degree of perfection and that the Ancients were far from this 

perfection … Persons of taste and outstanding ability in this field will no longer 

fear a lack of the knowledge necessary for success. In short, the light of reason, 

 
341 Rameau, Treatise on Harmony, 139. 
342 Rameau, xxxiii. 
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dispelling the doubts into which experience can plunge us at any moment, will be 

the most certain guarantee of success that we can expect in this art.343 

Unlike Vincenzo, Rameau believed that modern music had surpassed that of antiquity. 

Music of prior decades had (according to Rameau) been composed according to a tacit 

understanding of the “evident principle” of the basse fondamentale. The ancients, whose 

music he believed to have been purely monophonic, never attained a true understanding 

of harmony—the myths of ancient songs’ wondrous effects notwithstanding.344 While the 

ancients followed reason and most modern composers heeded the judgments of their ears, 

Rameau positioned harmony as a synthesis of reason and sensation that would unlock the 

“the last degree of perfection” of music. 

Rameau’s Traité consisted of four books. Books 1 and 2 dealt with the theory of 

harmony and its uses in analyzing chords and chord structures. Books 3 and 4 addressed 

composition and accompaniment. In book 3, Rameau set out to ground all commonly 

accepted tools and methods of composition in the theory of the basse fondamentale, 

which included, for example: diatonic scales, interval inversion, the uses of leading tones, 

suspensions, and the various types of cadences. Though Rameau rarely used the term 

contrapoint in his Traité, he devoted considerable efforts to subsuming rules of 

counterpoint under the science of harmony. Previous “harmonic thinking” treated 

 
343 Rameau, xxxiii. 
344 As seen in chapter 2, Girolamo Mei asserted that ancient music had achieved wonderous 
effects through pure monophony. See Mei, Letters, 91. However, few learned men by Rameau’s 
time took such myths seriously. For more on the rejection of “wonder” in the Enlightenment, see 
Lorraine Daston and Katharine Park, Wonders and the Order of Nature, 1150-1750 (Zone Books, 
2001), 109–26, 329–60. 
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harmony as the special case of counterpoint in which notes were heard simultaneously. 

Rameau inverted this epistemological hierarchy by regarding counterpoint as the special 

case of harmony in which notes were arranged in multiple interlocking melody lines. 

Book 4 examined practical applications of chord progressions, the differences between 

major and minor intervals and modes, and how rules of figured bass corresponded to 

rules of chord progression. Music historians have noted Rameau’s occasionally illogical 

or inconsistent applications of harmony towards these many facets of practice. But this is 

beside the point. From a rhetorical standpoint, Rameau offered a vision of practice that 

was wholly (or nearly) reducible to mathematical principles. He asserted, contra Sauveur, 

that the true and proper science of sounds was not acoustics but music. 

The few aspects of music not steeped in the theory of harmony Rameau treated as 

artistic “license.” License, as it was understood in the Enlightenment, referred to how 

artists could violate rules of their craft in order to achieve certain aesthetic effects.345 To 

Rameau it included “everything that deviates from this natural source” of the basse 

fondamentale. License was the right of composer to privilege personal tastes above rules 

of harmony. A bass descending by an interval of a seventh (part of a “deceptive” 

cadence) “owes its origins more to good taste than to nature.”346 Like previous music 

theorists, including Vincenzo and Zarlino, Rameau defined the fugue as a product of 

license: “an adornment of music governed by good taste alone” and based in “good taste 

 
345 It traced back to Pseudo-Longinus’s treatise On the Sublime (third century CE). For more see 
Cynthia Verba, Music and the French Enlightenment: Rameau and the Philosophes in Dialogue, 
2nd ed. (Oxford University Press, 2016), 87. 
346 Rameau, Treatise on Harmony, 124. Rameau attempted to justify deceptive cadences by 
extending the major triad to a major seventh chord (adding the seventh scale degree of B to the C 
major triad). 
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and imagination” rather than mathematical laws.347 He recognized the crucial role of 

license in music, noting that “those who say we owe license only to good taste are much 

more excusable than those who, listening to neither reason nor experience, reject all 

license to which they are not sensitive.” This did not imply that instances of license were 

unrelated to his theory. “No license,” Rameau instructed, “may be proposed which does 

not arise from this source” of the basse fondamentale.348 He continued: 

Our great masters are content merely to please, making light of the criticisms of 

those scrupulous people who, too much enslaved by the opinion of some writer, 

limit their own reason and deny their own experience in order to follow him … 

we shall not be content to say that the use of all licenses proposed in the 

remainder of this chapter, since they are found in the finest masters, should be 

authorized by experience. We shall add to this a proof based upon an 

incontestable principle, whose very simplicity is evidence of its truth.349 

License should always be analyzed as a departure from or contrast with music’s 

underlying harmonic structure, which made music’s inevitable return to harmony all the 

more impactful. Rameau made similar claims in justifying the usage of dissonances and 

consonances not derived from the basse fondamentale. He reckoned this joining of 

scientific reasoning with individual tastes to be the supreme achievement of his theory. 

This, again, was a feat Sauveur considered beyond the reaches of science. 

 
347 Rameau, xliv, 348. 
348 Rameau, 124. 
349 “Natural” here refers to the principle of the fundamental bass. Rameau, 124–5; recall 
Huygens’ marginal note “non audio qui allegant authoritatem” in Huygens, O. C., 20:161. 
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It is important to clarify that, while deeply mathematical, the theory presented in 

Rameau’s Traité was not physico-mathematical. Not yet having read Sauveur’s 

acoustical treatises, Rameau dismissed the physical and mechanical dimensions of music 

by declaring that “we shall leave the task of defining sound to physics.”350 Whole number 

string divisions, not the physics of sound or hearing, were the “natural” principles of his 

Traité. Intervals were “directly generated by the fundamental sound” through aliquot 

string divisions. By portraying intervals as divisions of string lengths but not frequencies 

of vibration, Rameau ensconced his theory within traditional monochord theory and 

sidestepped the question of the physical causes of sound and consonance. He explained 

overtones by noting that “each string contains in itself all other strings shorter than it.”351 

Rameau defended these claims by quoting similar statements from Descartes’s 

Compendium. Descartes’s analysis of sound in relation to divided lines and string lengths 

placed his Compendium within the nascent physico-mathematical research program. 

Rameau’s Traité largely retraced Descartes’s approach a century later, when physico-

mathematics had advanced leaps and bounds beyond what Descartes envisioned. 

Rameau’s theory was not physico-mathematics as the category was understood in his 

time. Harmony, as presented in the Traité, had no basis in acoustics and made no 

philosophical claims on physical causes of sound and hearing. Perhaps Rameau knew the 

hurdles previous philosophers encountered in seeking a physical theory of consonance. 

Perhaps he wanted to write a treatise on music theory and did not consider physics within 

his purview. Rameau’s science thus dealt with that subset of sounds agreeable to the ear 

 
350 Rameau, Treatise on Harmony, 3–5. 
351 Rameau, 13. 
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but offered no physical cause for this agreeability. Harmony initially developed parallel 

to, and independently from, Sauveur’s acoustics. 

3.2. The Corps Sonore 

Only upon learning of Sauveur’s key connection between overtones and the harmonic 

series did Rameau begin to ground his theory in physics. Rameau first hinted at a 

physical basis of harmony in his Nouveau système de musique théorique of 1726. 

Speaking of a “germ of harmony” latent in all human beings, he noted that harmony 

could easily be perceived “in a string, in a pipe, etc. whose resonance makes heard three 

different sounds at once.” He added without elaborating: “this same effect may be 

supposed in all sonorous bodies, and one may consequently suppose it in the sounds of 

our voice, even if it will not be sensible.”352 A more developed physical realization of 

harmony appeared in his Génération harmonique of 1737. There he proclaimed that 

“music is a physico-mathematical science; sound is its physical object, and the ratios 

between different sounds are its mathematical object.” Its purpose, as always, was “to 

please and excite in us various passions.”353 Rameau’s best explanation came in his 

 
352 “Il y a effectivement en nous un germe d’harmonie, dont apparament on ne s’est point encore 
apperçû. Il est cependant facile de s’en appercevoir dans une corde, dans un tuyau, etc. dont la 
resonance fait entendre trois sons différents à la fois. Puisqu’en supposant ce même effet dans 
tous les corps sonores, on doit part consequent le supposer dans un son de nôtre voix, quand 
même il n’y seroit pas sensible;” in Jean-Philippe Rameau, Nouveau Système de Musique 
Théorique (Paris: Ballard, 1726), iii. The “three sounds” Rameau cited were the fundamental, 
third, and fifth. 
353 “La Musique est une Science Phisico-mathématique, le Son en eft l’objet Phisique, & les 
rapports trouvés entre différens Sons en font l’objet Mathématique; sa fin est de plaire, & 
d’exciter en nous diverses passions;” Jean-Philippe Rameau, Génération Harmonique (Paris: 
Prault, 1737), 30; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 3:29. Rameau claimed to have “foreseen” this 
physical dimension to harmony in his Traité. 
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Démonstration du principe de l’harmonie of 1750, where he forwent all modesty and 

claimed to have “finally managed to demonstrate this fundamental principle of music 

that, before my work, people had tried in vain to discover.”354 

Rameau’s “fundamental principle” merged Sauveur’s key connection with a 

modified version of the coincidence theory of consonance. Rameau cited Sauveur’s 

discovery that every sonorous body emitted a series of overtones following the intervals 

of the harmonic series alongside its fundamental tone. “Once this is established,” he 

continued, “one immediately sees the harmonic proportion 1: 1/3: 1/5 originating from 

the sonorous body, its third [harmonic], and its fifth [harmonic], from which is formed 

the most perfect harmony.”355 This harmony was the major triad, comprised of a 

fundamental tone, major third, and fifth. The third harmonic (1/3, with triple the 

frequency of the fundamental) made a twelfth interval and the fifth harmonic (1/5, with 

five times the fundamental) made a seventeenth. This was equivalent to an octave plus a 

fifth and two octaves plus a major third above the fundamental. Whereas Rameau’s 

Traité had derived these intervals “naturally” through aliquot string divisions, here these 

intervals were a “natural” consequence of the physics of vibrating bodies. The 

coincidence theory was thus extended to the coincidences between overtone frequencies 

 
354 “Je ne me suis point rebuté dans mes recherces, & je suis enfin parvenu à démontrer ce 
principe fondamental de la Musique, que jusqu’à moi on avoit tâché vainement de découvrir;” 
Jean-Philippe Rameau, Démonstration Du Principe de l’harmonie (Paris: Durand and Pissot, 
1750), v; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 3:157. In a footnote Rameau traced these “vain” efforts 
back to Pythagoras, and also referenced Zarlino, Mersenne, Kircher, Descartes, Huygens, and 
Wallis. 
355 “Cela une fois établi, on voit tout d’un coup naître la proportion harmonique, 1: 1/3: 1/5, du 
corps sonore, de son tiers, & de son cinquéme, dont se forme la plus parfaité harmonie;” Rameau, 
Démonstration, viii–ix; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 3:158–9. 
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in addition to the coincidences between fundamental frequencies that Mersenne, Galileo, 

etc. had studied. Under this ‘extended coincidence theory,” audible consonance arose 

from the sum total coincidences between fundamental and harmonic frequencies of a pair 

of tones. The third and fifth’s preeminent place within the harmonic series ensured that 

their overtones would coincide often with those of the fundamental. This explained why 

the third and fifth appeared more agreeable than other intervals such as the fourth. 

Sauveur’s theory of complex vibration supplied a physico-mathematical basis for 

Rameau’s principle of the basse fondamentale, and by extension for his entire science of 

harmony. Rameau used corps sonore to refer to both specific vibrating bodies and the 

general concept of a complex vibrating system. Finally, corps sonore also came to be 

used as a synecdoche for Rameau’s entire physicalized theory of harmony, as 

distinguished from the mathematical monochord theory of the Traité.356 

Why was Rameau so captivated by the corps sonore? Its explanatory results were 

mixed at best. It solved the problem of the fourth but failed to account for the consonance 

of minor chords or the wide variety of seventh chords and their audible effects.357 More 

disturbingly, the corps sonore implied the “natural” existence of the 7:1 interval and 

other dissonant harmonic intervals, seemingly undercutting Rameau’s claim to have 

found a “fundamental principle” of musical consonance. An infinity of dissonances 

emanated from the corps sonore, for there was no theoretical limit to how many 

 
356 The irony that Sauveur developed his initial theory of vibrating bodies only after disregarding 
traditional notions of natural harmony and treating overtones equally regardless of musical 
agreeability was apparently lost on Rameau. 
357 For a summary of problems generated by Rameau’s theory see Verba, Music and the French 
Enlightenment, 65, note 22. 
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harmonic intervals could resound within a vibrating system. The corps sonore also did 

nothing to bridge the physical/perceptual chasm that beleaguered musical scientific 

research during the previous century. Sound still traveled as pressure pulsations through 

air and still engendered aural pleasure through regular patterns of stimuli upon the 

eardrum. In fact, Rameau’s belated discovery of the corps sonore left his science of 

harmony largely unchanged. As Gossett observed, “the rules [of composition] remain 

basically the same. The derivation of sounds from the overtone series produces 

essentially the same sounds as the division of the string which Rameau proposes in the 

Traité.” Gossett added: “only the ‘natural’ justification is changed. Here [in the Traité] 

the ‘natural principle’ is the undivided string; there [in later works] it is the sonorous 

body.”358 

The corps sonore fascinated Rameau because it opened up the possibility of 

incorporating music—and all “arts of taste”—into physico-mathematical natural 

philosophy. As he explained in his Nouvelles réflexions sur sa démonstration du Principe 

de l’harmonie: 

The principle here considered is effectively a principle taken from nature itself 

and palpable to three of our senses, that this is a question neither of conjecture nor 

of hypotheses, and that everything antecedent to this principle is absolutely 

useless in arriving at an understanding of the theory and practice of the arts, to 

which it may serve as a guide. I speak of the arts, because there is every reason to 

presume, as will be see in the course of these Reflections, that this principle may 

 
358 Rameau, Treatise on Harmony, xxi. 
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influence equally all the arts of taste, which have the senses for a judge and 

proportions for a rule.359 

Rameau’s “principle” was the idea that all pleasures derived from the fine arts (a 

reasonable interpretation of “arts of taste”) were caused by some physical–sensible 

instantiation of simple numerical proportions. These pleasing proportions “reside most 

certainly and most sensibly” in music as the corps sonore.360 However, Rameau asserted 

that harmonic proportions governed every art of taste from music to painting and 

architecture to poetry.361 He justified this using Cartesian mechanical philosophy: “if we 

consider that all of our senses are, in effect, mere modifications of touch, then with these 

modifications the same order must exist.”362 As he added later in his Nouvelles réflexions: 

Make no mistake. The arts, which have been called the arts of taste, are less 

arbitrary than this title has made us suppose up to now. We cannot avoid 

 
359 “On reconnoîtra, dans ces nouvelles Réflexions, que le principe, dont il s’y agit, est 
effectivement un principe tiré de la nature même, & palpable à trois de nos sens, qu’il n’y est 
question ni de conjectures, ni d’hipotèses, & que tout ce qui lui est antécédent est absolument 
inutile pour arriver à la connoissance de la théorie & de la pratique des Arts, auxquels il peut 
servir de guide”; Rameau, Nouvelles Réflexions, preface; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 5:98–9. 
360 “Dans la Musique réside le plus certainement & le plus sensiblement le principe de tous les 
Arts de goût”; Rameau, Nouvelles Réflexions, 50; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 5:124. 
361 Rameau’s attitude might be compared to that of the so-called “anti-Newtonian” philosopher 
Louis-Bertrand Castel, who hypothesized an “ocular harpsichord” that analogized the physics of 
sound and light. As Thomas L. Hankins argues, Castel viewed this analogy, more than simple 
rhetoric, as a hypothesis evident from common experience and treated science and art as parallel 
paths to natural truth. “Philosophy and poetry have the same object, the same nature and the same 
truth--a sublime thought in poetry is equivalent to a discovery in natural philosophy”, as Hankins 
writes. Castel’s refusal to excise imagination from philosophy and treatment of musical beauty as 
a probable hypothesis upon which to build a theory of nature surely appealed to Rameau. See 
Thomas L. Hankins, “The Ocular Harpsichord of Louis-Bertrand Castel; Or, The Instrument That 
Wasn’t,” Osiris 9 (1994): 150. 
362 “Si l’on considére que tous nos sens ne sont, en effet, que des modifications du tact, qu’à ces 
modifications près, le même ordre doit y subsister”; Rameau, Nouvelles Réflexions, 62; Rameau, 
Theoretical Writings, 5:130. 
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recognizing today that they are founded on principles: principles all the more 

certain and immutable because they are given to us by nature, the understanding 

of which enlightens talent and rules the imagination, and the ignorance of which, 

by contrast, is the source of absurdities by mediocre artists and delusions by men 

of genius.363 

Whereas Cartesian-mechanical theories of sensation had once cast doubt over the 

scientific intelligibility of consonance, Rameau deployed them to extrapolate principles 

of musical beauty to all the senses. In music, above other arts, this principle was 

observable in physical bodies and demonstrable through experimental philosophy. 

Rameau’s Traité had proven (by his estimation) that all facets of musical practice were 

reducible to the theory of the basse fondamentale. By grounding the basse fondamentale 

in the corps sonore, Rameau argued that all music was understandable mechanically, in 

terms of mathematical principles that were discovered in nature. Here Rameau offered a 

stunning rebuke of Sauveur. Harmony—not acoustics—was the true physico-

mathematical science of sound. 

A second crucial element of Rameau’s physical theory of harmony was his dual 

notion of oreille and sous-entendu. As far as bridging the physical/perceptual chasm was 

concerned, the corps sonore was essentially an extended and repackaged version of the 

 
363 “Qu’on ne s’y trompe point. Les Arts, qu’on a nommés Arts de goût, ont moins d’arbitraire 
que ce titre ne leur en a fait supposer jusqu’ici: on ne peut se dispenser aujourd’hui de reconnoître 
qu’ils sont fondés en principes: principes d’autant plus certains, & d’autant plus immuables, 
qu’ils nous sont donnés par la nature, principes dont la connoissance éclaire le talent & règle 
l’imagination, & dont l’ignorance, au contraire, est une source d’absurdités chez ler Artistes 
médiocres, & d’égaremens chez les hommes de génie”; Rameau, Nouvelles Réflexions, 64–65; 
Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 5:131. 
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coincidence theory. It engendered the same metaphysical gaps and paradoxes as prior 

mechanico-corpuscular accounts of consonance. To address this, Rameau developed a 

concept of sous-entendu (best interpreted as “implication” or “tacit understanding”) 

whereby composers could “imply” chordal structures to the ear of a listener. (Sous-

entendre literally means “to hear beneath,” suggesting exactly the kind of underlying 

order to music Rameau wished to demonstrate.) As David E. Cohen has noted, Rameau 

defined “ear” (oreille) more broadly than a mere corporeal sensory organ.364 His ear 

included subconscious mental capacities, specifically the instinct to recognize implied 

chords when some, but not all, of the chord tones were heard. Though modern observers 

might see harmonic instinct as a psychological faculty, to Rameau instinct was 

subconscious and resided outside the mind [l’esprit] proper. This same instinct 

supposedly allowed the ear to filter out dissonant harmonics and perceive only the 

consonant intervals of the corps sonore: the fundamental, third, and fifth. Rameau 

believed instinct had allowed the ancients to discover many aspects of melody. Upon 

hearing the corps sonore in nature and instinctively grasping the chordal structures it 

implied, ancient musicians (which, as far as Rameau was concerned, included Zarlino) 

were able to compose affective music even without knowledge of the principles of 

harmony. This proved “what the ear can do, but at the same time how it may throw us 

astray if we have no other guide in this search.”365 

 
364 David E. Cohen, “Musical ‘Instinct’ and Musical Cognition in Rameau,” in Music Theory and 
Natural Order from the Renaissance to the Early Twentieth Century, ed. Suzannah Clark and 
Alexander Rehding (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 68–92. 
365 Rameau, Génération Harmonique, 60; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 3:44; Cohen also quotes 
this passage in Cohen, “Musical ‘Instinct’ and Musical Cognition in Rameau,” 77. 
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This was, in certain ways, in line with prior developments in musical science. As 

shown in chapter 3, Descartes, Mersenne, and Huygens learned to view hearing as a 

corporeal process that relied more on the physical ear than the rational soul. Rameau 

went further and granted the ear (the organ and the instinct) an essential role in 

interpreting the sensory stimuli of the corps sonore. As Cohen has surmised, no matter 

how much Rameau insisted that harmony emanated from physico-mathematical nature, 

his use of l’oreille and sous-entendre “always includes at least an implicit reference of 

the activity of a human subject.”366 Instinct was the epistemological glue binding the 

physics of the corps sonore to human musical experience. This central role accorded to 

the listener comprised the fundamental difference between Rameau’s and Sauveur’s 

sciences of sound. 

Like Sauveur, Rameau elaborated upon his theory by envisioning a kind of 

auditory tabula rasa. As recounted in his Démonstration, his first attempts to place 

himself in such a position were met with frustration: 

Enlightened by the Method of Descartes, which I had the fortune to read and was 

struck by, I began by investigating myself. I tried singing somewhat as I child 

who was learning to sing would do. I examined what was happening in my mind 

and voice, and it seemed that nothing at all compelled me, when I had intoned a 

sound, to intone one sound rather than another out of the multitude that I could 

make follow [the first]. There were, in truth, certain sounds for which my voice 

and ear seemed to have a predilection. This was my first perception, but this 

 
366 Cohen, “Musical ‘Instinct’ and Musical Cognition in Rameau,” 75. 
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predilection appeared to me purely a thing of habit. I imagined that in another 

system of music than our own, with different habits of singing, the predilection of 

the voice and sense would have been for another sound. I concluded that I had not 

found in myself any good reason for justifying this predilection or seeing it as 

natural, and that I should neither take it as the principle of my searches nor 

presume it in another man who never had the habit of singing or listening to 

songs.367  

Rameau acknowledged the difficulty of disentangling musical habit from musical 

instinct. In response, he embarked on a series of Cartesian-style meditations on the 

origins of musical pleasure. Rameau ostensibly relinquished all prior knowledge and 

predilections, so that—like Mersenne’s ideal listener—he might perceive music directly 

and without prejudice: 

I therefore placed myself, as precisely as possible, in the state of a man who had 

neither sung nor ever heard singing, promising myself to resort to strange 

experiences whenever I had the suspicion that a habit of a contrary state might, 

 
367 “Eclairé par la Méthode de Descartes que j’avois heureusement lûe, & dont j’avois été frappé, 
je commençai par descendre en moi-même; j’essayai des chants, à peu près comme un enfant qui 
s’exerceroit à chanter; j’examinai ce qui se passoit dans mon esprit & dans mon organe, & il me 
sembla toujours qu’il n’y avoit rien du tout qui me déterminât, quand j’avois entonné un son, à 
entonner, entre la multitude des sons que je pouvois lui faire succéder, l’un plutôt que l’autre. Il y 
en avoit, à la vérité, certains pour lesquels l’organe de la voix & mon oreille me paroissoient 
avoir de la prédilection; & ce fut l’à mam premiere perception; mais cette prédilection me parût 
une pure affaire d’habitude. J’imaginai que dans un autre systême de Musique que le nôtre, avec 
une autre habitude de chant, la prédilection de l’organe & du sens auroit été pour un autre son; & 
je conclus que puisque je ne trouvois en moi-même aucune bonne raison pour justifier cette 
prédilection, & la regarder comme naturelle, je ne devois ni la prendre pour principe de mes 
recherches, ni même la supposer dans un autre homme, qui n’auroit point l’habitude de chanter 
ou d’entendre du chant;” Rameau, Démonstration, 7–9; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 3:170–1. 
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despite myself, lead me away from this supposition. That done, I began to look 

outside myself and search in nature for that which I could not draw from my own 

self, neither as distinctly nor as surely as I would have desired. My search was not 

long. The first sound which struck my ear was a flash of light. I immediately 

ascertained that it was not one but rather a compound of sounds that had made 

this impression on me. Here, I told myself, was the difference between noise and 

sound.368 

Where Sauveur’s auditory tabula rasa found all sounds unfamiliar and confusing and 

learned to appreciate music through repeated experiences, Rameau’s imaginary listener 

would immediately delight in music by pure instinct. Rameau used “compound” to refer 

to the tones of the corps sonore, which demarcated “sound” (son) from mere brutish 

“noise” (bruit). This let Rameau make a momentous claim: unharmonious aural 

experiences—those beyond the corps sonore—were not even worthy of the title of 

“sound.” A true science of sound, in Rameau’s view, had to account for humankind’s 

natural predilection towards harmony. To ignore musical experience, as Sauveur had 

done, would be to ignore “sound” altogether. 

 
368 “Je me plaçai donc le plus exactement qu’il me fut possible dans l’état d’un homme qui 
n’auroit ni chanté, ni entendu du chant, me promettant bien de recourir à des exériences 
étrangeres, toutes les fois que j’aurois le soupçon que l’habitude d’un état contraire à celui où je 
me supposois m’entraîneroit malgré moi hors de la supposition. Cela fait, je me mis à regarder 
autour de moi, & à chercher dans la nature, ce que je ne pouvois tirer de mon propre fond, ni 
aussi nettement, ni aussi sûrement que je le désirois. Ma recerche ne fut pas longue. Le premier 
son qui frappa mon oreille fut un traite de lumiere. Je m’apperçus tout d’un coup qu’il n’étoit pas 
un, ou que l’impression qu’il faisoit sur moi étoit composée; violà, me dis—je sur le champ, la 
différence du bruit & du son”; Rameau, Démonstration, 11–12; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 
3:172. Emphasis in original. In a footnote Rameau claimed to have first announced this discovery 
in his Génération harmonique. 
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The corps sonore was more than a physical basis for harmony. In the decades 

after Sauveur excised music from the science of sound, it offered Rameau a chance to 

reunite the two and secure music’s place in natural philosophy. To devise a music theory 

useful to practitioners but untethered from scientific or philosophical concerns would not 

have achieved the goal Rameau sought. Through the corps sonore, Rameau hoped to 

surmount the acoustical paradox and prove that music originated from nature itself. In the 

preface to the Génération harmonique he explained to his patrons that music “could be 

reduced to theory by those persons accustomed as you to joining reason and 

sentiment.”369 In a key passage from the Nouvelles réflexions, Rameau elaborated further 

and tackled the acoustical paradox head on: 

The science of music demands more contemplation than one might imagine. 

Being a geometer or a physicist does not suffice to investigate it in depth. It is 

necessary, in addition, to have ears, and ears very well trained in the art [of 

music], such that one cannot pass judgement unless reason and sentiment are 

absolutely in agreement. Otherwise the physicist often gives to things an 

interpretation quite opposed to that which sentiment requires, and the simple 

musician, who is sensitive only to the effects without understanding their cause, 

constantly risks attributing things to principles which are extraneous to them.370 

 
369 “Il n’est pas cependant douteux que ces mêmes moins ne puissent être réduits en theorie par 
les personnes aussi accoutumées que Vous à joindre la reflexion au sentiment”; Rameau, 
Génération Harmonique, ii; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 3:6. 
370 “La Science de la Musique demande plus de méditation qu’on ne se l’imagine, il ne suffit pas 
d’être Géomètre & Phisicien pour pouvoir l’approfondir, il faut, de plus, aoir des oreilles, & des 
oreilles très--consommées dans l’Art, de sorte qu’on ne puissee y porter aucun jugement, sans que 
la raison & le sentiment ne s’y trouvent absolument d’accord: sinon le Phisicien donne souvent 
aux choses une interprétation toute opposée à celle qu’exige le sentiment; & le simple Musicien 
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Rameau portrayed harmony as a science superior to acoustics. It unified the rational and 

the emotional and sprung from a principle unmatched “in its evidence, riches, and 

superiority which it takes from nature itself.”371 Rameau’s word “sentiment” designated 

an emotional reaction and aesthetic responsiveness to sensory stimuli. According to 

Jessica Riskin, sentiment drew from a far broader culture of Enlightenment sensibility in 

which the empirical and the emotional were tightly intertwined. Alongside “the hard facts 

of sensory experience,” sentiment constituted the mode of natural science Riskin termed 

“sentimental empiricism.”372 These appeals to sentiment affirmed that Rameau’s science 

was about far more than explaining a handful of consonances and chords. He believed 

that all effects of music—from simple pleasures of consonances to the vast array of 

passions invoked by compositions—could be grounded in mathematical principles of 

natural philosophy as ineffable as Newton’s law of gravitation. Once this was achieved, 

musical practice would become a direct application of musical science, with only trace 

amounts of taste and artistic license left up to individual composers. Reconciling the 

scientific study of sound with the sentiment of musical practitioners was the holy grail of 

Rameau’s physicalized science of harmony. 

If the reactions of the philosophes were any indication, Rameau had succeeded 

spectacularly. Astronomer Jean-Paul Grandjean de Fouchy (1707–1788) and 

 
qui n’est sensible qu’aux effets, sans en connoître la cause, risque à tout moment de les attribuer à 
des principes qui leur sont étrangers”; Rameau, Nouvelles Réflexions, 70–71; Rameau, 
Theoretical Writings, 5:134. 
371 “On puisse en opposer aucun qui lui soit comparable par son évidence, par sa richesse, & par 
sa supérioroté qu’il tient de la nature même, comme je me flatte de l’avoir démontré”; Rameau, 
Nouvelles Réflexions, 65–66; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 5:131–2. 
372 Jessica Riskin, Science in the Age of Sensibility: The Sentimental Empiricists of the French 
Enlightenment (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002), 1–4. 
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encyclopedist Jean-François Marmontel (1723–1799), among others, paid Rameau the 

highest compliment one could receive in the Enlightenment by deeming him “the Newton 

of harmony.”373 No one was more impressed than d’Alembert, who in the Discours 

préliminaire to the Encyclopédie lauded Rameau as a paradigmatic man of science. 

Previous systems of composition, according to d’Alembert, were utter chaos, developed 

by uneducated artists through a slipshod process of trial and error. Rameau, for the first 

time, had subjected music to rational analysis. As d’Alembert recounted in a section on 

les beaux Arts in France: 

Of all the arts, music has made perhaps the most progress in the past fifteen years. 

Thanks to the labors of a strong, manly, and fruitful genius, foreigners who once 

could not bear our symphonies are beginning to savor them, while the French 

finally seem persuaded that Lully left much to be done in this genre. By bringing 

the practice of his art to such a high level of perfection, Mr. Rameau has become 

both the model and an object of jealousy for a great many artists, who decry him 

even as they attempt to imitate him. But what more particularly distinguishes him 

is that he has successfully reflected on the theory of this art. In the fundamental 

bass he has found the principle of harmony and melody. In this way, he has 

reduced to more certain and simple laws a science that was, before him, given 

over to arbitrary rules, or rules dictated by blind experience. I eagerly take the 

opportunity to celebrate this philosopher-artist in a discourse intended principally 

for the praise of great men. His merit, which he has compelled our age to 

 
373 See Christensen’s introduction for the many comparisons of Rameau to Newton, in 
Christensen, Rameau and Musical Thought, 7–9. 
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acknowledge, will become well known only once time has quelled envy. His 

name, dear to the most enlightened part of our nation, cannot offend anyone here. 

But even if it displeases some so-called patrons, a philosopher would be worthy of 

pity if even in matters of science and taste he did not permit himself to speak the 

truth.374 

Like Fontenelle’s appraisal of Sauveur, d’Alembert was less interested in the particulars 

of Rameau’s theory than the scientific rigor he brought to his subject. By labeling 

Rameau a philosopher-artist (Artiste philosophe), d’Alembert agreed that harmony was 

founded in natural philosophy, not just mathematics.375 By asserting that foreigners with 

no prior inclination towards French music would learn to enjoy it once Rameau’s theories 

 
374 “Les beaux Arts ne sont pas moins en honneur dans notre nation. Si j’en crois les Amateurs 
éclairés, notre école de Peinture est la premiere de l’Europe, & plusieurs ouvrages de nos 
Sculpteurs n’auroient pas été desavoués par les Anciens. La Musique est peut-être de tous ces 
Arts celui qui a fait depuis quinze ans le plus de progrès parmi nous. Graces aux travaux d’un 
génie mâle, hardi & fécond, les Étrangers qui ne pouvoient souffrir nos symphonies, commencent 
à les goûter, & les François paroissent enfin persuadés que Lulli avoit laissé dans ce genre 
beaucoup à faire. M. Rameau, en poussant la pratique de son Art à un si haut degré de perfection, 
est devenu tout ensemble le modele & l’objet de la jalousie d’un grand nombre d’Artistes, qui le 
décrient en s’efforçant de l’imiter. Mais ce qui le distingue plus particulierement, c’est d’avoir 
refléchi avec beaucoup de succès sur la théorie de ce même Art; d’avoir sû trouver dans la Basse 
fondamentale le principe de l’harmonie & de la mélodie; d’avoir réduit par ce moyen à des lois 
plus certaines & plus simples, une science livrée avant lui à des regles arbitraires, ou dictées par 
une expérience aveugle. Je saisis avec empressement l’occasion de célébrer cet Artiste 
philosophe, dans un discours destiné principalement à l’éloge des grands Hommes. Son mérite, 
dont il a forcé notre siecle à convenir, ne sera bien connu que quand le tems aura fait taire l’envie; 
& son nom, cher à la partie de notre nation la plus éclairée, ne peut blesser ici personne. Mais dût-
il déplaire à quelques prétendus Mécenes, un Philosophe seroit bien à plaindre, si même en 
matiere de sciences & de goût, il ne se permettoit pas de dire la vérité.” See the Discours 
préliminaire in Diderot and D’Alembert, Encyclopédie, 1:xxxiii. By “symphony” d’Alembert 
meant compositions with multiple parts played at once. The modern sense of symphony as a 
sonata for full orchestra came about with the works of Joseph Haydn (1732–1809). 
375 John Hawkins granted Rameau a similar title in deeming him a “philosophical artist." See John 
Hawkins, A General History of the Science and Practice of Music (London: Printed for T. Payne 
and Son, 1776), 5:386. 
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were put into effect, d’Alembert affirmed that musical pleasure was a matter of laws, not 

personal tastes or preferences. This was in the same spirit as Mersenne’s “algebra of 

music” (see chapter 3).376 Just as Mersenne sought to calculate “the most beautiful 

melody of all those that can be created,” d’Alembert believed that Rameau’s science 

could algorithmically generate pleasing and affective symphonies. People from various 

nations could no more deny the pleasures of Rameau’s harmony than deny the truth of 

Newton’s laws of motion.377 

Rameau’s insistence on the natural basis of music might seem like a Pythagorean 

throwback. In his final, unpublished writings Rameau marveled at “the most perfect 

geometry given by the corps sonore” and compared it to “a sun suspended over our heads 

to enlighten us.” He conjectured that all particles of matter resonated as little corps 

sonores and maintained that the “creator” had endowed humans with senses to help them 

discover this fundamental physico-mathematical principle that governed the universe.378 

In the Nouvelles Réflexions Rameau made clear the corps sonore’s status as a primordial 

element of nature, “one of these first causes, the understanding of which is beyond our 

 
376 Mersenne, La Verité Des Sciences, 557. 
377 Not accidentally, D’Alembert’s term “philosopher-artist” evoked a famous declaration of 
Newton that, “with the help of philosophical geometers and geometrical philosophers, instead of 
the conjectures and probabilities that are being blazoned about everywhere, we shall finally 
achieve a science of nature supported by the highest evidence.” Just as Newton had achieved a 
clear science of nature by merging philosophy with geometrical arts such as mechanics, the 
Newton of harmony had established a clear science of music by applying mathematical methods 
to musical arts. See Newton’s “Optical Lectures,” in Isaac Newton, The Optical Papers of Isaac 
Newton, ed. Alan E. Shapiro (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 1:86–9. 
378 Jean-Philippe Rameau, Jean-Philippe Rameaus letzter Musiktraktat, “Vérités également 
ignorées et interressantes tirées du sein de la nature” (1764), ed. Herbert Schneider (Franz 
Steiner Verlag, 1986), 64, 14. 
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faculties, and which the true philosophers of today avoid seeking.”379 His last writings 

took this to the extreme by treating it as the basis of beauty in all arts and, in the guise of 

what Christensen deems an “Ur-corpse sonore,” the inspiration for man’s study of all 

mathematical sciences.380  

As we have noted in chapter 2 when analyzing the Vincenzo–Zarlino dispute, 

labeling all ideas of natural musical proportions or divinely ordained harmony as 

“Pythagorean” can be misleading. Nothing like Zarlino’s abstract number proportions or 

Kepler’s geometric archetypes appeared in Rameau’s writings. Moreover, Rameau 

chastised Neo-Pythagoreans of his day on similar grounds that Vincenzo savaged 

Zarlino: taking abstract numbers as the natural basis of consonance. Though Rameau’s 

physico-mathematical methods were vastly different from anything Vincenzo envisioned, 

both musicians affirmed that only numbers manifested in corporeal objects could cause 

musical sound. Whereas Jocelyn Godwin and others have seen no error in placing 

Rameau in the Pythagorean tradition,381 I side with Christensen’s pantheist interpretation. 

In Christensen’s view, Rameau (emulating the philosophy of Malebranche) deemed the 

corps sonore the primary cause of harmony and saw number ratios as secondary causes, 

 
379 “C’est une de ces causes premieres, dont la connoissance est au-dessus de nos facultés, & que 
les vrais Philosophes se dispensent aujourd’hui de chercher”; Rameau, Nouvelles Réflexions, 3; 
Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 5:3. 
380 Thomas Christensen, “Eighteenth-Century Science and the ‘Corps Sonore:’ The Scientific 
Background to Rameau’s Principle of Harmony,” Journal of Music Theory 31, no. 1 (1987): 42. 
381 According to Godwin, “the exact way in which [whole numbers] are supposed to work 
changes, of course, as cultural attitudes change; one era may imagine souls in the planetary 
spheres, another prefer to think of impersonal natural law. But the facts do not alter, and the more 
acute theorists of every epoch meet here on a certain common ground.” See Godwin, The 
Harmony of the Spheres, 310. 
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with God (equated to nature itself) functioning as mediator between causes.382 Rameau 

believed that musical intervals existed in nature and played a foundational role in both the 

fine arts and natural philosophy. In the broadest sense, the traditionally Pythagorean 

notion of a natural harmony pervading the universe clearly held Rameau spellbound. 

However, Pythagoreans traditionally saw sound as peripheral, if not irrelevant, to the 

science of music. Rameau’s harmony was emphatically a science of musical sound, 

founded in physics of vibration and aimed at affecting human listeners. Only by 

recognizing harmony as a science of musical sound can we appreciate the novelty of 

Rameau’s approach and the stark contrast it formed with Sauveur’s acoustics. 

4. Interlude: Objectivity or Truth-To-Nature? 

Before concluding, we might consider whether the divide between Sauveur and Rameau 

should be construed as a matter of objectivity versus subjectivity. Daston and Galison 

have defined objectivity as “knowledge that bears no trace of the knower—knowledge 

unmarked by prejudice or skill, fantasy or judgment, wishing or striving. Objectivity is 

blind sight, seeing without inference, interpretation, or intelligence.”383 In short, 

objectivity entails a renunciation of the human observer much like what Sauveur 

achieved in acoustics. Did Sauveur aim for an analogous ‘deaf hearing’ in acoustics? 

Sauveur’s Cartesian renunciation of secondary qualities does not qualify. Daston and 

Galison have stressed how Descartes’s skepticism of color, taste, scent, etc. arose from a 

mistrust not of particular biased observers but of sensory faculties in general. He doubted 

 
382 Christensen, Rameau and Musical Thought, 298. 
383 Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison, Objectivity (Zone Books, 2010), 17. 
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not subjective observations but subjective observations: the empirical nature of these 

qualities barred them from the clarity and exactitude Descartes’s philosophy demanded. 

Nevertheless, a discernable fear of the subjective manifests in both Descartes and 

Sauveur’s thought. As argued in chapter 3, Descartes, Mersenne, and Huygens were wary 

of the wide spectrum of individual tastes in music. Descartes noted how agreeability was 

dictated by “the capacity of the listener, which depends upon taste, according to the 

person.”384 He thus declared agreeability—and music generally—beyond the scope of 

philosophy. Similarly, Sauveur presented acoustics as a science of sound that transcended 

the whims of tastes altogether. He preserved concordance and exiled agreeability because 

one was expressible mathematically (as number ratios) and physically (as frequency 

ratios) whereas the other was exclusively perceptual. Though Daston and Galison argued 

that objectivity and subjectivity only acquired their modern meanings in the nineteenth 

century, Descartes and Sauveur seemed to make an early plea for objectivity in their 

musical science. 

The key difference between Sauveur’s and Rameau’s sciences lay not in 

objectivity or subjectivity but in the kinds of observations each aimed to make. Both 

practiced what Daston and Galison call “truth-to-nature”: an eighteenth-century epistemic 

virtue wherein observations were mediated by theory to generalize truth from many 

observable data. Through truth-to-nature, “the eyes of both body and mind converge to 

discover a reality otherwise hidden to each alone.”385 Certain peculiarities and omissions 

in Sauveur’s work suggest that he indeed listened with mind and ear together. For 

 
384 Descartes, Oeuvres, 1:108. 
385 Daston and Galison, Objectivity, 58. 
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instance, his tables of harmonics did not mention inharmonic overtones that deviate from 

the simple intervals of the harmonic series. Such overtones were readily observable in 

bells and percussion instruments. Sauveur’s principle that all sonorous bodies resonated 

with the frequencies of the harmonic series was thus an idealization, based on a theory 

derived from vibrating strings. It was conceived to fit a nature in which physico-

mathematical laws reigned supreme and deviations were imperfections to be corrected by 

rational observers. He included dissonant overtones in his tables but excluded inharmonic 

overtones because, while neither type was used in music, only one followed physico-

mathematical laws in line with his preconceived theory. This was motivated not by 

objectivity but by a specific conception of mathematical natural philosophy. Sauveur 

practiced a truth-to-nature that filtered empirical studies of sound through a lens of 

mathematical elegance. 

Rameau’s theoretically tinted lens was one of music, not mathematics. His brand 

of truth-to-nature entailed a selective hearing of the corps sonore that ignored harmonics 

that did not fit the major triad. Sauveur pursued his analysis up to the 32nd harmonic, far 

beyond what the ear could discern. Rameau claimed that anything past the 6th harmonic 

(conveniently, the last consonant harmonic) lay outside the human audible range.386 He 

artificially limited the ear by insisting that the corps sonore made exactly “three different 

sounds at once,” even though previous musical scientists such as Mersenne claimed to 

 
386 As Clark and Rehding put it, Rameau’s theory necessitated the “amputation” of the upper 
harmonics of the corps sonore. See Suzannah Clark and Alexander Rehding, “Introduction,” in 
Music Theory and Natural Order from the Renaissance to the Early Twentieth Century, ed. 
Suzannah Clark and Alexander Rehding (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2001), 9. 
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have heard the seventh harmonic.387 Rameau repeatedly contorted the corps sonore to 

suit his needs. To explain minor triads, he claimed (impossibly) to hear lower partials: 

overtones of which the fundamental frequency is an integer multiple, forming ratios such 

as 1:½.388 Rameau clung to his belief that the corps sonore was the underlying “first 

cause” of all musical sound. He was motivated not by objectivity but by a conviction that 

his science of harmony was grounded in nature. He practiced a truth-to-nature that 

filtered out disharmonies and elevated harmony to a fundamental element of nature. 

It is therefore misleading to treat objectivity and subjectivity as the fault line 

dividing acoustics from harmony. Sauveur and Rameau lived in a time when theory and 

empiricism worked in tandem to produce natural knowledge, before objectivity and 

subjectivity obtained their modern meanings. Rameau never viewed music as subjective 

in the modern sense. His science was premised on the assumption that the “arts of taste” 

obeyed laws that held true irrespective of the particular observers involved. The real issue 

at stake lay in how each practiced truth-to-nature in subjecting sound to scientific 

analysis. Sauveur proffered a law-bound and mathematical nature indifferent to human 

experiences of music; Rameau held absolute faith that music sprung from nature and that 

the corps sonore could not produce dissonances. Sauveur treated sound as fundamentally 

 
387 Rameau, Nouveau Système de Musique Théorique, iii; Mersenne, Harmonie, “Livre cinquième 
des instruments à vent,” 251–3. As noted in chapter 3, Mersenne denied that this overtone was in 
fact the 7:1, but he never claimed that it was inaudible. 
388 Rameau, Génération Harmonique, 5–9; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 3:17–19; this is 
discussed in Christensen, “Eighteenth-Century Science,” 29; Gossett explains these contortions as 
Rameau’s attempt “to force into a natural framework principles of composition which, although 
not unrelated to acoustics, are not wholly dependent on it.” See Rameau, Treatise on Harmony, 
xxi–xxii. 
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mathematical; Rameau saw it as fundamentally musical. This was the central distinction 

between their sciences of sound. 

5. Conclusion 

Sauveur and Rameau’s equal and opposite reactions to the acoustical paradox revealed 

the challenges Enlightenment musical scientists faced in crafting a coherent science of 

sound. Confronting the same physical/perceptual gulf that engendered the acoustical 

paradox in the seventeenth century, Sauveur separated acoustics and music into mutually 

exclusive epistemological realms. He defined acoustics as concerning sound irrespective 

of how pleasing that sound might be. He treated musical intervals in terms of 

concordance and, like Descartes, dismissed aural agreeability as scientifically invalid. 

Sauveur thus circumvented the acoustical paradox and redefined “the harmony that 

nature observes” as a mechanical phenomenon akin to a series of organ pipes and stops 

with no necessary connection of human experiences of music. 

Rameau, meanwhile, dreamed of a science of sound that might yet do the 

impossible and unify physico-mathematics with musical experience. Like many 

Enlightenment philosophes who pursued the budding ‘human sciences,’ Rameau assumed 

that human nature—specifically, how humans naturally responded to the fine arts—could 

be reduced to scientific laws.389 He repudiated Sauveur’s banishment of the listener and 

any suggestion that agreeability was arbitrary or unknowable to philosophy. Music was 

 
389 For more on the human sciences in the Enlightenment, see Christopher Fox, Roy Porter, and 
Robert Wokler, Inventing Human Science: Eighteenth-Century Domains (University of California 
Press, 1995). 
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not artificial and learned through experience, as Sauveur held, but rooted in physical 

nature and ingrained in human instinct. Rameau believed that he had resolved the 

paradox through the corps sonore and theory of the basse fondamentale, which proved 

(in his mind) that musical aesthetics could, in principle, be reduced to physics. As such, 

D’Alembert and Fontenelle commended Rameau and Sauveur, respectively, for their 

ability to rederive principles of music—understood in a crude, tacit way by artists for 

centuries—in (what they considered) a proper scientific manner. Sauveur and Rameau’s 

dueling ambitions shattered musical science into two distinct and incompatible sciences 

of sound. 

The acoustics/harmony dichotomy exemplified a persistent problem inherited 

from the seventeenth-century mathematization of nature: determining what kinds of 

observations and knowledge claims natural philosophers could make. Musical science 

became a lightning rod of this debate because it invoked aesthetic sensibilities absent in 

other empirical sciences. Rameau’s harmony represented the last, greatest push for a 

comprehensive mathematical science of music. How successful Rameau was in this 

endeavor, and the ultimate fate of music as a science and a fine art, is the subject of the 

next chapter. 
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V. Furor and Cacophony: “Baroque” Music, Melody versus Harmony, and the 

Decline of Musical Science 

 

Instead of a good music, they would envision a learned music. 

–Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 1753390 

 

1. Introduction 

In the mid-eighteenth century, Rameau became embroiled in two overlapping 

controversies over musical aesthetics. The first, the querelle de Lullistes et Ramistes, 

erupted following the 1733 premier of Rameau’s opera Hippolyte et Aricie. Though 

traditional in form, this work flaunted compositional conventions of the era and made 

extensive use of Rameau’s science of harmony. Upon its opening, Hippolyte et Aricie 

shocked the audience of the Opéra de Paris. Today, it carries the dubious distinction of 

being the first work of art labeled “baroque.” The second controversy was the querelle 

des Bouffons, a pamphlet war between Rameau and Jean-Jacques Rousseau that spanned 

from 1753 to 1768. Rousseau, who wrote the articles on music in the Encyclopédie and 

also published the Dictionnaire de musique in 1768, became the preeminent voice of 

musical criticism in the Enlightenment. His opinions could not have been more different 

from Rameau’s. Both controversies centered on French and Italian styles of opera. They 

 
390 “Au lieu dʼune bonne Musique, ils imagineroient une Musique savante”; Rousseau, Œuvres 
Complètes, 12:255. 
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have largely been dismissed by historians of music as quibbles over aesthetics and 

personal tastes. But Rameau, Rousseau, and others tackled core questions of music theory 

and practice while taking polar opposite positions on the proper relationship between 

science and aesthetics. With the traditional musica scientia carved up into Sauveur’s 

acoustics and Rameau’s harmony, these disputes illustrated that the gulf between music 

and the sciences remained unbridged. Indeed, it had become unbridgeable. 

 In this chapter I trace the final decline of musical science and music’s ultimate 

reorientation as a fine art. I analyze the first, scathing assessments of “baroque” music 

and contextualize them within the history of science. As readers may know, this term was 

not a compliment when it was first employed. It depicted art as malformed, contorted, 

and incapable of affecting the body or spurring the passions. This music was the furthest 

thing from the true or natural music sought by musical scientists. I then link the rise of 

baroque music to broader issues, voiced by Rameau, Rousseau, as well as Diderot, 

d’Alembert, and others, concerning the nature of music and its relation (if any) to the 

sciences and natural philosophy. I show that the earliest conceptions of baroque art were 

inextricable from Rameau’s science of harmony. While Rameau insisted that his 

compositions followed from the physics of the corps sonore, Rousseau heard in 

Rameau’s music only meaningless noise. Rousseau became the first in nearly two 

centuries to suggest that sound might not be the true object of music after all. Composers 

who took it as such placed too much faith in the physico-mathematical principles of 

sound and failed to move the passions through music. Far from the final triumph of 
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musical science Rameau envisioned, harmony was implicated in the bizarre, outlandish, 

and profoundly unnatural music that could only be described as “baroque.” 

 This confluence of harmony, baroque music, and a renewed emphasis on 

aesthetics revealed how the sciences and the arts had transformed since the scientific 

revolution. Though the origins of the term “fine art” are unclear, it seems to have 

originated in efforts of eighteenth-century artists to beat back the growing cultural 

dominance of the sciences and secure a disciplinary space in which aesthetic judgments 

and tastes reigned supreme. By the end of the Enlightenment, philosophes, 

mathematicians, and musicians alike came to accept that the incalculable range and depth 

of musical expression could never be reduced to scientific laws. The centuries-long quest 

to reconcile mathematical reasoning with sense experience had achieved limited, 

qualified success in Sauveur and Rameau’s two new sciences. But as the rise of baroque 

music demonstrated, the true mission of musical science since it first turned its attention 

to sound—understanding expression and its power to rile the passions—had to be 

declared a failure. The limits of mathematization were laid bare for all to see, and the 

aesthetic arts and exact sciences were never to be reunited. 

2. Naming the Baroque 

Hippolyte et Aricie premiered at the Opéra de Paris in October 1733. The opera’s 

structure resembled the standard form of a tragédie lyrique established by Jean-Baptiste 

Lully (1632–87) in the previous century. However, Rameau broke from conventions by 

incorporating far greater instrumentation, dissonance, and more elaborate counterpoint 

than previous works of the genre. This came at the expense of less singing and fewer 
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lyrics. Enharmonic scales were employed—unthinkable in composition beforehand, 

especially because they were nearly impossible for singers to perform.391 The uproar that 

followed the opera’s opening was the deafening crash of old and new musical styles 

colliding head on. According to an anonymous letter in the Mercure de France in May of 

1734, throughout Hippolyte et Aricie “confusion reigned, the music corresponded to the 

dancing only by the greater or lesser vigor of its movement, and consequently there was 

no thought, no expression.” The writer added that “dissonances were lavished without 

end, and sometimes two notes were incessantly repeated for a quarter of an hour with 

much noise, force, and drone.” Hippolyte et Aricie was “a singular object of the baroque, 

of furor and cacophony.”392 

This appears to have been the first time “baroque” was used in this context of 

artistic criticism. While not naming Rameau, the writer juxtaposed the well-known styles 

of Lully with a new style that had arrived on the Parisian opera scene. Maintaining a 

pretense of impartiality, he introduced himself as “a person who has not decided upon his 

own tastes, who dares not to judge, and who remains in uncertainty.”393 The letter took 

the form of a fable recounting the discovery of music. Voluptas, daughter of Amor (better 

known as Cupid) and Psyche, created the first instruments and, through song and dance, 

 
391 An enharmonic progression is one in which notes are respelled to form intervals smaller than a 
semitone, e.g. from E♭ to D♯. These notes are interchangeable only in equal temperament. For 
more, see Christensen, Rameau and Musical Thought, 203. 
392 “La confusion regnoit, la Musique n’avoit de raport à la Danse que par le mouvement plus ou 
moins vis, point de pensée par conséquent, point d’expression ... les dissonances prodiguées sans 
cesse; quelquefois on s’obstinoit à rebattre deux Notes pendant un quart d’heure beaucoup de 
bruit, force, fredons ... le singulier étoit du barocque, la fureur du tintamare”; Anonymous, 
“Lettre,” 868–9. 
393 “En personne qui n’a pas decidé quel est son gout, qui n’ose s’y fier, et qui reste dans 
l’incertitude”; Anonymous, 861. 
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gained control over the passions. Venus, looking on with jealousy, noticed that “nature 

alone had produced both, and … the most delicate nuances of sweet passions were felt 

expressed by the sounds.”394 However, when Venus endeavored to compose her own 

music, the result was rife with elaborate stagecraft and instrumentation. “This melody had 

no singing at all,” the writer added, “and in this music—forced and so painful to 

compose—nothing flowed from the source, no genius animated it, it shunned both nature 

and sentiment.”395 Venus could not mimic nature as Voluptas had done. Her music 

strained the ear and failed to move the passions. Given the controversial techniques 

Rameau had recently debuted, musicologists today concur that Hippolyte et Aricie was 

indeed the object of the writer’s scorn. Voluptas and Venus stood for Lully and Rameau, 

respectively.396 This letter was the opening shot of the Querelle de Lullistes et Ramistes, 

during which the quality of French and Italian operas, the merits of Rameau’s techniques, 

and the theory of harmony undergirding Rameau’s work were all vigorously debated. 

(Confusingly, Rameau was associated here with the Italian style but later, during the 

Querelle des Bouffons, with the French style.) The controversy allayed only in the 1740s 

when Rameau’s methods gained broad acceptance among composers. In the interim, 

“baroque” came to mean some abstruse or unpleasant work of art that, whatever its 

technical merits, could not possibly follow from natural principles. 

 
394 “La nature seule eut produit l’une et l’autre; et sans que l’on s’en apperçut, on ressentoit les 
plus délicates nüances des douces passions exprimées par les Sons”; Anonymous, 866. 
395 “Cet Air n’avoit point de chant, et dans cette Musique contrainte et si pénible à composer, rien 
ne couloit de source, nul génie ne les animoit, ils suioient la nature et le sentiment”; Anonymous, 
867–8. 
396 For more, see Palisca, “‘Baroque’ as a Music-Critical Term.” 
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Disparaging commentary on baroque music and art proliferated throughout the 

eighteenth century. One famous instance was reported by philosopher and natural 

historian Noël-Antoine Pluche (1688–1761) in his Spectacle de la nature (published 

1732–42). Like the anonymous writer, Pluche defined the baroque by its opposite. He 

contrasted the styles of two celebrated violinists: Jean-Pierre Guignon (1702–74) and 

Jean-Baptiste Anet (1676–1767). Guignon, “persuaded that music is made to rescue men 

from boredom, has chosen the most proper method to amuse and surprise himself.” A 

prodigy and last bearer of the title of Roi des violons et ménétriers, Guignon was 

renowned for his masterful tone, agile bow work, and his ability to “draw the listener 

from slumber with his intensity.” By contrast, Anet “finds no advantage in a piece in 

which the execution seems prodigious, and he places first in his estimation that which 

pleases the listener.” Anet, apparently, saw in Guignon’s showmanship a misguided 

effort “to laboriously wrench some baroque pearls from the bottom of the sea, while 

diamonds may be found on the surface of the Earth.”397 Pluche’s understanding of 

“baroque” referenced the barroco pearl (the accepted etymology of the term today) to 

denote a natural object that was odd, imperfect, or malformed. His juxtaposition of Anet 

and Guignon mirrored the divide between the Lullistes and the Ramistes in opera: the 

pleasing, modest, and traditional was judged against the shocking, gaudy, and innovative. 

 
397 “M. Guignon, persuadé que la musique est faite pour tirer l’homme de l’ennui, a choisi la 
méthode la plus propre ¡a l’amuser & ¡a le surprendre ... M. Baptiste au contraire n’approuve 
point cette ambition de dévorer toute sorte de difficultés, ou s’il la croit utile à quelque chose, il 
est bien éloigné de la regarder comme la route de la perfection. C’est, selon lui, aller arracher 
péniblement quelques perles baroques au fond de la mer; pendant qu’on peut trouver des diamans 
¡a la surface des terres”; Noël-Antoine Pluche, Spectacle de La Nature, Nouvelle Édition (Paris: 
Frères Estienne, 1750), 7:103. 
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To Pluche, as to the writer from the Mercure, “baroque” signified a deviation from nature 

that served only to gratify the ego of the composer and push the limits of artistry. 

Pluche employed Anet and Guignon to personify diametrically opposed realms of 

music. Dismissing the French/Italian rivalry as misguided, Pluche remarked that genius 

was not the property of any one nation: “leave each nation in possession of its talents and 

successes,” he instructed, “for there is actually ravishing beauty in each.” He instead 

demarcated two styles “that have their proponents below and beyond the Alps.”398 The 

first was musique chantante, or “singing music.” This music “acquires its melody from 

the natural sounds of our throat and the tones of the human voice, which speaks to affect 

others with the same passions that move us; always without grievance or effort, and 

almost without art.” Singing music did not literally have to be sung, though Pluche 

preferred that. But it had to emulate the grace, eloquence, and affective power of the 

human voice. Melody took center stage and instruments were restricted to 

accompaniment. Singing music was “perfectly compatible with beautiful harmony,” 

though Pluche stressed that harmony and counterpoint should be used sparingly.399 When 

properly executed, this music stirred the passions that were natural to all mankind. “It is 

unnecessary to dwell on the virtues of singing music,” Pluche claimed, for it has “the 

merit of the melody whose sweetness has been felt by all nations in all ages, the result of 

 
398 “Laissons chaque nation en possession de ses talens & de ses succès. Il y a réellement des 
beautés ravissantes chez les uns & chez les autres. Distinguons plutôt deux musiques qui ont leurs 
partisans en deçà & au-delà des Monts”; Pluche, 7:128. 
399 “L’une prend son chant dans les sons naturels de notre gosier, & dans les accens de la voix 
humaine, qui parle pour occuper les autres de ce qui nous touche; toujours sans grimace; toujours 
sans efforts; presque sans art ... elle est parfaitement compatible avec la belle harmonie”; Pluche, 
7:128–9. 
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an alliance of beautiful sounds with an intelligible meaning.”400 He even wondered “how 

many Italian lyrics are likewise welcomed everywhere because they express the nature 

and truth that are of all countries?”401 Pluche viewed singing music as universal and 

timeless. It joined poetry and melody towards the expression of passions that transcended 

individual tastes or cultural norms. This music—with or without obeying Rameau’s laws 

of harmony—was “natural.” 

The second style was the much maligned musique baroque. According to Pluche, 

“baroque music” was that which “seeks to surprise by the boldness of its sounds and 

bypasses singing by measuring its swiftness and noise.”402 He characterized this music 

(also called musique difficile or musique diabolique) as intricate, theory-laden, and the 

opposite extreme from natural singing music. It incorporated much dissonance, complex 

harmonies, little singing and copious instrumentation. While not mentioning Hippolyte et 

Aricie, Pluche implicated Rameau’s science of harmony in the rise of baroque music. He 

congratulated Rameau for “having completed a profound study of harmony” and 

“bringing this part of music to an audacity of composition and freedom of execution” 

 
400 “Il est inutile de s’arrêter long-tems sur les éloges de la musiqur chantante. Elle a en premier 
lieu le mérite de la mélodie dont tous les peuples & tous les siécles ont senti la douceur, causée 
par l’alliance des beaux sons avec un sens intelligible”; Pluche, 7:129. 
401 “Combien de paroles italiennes sont de même bien venues par-tout, parce qu’elles expriment 
la nature & la vérité qui sont de tout pays?”; Pluche, 7:130. 
402 “L’autre veut surprendre par la hardiesse des sons & passer pour chanter en mesurant des 
vîtesses & du bruit: nous la nommerons la Musique Barroque”; Pluche, 7:129. This word was 
rendered by English contemporaries as “rough music.” See, for instance, an English translation 
from 1740. Noël Antoine Pluche, Spectacle de La Nature: Or, Nature Display’d, trans. Unknown 
(London: Printed for R. Francklin, C. Hitch, et. al., 1748), 7:77; Pluche gave this term a narrower 
scope than its modern meaning: certain musicians labeled as Baroque today (Anet, or Pluche’s 
favorite composer Jean-Joseph de Mondonville) actually composed the melodious singing music 
Pluche extolled. 
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hitherto unknown to any nation.403 Unfortunately, Rameau’s success had inspired less-

skilled composers (Guignon, etc.) to write music in which “melody was either 

inconsistent or unrecognizable, performed with rapidity and an onslaught of chords and 

ornamentation.” Melody was “drowned out or … totally expelled from the new music,” 

which then “ceased to be rational.”404 Baroque composers “gave a beautiful appearance 

to that which was fittest to corrupt the heart,” exhibited a “disrespect for sound reason,” 

and “did everything they could to inebriate reason by giving the appearance of beauty—

even virtue—to braggadocio, vengeance, adultery, and all other vices.”405 While Pluche 

never challenged the physical or mathematical validity of Rameau’s theory, he viewed 

melody as the source of music’s powers and harmony as a subordinate ornamentation or 

coloration. Baroque music resulted from a misapplication of Rameau’s science, 

composed by those who “succumbed to the greatest failing of music: sacrificing truth and 

utility to diversion.”406 Far from the natural melodies that gratified all nations in all eras, 

baroque music rose from the deepest, most far-flung reaches of human artifice. It 

signified a peculiar and misguided musical approach that, Pluche prayed, would soon be 

mercifully laid to rest. 

 
403 “M. Rameau, après avoir fait une étude profonde de l’harmonie & des moyens de la 
perfectionner, a porté cette partie de la musique à une hardiesse de composition, & à une liberté 
d’exécution”; Pluche, Spectacle, 7:99. 
404 “La mélodie étoit ou incompatible ou méconnoissable, soit avec une rapidité extrême, soit 
avec une trop forte charge d’accords & d’ornemens”; Pluche, 7:100. 
405 “Ils donnèrent souvent de belles apparences à ce qui étoit le plus proper à pervertir les coeurs 
... on leur remarqua peu de respect pour la droite raison ... ils mirent tout en oeuvre pour enyvrer 
la raison en donnant de beaux semblans, même des dehors de vertu, à la forfanterie, à la 
vengeance, à l’adultère, & à tous les vices”; Pluche, 7:131–32. 
406 “Le plus grand défaut de la musique, qui étoit de sacrifier la vérité & l’utilité à l’amusement”; 
Pluche, 7:131. Pluche suggested that this trend had begun with Lully and his peers but was 
accelerated by Rameau and the advent of baroque music. 
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A well-known denunciation of “baroque” music appeared in Rousseau’s 

Dictionnaire de musique of 1768. Like Pluche, Rousseau depicted musique baroque as 

pure artifice: “a baroque music is that whose harmony is confused, charged with 

modulations and dissonances, melody harsh and unnatural, intonation difficult, and 

movement constrained.” He surmised that “this term derives from the Baroco of the 

logicians,” referring to a convoluted form of syllogism from classical logic.407 

Rousseau’s etymology, though later discredited in favor of the Portuguese pearl, suited 

the pretentiousness and inauthenticity associated with baroque music. It was complex, 

difficult, and incapable of imitating natural feelings or passions. The opposite of baroque 

music was the air, which Rousseau understood similarly to Pluche’s musique chantante. 

“Air” in the eighteenth century referred to several vocal or instrumental styles that 

replicated traditional song forms. They could be monophonic or polyphonic but had little 

or no counterpoint and only simple harmonization. According to Rousseau, “a learned 

and agreeable air, found by genius and composed with taste, is the masterpiece [chef-

d’œuvre] of music.” Like the mythical melodies of antiquity, airs affected listeners 

through imitation and expression of passions: “it is there that a beautiful voice develops, 

a beautiful symphony shines; it is there that passion comes imperceptibly to move the 

 
407 “Une Musique Baroque est celle dont l’Harmonie est confuse, chargée de Modulations & 
Dissonances, le Chant dur & peu naturel, l’Intonation difficile, & le Mouvement contraint. Il y a 
bien de l’apparence que ce terme vient du Baroco des Logiciens”; Rousseau, Dictionnaire, 41; 
see also Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes, 13:200. All following references to the Dictionnaire will 
be from this edition of Rousseau’s Œuvres complètes. 
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soul through the senses.” Upon hearing an air, “one is satisfied, and the ear desires 

nothing else.”408 Baroque music, however, would only “plunge listeners into delirium.”409 

In praising singing music and condemning the baroque, Pluche and Rousseau 

pronounced the end of an era. Given that the publications of Pluche’s Spectacle and 

Rousseau’s Dictionnaire neatly encircled the accepted endpoint of the Baroque period in 

1750, music historians have interpreted both as early enthusiasts of the nascent Classical 

style. During this period, ranging from 1750 to 1830, composers sought to rein in the 

excesses of the Baroque in favor of imagined ideals of classical antiquity. Here it is 

crucial to distinguish “baroque” the actors’ category from “Baroque” the period of 

history. The actors’ category had at once a narrower and broader scope than its modern 

equivalent. Narrowly, it encompassed complex, dissonant, contrapuntal, etc. music that 

formed a fraction of all the music written during the Baroque period. Broadly, it could 

describe music with little or nothing in common with the modern stylistic category; any 

piece critics found distasteful was derided as “baroque.” In this sense, baroque music had 

been assailing musicians’ ears long before the word itself came into being. To Pluche and 

Rousseau, baroque music was a peculiar modern invention, the product of unskilled or 

tasteless composers. Singing music, on the other hand, was the successful emulation of 

natural musical ideals.  

 
408 “Un Air savant & agréable, un Air trouvé par le Génie & composé par le Goût, est le chef-
d’oeuvre de la Musique; c’est-là que se développe une belle voix, que brille une belle Symphonie; 
c’est-là que la passion vient insensiblement émouvoir l’ame par le sens. Après un bel Air, on est 
satisfait, l’oreille ne desire plus rien”; Rousseau, Dictionnaire, 29. 
409 Under the entry for EXPRESSION: “Mais si vous n’êtes bouillant & sublime, vous ne serez 
que baroque & froid; jettez vos Auditeirs dans le délire”; Rousseau, 211. 
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Interpreted in this broad sense, the dialectic between musique chantante and 

musique baroque long predated the terms themselves. Pluche’s disparagement of baroque 

music echoed Vincenzo Galilei’s ridicule of Zarlino nearly two centuries prior. Mirroring 

Pluche and Rousseau, the dates of Vincenzo’s writings have cast him as a transitional 

figure at the beginning of the Baroque period in 1600. This temporal coincidence, 

however, obscures how much Vincenzo despised the (then-unnamed) Baroque style. Just 

as Pluche saw bad taste hidden behind a veneer of technique and showmanship, Vincenzo 

accused modern contrapuntists of “aiming at nothing but the delight of the hearing, if you 

can really call it delight.”410 He mocked them for overlooking the melodies of the 

ancients and anointing Zarlino’s rules of counterpoint and consonance the “pinnacle of 

excellence” of music. “How much imperfection this causes, he wondered, “and how it 

takes away much force from the expression of the affections.”411 Vincenzo attacked 

Zarlino’s counterpoint, while Pluche spurned excessive uses of harmony, but the 

principle was the same: strict adherence to mathematical rules impeded effective 

expression. “The distance from the learned and artificial to the agreeable is often very 

great,” Pluche wrote, adding that “knowledge only pleases when guided by the most 

universal taste.”412 Musique chantante, like Vincenzo’s vera Musica, emphasized simple, 

often monophonic melodies over complex polyphony. It was sung or performed with 

instruments in faithful recreation of human voices, and emulated (in spirit more than 

 
410 Galilei, Dialogue, 213. 
411 Galilei, 204. 
412 “Les efforts & l’émulation produisent sans doute du nouveau, de l’extraordinaire, & si vous 
voulez du savant: mais du savant & de l’artificiel à l’agréable, la distance est souvent sort grande. 
Le savoir ne plaît que quand il est dirigé par le goût universel”; Pluche, Spectacle, 7:128. 
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substance) ancient melodies. Unlike Vincenzo, Pluche was not spellbound by an 

Arcadian dream of a lost antiquity. He did, however, see baroque music and Rameau’s 

science as modern inventions that hindered music’s natural expressive potential. From 

one end of the Baroque period to the other, Vincenzo and Pluche agreed that excessive 

learning and scientific theory were detrimental to natural musical expression. 

As we have seen, references to baroque-like music cropped up throughout the 

seventeenth century. Mersenne’s ruminations on monophony and polyphony in Harmonie 

universelle concluded that (no matter how much he enjoyed part-music) those “who have 

risen above everything created” and conquered their “appetites and fancies” should 

“receive no satisfaction from concerts.” The ideal listeners recognized the unison as the 

most agreeable consonance and monophonic chant as the God-given style of 

composition. The subject of Mersenne’s criticism was not any one style or technique 

(baroque or otherwise) but the broader notion of polyphony. However, his vision of ideal 

music resembled vera Musica: simple, melodic, and expressive. Recall also how Huygens 

despised fugues, the paradigmatic technique of the baroque style, and alleged that modern 

composers “misunderstand music, the aim of which is to delight the ear through sound 

we perceive, not the contemplation of art.”413 Huygens pleaded that musicians “should 

not stop at the precepts yet, as if they were axioms of geometry, but let them grant many 

exceptions, and let them hold fast to this: the intention to bring delight to the ears, before 

the art examination begins.”414 Though these critiques of Vincenzo, Mersenne, Huygens, 

 
413 "Qui non recte hoc pacto melopoeam aestimant, cujus finis est delectare sono quem auribus 
percipimus, non contemplatione artis”; Huygens, O. C., 20:125. 
414 Translation in Tonietti, And Yet It Is Heard, 2:204–5. 
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Pluche, and Rousseau were raised in different contexts and separated by decades, a 

common thread ran through each. Polyphony, counterpoint, or harmony might follow 

mathematical rules. They may, depending on tastes, please listeners or gratify the ego of 

composers. But such music did not move the passions; it was not based in nature. Finally, 

in the eighteenth century, a word emerged for these bizarre and artificial sounds that were 

the antithesis of natural music: baroque. 

We should thus read Rameau’s science both as an alternative to Sauveur’s 

acoustics and a response to the critics of baroque music. From Vincenzo and Zarlino to 

Rameau, Pluche, and Rousseau, to describe music as difficult, unpleasant, or baroque was 

to call it artificial. It was the invention of a composer that neither followed natural 

principles nor imitated natural passions. Ironically, Rameau envisioned Hippolyte et 

Aricie as a marvelous demonstration of his theory of harmony—a public spectacle in 

which every method and technique he devised had been unveiled to the world. Its 

scathing critical reception indicated that Rameau’s initial efforts to promote his new 

science had failed. This explains why Rameau fought so hard to establish music as a 

physico-mathematical (not just mixed mathematical) science. As the latest in a long line 

of composers scorned because their music was difficult for untrained ears to comprehend, 

he strove to show that every note of Hippolyte et Aricie originated from the theory of 

harmony, itself derived (via the corps sonore) from Newtonian mathematical natural 

philosophy. Rameau’s opera only appeared baroque to those who lacked reason, musical 

sensibility, or both. This was the full meaning behind his proclamation in the Nouvelles 

réflexions that “the arts of taste … are less arbitrary than this title has made us suppose” 
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and that “one cannot pass judgement [on music] unless reason and feeling are absolutely 

in agreement.”415 Against the rise of acoustics and allegations of baroque music, Rameau 

made it his mission to prove the indubitable link between mathematical nature and 

musical aesthetics. 

Rameau’s faith in natural harmony burned brightest in a later opera: his 1748 

Pygmalion. Kevin Lambert has pointed out how Rameau transformed the Paris opéra into 

a demonstration of his science of music.416 When the sculptor Pygmalion—enamored by 

his beautiful yet lifeless creation—turns his prayers to Venus, the tones of the major triad 

rain down from above and the sculpture enlivens and begins to dance and sing. In this 

pivotal scene, Rameau wished his audience to revel in the power of the corps sonore (or 

“nature’s chord,” as Lambert calls the triad) to breathe life into even the most inanimate 

of materials. Lambert reads this “Pygmalion moment” as exemplifying a sensationalist 

and materialist worldview in which (as in the ancient myth, steeped in Epicureanism) the 

boundary between animate and inanimate matter is either blurred or wiped away entirely. 

Rameau, however, added one crucial element not seen in other renditions of the story: 

music. In the universe of Pygmalion, the tones of the corps sonore emanate directly from 

the gods and the capacity to take pleasure in these tones not only exists naturally but 

marks the essential difference between brute matter and living beings. The statue, after 

all, is not taught to recognize these tones; it immediately dances to the music, as if 

nothing could be more natural. 

 
415 Rameau, Nouvelles Réflexions, 64–5, 70–1. The full quote and original text may be found in 
chapter 3. 
416 Kevin Lambert, “Hearing Pygmalion’s Kiss: A Scientific Object at the Paris Opéra,” Physics 
in Perspective 16, no. 4 (2014): 417–39. 
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Like Hippolyte et Aricie, Pygmalion was a companion piece to Rameau’s 

theoretical treatises, a scientific spectacle in musical form. This time, Rameau refused to 

be misunderstood. Pygmalion exhibited the pivotal place of the corps sonore in 

Rameau’s theory and practice as well as its profound place in nature. was intended to 

demonstrate the basics of harmony while proffering a kind of vitalist materialism in 

which music played a fundamental role in nature. Rameau hoped that Pygmalion would 

succeed where his first opera had failed and convince the audience of the intimate 

connection between natural philosophy and the arts of taste. This connection, after all, 

was the foundational idea of Rameau’s science of music. 
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Figure 7: From the score of Pygmalion. In the second line the E major triad, which 
brings the statue to life, can be seen. In the final chorus (not shown), singers recited 
“L’Amour triomphe” while forming another major triad. The second time, the statue 
joined in to sing. Source: Jean-Philippe Rameau, Pygmalion (Paris: Boivin, 1748).  

 

3. Rousseau, Rameau, and the Querelle des Bouffons 

3.1. Rousseau’s Lettre and Rameau’s Erreurs 

Unfortunately for Rameau, the philosophes were far from convinced that reasoning and 

musical tastes could be seamlessly unified. Rousseau’s savaging of baroque music in his 

Dictionnaire concluded a decade-long dispute with Rameau that began with the 1751 
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publication of Rousseau’s article on music in the Encyclopédie. Playing out in 

Rousseau’s Lettre sur la musique Française (1753), Essai sur l’origine de langues 

(written 1754, published posthumously 1781), and Rameau’s Observations sur notre 

instinct pour la musique (1754) and Erreurs sur la musique dans l’Encyclopédie (1755), 

their dialogue formed the centerpiece of the Querelle des Bouffons. As with the strife 

between the Lullistes and Ramistes, historians have traditionally viewed the Querelle 

through the lens of aesthetics. The very name predisposes us to dismiss it as a personal 

squabble fueled by egotism and wounded pride rather than substantive argument. 

However, beneath Rameau’s and Rousseau’s disparate preferences for French and Italian 

opera lay a deeper discussion concerning the primacy of harmony versus melody in 

human experiences of music. Beneath this lay, in turn, an even more fundamental 

disagreement over the comparative roles of reason and sensibility in composition.417 

The recurring theme of Rousseau’s Lettre was a suspicion of any kind of musical 

science. “I would have a bad opinion indeed of anyone who attributed ridiculous 

importance to Songs,” he admitted, “who made more of their musicians than of their 

philosophers, and who felt the need to treat music with more circumspection than the 

most serious questions of morality.”418 The Bouffons, who Rousseau explicitly called out, 

had conflated music with philosophy and sought absolute moral truths in matters of 

musical tastes. As Verba has noted, Rousseau’s thoughts on music cannot be extricated 

 
417 All quotes from Rousseau will be from Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes. The Lettre is on 
12:248–307, Essai on 12:383, and Dictionnaire comprises all of volume 13. 
418 “Jʼavoue que jʼaurois fort mauvaise opinion dʼun Peuple qui donnneroit à des Chansons une 
importance ridicule; qui feroit plus de cas de ses Musiciens que de ses Philosophes, & chez lequel 
il faudrait parler de Musique avec plus de circonspection que des plus graves sujets de morale”; 
Rousseau, 12:248. 
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from his philosophy of language.419 He believed that certain languages, depending on 

their pronunciation, grammar, etc. were well-suited to certain enterprises and ill-suited to 

others. Rousseau praised the French language as “that of philosophers and the sages” 

while condemning it as “little suited to Poetry, and not at all to Music.” The Italian 

language was the reverse: rife with vowels and articulations, it was unfit for rational 

deliberation but adept at voicing the passions. Whereas Sauveur had separated acoustics 

from music without forbidding the possibility of a musical science, Rousseau viewed 

music and philosophy as mutually exclusive, even detrimental to one another. As for 

poets and musicians, he added in a thinly veiled jab at Rameau, “everyone knows that 

they should not be consulted on any matters of reasoning.”420 

Under Rousseau’s linguistic theory of music, melody—not harmony—supplied 

the natural bases of music. Rousseau never challenged the science behind the corps 

sonore; though not without dissenters, the natural divisions of vibrating bodies into 

harmonic partials was accepted fact by the mid-eighteenth century.421 He conceded that 

“harmony, having its principle in nature, is the same for all nations.”422 However, he 

 
419 Verba, Music and the French Enlightenment, 19–20. 
420 “Il est vrai que, quoique nous ayons eu dʼexcellens Poetes & même quelques Musiciens qui 
nʼetoient pas sans génie, je crois notre langue peu propre à la Poésie, & point du tout a la 
Musique. Je ne crains pas de mʼen rapporter sur point aux Poetes mêmes; car, quant aux 
Musiciens, chacun sait quʼon petit se dispenser de les consulter sur toute affaire de raisonnement. 
En revanche, la langue Françoise me paroit celle des Philosophes & des Sages”; Rousseau, 
Œuvres Complètes, 12:249. These quotes appeared in the “Avertissement” to the second edition, 
published several months after the first. 
421 Both Euler and Lagrange doubted the existence of harmonic partials, suggesting instead that 
overtones originated from the surrounding air of a sonorous object. See Euler, Euleri Opera 
Omnia, series 4, 5:425; translation in Christensen, “Eighteenth-Century Science,” 35. 
422 “Lʼharmonie ayant son principe dans la nature, est la même pour toutes les Nations”; 
Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes, 12:253. 
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rejected Rameau’s assertion that harmony supplied the natural basis of all music. 

Rousseau saw melody as the ultimate source of musical expression and argued that 

humankind discovered both music and language through a primordial vocalization of the 

passions that preceded civilization and historical development. This passionate speech, 

lacking fixed vocabulary, grammar, or tones, was neither music nor language in the usual 

senses of the words. Nevertheless, it was natural (just as birdsongs were natural) and 

offered an alternative origin of music from Rameau’s vision of a primordial corps sonore. 

In Rameau’s imagined history, experiencing the corps sonore first set mankind on the 

path to discover music and mathematical science in tandem; music and mathematics were 

inextricable because they emanated from the same natural source and appealed to 

mankind’s reasoning abilities. Rousseau held parallel views but replaced mathematics 

with language and reason with passion. Music and language were inextricable because 

they both expressed passions. But harmony—with multiple sounds heard at once—could 

not arise from human vocalizations and could not be the nature of music: “all this jumble, 

which is only a poor substitute where genius is lacking, would not animate but stifle the 

song, destroying interest by dividing attention.”423 The corps sonore, natural or not, was 

irrelevant and even detrimental to “genuine music” composed by a “genius.”424 

Like Pluche, Rousseau felt that a rigorous application of the science of harmony 

produced a baroque deformity of genuine music: 

 
423 “Tout ce fracas, qui nʼest quʼun mauvais supplément où le génie manque, étoufferoit le chant 
loin de lʼanimer, & detruiroit lʼintérêt en partageant lʼattention”; Rousseau, 12:271. 
424 By this phrase Rousseau seems to mean music crafted through genius that moved the passions, 
rather than merely pleasing the ear. Baroque music, of course, did neither. 
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No matter what harmony might be achieved by several parts singing together, the 

effect of these beautiful songs vanishes instantly the moment they are all heard at 

once. What remains is merely a series of concordances that, whatever might be 

said of them, are always cold without a melody to animate them. In this way, as 

more songs are piled up inappropriately, the music grows less agreeable and 

tuneful, because it is impossible for the ear to lend itself to different melodies at 

the same moment (for one effaces the impressions of the other). The result of all 

this is nothing but confusion and noise.425 

Harmony was the crutch of unskilled composers, ripped from nature to prop up music 

that was otherwise too feeble to move listeners on its own. The rock bottom of bad taste, 

as usual, was the fugue: “the multiplication of parts based on the rules I have just laid out, 

is the abuse, or rather the use, of fugues, imitations, double designs, and other arbitrary 

and purely conventional beauties, which have almost no merit beyond the satisfaction of 

difficulty overcome.” Such music was “invented in the infancy of the art as a shining 

display of learning, all while waiting for genius to enter the picture.”426 As fugues 

 
425 “Quelque harmonie que puissent faire ensemble plusieurs parties toutes en chantantes, lʼeffet 
de ces beaux chants sʼévanouit aussi-tôt quʼils se sont entendre à la fois, & il ne reste que celui 
dʼune suite dʼaccords, qui, quoiquʼon puisse dire, est toujours froide quand la mélodie ne lʼanime 
pas; de sorte que plus on entasse des chants mal à propos, & moins la Musique est agréable & 
chantante; parce quʼil est impossible a lʼoreille de se prêter au même instant a plusieurs mélodies, 
& que lʼune effacant lʼimpression de lʼautre, il ne résulte du tout que de la confusion & du bruit”; 
Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes, 12:271–2. 
426 “La multiplication des parties, à la regle que je viens dʼétablir, cʼest lʼabus ou plutôt lʼusage 
des fugues, imitations, doubles desseins, & autres beautés arbitraires & de pure convention, qui 
nʼont presque de mérite que la difficulté vaincue, & qui toutes ont été inventées dans la naissance 
de lʼart pour faire briller le savoir, en attendant quʼil fut question du génie”; Rousseau, 12:276–7. 
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exemplified, French composers’ reliance on part-music would “denature” their singing 

and “make it harsh, baroque, and almost unsingable.”427 Rousseau added: 

The impossibility of inventing agreeable songs would compel composers to turn 

all their attention to harmony. Lacking real beauties, they would introduce 

beauties of convention, which would have no merit beyond the satisfaction of 

difficulty overcome. Instead of a good music, they would envision a learned 

music. To compensate for their songs, they would multiply accompaniments, 

finding it easier to pile many bad parts on top of each other than to make one that 

was good. To lessen the insipidness, they would augment the confusion. While 

they would claim to be making music, this would be nothing but noise.428 

“Learned music” was antithetical to “good music.” Rousseau declared it “a certain 

principle, founded in nature, that all music whose harmony is scrupulously filled out, and 

every accompaniment in which all the chords are complete, will make much noise but 

have very little expression.”429 The science of harmony—far from the deft coordination 

of reason and feeling lauded by Rameau—was complicit in the unpleasant and unnatural 

noise that epitomized “baroque” music. 

 
427 “Sʼils vouloient dénaturer leur chant, ils le rendroient dur, baroque & presque inchantable”; 
Rousseau, 12:258. 
428 “Lʼimpossibilité dʼinventer des chants agréables obligeroit les Compositeurs à tourner tous 
leurs soins du cote de lʼharmonie, & faute de beautés réelles, ils y introduiroient des beautés de 
convention, qui nʼauroient presque dʼautre mérite que la difficulté vaincue: au lieu dʼune bonne 
Musique, ils imagineroient une Musique savante; pour suppléer au chant, ils multiplieroient les 
accompagnemens; il leur en couteroit moins de placer beaucoup de mauvaises parties les unes au-
dessus des autres, que dʼen faire une qui fut bonne. Pour ôter lʼinsipidité, ils augmenteroient la 
confusion; ils croiroient faire de la Musique, & ils ne seroient que du bruit”; Rousseau, 12:254–5. 
429 “Cʼest donc un principe certain & fonde dans la nature, que toute Musique ou lʼharmonie est 
scrupuleusement remplie, tout accompagnement ou tous les accords sont complets, doit faire 
beaucoup de bruit, mais avoir très-peu dʼexpression”; Rousseau, 12:285. 
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Rameau balked at this suggestion. He viewed melody as a natural extension of 

harmony, not its antithesis. The instinctive pleasure all people from all cultures took from 

harmony “proves quite well that melody has no other principle than the harmony 

rendered by the corps sonore.”430 Thus it was “principally on the basis of the harmony, 

from which the melody applied to the words is drawn, that the singer receives the 

impression of the sentiment he should portray.”431 Melody was, under Rameau’s theory, 

linear harmony: notes were heard in sequence rather than simultaneously as chords, but 

otherwise melody followed the same natural laws as the corps sonore. In his Erreurs, 

Rameau stressed that the passions were moved by primarily by harmony. “It is therefore 

only from the harmony, mother of this melody, that the different effects we feel from 

music directly arise,” he wrote. “Not that its accessories, such as melody, rhythm, etc., do 

not contribute to these effects, but without harmony these same accessories are utterly 

wasted.”432 Melody, far from the basis of music, was an “accessory.” As shown in the 

previous chapter, Rameau strove to derive all consonances from the intervals of the 

harmonic series (with minor exceptions for personal taste and artistic license) to 

assimilate all melody, with all its expressive potential, into his science. Once this task 

 
430 “Cette derniere expérience, où le seul Instinct agit, de même que dans les précédentes, prouve 
bien que la mélodie n’a d’autre principe que l’harmonie rendue par le Corps sonore”; Jean-
Philippe Rameau, Observations sur notre instinct pour la musique, et sur son principe (Paris, 
1754), 10; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 3:271. 
431 “C’est principalement du fonds d’Harmonie, dont se tire la Mélodie appliquée aux paroles, que 
le Chanteur reçoit l’impression du sentiment qu’il doit peindre”; Rameau, Observations, 102; 
Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 3:317. 
432 “Ce n’est donc que de l’harmonie, mère de cette Mélodie, que naissent directement les 
différens effets que nous éprouvons en Musique: non que ses accessoires n’y contribuent, sçavoir 
la Mélodie, la mesure &c. mais sans elle, ces mêmes accessoires tombent en pure perte: réflèxion 
qui ne doit pas être indifférente”; Rameau, Erreurs, 46; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 5:220. 
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was completed, mathematical reasoning and sense experience would be fully reconciled. 

Music would be shown, once and for all, to be a physico-mathematical science. 

Hence, if Rousseau heard in Rameau’s opera only noise, that evidenced only 

Rousseau’s impoverished reason and sensibility. In Erreurs, Rameau observed that “the 

word noise, all too familiar to the author [Rousseau] when speaking of harmony, can 

scarcely be pronounced except against a bad harmony.” Quite the contrary, “it is the ear 

of he who is so taxed that should be blamed.”433 In defending harmony and 

demonstrating the expressive limitations of melody, Rameau cited Hippolyte et Aricie. 

The passion of Theseus’s monologue in Act 4 “would be almost imperceptible with the 

voice alone.” Only harmony could maintain “ideal proportions between the voice and the 

instruments, proportions whose defects are almost never suspected by those hoping to 

criticize, for in that case their criticism would be in bad faith.”434 Rameau referenced the 

l’Amour triomphe scene in Pygmalion a paradigmatic example of harmony’s expressive 

capabilities—expressions which would be utterly debilitated if left to melody alone. 

Likewise, the looming horrors heralded by the Furies in Act 2 of Hippolyte was conveyed 

through a highly dissonant enharmonic genre.435 While this progression shocked and 

 
433 “Le mot de bruit trop familier à l’Auteur, en fait d’harmonie, ne peut guères être prononcé que 
contre une mauvaise harmonie, sinon c’est à l’oreille de celui qui la taxe de la sorte qu’il faut s’en 
prendre”; Rameau, Erreurs, 21–2; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 5:207–8. 
434 “D’ailleurs les situations qu’exposent les Monologues de Thesee au 4e Acte Hippolyte & 
Aricie ... seront presque insensibles avec la voix seule ... l’harmonie suppléera certainement à son 
défaut, toute proportion gardée entre la voix & les instrumens: proportion dont le défaut n’est 
presque jamais soupçonné par ceux qui ont dessein de critiquer, sinon il y auroit bien de la 
mauvaise foi dans leur critique”; Rameau, Erreurs, 37; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 5:215. 
435 The Furies, Fates, or Erinyes (les Parques) were three deities of vengeance in Greek 
mythology. The “Trio des Parques” was cut from the premier of Hippolyte et Aricie because 
singers found its enharmonic melodies almost impossible to perform. One can only wonder how 
the anonymous critic of the Mercure de France would have recoiled upon hearing such a 
performance. 
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disturbed the ear upon first experience, Rameau insisted that it, too, followed from 

harmony and originated from the corps sonore. “Not only are three excellent musicians 

needed to sing it, but also there is a way of handling [enharmonic genres],” he 

proclaimed, referring to harmony, “of which one might be ignorant or merely lacked the 

patience to learn.”436 In both cases, the complex harmonies of Hippolyte et Aricie were 

essential towards a feeling that could not be replicated any other way. The so-called 

cacophony was, in truth, physico-mathematical nature.  

Rameau also rebuked Rousseau’s analysis of consonance and dissonance. As the 

most difficult aspect of harmony and melody, dissonance exposed Rousseau’s musical 

inaptitude: 

In the Journal des Sçavants, the author of so many errors has been praised 

excessively. The articles Consonnance and Dissonnance are cited as proof. 

Because one cannot be mistaken about consonances, the Panegyrist then goes 

almost as far as his Hero. But regarding dissonance he does not say a word.437 

Dissonance held a unique, liminal status in Rameau’s natural philosophy of music. 

Though absent from the corps sonore, Rameau maintained that music needed dissonance 

in order to add variety and please the ear. The ear, or instinct, which all humans naturally 

 
436 “Il faut non-seulement trois grands Musiciens pour le chanter, il y a d’ailleurs une maniére de 
s’y prendre qu’on peut ignorer, ou à laquelle on n’a pas encore eû la patience de se prêter”; 
Rameau, Erreurs, 60; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 5:227. 
437 “L’on vient tout récemment de louer à l’excés l’Auteur de tant d’erreurs dans le Journal des 
Sçavants (a), où l’on cite pour preuves les articles de Consonance & de Dissonance. Comme il 
n’y a pas moyen de se tromper sur les consonances, aussi le Panégyriste s’y étend-il presque 
autant que son Héros; mais pour ce qui est de la dissonance, il n’en dit pas un mot”; Rameau, 
Erreurs, 90; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 5:242. 
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possessed and was essentially immutable across all nations, required dissonance to better 

appreciate and enjoy consonance; indeed, the dominant chord, with its dissonant minor 

7th interval, was the keystone of Rameau’s theory of chordal progression. As his words, 

“nature has a large part [in dissonance], if not directly at least indirectly.”438 This was 

another aim of Hippolyte et Aricie: to prove that even the harshest dissonances fit within 

Rameau’s harmonic system. No facet of music was purely an artistic invention; the 

harshest dissonances could be analyzed scientifically and placed with nature’s harmonic 

system. 

3.2. Rousseau’s Essai 

As their dialogue evolved, Rousseau grew exasperated with Rameau’s fanatical devotion 

to the corps sonore. This was perhaps why, in his Essai sur l’origine de langues, 

Rousseau made an astonishing claim: the object of music was not sound. Furthering his 

earlier thesis that music was born from passionate speech rather than experiences of 

sonorous vibration, Rousseau made his strongest case that music could not be reduced to 

science: 

Man is modified by his senses, no one doubts it. But because we fail to 

distinguish between the modifications, we confound their causes. We give both 

too much and too little dominion to sensations, missing that they often affect us 

not only as sensations but as signs or images and that their moral effects also have 

moral causes. Just as the feelings that painting arouses in us do not at all come 

 
438 “La Nature y a beaucoup de part, sinon directement, du moins indirectement”; Rameau, 
Erreurs, 103; Rameau, Theoretical Writings, 5:248. 
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from colors, so the dominion music has over our souls is not at all the work of 

sounds.439 

The true objects of music, in other words, was language. If music was essentially 

language, then it was signs and images conveyed through sound—not the sensation of 

sound itself—that moved the passions and causes musical expression. Rousseau 

anticipated the obvious objection. “But will it not be said that melody is merely a 

succession of sounds? Doubtless; but design is also merely an arrangement of colors. An 

orator uses ink to pen his writings; does that mean that ink is a very eloquent liquid?”440 

Flouting two centuries of tradition that began with Descartes’s opening line of his 

Compendium, Rousseau displaced physical sound from its once-central role in music 

theory. Harmony, as a physico-mathematical phenomenon, tickled the eardrum and 

pleased listeners, but that was all it did; passions in the soul could never be stirred by 

mere mechanical stimuli. “So long as we wish to consider sounds merely in terms of the 

tremblings they excite in our nerves, we will completely miss the true principles of music 

and its power over our hearts.”441 

 
439 “Lʼhomme est modifie par ses sens, personne nʼen doute; mais faute de distinguer les 
modifications, nous en confondons les causes; nous donnons trop & trop peu dʼempire aux 
sensations; nous ne voyons pas que souvent elles ne nous affectent point seulement comme 
sensations, mais comme signes ou images, & que leurs effets moraux ont aussi des cause morales. 
Comme les sentimens quʼexcite en nous la Peinture ne viennent point des couleurs, lʼempire que 
la Musique a sur nos ames nʼest point lʼouvrage des son”; Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes, 12:482–
3. 
440 “Mais, dira-t-on, la mélodie nʼest quʼune succession de sons; sans doute; mais le dessein nʼest 
aussi quʼun arrangement de couleurs. Un orateur se sert dʼencre pour tracer ses ecrits; est-ce à 
dire que lʼencre soit une liqueur fort éloquente?”; Rousseau, 12:485. 
441 “Tant quʼon ne voudra considérer les sons que par lʼébranlement quʼils excitent dans nos 
nerfs, on nʼaura point de vrais principes de la Musique & de son pouvoir sur les cœurs”; 
Rousseau, 12:500. 
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Like many before, Rousseau underscored his point by comparing sound and 

music to light and color. While Sauveur and Rameau employed such analogies to buttress 

their respective sciences, Rousseau highlighted the irreplaceable role of genius in all fine 

arts. He mocked “some celebrated artist” who believed that, “in order to philosophize 

properly, one must go back to physical causes.” According to this artist, “the 

decomposition of light … the primitive colors … their ratios, [and] their proportions” 

revealed “the true principles of the pleasure painting gives us.” Hence, “all this 

mysterious talk of design, representation, or figure is nothing but chicanery of the French 

painters, who believe that by their imitations they produce I know not what movements in 

the soul, when in fact there is nothing to it but sensations.”442 Here Rousseau punctuated 

his point through satire. This notion of artistic solve et coagula—dissolving a painting 

into its component colors and proportions, then reconstituting the “movements in the 

soul” from base sensations—was patently ludicrous. Music was no different: 

Therefore, as painting is not the art of combining colors in a way agreeable to the 

eye, no more is music the art of combining sounds in a way agreeable to the ear. 

If they were nothing but that, each would be numbered among the natural sciences 

rather than the fine arts. It is imitation alone that elevates them to that rank. Now, 

 
442 “Aussi-tôt quelque Artiste célebre etabliroit là-dessus un beau système. Messieurs, leur diroit-
il, pour bien philosopher, il faut remonter aux causes physiques. Voilà la décomposition de la 
lumière, voilà toutes les couleurs primitives, voilà leurs rapports, leurs proportions; voilà les vrais 
principes du plaisir que vous fait la Peinture. Tous ces mots mystérieux de dessein, de 
représentation, de figure, sont une pure charlatanerie des Peintres François, qui, par leurs 
imitations pensent donner je ne sais quels mouvemens à lʼame tandis quʼon sait quʼil nʼy a que 
des sensations”; Rousseau, 12:487. 
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what makes painting an imitative art? It is design. What makes music another? It 

is melody.443 

This audacious claim—that music was never really about sound—perhaps explains why 

Rousseau’s Essai went unpublished in his lifetime. It was melody and design (Rousseau 

alluded to the discipline of disegno and its devotion to individual artistic genius) that 

instilled within music and painting their affective powers. Both conveyed signs, images, 

and ideas understood by particular cultures and rooted in moral causes. Rousseau 

concluded his commentary with one final thrashing of Rameau: 

Let whoever wishes to philosophize on the strength of sensations begin by 

excluding from purely sensible impressions the intellectual and moral impressions 

which we receive by way of the senses, but of which the senses are only the 

occasional cause; let him avoid the error of attributing to sensible objects a power 

they do not possess or that they draw from the affections of the soul which they 

represent to us. As representations and signs, colors and sounds can do much; as 

simple objects of the senses, very little. Series of sounds or chords will amuse me 

for a moment, perhaps. But in order to charm me and to affect me, these series 

must offer me something that is neither sound nor chord, which succeeds in 

moving me in spite of myself. Songs that are merely agreeable and say nothing 

are still tiresome; for it is not so much the ear that carries pleasure to the heart as 

 
443 “Comme donc la Peinture nʼest pas lʼart de combiner des couleurs dʼune maniere agréable, la 
vue, la Musique nʼest pas non plus lʼart de combiner des sons dʼune maniere agréable a lʼoreille. 
Sʼil nʼy avoit que cela, lʼune & lʼautre seroient au nombre des sciences naturelles & non pas des 
beaux-arts. Cʼest lʼimitation seule qui les eleve à ce rang. Or, quʼest-ce qui fait de la Peinture un 
art dʼimitation? Cʼest le dessein. Quʼest-ce qui de la Musique en fait un autre? Cʼest la mélodie”; 
Rousseau, 12:492. 
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it is the heart that carries it to the ear. I believe that, if these ideas had been better 

developed, much foolish argumentation over ancient music may well have been 

avoided. But in this day and age, when we strive to materialize all the operations 

of the soul and remove all morality from human sentiments, I would be much 

mistaken if the new philosophy does not become as fatal to good taste as to 

virtue.444 

Music, like all fine arts, drew its potency from “intellectual and moral impressions” that 

had to be learned within particular cultural contexts. No physico-mathematical analysis of 

light or sound could impersonate the genius that was the source of all fine arts. All talk of 

the effects of ancient music and efforts to replicate it through scientific means was 

nothing more than “foolish argumentation.” The new philosophy of the Enlightenment 

was anathema to good aesthetic sensibility. 

Embedded within Rameau’s and Rousseau’s quibble over aesthetics was a deep 

and consequential debate that pitted mathematical natural science against baroque arts. 

Rameau championed the French style of opera because it embodied the highest ideals of 

 
444 “Que celui donc qui veut philosopher sur la force des sensations, commence par écarter des 
impressions purement sensuelles, les impressions intellectuelles & morales que nous recevons par 
la voie des sens, mais dont ils ne sont que les causes occasionnelles; quʼil évite lʼerreur de donner 
aux objets sensibles un pouvoir quʼils nʼont pas, ou quʼils tiennent des affections de lʼame quʼils 
nous représentent. Les couleurs & les sons peuvent beaucoup comme représentations & signes, 
peu de chose comme simples objets des sens. Des suites de sons ou dʼaccords mʼamuseront un 
moment peut-être; mais pour me charmer & mʼattendrir, il faut que ces suites mʼoffrent quelque 
chose qui ne soit ni son, ni accord, & qui me vienne émouvoir malgré moi. Les chants mêmes qui 
ne sont quʼagréables & ne disent rien, lassent encore; car ce nʼest pas tant lʼoreille qui porte le 
plaisir au cœur, que le cœur qui le porte à lʼoreille. Je crois quʼen développant mieux ces idées, 
on se fut épargné bien de sots raisonnemens sur Musique ancienne. Mais dans ce siecle ou lʼon 
sʼefforce de matérialiser toutes les opérations de lʼame, & dʼôter toute moralité aux sentimens 
humains, je suis trompe si la nouvelle philosophie ne devient aussi funeste au bon goût quʼa la 
vertu.” In Rousseau, 12:505. 
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musical science: the natural principles of the corps sonore were deployed towards 

composing music that united physico-mathematical theory with the movement of the 

passions. Rousseau favored Italian opera because it exemplified his vision of music as 

expressive language: he saw melody as irreducible to mathematical principles and—

because of this, not despite it—the core of music. As much as Rameau insisted that his 

musical science unified reason with feeling, Rousseau heard in Rameau’s music not 

natural harmony but baroque cacophony. 

3.3. Rousseau’s Dictionnaire de musique 

Four years after Rameau’s death in 1764, Rousseau published his Dictionnaire de 

musique. In it he laid out his mature vision of music as a fine art. For all the rhetorical 

bomb-throwing that permeated his Lettre and Essai, most opinions in Rousseau’s 

Dictionnaire would seem uncontroversial at first glance. He defined musique as “the art 

of combining sounds in a manner agreeable to the ear” and added that “this art becomes a 

science, and even very profound, when one wishes to discover the principles of these 

combinations and the reasons for these affections that it causes in us.”445 Musique 

speculative was “the knowledge of musical matters, which is to say the various relations 

between low and high, fast and slow, sour and sweet, strong and weak, to which sounds 

are susceptible; relations which, in comprising all possible combinations of music and 

sound, seem also to comprise all the causes of the impressions which their succession 

 
445 Under the entry for MUSIQUE Rousseau wrote: “Art de combiner les Sons d’une manière 
agréable à l’oreille. Cet Art devient une science & même très-profonde, quand on veut trouver les 
principes de ces combinaisons & les raisons des affections qu’elles nous causent”; Rousseau, 
Dictionnaire, 305–6; Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes, 13:517. 
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may make on the ear and soul.” Musique pratique was simply “the art of applying and 

putting to use the principles of the speculative.”446 Rousseau walked back many of his 

claims from the heated days of the querelle and reinforced conventional definitions of 

musical science and practice that aligned with his writings in the Encyclopédie. 

But Rousseau added criteria that revealed his more partisan opinions. “We could, 

and perhaps should,” he suggested,” divide music into natural and imitative.” Natural 

music was “born only from the physics of sound and, acting only on the sense, can never 

carry its impressions to the heart, and can only convey more or less agreeable sensations. 

Such is the music of songs, hymns, canticles, and of all songs [Chants] that are solely 

combinations of melodious sounds, and in general all music that is only harmonious.”447 

(Here “natural” seemed to invoke conventional understanding of the word—harmony, 

simple consonances, and the corps sonore—not mankind’s natural expressive speech 

from the Essai.) Imitative music was that which, “by means of lively and accentuated 

inflexions and, as it were, speaking, expresses every passion, paints every picture, renders 

every object, submits the whole of nature to its ingenious imitations, and thus conveys to 

 
446 “La Musique spéculative est, si l’on peut parler ainsi, la connoissance de la matière musicale; 
c’est-à-dire, des différens rapports du grave à l’aigu, du vîte au lent, de l’aigre au doux, du sort au 
foible, dont les Sons sont susceptibles; rapports qui, comprenant toutes les combinations 
possibles de la Musique & des Sons, semblent comprendre aussi toutes les causes des impressions 
que peut faire leur succession sur l’oreille & sur l’ame”; “La Musique pratique est l’Art 
d’appliquer & mettre en usage les principes de la spéculative”; Rousseau, Dictionnaire, 306; 
Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes, 13:572. 
447 “On pourroit & lʼon devroit peut-être encore diviser la Musique en naturelle & imitative. La 
premiere, bornée au seul physique des Sons & nʼagissant que sur le sens, ne porte point ses 
impressions jusquʼau coeur, & ne peut donner que des sensations plus ou moins agréables. Telle 
est la Musique des Chansons, des Hymnes, des Cantiques, de tous les Chants qui ne sont que des 
combinaisons de Sons Mélodieux, & en genéral toute Musique qui nʼest quʼHarmonieuse”; 
Rousseau, Dictionnaire, 308; Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes, 13:572–3. 
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the heart of man the proper sentiments to touch and affect him.”448 Imitative music 

seemed to replicate Rousseau’s earlier notion of “genuine music.” The pinnacle of 

imitative music was the opera, as Rousseau elaborated in his definition of Opéra: 

The art of combining sounds pleasantly can be envisioned in two very different 

aspects. When viewed as an institution of nature, music limits its effect to 

sensations and physical pleasures which results from melody, harmony, and 

rhythm. Such ordinarily is church music; such are dancing airs and simple chants. 

But taken as an essential part of the lyrical scene, whose principal object is 

imitation, music becomes one of the fine arts. It is capable of painting every 

portrait, spurring every sentiment, competing with poetry, giving new force [to 

fine art], embellishing it with new charms, and ultimately conquering and 

crowning it.449 

While natural music pleased the ear, only imitative music—based in language rather than 

sensations and physical pleasures—conveyed meaning to the souls. 

Rousseau’s key insight in the Dictionnaire was to sever the once-indelible link 

between “natural” and expressive music. From Rameau’s perspective, this dichotomy 

 
448 “La seconde, par des inflexions vives accentuées, &, pour ainsi dire, parlantes, exprime toutes 
les passions, peint tous les tableaux, rend tous les objets, soumet la Nature entiere à ses savantes 
imitations, & porte ainsi jusquʼau coeur de lʼhomme des sentimens propres à lʼémouvoir”; 
Rousseau, Dictionnaire, 308; Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes, 13:574. 
449 “Considérée comme une institution de la Nature, la Musique borne son effet à la sensation & 
au plaisir physique qui résulte de la Mélodie, de lʼHarmonie, & du Rhythme: telle est 
ordinairement la Musique dʼEglise; tels sont les Airs à danser, & ceux des Chansons. Mais 
comme partie essentielle de la Scene lyrique, dont lʼobjet principal est lʼimitation, la Musique 
devient un des beaux Arts, capable de peindre tous les Tableaux, dʼexciter tous les sentimens, de 
lutter avec la Poésie, de lui donner une forcé nouvelle, de lʼembellir de nouveaux charmes, & 
dʼen triompher en la couronnant”; Rousseau, Dictionnaire, 339; Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes, 
13:625. 
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would have made no sense. Rameau saw all music as natural, all ultimately combinations 

of melodious sounds steeped in the physics of harmony. Rousseau’s categories also did 

not square with Pluche’s division between singing music and baroque music. Pluche’s 

singing music was natural and expressive; baroque music was unnatural and devoid of 

expression. Rousseau’s definition from the Dictionnaire closely emulated Pluche’s. 

Rousseau’s natural/imitative dichotomy represented a new categorization altogether, 

subverting age-old assumptions on the relationship between musical science and practice. 

“This truly lyrical and theatrical music was that of the ancient poems,” he wrote of the 

imitative style, “and is today applied to dramas, executed in melody, in our theaters.” He 

added that “it is only this music, and not in the harmonious or natural, that we should 

seek the cause of the prodigious effects that, in days past, it has produced.” This was 

Rousseau’s boldest assertion, beyond even unseating sound as the object of music. The 

wonderous effects of music in antiquity, and its capacity to spur passions in modern 

times, signified music’s artificiality, its estrangement from natural principles of sound. 

“No matter how long we seek these moral effects exclusively in the physics of sound,” 

Rousseau added, “we shall never find them, and we will reason without 

understanding.”450 

Rousseau’s point—that moral effects do not arise from physics—was not self-

evident as it might be today. Nearly every figure examined in this dissertation, from 

 
450 “Cette Musique vraiment lyrique & théâtrale étoit celle des anciens Poemes, & cʼest de nos 
jours celle quʼon sʼefforce dʼappliquer aux Drames quʼon exécute en Chant sur nos Théâtres. Ce 
nʼest que dans cette Musique, & non dans lʼHarmonique ou naturelle, quʼon doit chercher la 
raison des effets prodigieux quʼelle a produits autrefois. Tant quʼon cherchera des effets moraux 
dans le seul physique des Sons, on ne les y trouvera point & lʼon raisonnera sans sʼentendre”; 
Rousseau, Dictionnaire, 308; Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes, 13:574. 
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Vincenzo and Zarlino to Mersenne, Huygens, and Rameau, agreed on one point: music’s 

power over men’s souls arose from some natural source. Pythagoreans found this source 

in pure number ratios, while Aristoxenians located it in the soul’s natural affinity for 

certain melodies and modes. Vincenzo, who had little patience for counterpoint and 

denied that traditional musical ratios were natural, still believed that the mythical power 

of melodies of antiquity arose from a nature of sound and could be recreated through 

esperienza. The philosophers of the scientific revolution looked to the stimuli of sounds 

on the organ of the ear, while Rameau found his natural source in the corps sonore. 

Rousseau joined Descartes and Sauveur in maintaining that musical expression was not 

intrinsic to either physical nature or human nature. 

Baroque music was an unseemly amalgam of natural and imitative styles. It was 

born from composers who subverted nature’s harmony towards their own ends, forcing it 

to express feelings that had no connection to the physics of sound. Rousseau allowed that 

“sound physically considered” was the “subject” of music. If the composer aimed to 

please the ear, “it is enough to seek beautiful sounds and agreeable chords.” A genius 

composer, however, “elevates himself to imitative music and seeks to move listeners by 

moral effects” by considering “music by its relations to the accents of the human voice 

and the possible conformities between harmonically combined sounds and imitable 

objects.”451 As for musical genius, 

 
451 “Dans une Composition lʼAuteur à pour sujet le Son physiquement considéré, & pour objet le 
seul plaisir de lʼoreille; ou bien il sʼélevé à la Musique imitative de cherche à émouvoir ses 
Auditeurs par des effets moraux. Au premier égard il suffit quʼil cherche de beaux Sons & des 
Accords agréables; mais au second il doit considérer la Musique par ses rapports aux accens de la 
voix humaine, & par les conformités possibles entre les Sons harmoniquement combines & le 
objets imitables.” In Rousseau, Dictionnaire, 155; Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes, 13:303. 
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What I mean by genius is not at all that bizarre and capricious taste that 

everywhere sows the baroque and the difficult, that knows how to ornament 

harmony with dissonances, contrasts, and noise. Genius is that inner fire that 

burns and torments the composer despite himself. It incessantly inspires him with 

new and agreeable songs, with lively and natural expressions that always move 

the heart, with a pure, touching, majestic harmony that strengthens and adorns the 

song without stifling it.452 

The genius found expression not in nature but in himself. Individual creativity, not 

physico-mathematical laws, played the causal role in music, and such creativity could not 

be abstracted and fit within a scientific system. Baroque music was, like the barroco 

pearl, a malformation of nature, the result of musical science overstepping its bounds and 

attempting to force nature to express feelings. This passage, better than anything 

Rousseau wrote, exemplified music’s reorientation as a fine art. 

4. Conclusion 

The furor and cacophony that struck the audience during Hippolyte et Aricie 

foreshadowed the clash between Rameau and Rousseau over the scientific/aesthetic 

tension within music as a whole. The question at the heart of both the querelle de 

Lullistes et Ramistes and the querelle des Bouffons was simple: was Rameau’s 

 
452 “Ce que jʼentends par génie nʼest point ce goût bisarre & capricieux qui seme par-tout le 
baroque & le difficile, qui ne sait orner lʼHarmonie quʼà forcé de Dissonances, de contrastes & de 
bruit. Cʼest ce feu intérieur qui brûle, qui tourmente le Compositeur malgré lui, qui lui inspire 
incessamment des Chants nouveaux & toujours agréables des expressions vives, naturelles & qui 
vont au cœur; une Harmonie pure, touchante, majestueuse, qui renforce & pare le Chant sans 
lʼétouffer”; Rousseau, Dictionnaire, 109; Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes, 13:299. 
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trailblazing style genuine music, or baroque noise? Following the century-long quest for 

a science that would explain human musical experiences in physico-mathematical terms, 

Rameau, in written treatises and in composition, announced to the world that the Holy 

Grail had been found. The harmonic series supplied a mathematical basis for musical 

harmony that, when extrapolated to melody, encompassed all musical practice. The corps 

sonore anchored this system in the Newtonian natural philosophy of the Enlightenment, 

allowing Rameau to steep his music theory in physico-mathematical laws of the same 

caliber as Newton’s law of universal gravitation. And yet, as much as Rameau envisioned 

his operas as the highest realization of musical science, Pluche, Rousseau, and 

anonymous critic all recoiled at Hippolyte et Aricie. To them, Rameau’s “natural” 

principles had produced a contrived deformity that neither pleased the ear nor moved the 

soul. Rousseau took the boldest stance of all. By naming melody the source of expression 

and relegating harmony to the mere mechanical pleasure of the eardrum, Rousseau 

challenged the corps sonore and Rameau’s musical science along with it. By locating the 

origins of music in human passions rather than physics, Rousseau proclaimed that music 

was not—nor had it ever been—a science of sound. It was not really about sound at all. 

Music relied on the internal feelings and individual genius of composers for its 

expressive power. By dividing music into natural and imitative and declaring only the 

latter capable of expression, Rousseau completed the estrangement of music from natural 

philosophy. 
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VI. Conclusion and Epilogue: Music’s New Place Among the Sciences 

 

However, musicians of our day, bound for the most part to the practice of notes 

and of some techniques of song, will hardly be offended, I think, when we do not 

count them among the great philosophers. 

-Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Dictionnaire de musique, 1768453 

 

1. Concluding Remarks 

On August 8th, 1793, all learned societies in France were abolished. Following the 

insurrection of 1792 and dissolution of the monarchy, the Convention nationale—the first 

republican government of Revolutionary France—dismissed the Académie des sciences 

and its brethren as relics of the Ancien Régime. In 1795, the Institut National des 

Sciences et des Arts arose in their place, reconstituting and uniting the old societies with 

a self-consciously modern sheen. Many changes were superficial: most deposed 

academicians returned to their seats, while the institutional and disciplinary structure of 

the Institut largely mirrored its predecessors. Music was an exception. Once having fit 

comfortably among the mathematical disciplines of the Académie, music was absent 

from the first class of Sciences physiques et mathématiques in the reformed Institut. It 

resided instead in the third class of Littérature et Beaux-Arts. Its disciplinary companions 

 
453 “Cependant les Musiciens de nos jours, bornés, pour la plûpart, à la pratique des Notes & de 
quelques tours de Chant, ne seront guère offensés, je pense, quand on ne les tiendra pas pour de 
grands Philosophes”; Rousseau, Dictionnaire, 305; Rousseau, Œuvres Complètes, 13:517. 
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were no longer arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy but painting, sculpture, and 

literature.454 As part of France’s great leap into modernity, music’s former status of a 

mathematical science was formally rescinded. It was for the first time explicitly redefined 

as a fine art. 

This dissertation has been about the early modern science of musical sound. 

Unlike previous studies, I have resisted anachronistic dichotomies between aesthetic and 

scientific criteria and sought to portray premodern musical science as a scientific 

investigation of artistic beauty and expression. I have focused on various efforts to 

subject sounds—from atomized consonances and simple melodies to more intricate 

counterpoint and harmonies—to scientific analysis. From Vincenzo’s acerbic rebukes of 

Zarlino and the intellectual tensions of the acoustical paradox to Rameau’s grandstanding 

on the nature of harmony and Rousseau’s razor-witted rebuttals, the history of this 

science teemed with colorful characters and impassioned arguments. Disputes centered 

on the relative merits of rational versus sensible modes of apprehending music and 

whether these could be reconciled into a coherent physico-mathematical science of 

music. This study has revealed that the period during which music was unequivocally 

considered a “science” of “sound” was short—two centuries at most. It commenced 

sometime between 1589, when Vincenzo performed his acoustical experiments and 

instructed Zarlino that “the purpose of music is to be heard,” and 1618, when Descartes 

affirmed that “the object of music is sound.” The science of musical sound began its 

 
454 For more details on the history of the Académie, see Maurice Crosland, Science Under 
Control: The French Academy of Sciences 1795-1914 (Cambridge University Press, 1992); 
Albert Cohen has previously noted this shift in music’s status in Cohen, Music in the French 
Royal Academy of Sciences, 112. 
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decline in 1701, when Sauveur declared that only sounds “agreeable to the ear” belonged 

to music. In 1755 Rousseau went further by denouncing Rameau’s “learned music” and 

proclaiming that “the dominion music has over our souls is not at all the work of sounds.” 

Through it all, music’s traditional status as a mathematical science and its once-indelible 

role in natural philosophy retreated to ever shakier grounds. By the time music was 

excommunicated from the sciences within the Institut, artists and philosophers alike took 

for granted Rousseau’s quip that sound was to a musician merely what ink was to a poet. 

In the end, after two centuries of strife, the science of music died peacefully in its sleep in 

1795. Few noticed it was gone. 

This lends strong support to our growing realization that the origins of physico-

mathematical sciences and fine arts have always been intertwined. The decline of musical 

science and the concurrent rise of Baroque musical practice were thus two sides of the 

same coin. In a Renaissance era of relatively unadorned airs and monodies, the idea that 

musical practice might be comprehensible through scientific reasoning hardly seemed 

farfetched. As counterpoint and informal styles of harmonic thinking gained prominence 

in the sixteenth century, this basic premise remained intact. In the seventeenth century, 

contrapuntal practice fractured into disparate enclaves that shared little common ground. 

This transpired while the burgeoning mechanical philosophy and accompanying physico-

mathematical sciences severed the longstanding link between physical phenomena and 

sensory experience. In the eighteenth century, Sauveur framed acoustics as useful to 

practicing musicians but epistemologically independent from music theory. Acoustics 

supplied mathematical descriptions of pitch, tempo, and simple consonances, but 
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otherwise left musical aesthetics for artists to deal with as they saw fit. Except for the 

basic and generally agreed upon perceptions of consonances in isolation from musical 

context, the human observer was banished from acoustics. Rameau, by contrast, dreamed 

of a musical science that might yet do the impossible and reconcile physical and 

mathematical theory with aesthetic musical experiences. In reality, his Hippolyte et 

Aricie—an opera composed to demonstrate the power of his science of harmony to incite 

passions within listeners—was derided as baroque cacophony. Meanwhile, Rousseau 

condemned Rameau’s dream as profoundly misguided. Throughout the history of the 

musical science of sound, physico-mathematics and fine arts slowly congealed and 

separated from one another. The former purged itself of all traces of aesthetic sensibilities 

and “tastes” just as the latter invoked Enlightenment ideals of sentiment and defined itself 

as a matter of taste. The art of music relied on creative, not mathematical, genius. 

The theory of a musical artisanal epistemology has been a crucial part of this 

story. Previous investigators have approached early modern musical science as an 

intellectual enterprise divorced from practical artistic concerns. Some have emphasized 

its mathematical theory; others its physical and experimental aspects. They have typically 

framed the artistic/scientific identity of music as an “exclusive or”: music was either art 

or science, depending on the context. Cohen in particular defined musical science in 

opposition to practice, enforcing an anachronistic dichotomy between scientific and 

aesthetic criteria of knowledge. In fact, practicing musicians cared deeply about the 

intellectual dimensions of their craft and approached composition as an expression of 

knowledge about natural passions. Vincenzo and Zarlino disagreed on many things, but 
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both maintained that composition was an intellectual process that articulated knowledge 

of sounds and their effects on listeners. Zarlino followed the Pythagorean tradition, while 

Vincenzo invoked esperienza della cose maestra. Mersenne, though not a composer, 

sought a philosophical understanding of beauty as a key element of his Harmonie 

universelle, even as Descartes and Huygens came to see such an endeavor as impossible. 

On the other side of the scientific revolution, Rameau presented the corps sonore as a 

physico-mathematical “first cause” of musical practice, given in nature.455 He insisted 

that reason and sentiment could join forces in a unified scientific theory of fine arts. In 

sum, practitioners such as Vincenzo and Rameau who ascribed epistemic value to their 

art believed that musical aesthetics and mathematical science could exist side-by-side. 

The dismantling of this ideal of a musical artisanal epistemology was, therefore, a key 

development in the history of musical science. The ultimate separation of science from 

aesthetics, which Cohen has taken as an underlying assumption of all musical science 

since Pythagoras, was in fact the key shift in musical-scientific thought from the sixteenth 

to the eighteenth century. 

The acoustical paradox was the primary driver of this shift. Under traditional 

Pythagorean theory, hearing was transparent and immaterial species conveyed 

harmonious proportions to the human soul. This enabled an exact understanding of music 

and its audible effects. But physicalized models of perception proffered by Kepler, 

Descartes, and others rendered the ear opaque and engulfed musical science in a troubling 

paradox. This radically narrowed the aims and scope of the problem of consonance. 

 
455 Rameau, Nouvelles Réflexions, 3. 
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Aesthetic experiences—for the first time distinguished from scientific—were defined by 

their impossibility to be physicalized and mathematized. They were expelled from 

experimental and physico-mathematical sciences. This scientific/aesthetic divide was best 

exemplified by Descartes’s distinction between concordance and agreeability and 

Sauveur’s separation of the mechanics of vibration from the human dimensions of 

musical experience. In spite of Rameau’s resistance, the gulf only widened and ultimately 

became unbridgeable. When Rousseau defined the “science of music” in his 

Dictionnaire, the discipline had become a shadow of its former self. Rousseau had no 

qualms about excluding musicians from the ranks of “the great philosophers” of his day. 

Whereas previous histories of seventeenth-century theories of perception have 

focused on light and vision, the case of sound and hearing accentuates how aesthetic 

elements of human experience conflicted with, and were ultimately estranged from, what 

was considered proper science. More than Gal and Chen-Morris’s optical paradox, the 

acoustical paradox illustrates how particular kinds of experiences—those that could be 

quantified—were singled out as scientifically meaningful. Others, resisting mathematical 

description and residing in the imagination rather than physics, were banished to the 

domain of the fine arts. Hence, music was unmoored and drifted apart from the sciences 

during the early modern era. Each carved out their respective domains on either side of an 

emerging scientific/aesthetic epistemological chasm. This led to a final parting of the 

ways between music and natural philosophy. As hard as Rameau fought, music and 

science drifted further and further apart over the course of the eighteenth century, never 

to be reunited. 
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Above all, I have emphasized early modern music’s distinct dual identity as art 

and science, practice and knowledge, sensible and mathematical. Gal and Chen-Morris 

have suggested that early modern science was in some ways “Baroque.” I have argued 

that early modern Baroque musical arts were, in some ways, scientific. This 

understanding, as developed in my analysis, sheds light on science and art, and the 

historical trajectories through which the two influenced each other. Musical art 

articulated knowledge of nature just as musical science sought to understand the full 

effects of musical compositions. Music’s status as ‘sensible mathematics’ set it apart 

from other areas of study and made it the ideal test case for the new physico-

mathematical and experimental sciences of the scientific revolution. The Baroque era saw 

this union of sensation and mathematical theory unravel, and musical science became the 

ground upon which the line between scientific and artistic criteria of knowledge was 

drawn. Modern physics and fine arts emerged from this estrangement.  

2. Epilogue: Helmholtz’s Theory of Consonance 

In 1863, physicist Hermann von Helmholtz published Die Lehre von den 

Tonempfindungen, a landmark study of acoustics and the psychology of auditory 

perception. In it he presented a theory of consonance that merged the physics of sound 

with a physiological account of human hearing. Noting that “the horizons of natural 

science, philosophy, and art have been in recent times too widely divided,” Helmholtz 

declared his intention to reunite the two sciences of sound that Sauveur and Rameau had 

separated in the previous century. “The following work,” he began, “seeks to unify the 

boundaries of sciences that, though sharing many natural affinities, have thus far stood 
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quite far apart from one another, namely the boundaries of physical and psychological 

acoustics on one hand and musical science and aesthetics on the other.”456 As Helmholtz 

saw it, all previous musical scientists, including Rameau and his basse fondamentale, had 

failed to find a concrete link between music and acoustics. “Thus far, this connection 

between acoustics and musical science has been purely superficial, in reality indicating 

more that people have felt and acknowledged the need for a connection between the 

aforementioned sciences than that they knew how to actually establish such a thing.”457 In 

Tonempfindungen, Helmholtz claimed to have solved the problem philosophers had 

wrestled with since Pythagoras: “what have the musical consonances to do with the ratios 

of the first six whole numbers?”458 With some modifications, his solution remains current 

today. 

Helmholtz’s theory centered on acoustical beats and their effects on auditory 

nerves. Whereas Sauveur had speculated that studying beats might lead to a new theory 

of consonance, Helmholtz thoroughly analyzed beats and their fundamental role in 

human perceptions of sound. In effect, Helmholtz took Rameau’s ‘extended coincidence 

theory’ and extended it even further, asserting that consonance arose not just from the 

 
456 “Das vorliegende Buch sucht die Grenzgebiete von Wissenschaften zu vereinigen, welche, 
obgleich durch viele natürliche Beziehungen auf einander hingewiesen, bisher doch ziemlich 
getrennt neben einander gestanden haben, die Grenzgebiete nämlich einerseits der physikalischen 
und physiologischen Akustik, andererseits der Musikwissenschaft und Aesthetik;” Hermann von 
Helmholtz, Die Lehre von den Tonempfindungen als physiologische Grundlage für die Theorie 
der Musik (J. Vieweg, 1863), 1. 
457 "Bisher ist diese Verbindung der Akustik mit der Musikwissenschaft eine rein äusserliche 
geblieben, eigentlich mehr ein Zeichen, dass man das Bedürfniss einer Verbindung der genannten 
Wissenschaften fühlte und anerkannte, als dass man eine solche thatsächlich herzustellen gewusst 
hätte”; Helmholtz, 1–2. 
458 "Was haben die musikalischen Consonanzen mit den Verhältnissen der ersten sechs ganzen 
Zahlen zu thun?”; Helmholtz, 2. 
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coincidences between fundamental tones and their harmonics but from the beats 

produced by all these tones. He observed first that all intervals produced beats and their 

beat frequency equaled the difference of the frequencies of the two tones of the interval. 

Because intervals with simple number ratios exhibited large frequency differences, they 

produced very rapid beating that was indiscernible to the human ear. An octave based on 

middle C with Sauveur’s standard frequency of 256 cycles per second (c’ in Helmholtz’s 

notation) would beat at 512 – 256 = 256 cycles. A justly tuned fifth based on C would 

beat at 384 – 256 = 128 cycles. On the other hand, a whole tone based on C would beat at 

288 – 256 = 32 cycles, and a slightly out-of-tune unison might beat at 257 – 256 = 1 

cycles. (The full calculations, including beats between upper harmonics of these tones, 

are much more complex.) According to Helmholtz, this “intermittent excitement” of slow 

beats strained the ear far more than “continuous excitement” of rapid beats. This was 

because the “irritability” of an auditory nerve took time to be reestablished following a 

sensory stimulus, and rapid beats stimulated nerves fast enough so as to avert a return to 

full irritability.459 The result was a continuous and pleasant stimulus in which beats were 

too frequent to be audible. By contrast, any interval whose frequency difference fell 

within the ‘critical bandwidth’ (to use the modern term) produced audible beats that 

strained the nerve. Thus, intervals with rapid beats were consonant; those with slow, 

intermittent beats were dissonant. Helmholtz demonstrated this experimentally using a 

“Helmholtz resonator,” and the general phenomenon of resonance within an air-filled 

cavity is today called “Helmholtz resonance” in his honor. 

 
459 Helmholtz discussed “intermittirende Erregung” of beats and “Reizbarkeit” of nerves in 
Helmholtz, 281. 
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Upon its publication, few doubted that Tonempfindungen offered the most 

comprehensive and experimentally supported theory of consonance hitherto produced. 

Physicists, psychologists, and musicians alike found much to praise in Helmholtz’s work. 

What proved more contentious was what bearing, if any, it had on musical composition. 

Tonempfindungen appeared during a time when European musicians were gradually 

realizing the tremendous variety of non-Western musical practices, many of which defied 

all familiar rules of composition. Helmholtz remained wary of encroaching upon this 

aesthetic domain and maintained that his theory only pertained to tones in isolation from 

musical context. He made no claims on the natural cause of harmony, melody, or their 

effects on the passions. Even the major scale lay outside Helmholtz’s scientific 

framework. His treatment of composition rarely went beyond explaining the melodic 

relationships between successive tones. His theory concerned only the most basic 

elements of music—the consonances. 

Helmholtz’s comments on Rameau revealed the aims and scope of 

Tonempfindungen. He acknowledged the basse fondamentale as a crucial advancement in 

music theory but disavowed Rameau’s belief that the corps sonore tethered all “arts of 

taste” to physics.460 He found Rameau’s physico-mathematical explanation of harmony 

unconvincing, cited similar objections as those leveled by Bernoulli, and concluded that 

“physical understanding … of the development and foundation of the theory of harmony 

has thus far been entirely fruitless.”461 Helmholtz dismissed Rameau’s dream of unifying 

 
460 Rameau, Nouvelles Réflexions, preface. 
461 “Dagegen ist bisher die physikalische Einleitung noch ganz unfruchtbar geblieben”; 
Helmholtz, Tonempfindungen, 1; see also Daniel Bernoulli, “Réflexions et Éclairissemens Sur 
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natural philosophy and fine arts as a peculiar and misguided product of the Age of 

Enlightenment: 

In the middle of the last century, when many began to suffer under the evils of an 

artificial social condition, it would have been enough to prove that a thing was 

natural in order to know also that it was beautiful and desirable. If indeed, in the 

present day, proof is found in the great perfection and suitability of all organic 

constitutions of the human body of the same natural relations Rameau had found 

in the major chord, we will not long deny that they deserve attention, at least as a 

starting point for future research. Rameau had in fact, as we can now see, quite 

rightly assumed that the theory of harmony was to be established on this fact. But 

that was not the end of it. Because in nature there exists both the beautiful and the 

hideous, the beneficial and the hurtful. The mere proof that something is natural, 

is therefore not enough to justify it aesthetically. Besides, Rameau could have 

heard quite a few decidedly dissonant tones from rods being struck, bells, drums, 

or cavities blown with air. Such tones would have to be considered just as natural. 

That musical instruments chiefly produce harmonic overtones testifies to the 

choices made by humans, based on the qualities of sound and needs of their 

ears.462 

 
Les Nouvelles Vibrations Des Cordes Exposées Dans Les Memoires de l’académie de 1747 & 
1748,” Histoire de l’académie Des Sciences et Belles Lettres 9 (1753): 152–3. 
462 “In der Mitte des vorigen Jahrhunderts, wo man unter den Uebeln eines verkünstelten 
gesellschaftlichen Zustandes schwer zu leiden anfing, mochte es genügen, eine Sache als 
natürlich darzustellen, um dadurch auch zu beweisen, dass sie schön und wünschenswerth sei, 
und auch gegenwärtig werden wir nicht längnen wollen, dass bei der grossen Vollendung und 
Zweckmässigkeit sämmtlicher organischer Einrichtungen des menschlichen Körpers der 
Nachweis solcher in der Natur gegebenen Verhältnisse, wie sie Rameau zwischen den Tönen des 
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Like Rousseau, Helmholtz saw Rameau’s theory of harmony as an artistic invention. 

Rameau’s belief that “natural” entailed “beautiful” was a relic of a different era, when the 

philosophes assumed that nature was rational and reason itself was the highest standard 

of artistic beauty. “The correctness [of the fundamental bass] cannot be established a 

priori; we must rather prove it from its results,” Helmholtz added. “The origin of such 

fundamental aesthetic principles is not ascribed to natural necessity. They are rather 

products of ingenious invention.”463 Where Rameau viewed reason and sentiment as 

equal partners in his musical artisanal epistemology, Helmholtz envisioned a hierarchical 

relationship. Reason helped understand the raw material of the consonances, which 

sensibility arranged according to personal taste, cultural convention, or any number of 

aesthetic factors.  

In his final chapter, Helmholtz made clear that only the barest essentials of music 

originated in physics. He reiterated that “the construction of scales and the fabric of 

 
Duraccordes aufgefunden hatte, alle Beachtung verdient, wenigstens als Anhaltspunkt für die 
weitere Forschung. Und in der That hatte auch Rameau, wie wir jetzt übersehen können, 
vollkommen richtig vermuthet, dass von dieser Thatsache aus die Lehre der Harmonie zu 
begründen sei. Aber abgemacht war es damit freilich nicht. Denn in der Natur kommt Schönes 
und Hassliches, Heilsames und Schädliches vor. Der blosse Nachweis, dass etwas natürlich sei, 
genügt also noch nicht, es ästhetisch zu rechtfertigen. Ausserdem hätte Rameau bei geschlagenen 
Stäben, Glocken, Membranen, angeblasenen Hohlräumen noch mancherlei entschieden 
dissonante Accorde hören können. Solche accorde würde man doch auch für natürlich erklären 
müssen. Dass die Musikinstrumente alle harmonische Obertöne zeigen, beruht auf der Wahl, die 
der Mensch zwischen den Klangfarben nach den Bedürfnissen seines Ohrs getroffen hat.” In 
Helmholtz, Tonempfindungen, 380–1. 
463 “Wir können seine Richtigkeit nicht von vorn herein erweisen, müssen sie an seinen 
Consequenzen prüfen. Auch ist die Entstehung solcher ästhetischer Grundprincipien nicht einer 
Naturnotwendigkeit zuzuschreiben, sondern sie sind Producte genialer Erfindung”; Helmholtz, 
411. 
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harmony is an artistic invention and is in no way directly given by the natural structure or 

function of our ears, as has generally been asserted up until now.”464 He continued: 

The natural laws of the function of our ears play a large and influential role in 

this. They are, so to speak, the building blocks that mankind’s artistic impulse has 

employed to erect the structure of our musical systems. That the construction of 

this structure can only be understood once one has acquired an accurate 

understanding of the nature of the pieces from which it is built has been shown 

quite clearly over the course of our investigations of this subject. But just as 

people of different tastes will build very different kinds of structures from the 

same building blocks, so too do we see in the history of music that the same 

peculiar characteristics of the human ear have served as bases for very different 

systems of music. As such, there is no doubt that not only the composition of 

musical masterpieces but also the construction of our systems of scales, keys, and 

chords—in short, everything that is wont to be compiled under the theory of the 

fundamental bass—is a work of artistic invention, and thus must also be subjected 

to the laws of artistic beauty.465 

 
464 “Ich habe mich bemüht in der letzten Abteilung dieses Buches nachzuweisen, dass die 
Construction der Tonleitern und des Harmoniegewebes ein Product künstlerischer Erfindung, und 
keineswegs durch den natürlichen Bau oder die natürliche Thätigkeit unseres Ohres unmittelbar 
gegeben sei, wie man es bisher wohl meist zu behaupten pflegte”; Helmholtz, 588. 
465 “Allerdings spielen die natürlichen Gesetze der Thätigkeit unseres Ohres eine grosse und 
einflussreiche Rolle dabei; sie sind gleichsam die Bausteine, welche der Kunsttrieb des Menschen 
benutzt hat, um das Gebäude unseres musikalischen Systemes aufzuführen; und dass man die 
Construction des Gebäudes nur verstehen kann, wenn man die Natur der Stücke, aus denen es 
aufgeführt ist, genau kennen gelernt hat, zeigt gerade im vorliegenden Falle der Verlauf unserer 
Untersuchung sehr deutlich. Aber ebenso gut, wie Leute von verschiedener Geschmacksrichtung 
aus denselben Steinen sehr verschiedenartige Gebäude errichten, ebenso sehen wir auch in der 
Geschichte der Musik die gleichen Eigenthümlichkeiten des menschlichen Ohres als Grundlage 
sehr verschiedener musikalischer Systeme dienen. Demgemäss meine ich, können wir nicht 
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Whereas Rameau viewed harmony as a physio-mathematical science of aesthetics, 

Helmholtz treated the “laws of artistic beauty” as inherently irreducible to mathematics or 

physics. He placed the consonances in “a wholly subordinate and elementary domain” to 

that of musical practice; they were deployed by artists according to their tastes, 

preferences, and other subjective factors beyond the reach of scientific laws.466 

Helmholtz concluded by offering a vision of the fine arts befitting the nineteenth-

century era of Romanticism. “We honour a genius, a spark of divine creative fire, which 

transcends the limits of our intelligent and conscious forecast,” he mused. Through 

“intellectual cultivation” a genius artist might discover an underlying order in nature and 

“learn, through artwork, to recognize and wonder at an image of this order of the world, 

governed in all its parts by law and reason.”467 However, the aesthetic effects of music 

reached far beyond law and reason, and only “genius” allowed artists to assemble the 

consonances into pleasing and expressive compositions. With the nineteenth-century 

work of Helmholtz, the “problem of consonance” finally assumed the a priori, 

transhistorical form Cohen had misleadingly imposed on its premodern incarnations: the 

 
zweifeln, dass nicht bloss die Composition vollendeter musikalischer Kunstwerke, sondern auch 
selbst die Construction unseres Systems der Tonleitern, Tonarten, Accorde, kurz alles dessen, was 
in der Lehre vom Generalbasse zusammengestellt zu werden pflegt, ein Werk künstlerischer 
Erfindung sei, und deshalb auch den Gesetzen der künstlerischen Schönheit unterworfen sein 
müsse.” In Helmholtz, 588. 
466 Helmholtz described the “allgemeinen Regeln der künstlerischen Schönheit” that depend on 
cultural norms in Helmholtz, 592; Hui has noted Helmholtz’s effort to “reconcile” his theory with 
practice in Alexandra Hui, The Psychophysical Ear: Musical Experiments, Experimental Sounds, 
1840-1910 (MIT Press, 2013), 55–87. 
467 “Wir verehren in dem ersten einen Genius, einen Funken göttlicher Schöpferkraft, welcher 
über die Grenzen unseres verständig und selbstbewußt rechnenden Denkens hinausgeht”; he 
added “wir lernen, vorläufig zwar an gleichgültigem Stoff ausgeführt, in dem Kunstwerk das Bild 
einer solchen Ordnung der Welt, welche durch Gesetz und Vernunft in allen ihren Teilen 
beherrscht wird, kennen und bewundern”; Helmholtz, Tonempfindungen, 591. 
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investigation of consonant sounds in isolation from aesthetic principles and artistic 

context.468 Like Sauveur, Helmholtz’s success in solving the problem of consonance 

owed as much to his careful demarcation of artistic and scientific domains as to the 

mathematical and experimental rigor of his theory. The emotional effects of musical 

compositions were not only beyond the reach of mathematical science; they moved 

listeners precisely because of their irreducibility to fixed laws. Beauty could have no 

raison, as Mersenne had asked Descartes to provide. There could be no musical artisanal 

epistemology in which practitioners joined philosophers in articulating rational 

knowledge, as Vincenzo and Rameau sought to establish. Helmholtz left no doubt: music 

was a fine art, not a natural science. 

  

 
468 Cohen, Quantifying Music, xiv. 
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